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ABSTRACT 
 




Dana L. Radu 
 
Advisor: Julia Przybos 
 
In my dissertation, I examine visions of the United States in Jules Verne’s (1828-1905) 
Voyages extraordinaires (1863-1905). Of the sixty-four novels that make up that series, twenty-
three, over one-third, feature American characters or take place on American soil. I demonstrate 
that in his early novels (1863-1886), he presents the United States in an optimistic and utopian 
light, while in his later novels (1887-1905), his depictions of the United States take on a 
pessimistic and dystopian aspect. In also showing that Verne had been influenced by utopian 
socialists Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825), Charles Fourier (1772-1837) and Étienne Cabet 
(1788-1856), I provide the key to understanding the author’s changing visions of the United 
States. As long as the author is able to reconcile socio-political and socio-economic structures in 
the United States with the ideas of the utopian socialists, he presents the United States as a 
utopian model for France. Indeed, the United States of Verne’s early novels resembles the 
industrialist-led, highly productive and cooperative society for which these philosophers called. 
When, due to new developments in American capitalism, he later becomes unable to reconcile 
evolving structures of American society with utopian socialism, his versions of the United States 
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Introduction 
Jules Verne’s (1828-1905) Voyages extraordinaires dans les mondes connus et inconnus 
(1863-1905), his series of 64 scientific adventure novels, allowed French readers to escape to 
“known and unknown worlds,” as the title indicates. However, these novels did not so much 
serve as a form of escapism for the author and his readers, as they offered him a way to critique 
the socio-political situation of France through comparisons of socio-political structures of other 
countries. In the waning years of the Second Empire and particularly after the crushing defeat of 
the Franco-Prussian war in 1870, Verne was looking elsewhere for inspiration. Twenty-three, 
that is over one-third, of Verne’s Voyages extraordinaires take place entirely or partially in the 
United States and this specific corpus forms the object of my study. In these novels, the young 
country does not only serve as a screen on which the author could project his vision of the ideal 
world. The nation’s rapid industrialization, its republican values and the fact that it had recently 
defeated France’s other archrival England told him that it could serve as a new plausible model 
for a future France. In his early novels, Verne lauds the American Republic and its approach to 
science, technology and Progress. His depictions of the new country more often than not seem 
inspired by the notion of utopia and the theories of utopian socialists Henri de Saint-Simon, 
Charles Fourier, Étienne Cabet and Michel Chevalier, who called for an industrialist-led, highly 
productive and cooperative society. I argue in my dissertation that as long as Verne is able to 
reconcile in his fiction American socio-political and socio-economic structures with the general 
ideas of the utopian socialists, he presents the United States as a model for France. When in his 
late novels, this reconciliation with utopian socialism is no longer possible, due to the changing 
nature of capitalism in the United States, his visions of the country become more dystopian and 
even openly anti-American. 
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Definition and History of Utopian Thought 
 Before launching into my analysis of Verne’s utopian and dystopian constructions of the 
United States, it is necessary to outline how I understand utopia and dystopia.  
 While the “myth of a heaven on earth” (Manuel Utopian I) is common amongst cultures 
everywhere, Frank and Fritzie Manuel, in their Utopian Thought in the Western World (1979) 
highlight “the utopian propensity” of the Western world “[un]equaled in any other culture” (I). 
Beginning with the “golden age” (64) of the ancient Greeks and ending with Marx and Freud, 
they give an excellent history of man’s quest to find or create ideal living conditions. To discover 
the roots of utopian works, one must inevitably go as far back as Thomas More’s Utopia (1516). 
But to turn to More (1478-1535) is also to go back another 2,000 years to Plato, for, as the 
authors of Utopian Thought put it, More’s book is a “completion and fulfillment of the Platonic 
dialogue” (121). Socrates had requested that Plato give life to the ideas for the just city-state that 
Plato had outlined in the Republic. While Plato appears to attempt this in the story of Atlantis in 
his Critias dialogue, its connection to the Republic is uncertain, and, moreover, the Critias was 
never completed. More’s many references to Plato make it clear that he indeed had “deliberately 
pick[ed] up the thread where the sage of the antique world had left off . . . [and his book] would 
show the active ideal republic” (121).  
While Plato had called his ideal island nation Atlantis, More called his Utopia, a word he 
created from the Greek prefix ou-, meaning “no” or “not” and the Greek word topos, meaning 
“place” (Manuel and Manuel I), the name admitting that the ideal world he describes is 
“nowhere” or, in other words, unattainable. However, in his narrative, which first details the ills 
of European society and then describes, in practical terms, how they are all resolved on the 
fictional island of Utopia, More uses many literary devices that serve to convince his readers that 
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what they are reading is real and that the island of Utopia truly exists. This fact in turn would 
prove that More’s ideas, such as freedom of religion, the welfare state and the absence of private 
property, could be achievable in the future in Europe. But, believing that the “chances that any 
[contemporary] prince [would] follow the excellent Utopian model [were] virtually nil,” (132) 
More’s philosophical goal in writing this work had been to revive “the spirit of ancient Greece” 
(148) through his continuation of Plato’s unfinished work. More’s Utopia inaugurates a rich and 
diverse tradition of writing utopias, with authors providing models of their own ideal societies, 
some with higher hopes that their fictional worlds might become reality. 
Two other authors of utopias played an important role in establishing, along with More, 
the genre as we know it: Tommaso Campanella with his La città del Sole (1602) and Francis 
Bacon with his New Atlantis (1627). These works in turn influenced the French utopians of the 
17th and 18th centuries, such as Cyrano de Bergerac (L’Autre Monde: ou les États et Empires de 
la Lune (1657)), Denis Vairasse (Histoire des Severambes (1677)), Étienne-Gabriel Morelly 
(Code de la nature, ou Le véritable esprit de ses lois de tout temps négligé ou méconnu (1755)) 
and Nicolas de Condorcet (Ésquisse d’un tableau historique des progrès de l’esprit humain 
(1795)), and solidified the trend in France (Manuel and Manuel French 1). But the “heydey of 
the French utopia” (1) would not come until 1750-1850. Indeed, the tumultuous 18th century 
would breed many authors who strove to resolve the problems of their times by writing utopias.  
Although they did not make open claims to utopianism, a careful rereading of the 
philosophes suggest otherwise. Manuel and Manuel propose that “a utopian idea . . . lay behind 
the whole ambitious enterprise” (Utopian 421) of the philosophes in that their intention was to 
alter society through “the propagation of ideas on the sciences, arts, and trades,” (421) which was 
the aim of the monumental Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des 
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métiers (1751-1772). However, as much as Diderot, D’Alembert and Voltaire, among other 18th-
century authors, philosophized about improving man and society, they did not feel that “a rigidly 
framed social system” (424) would solve all of society’s ills, and did not believe in “the 
feasibility of . . . a perfect society” (425).  
The ideas of Rousseau, however, “le révolutionnaire malgré lui,” (450) expressed in the 
Discours sur l’origine et les fondements de l’inégalité parmi les hommes (1754) and his Du 
contrat social ou Principes du droit politique (1762) would contribute greatly to the 
revolutionary spirit, leading to the French Revolution. Le Discours sur l’inégalité (1755), in 
particular, finds an undeniable echo in the works of the utopian socialists. Indeed, one can 
already hear the voice of Henri de Saint-Simon in the last lines of Rousseau’s treatise on 
inequality:  
Il est manifestement contre la nature, de quelque manière qu’on la définisse, qu’un enfant 
commande un vieillard, qu’un imbécile conduise un homme sage et qu’une poignée de 
gens regorge de superfluités, tandis que la multitude affamée manque du nécessaire. 
(Rousseau 54) 
Because they wrote during the revolutionary era, the writings of the utopian socialists, namely 
Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825), Charles Fourier (1772-1837) and Étienne Cabet (1788-
1856), have an acute sense of urgency that their predecessors’ treatises did not. They each 
formulated their own versions of communal societies that would right the wrongs of the Ancien 
régime and result in national, if not universal, harmony. These thinkers did not consider 
themselves utopians in the sense that they strongly believed that their theories were feasible and 
vehemently urged that they be put into action. It was Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who, all 
the while acknowledging their debt to the Enlightenment and to Saint-Simon, Fourier, Cabet, and 
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Robert Owen (1771-1858),1 nonetheless belittled their ideas, baptizing their predecessors the 
“utopian socialists.” For the founders of “scientific” socialism, these philosophers had ignored 
the crucial elements of the proletariat, class struggle and revolution in the road to socialism. 
Because they did not “claim to emancipate [this] particular class . . . but all humanity at once,” 
their ideal society was indeed a utopia and thus, according to Engels must “fin[d] its way to the 
dust-hole quite as readily as feudalism and all the earlier stages of society” (Engels 52-3). 
In their French Utopias: An Anthology of Ideal Societies, Frank and Fritzie Manuel 
include any French work, which “describe[s] an imaginary and ideal society, or present[s] a 
program for organizing such a society” (2). Whether the author describes his utopia using “stage 
props . . . [such as] the shipwreck, the dream, and the waking vision,” (2) as did primarily the 
16th and 17th century utopians, or did so more dryly and with “pretentions to scientific historical 
prophecy,” (2) like the 18th and 19th century utopians, they are all part of the same rich and 
diverse tradition. The authors do not limit their anthology to “writers who expected to see an 
ideal society usher in a golden age in their own time or for their immediate posterity,” (4) but 
also include writers such as Cyrano de Bergerac, whose fantastical L’Autre monde ou les états et 
empires de la Lune (1657), which is considered one of the first works of science fiction and 
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955), whose more abstract modern work Phénomène humain 
(1955) tells of an ideal future in which there is a complete unification of human consciousness. I 
contend that had Manuel and Manuel been deeply familiar with Jules Verne’s work, they would 
have included his adventure novels in their anthology. 
Basic Principles of the Utopian Socialists  
                                                
1 Robert Owen (1771-1858) was a British manufacturer and social reformer, who, with his New 
Lanark mills in Scotland and utopian community in New Harmony, Indiana, was one of the most 
influential of the utopian socialists. 
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 If Jules Verne’s works are utopian in nature, might we be able detect echoes of utopian 
socialist thought in his works? Before we can answer this question, let us briefly review the basic 
principles of the utopian socialists.  
Henri de Saint-Simon’s early life in some respects reads like a Jules Verne novel. Like 
many of Verne’s characters, Saint-Simon developed plans for large-scale industrial projects. For 
example, he proposed the building of canals that would link the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and 
connect Madrid to the sea. An aristocrat who would abdicate his noble name in 1793, Henri (de) 
Saint-Simon fought in the American Revolutionary War and was impressed by what he saw as 
an absence of class privilege in the United States. Back in France, he became a partisan of the 
French Revolution and began preaching about what he saw as the ideal societal structure for the 
post-Revolutionary era. After the revolution of 1789, he began publishing his political ideas in 
works such as Une Lettre d’un habitant de Genève (1803), the treatise L’Industrie, and the 
periodical L’Organisateur (1819). Saint-Simon described the Ancien Régime as “[un] monde 
renversé” (Saint-Simon 2: 24) because he felt it was illogical that it was the more or less idle, 
unproductive sectors of society, which had the power, rather than the productive and thus more 
capable lower and middle classes, which had none. Saint-Simon searched for a more just and 
sensible societal organization. His vision called for a government led by “ les industriels... les 
artistes et les savants,” (6: 422) who would structure society in such a way as to maximize 
production and enrich France and all of its people. He called for an end to social privileges and 
to the exploitation of people. He also insisted that every able-bodied member of the community 
engage in work that was not only “profitable à eux-mêmes,” but also “utile aux autres” (38). 
People would rejoice in their work knowing that it would benefit not only themselves, but also 
the entire community. Their work would serve a higher purpose and not be driven by money or 
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by the possibility to rise in social status. Towards the end of his life, Saint-Simon’s doctrine 
becomes more religious when, in Le Nouveau Christianisme (1825), he shows how his doctrine 
is compatible with Christianity, which he restructures to accommodate his teachings. While, 
according to Marx, the utopian socialists were unaware of the role that the proletariat had to play 
in the establishment of the socialist state, Saint-Simon devoted his life to the cause of the worker, 
who held the key to the formation of his ideal society.  
After Saint-Simon’s death in 1825, Olinde Rodrigues (1795-1851), one of his followers, 
started the Saint-Simonian movement, which continued to proselytize throughout Europe. The 
goal of followers such as Barthélemy Prosper Enfantin (1796-1864), Philippe Buchez (1796-
1865) and Michel Chevalier (1806-1878) was to spread Saint-Simon’s doctrine. They believed 
that “the repression of true capacity and excellence among industrialists, artists, and scientists” 
(629) must end and that if every person is given, according to his talents, his proper role in 
society, the perfectly productive society would result. They did not believe in absolute social 
equality, but rather that people should be rewarded according to their merit. Although they felt 
that the property system needed reorganizing (they wanted to prohibit the possession of property 
through inheritance), they did not call for the abolition of personal property. Some ways in which 
the Saint-Simonians differed from Saint-Simon was in their over religiosity and their belief that 
“nourishment of the moral sentiment,” (631) or teaching people in school and in church how to 
better love one another, would lead people to “spontaneously subordinate his particular interest 
to the good of mankind” (631). Their group eventually came to be viewed as a cult, which 
alienated many members, and after the trial against Enfantin, Chevalier and Duveyrier in 1832, 
the movement officially came to an end, with the “sentimental doctrines of the cult soon 
melt[ing] into the general romantic temper of the period” (616). Most members continued, 
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however, to advance the ideals of Saint-Simonianism in more hands-on ways, such as Enfantin 
and his work with the Paris-Lyon railroad.  
One of the Saint-Simonians who is important to my study is Michel Chevalier (1806-
1879). During the July Monarchy, he acted as “the great activist of the movement, controlling the 
funds, editing the publications, administering the affairs of the church, answering a voluminous 
correspondence” (Manuel and Manuel 638). But when in 1832, Le Globe, of which he was 
editor, was banned and he was imprisoned, he dissociated himself from the group and went on to 
lead an extremely successful political career. After being sent by Adolphe Thiers to the United 
States and Mexico to study the nation’s industrial and financial situation, it is clear from his 
subsequent Lettres sur l’Amérique du nord (1836) that he believed “the lessons of America had 
immediate application in France” (Drolet 1260). While scholars have historically considered him 
to have only been a confessed Saint-Simonian for a brief period before becoming an economic 
liberal, Michel Drolet’s recent article “Industry, Class and Society: A Historiographic 
Reinterpretation of Michel Chevalier” (2008) clears up the misconception that Chevalier left 
behind all traces of Saint-Simonian thought and establishes a “synthesis between Saint-
Simonianism and [economic] liberalism” (1271). He explains that Chevalier held throughout his 
career many Saint-Simonian beliefs, such as a “conception of the state. . . as the repository of a 
scientific and industrial class that would organize society according to rational commercial and 
industrial principles” (1260), a belief that “infrastructure development could foster social peace . 
. . because these activities lent themselves to co-operation and required it” (1243-43), his belief 
in “state development of infrastructure as a way of increasing society’s productive forces and 
contributing to the nation’s material interests” (1262), his belief in the transformation of 
education for all classes and in the idea that education should “focus on the practical and 
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theoretical sciences [in order to] improv[e] society’s productive capacity” and his general belief 
in the “importance of improving the material condition of the working classes” (1266). For these 
reasons, I will refer to Chevalier as a Saint-Simonian throughout my dissertation.  
While many of Charles Fourier’s ideas resemble those of Saint-Simon, his proposal for 
putting them into effect differed greatly. The son of a salesman, he was refused entry into 
Besançon’s engineering school, which only opened its doors to noblemen’s sons. This injustice 
marked him for life as did his participation in the 1793 Siege of Lyon against the Convention, 
which gave him “a horror of social turmoil” (Manuel and Manuel Utopian 641). The first 
iteration of his ideas came in 1808 with Théorie des quatre mouvements et des destinées 
générales and his most successful work, Le Nouveau Monde industriel, which came out in 1827. 
Like Saint-Simon, Fourier believed that the key to social harmony and happiness was 
cooperation, but where he differed immensely was in his belief that this mutual effort should take 
place in communes of 400-500 families that would be housed in buildings that he called 
phalanstères. Ideally, each inhabitant of the phalanstère would work, but they would enjoy their 
work because they would not work long hours, each person would be justly compensated, and, 
most importantly, they would choose a profession according to their passions. Another way in 
which Fourier differed from the other utopian socialists was in his theories about these 
“passions.” Believing that there were 810 personality types based off of 12 cardinal passions, 
such as friendship, love and ambition, to name a few, he claimed that people would be able to 
cooperate better if grouped with the right people, which he aimed to do within the phalanstère. 
Many attempts to bring his ideas to life were made by Fourier’s followers, but phalanstères in 
France, Brazil, the United States and Mexico all eventually failed for various reasons. In my 
dissertation, I will also be discussing Fourier’s “most important disciple” (Beecher ix), Victor 
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Considerant (1808-1893), who was responsible for “recast[ing] Fourier’s ideas in terms 
appropriate to the needs of the social movement that he had created” (x). 
Etienne Cabet, to whose life and works Manuel and Manuel mysteriously devote no 
detailed account, was a lawyer and radical politician from Dijon, who started the utopian 
socialist Icarian movement. Throughout his early career and in his writings, Cabet fought for the 
rights and interests of the working class, urging that the people be allowed to participate in 
government. But it would not be until, during his exile in England for treason, that he converted 
from republicanism to communism after meeting the Welsh utopian Robert Owen.2 One 
important way in which Cabet differs from the other utopian socialists is that he not only 
published his ideas in pamphlets such as Moyens d’améliorer l’état déplorable des ouvriers 
(1833), non-fiction books like La Revolution de 1830 (1832) and newspapers like Le Populaire, 
but also in fiction. His Voyage et aventures de lord William Carisdall en Icarie (1840), in which 
he depicts an English aristocrat touring and approving of a utopian communal society, was 
extremely popular and earned him hundreds of thousands of followers. Convinced that “the three 
foundations of evil are inequality of fortune and happiness, the right to own property, and 
money,” (Roberts 83) Cabet eliminates private property in the utopian city of Icaria in his 
Voyage en Icarie and presents it as the key to the harmonious living conditions in his fictional 
city. Icarie strives for perfect egalitarianism. Each citizen must “exercer une industrie et 
travailler le même nombre d’heures,” (36) and in exchange, the state provides them with 
everything they need: “Nous sommes tous nourris, vêtus, logés et meublés avec le capital social” 
                                                
2 In his Utopian Communism in France: Cabet and the Icarians, 1839-1851, Christopher H. 
Johnson cites many factors which influenced Cabet’s conversion. He suggests that Robert Owen 
must have played some role in this given “the similarity of many of their opinions, especially the 
extreme environmental determinism that appears in the thought of both” (45). Cabet, however, 
asserts, however, in his Toute La Vérité au peuple (1842) that it was Thomas More’s Utopia 
which played the largest role (Johnson 45). 
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(36). Convinced of his theories, he and his followers founded an intentional community in Texas 
in 1848. After relocating to Illinois, their agricultural community became a success. Eventually, 
however, after disagreements resulting in factions, Cabet died in Missouri in 1855, and the last 
group finally dispersed in 1898.  
Dystopia 
 The first known use of the term “dystopia” appeared in an 1868 debate that John Stuart 
Mill (1806-1873) participated in at the House of Commons. He uses the term to refer to his 
opponents: 
It is, perhaps, too complimentary to call them Utopians, they ought rather to be called 
dys-topians, or cacotopians3. What is commonly called Utopian is something too good to 
be practicable; but what they appear to favour is too bad to be practicable. (Mill 1517) 
Here we see that the word “dystopia” is a play on the word “utopia,” which replaces the Ancient 
Greek prefix eu- with dys-, which means “bad”. Some people choose to use the term “anti-
utopia,” which is just another synonym for “dystopia” or “cacotopia.” 
 In his Utopia and Anti-Utopia in Modern Times (1987), Krishan Kumar refers to the anti-
utopia as “a malevolent and grimacing doppelgänger [which] has stalked utopia from the very 
beginning” (99). If dystopia is the doppelgänger of utopia, then it is dependent upon utopia. 
Indeed, as it is explained in the New World Encyclopedia, while dystopias can treat various 
subjects, “one thing they often share in common is that they resemble a utopian or harmonious 
society but with at least one fatal flaw” (“Dystopia”). And as Kumar further explains, “like the 
religious and the secular, utopia and anti-utopia are antithetical yet interdependent” (100). 
                                                
3 Jeremy Bentham had already coined the word “cacotopia” in his Plan of Parliamentary 
Reform, In the Form of a Catechism (1818). The Ancient Greek prefix caco- means “bad,” 
“cacotopia” thus being a synonym for “dystopia.” 
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Dystopia therefore did not exist before utopia and has endured alongside it since the beginning. 
(100). For example, Anglo-Dutch philosopher, Bernard de Mandeville’s The Fable of the Bees 
(1714) offers a twist on the concept of utopia since, in his satire of 18th-century British society, 
society functions harmoniously only when all of its members are corrupt and falls apart when 
they have been made honest. As Raymond Trousson points out in his definition of “Dystopia” in 
Dictionary of Literary Utopias (2000) Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726), the flying 
island of Laputa is “a sort of grotesque reconstruction of Campanella’s La Città del Sole and, 
above all, of the House of Salomon in New Atlantis by Bacon” (181). He mocks the utopian 
works because he did not believe “in progress nor in the excellence of human nature nor in the 
possibility for mankind to reach utopian perfection” (181).      
 Kumar suggests that the “interwoven story” of utopia and dystopia can be best 
understood in relation to that of the Pelagian and Augustinian religious traditions. The Pelagian 
tradition, named after the 4th century British monk Pelagius, considers people to be free of 
original sin and that the human will is capable of choosing the path of “good” without God’s 
intervention. Kumar associates this tradition with secular utopianism, which has a positive 
outlook on man’s ability to form a good, and even perfect, society. Augustianism, on the other 
hand, named after Saint Augustine of Hippo (354-430), is the belief that, due to man’s original 
sin, he will abuse his free will, and thus evil exists and is inevitable. Man is not capable of 
forming a perfect society, and any attempt at it is destined to fail. Thus, according to Kumar, 
dystopia begins with utopia as the goal, but because humans are weak and sinful, “utopian 
strivings . . . lead to violence and tyranny” (100).  
 To this insurmountable religious dilemma, Kumar offers a practical answer. Yes, utopian 
goals are attainable, but they might bring nefarious consequences. Indeed, if creativity and 
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ultimate efficiency promoted by utopians are achieved, creativity and innovation will die out in 
society. (102)  
Jules Verne’s Life and Work: a Utopian (Socialist)?  
Clues in Verne’s life and his work lead us to believe that he was a utopian and that he 
likely espoused some of the beliefs of the utopian socialists.  
While Verne came from a conservative, bourgeois family, some of his writings have led 
scholars and biographers to suggest that he was secretly more liberal in his ideology than his way 
of life might suggest, as Jean Chesneaux does in the chapter “La façade bourgeoise et ses 
secrets” of his Une Lecture politique de Jules Verne (1971) and as Marcel Moré does in his Le 
Très curieux Jules Verne (1960): 
Il nous laisse entendre . . . qu’il était un homme très ‘secret’ qui verrouillait sa pensée 
intime comme il verrouillait la porte de sa chambre et que les grands tremblements 
volcaniques qui, dans la plupart de ses romans, déchirent et bouleversent le cosmos, 
n’étaient peut-être qu’un reflet de sa vie intérieure. (19) 
Not only was Verne secretive during his life, but he burned his personal documents, making it 
still more difficult to penetrate the author’s thoughts. Chesneaux calls his life after marriage “la 
plus conformiste” (12) in that he initially gets a job as a stockbroker and later relocates from 
Nantes to Amiens, where he “jouit du plus conformiste des conforts bourgeois,” (13) throwing 
lavish parties for local bourgeois and buying several “bateaux de plaisance” (12). Politically, he 
seemed and claimed to be a moderate, if not a conservative, having spoken out against the 
Commune and having been anti-Dreyfus. 
 However, several factors point to a “Jules Verne secrètement progressiste” (14). As 
Christopher H. Johnson points out in his Utopian Communism in France (1974), Nantes, where 
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Verne lived until 1872 (except for three years in Paris), is one of eight French cities where 
Étienne Cabet’s Icarian movement made the most headway in the time just before the revolution 
of 1848. The eight cities he lists, according to Johnson, “accounted for 48 per cent of the number 
of provincial subscriptions to Le Populaire” (185). This of course does not prove anything, 
especially considering the fact that the movement was most popular among the poorest working 
classes, to which Verne’s family did not belong. But, when Verne moved to Paris in 1848, his 
enthusiasm for the revolution of 1848, in opposition to his family’s stance, could have resulted 
from Icarian propaganda picked up in his hometown. Scholars, such as Marcel Moré, have also 
seen Verne’s election to the Town Council of Amiens in 1888 on a socialist and radical ticket as 
revelatory of the author’s true and progressive self. 
 While Saint-Simon and Fourier died either before Verne was born or when he was just a 
child, throughout Verne’s life, their theories lived on through the work of their supporters. In 
1848, Enfantin was the only Saint-Simonian representing “saint-simonisme théorique,” (273) 
Henri Duveyrier (1840-1892), Émile Barrault (1799-1869), Gustave d’Eichthal (1804-1886) and 
Michel Chevalier (1806-1879) all having gone on to establish themselves in political and 
industrial careers. That year, Enfantin joined them and “se voua à la réalisation de projets 
industriels qui donnèrent une couleur particulière au Saint-Simonisme finissant” (274). By the 
time Verne began writing the Voyages extraordinaires, what Sébastien Charléty calls in his 
Histoire du Saint-simonisme (1832), “le saint-simonisme pratique” (273) still carried on. In 
1869, the Suez Canal, a long time idea of the Saint-Simonians and particularly Enfantin, was 
finally completed with the help of the diplomatic work of Ferdinand de Lesseps (1805-1894). 
Verne was an acquaintance of Lesseps, whom he greatly admired and mentions in 
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correspondence and in several novels.4 It was with the help of Lesseps, a great fan of the author, 
that Verne was finally awarded the Légion d’honneur in 1870. Verne was also a close friend of 
Lesseps’ secretary, Gaspard-Félix Tournachon (1820-1910), who went by the name of Nadar, 
and after whom Verne models the beloved character of Michel Ardan in De la terre à la lune 
(1865). Chesneaux mentions three other people tied to the Saint-Simonian movement to whom 
Verne had a connection. For example, he was “très lié” with Adolphe Georges Guéroult (1810-
1872), a disciple of Enfantin and an influential journalist. Verne also knew the Saint-Simonian 
Henri Duveyrier, whom he mentions in two novels. The composer Félicien David (1810-1876), 
who had become a Saint-Simonian early on and remained so until his death, was also an 
acquaintance of Verne and is mentioned in his works (Chesneaux 71-72). Chesneaux also points 
to Édouard Charton, editor of one of Verne’s preferred journals, Le Tour du monde, in which 
Charton perpetuated “la foi saint-simonienne en l’appropriation du globe par l’humanité, grâce à 
cette revue de vulgarisation géographique et ethnographique” (72). Verne’s great interest in this 
journal suggests an affinity for Saint-Simonian ideas, as do similarities between this journal and 
the author’s whole Voyages extraordinaires project. There is also of course his similarly titled 
novel Le Tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours. Finally, Chesneaux also questions whether 
Verne had been influenced by fellow nantais Dr. Ange Marie François Guépin (1805-1873), 
author of Philosophie du XIXe siècle, étude encyclopédique sur le monde et l’humanité (1854). 
Chesneaux wonders whether this work “n’a pas contribué au mûrissement du projet général des 
Voyages extraordinaires” (73). Indeed, in this work’s discussion of man’s exploitation and 
domination of the earth as his calling, declaration of the importance of electricity for the future, 
                                                
4 He mentions him in Sans dessus dessous (1889), Vingt mille lieues sous les mers (1869-79) and 
L’Invasion de la mer (1905). 
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summary of the knowledge amassed in the major fields of science, and survey of utopian 
socialist ideas, Chesneaux sees “une des clés profondes de l’oeuvre de Jules Verne” (74). 
Other scholars, such as Nadia Minerva in her Jules Verne aux confins de l’utopie (2001), 
who have considered utopian elements in Jules Verne’s works have contended that the popular 
scientific novelist cannot be considered a true utopian “au sens plein du mot,” (14) like Thomas 
More or Tommaso Campanella. While not a resolved social reformer, Verne nevertheless 
outlines versions of the ideal society in his fictional worlds. I see his utopian impulse as 
stemming from two main influences: his life-long passion for the Robinson Crusoe type of story 
and his enthusiasm for utopian socialism, which was part of the zeitgeist of his day.  
In correspondence and in interviews, Jules Verne made clear his love for Defoe’s classic 
1719 novel Robinson Crusoe and the robinsonades, the new literary genre, that it prompted. In 
his Souvenirs d’enfance et de jeunesse, Verne admits that he dreamed of being shipwrecked: 
“Que d’années j’ai passées sur leur île! Avec quelle ardeur je me suis associé à leurs 
découvertes! Combien j’ai envié leur sort!” (60). He claims in Souvenirs that he once set off in a 
boat that sank and ended up on a small island on the Loire. He was eventually rescued, which he 
regretted: “C’était le héros de Daniel de Foë (sic) qui s’incarnait en ma personne... Des 
signaux?... je n’en ferais pas, car ils seraient trop vite aperçus, et je serais sauvé plus tôt que je ne 
le voudrais! (60). It seems that, for him, the idea of shipwreck signified freedom from the 
conventions of society and the opportunity to lead a life of his choosing. Life away from corrupt 
“civilization” might, as it does for Defoe’s hero and for Rousseau’s Émile (1762), allow him, or 
at least the characters of his novels, to live according to his “natural” instincts, which, according 
to Rousseau, are inherently good. People who have been allowed to live as “natural” man would 
be better equipped to live among others in society.  
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Verne admits, however, “de tous les livres de [son] enfance,” (60) a preference for 
Johann David Wyss’s 1812 Der Schweizerische Robinson because while Robinson Crusoe 
primarily tells the story of “l’homme livré à lui-même, l’homme seul” (60) on a desert island, 
Wyss’s novel features a family, or a small community of castaways:  “L’oeuvre de Wyss, . . . est 
plus intéressante pour les jeunes cervelles. C’est la famille, le père, la mère, les enfants et leurs 
aptitudes diverses” (60). A novel that features a group of castaways, such as Wyss’s novel or 
Verne’s own L’Île mystérieuse (1874-5) or Deux ans de vacances (1888) allows for the 
possibility of forming an ideal society, which for Verne is influenced by utopian socialist ideas. 
Indeed, as we will see, in Verne’s novels, the desert islands of his robinsonades constitute one of 
the locations for his utopias. 
In their anthology of Utopian Thought in the Western World, Manuel and Manuel insist 
on the utopian nature of the robinsonade, which combines “many elements . . . from the classical 
Morean utopia” (433) with Enlightenment ideas about the state of nature. Defoe’s novel features 
a single man creating civilization “from the state of nature up, without the encumbrance of 
inherited institutions,” (433) which many utopians feared were the only conditions in which a 
utopia could be created. Manuel and Manuel explain that it is common among French 
robinsonades for “an initial robinsonade [to] become a utopian society through procreation,” 
(433). While each of Verne’s robinsonades does not become a full-fledged utopian society like 
in L’Île mystérieuse (1874-5), every Vernian robinsonade (Les Enfants du capitaine Grant 
(1867-8), Le Chancellor (1875), Hector Servadac (1877), L’Ecole des Robinsons (1882), Un 
Capitaine de quinze ans (1887), Deux ans de vacances (1888)) at least contains utopian as well 
as dystopian elements. 
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The Voyages extraordinaires not only feature robinsonades, but also, more importantly 
for my study, many intentional communities founded on American soil, which sometimes, at the 
beginning, resemble those that the utopian socialists create or describe in their works. For 
instance, in Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879), Verne pits two Oregonian intentional 
communities, one utopian and one dystopian, against one another. Also, in L’Île à hélice (1895), 
a new society is formed on an artificial island. Although some of the ideas of the utopian 
socialists go into the making of this island, their intentional community ends up a dystopian 
failure, as if in accordance with Kumar’s observation that humans are able to achieve desirable 
goals only to ironically lead to unwelcome consequences.  
Review of Literature  
Critics have briefly addressed various components of my thesis, namely Verne’s 
preoccupation with the United States, his presentation of the country as a model for France, and 
the relationship of the Voyages extraordinaires with utopianism/ utopian socialism. No critic, 
however, has studied these interrelated questions simultaneously in a book-length study. 
Furthermore, no one has traced in a detailed and systematic fashion the evolution from utopia to 
dystopia in Verne’s depictions of the United States in his works of fiction. 
The Voyages extraordinaires and Utopianism/ Utopian Socialism  
A few scholars have noted that Verne’s early novels are generally marked by a 
positivistic optimism about scientific and industrial progress. Some have chosen to highlight the 
utopian nature of such enthusiasm. Jean-Pierre Picot, in his introduction to the journal Europe’s 
issue on Jules Verne, notes the pervasiveness of the utopian theme in the author’s works: “Il y a, 
depuis les limbes des Voyages extraordinaires jusqu’aux textes ultimes, une dimension utopique 
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qui ne cesse d’imposer son évidence” (10). His true comment is not, however, accompanied by 
any sort of analysis of Verne’s “dimension utopique.”   
Jean Chesneaux’s “Les Villes de Jules Verne entre ‘Utopie’ et ‘Perdition’” (2001) lists 
and briefly discusses the utopian and less than perfect cities throughout Verne’s Voyages 
extraordinaires. Unfortunately, he does not clarify his use of the word utopia and does not use 
the words dystopia or anti-utopia to describe his “cities of perdition.”   
In his two articles entitled “Utopie et aventure dans l’oeuvre de Jules Verne,” (1992/ 
1993) François Raymond also notices the utopian current in some of Verne’s novels, but he 
specifically focuses on the juxtaposition of the utopian narrative with the adventure story and 
how the two genres transform each other. He does not use the term dystopia when discussing 
Verne but asserts that the author is “l’un des incontestables créateurs [d’un] nouveau genre: la 
contre-utopie réaliste” (30).  
Krzystof Czubaszek’s “Voyages à la lune: Deux équipées – Deux Utopies” (1998) is the 
only scholarly work I have found to discuss De la terre à la lune (1865) and Autour de la lune 
(1870) in the context of utopia. In this short article, he compares and contrasts these two novels 
with Polish author Jerzy Zulawski’s three lunar novels. Unlike Czubaszek, I discuss Verne’s two 
novels in detail in my chapters on utopia. 
In “The Vehicular Utopias of Jules Verne,” (1999) Arthur Evans focuses on a very 
specific kind of utopia in Verne’s oeuvre: the “vehicular utopia”. Taking “the notion of unlimited 
mobility” as “the new utopian paradigm” (99) of the industrial era, Evans sees Verne’s 
imaginary perfected vehicles as a new expression of utopia, even going so far as to suggest that 
they be “viewed as Verne’s most fully realized utopias” (100). While this article contains some 
interesting ideas, it takes a very limited approach to utopia in Verne’s works. 
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Some scholars have picked up on not just the utopian element in Verne’s works, but 
specifically the utopian socialist one. For example, in his Une Lecture politique de Jules Verne 
(1971), Jean Chesneaux discusses what he sees as “L’écho du socialisme utopique” in the 
Voyages extraordinaires. Because he not only studies the “echo” in Verne’s novels, but also 
examines Verne’s life and acquaintances in order to attempt to connect Verne to the utopian 
socialist movement, his chapter is the most complete general examination of utopian socialism in 
Verne. In her Jules Verne aux confins de l’utopie (2001), Nadia Minerva, similarly, analyzes the 
theme of utopia in Verne’s works and includes a brief section on utopian socialism. She does not 
focus, as do I, on his visions of the United States. In a short section called “Les nationalités et 
l’utopie” of her Jules Verne (2005), biographer Joëlle Dusseau connects a number of Verne’s 
works to the utopian socialist tradition, noting that Verne’s oeuvre “porte la marque du 
socialisme utopique, à travers la fondation de villes phalanstères et les groupes de héros 
voyageurs, que l’aventure transmute” (294). It is interesting that Jean-Jules Verne, referencing 
Chesneaux, mentions his grandfather’s “vagues espérances dans une société à la Saint-Simon” 
(361). 
Jules Verne and the United States 
Surprisingly little has been written about Verne’s slowly evolving vision of America in 
his fiction. A few critics have noted Verne’s preoccupation with America and detected his 
gradual movement from optimism to pessimism in regards to this country. Arthur B. Evans’ 
article “Jules Verne’s America” (2007) addresses the dual nature of his presentation of America, 
noting that “many of his later works from the 1880s and 1890s . . . depict a United States that is 
far different from the one found in his earlier and more well known novels from the 1860s and 
1870s” (35). Although he does suggest that Verne’s vision of San Diego in Mistress Branican 
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(1891) is “utopian” and that Verne . . . like . . . social planners of the 19th century . . . dreamed 
of establishing utopian cities in the American Far West,” (38) he does not analyze “Jules 
Verne’s America” in terms of utopia, let alone dystopia, but analyzes it in a much more general 
sense. Similarly, in focusing on Verne’s early “enthusiasm” and late “pessimism” regarding the 
United States in his book, Jules Verne face au rêve américain: de l’enthousiasme au pessimisme 
(2005) Lauric Guillaud studies Verne’s presentation of the United States and its relation to the 
“American dream” and other myths concerning this country. He does discuss the author’s later 
disillusionment with that dream, but does not do this in utopian or dystopian terms.  
Evans develops ideas presented by Jean Chesneaux in his 15-page chapter “Mirage 
américain et péril américain” of his Une Lecture Politique de Jules Verne (1971). Jean 
Chesneaux addresses the changing nature of Verne’s America depicted in his novels. Chesneaux 
writes that “c’était les Etats-Unis qui se rapprochaient le mieux du ‘modèle de dévéloppement’ 
dont il rêvait pour l’humanité” (136).  
In her “Ville-Usine ou cité-jardin: Deux visions de l’Amérique dans l’oeuvre de Jules 
Verne” (1995), Florent Montaclair touches on some of the ideas in my thesis. Limiting herself 
to Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879), he studies two opposing visions of the United 
States that he claims are both designed in the Saint-Simonian tradition. He suggests that Verne 
associated the Saint-Simonianism view of progress with American ideals. In contrast with 
Montaclair, I study Verne’s construction of the United States in several novels, but also the 
broader themes of utopia and utopian socialism in general.  
United States as a Model for France 
In his Jules Verne Rediscovered (1988), Arthur B. Evans has noted that, behind the 
Voyages extraordinaires project, was a “determination to have a moral and pedagogical impact 
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on the youth of France,” (25) which had more to do with politics than with science alone. For 
him, particularly after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, Verne and his publisher Hetzel sought 
to “provide [their] nation’s young people with the cultural and educational means to reassert their 
collective identity, regain their pride, and match the technological advances of their conquerors” 
(25). I address these ideas in chapters 1 and 2, but, unlike Evans, I specifically discuss Verne’s 
use of the American model in achieving these goals.  
Isabelle Guillaume offers a more general study of the pedagogical ambitions of French, 
British and American writers for children from 1860 to 1914. In her Regards croisés de la 
France, de l’Angleterre et des Etats-Unis dans les romans pour la jeunesse, 1860-1914: de la 
construction identitaire à la representation d’une communauté internationale (2009), she argues 
that because “l’âge d’or de la littérature pour la jeunesse” (1860-1914) coincided with 
“l’expansion des nationalismes,” (8) there was a shift in European and American children’s 
literature. On top of its pedagogical goals, children’s literature took on teaching patriotism and 
redefining the national identity of authors’ respective countries. To that end, one could find 
inspiration in other countries which offered “nouveaux modèles sociaux et politiques” (18). 
Guillaume recognizes that Jules Verne is one such French author who used the United States as a 
model in writing patriotic literature for children. However, because she analyzes books by 
French, British and American novelists, she is unable to thoroughly examine Verne’s fiction in 
any detail as I do in my thesis.  
Structure of the Dissertation 
 In accordance with the general movement of my thesis, my dissertation is divided into 
two parts. The first part, chapters 1-3, deals with utopian constructions in Verne’s novels taking 
place in the United States. The second part, chapters 4-5, examines dystopian elements that first 
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appear and later dominate in the American Voyages extraordinaires. In the first part of my 
dissertation, I take Saint-Simon’s tri-fold formula for his ideal world created by scientists, 
industrialists and artists as my point of departure in order to examine Verne’s utopian 
presentation of the treatment of science, industry and the arts in the United States. 
In my first chapter, I show how Verne proposes a model for doing and practicing science 
in France. French science had entered a lull that began in the 1840s and would not start to pick 
back up until after the wake-up call that was the Franco-Prussian War. I demonstrate in this 
chapter how, instead of the German hierarchical model, Verne suggests a more open, democratic 
American one that involves the entire scientific community as well as society at large.  
 In my second chapter, I discuss the second part of Saint-Simon’s tri-fold formula for the 
ideal society: industry – as it relates to Verne’s utopian vision of the United States. I show how 
in his early novels, American characters are most often industrialists and engineers, building 
cutting-edge technology, infrastructure, and machines. I also connect the utopian socialists’ 
reverence for industriousness with Verne’s depiction of the American, or Yankee, work ethic.  
In my third chapter, I examine Verne’s vision of art in the United States and how it 
relates to the utopian socialist perception of art’s role in society. A common European criticism 
of the young United States has focused on its supposed lack of quality culture, art and literature. 
I demonstrate that even though Verne shares this criticism, he believes, just like Tocqueville did 
before him, that the situation is far from hopeless in this literate society, suggesting that, with 
time, highbrow arts will flourish in America.  
In preparation for chapter five, in which I analyze Verne’s later dystopian vision of the 
United States, in chapter four, I show that, despite his early utopian vision, seeds of this 
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pessimistic view to come can already be found lurking in his early works dominated by utopian 
optimism.   
In my fifth and last chapter I show that towards the end of his life, Verne simultaneously 
becomes disillusioned with utopian socialism and the United States. I demonstrate how his 
condemnation of capitalist greed leads to a dystopian vision of the United States in his later 
works. Whereas in his earlier novels, he depicts American industrialists using their engineering 
skills to advance science for science’s sake or to benefit society, in his later novels, their projects 
benefit themselves, putting the rest of the population in danger. In his earlier works, profit is a 
byproduct of large-scale public works, while, in his later works, profit exists for profit’s sake 
alone. 
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Chapter 1: Verne’s Utopian Vision of the American Science Establishment 
1. The Rise and Fall of Science in Europe in the Early Nineteenth Century 
It is no coincidence that Jules Verne conceived of and began his Voyages 
extraordinaires, a series intended to teach science to children and adolescents, at a time of 
decline in scientific development in France. The establishment of the Académie des sciences 
under Louis XIV in 1666 had helped to turn France into “an international scientific center” 
(Paul 2) in the 17th century, and the end of the 18th century had been a highly productive time 
for the founding of higher education and scientific institutions such as the Muséum d’Histoire 
Naturelle (1793), the École Normale Supérieur (1794), the École Polytechnique (1794), and the 
Conservatoire national des arts et métiers (1794). As Joseph Ben-David explains in his article 
“The Rise and Decline of France as a Scientific Center” (1970), in the first three decades of the 
19th century, “neither in Britain nor anywhere else were there first-rate scientists covering all of 
the then existing fields of science. Only in France,” he continues, “or more precisely in Paris, 
were all fields of science pursued at an advanced level” (160). Indeed, French scientists, such as 
chemists Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794) and Claude Louis Berthollet (1748-1822), 
mathematician Gaspard Monge (1746-1818), physicist and astronomer Pierre-Simon Laplace 
(1749-1827), and naturalist and zoologist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), made enormous 
contributions5 to science, which were widely recognized on the international scene, and helped 
to give early nineteenth century Paris the reputation for being “the first instance of organised 
                                                
5 Antoine Lavoisier is considered the father of modern chemistry because he, among other 
things, revolutionized the science by changing it from a qualitative to a quantitative one. Aside 
from having made many important discoveries, Claude Louis Berthollet is remembered for 
having played a large role in the chemistry revolution. Gaspard Monge founded descriptive 
geometry and differential geometry. One of the most influential scientists of his time, Pierre-
Simon Laplace, was a key contributor to the development of astronomy and transformed 
classical mechanics. Georges Cuvier’s research resulted in the founding of comparative anatomy 
and paleontology.  
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(sic) professional science in contrast with the amateur pattern” of the previous centuries (Ben-
David 160). However, it became clear by the 1840s that French science, particularly when 
compared to its counterpart in Germany, was becoming less and less of a beacon for the rest of 
the world to follow.6 In the field of medicine, for example, France made 26 important 
discoveries in the 1820s as opposed to Germany’s 12, whereas in the 1840s France made 18 and 
Germany, 28 (Ben-David “Scientific” 830).7 Harry Paul, in his From Knowledge to Power: The 
Rise of the Science Empire in France, 1860-1939 (1985) concludes that France, which had 
“enjoyed scientific preeminence in Europe . . . from 1750 to 1840,” was eclipsed by “the rise of 
German and British scientific research,” which in the latter half of the nineteenth century “had 
the comparative effect of reducing France to one of the centers of science in the Western world” 
(2). This sorry state of affairs did not escape the scientific world in France at the time, and as 
Robert Fox shows in his Scientific Enterprise and Patronage of Research in France 1800-70 
(1992), by the mid-1860s, French scientists, aware of their loss of prestige in, for example, 
medicine, physics8 and physiology, “came . . . to see the state of scientific research in their 
country as a national scandal” (442).  
                                                
6 See Robert Fox, “Scientific Enterprise and the Patronage of Research in France, 1800-70,” 
Minerva 11.4 (Oct. 1973): 442-473. 
7 In his methodology, Joseph Ben-David includes great and small discoveries in its statistics, 
arguing that they are a function of each other with “great discoveries appear[ing] as waves built 
up gradually by the ant-like work of predecessors, leading first to an upsurge of activity by 
followers and disciples and then diminishing into routine when the potentialities of the great idea 
have been exhausted” (828). 
8 In their introduction to The Organization of Science and Technology in France, 1808-1914 
(1980), Robert Fox and George Weisz note that, from around 1840 until the twentieth century, “a 
period of unprecedented innovation in theoretical physics, French physics made strikingly little 
contribution to the early, creative phases in the development of thermodynamics, the kinetic 
theory of gases, electromagnetism, relativity and quantum mechanics,” (23) citing Henri 
Poincaré and Louis de Broglie as respective exceptions in the last two fields. 
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The highest authorities in the French scientific world such as chemist and microbiologist 
Louis Pasteur (1822-1895), chemist Henri Sainte-Claire Deville (1818-1881), chemist Jean-
Baptiste Dumas (1800-1884), physiologist Claude Bernard (1813-1878) and naturalist and 
anatomist Georges Pouchet (1833-1894) were part of an unofficial “campaign of protest and 
often harsh recrimination which involved nearly all of the country’s leading scientists” (442). In 
their publications, they complained of insufficient governmental funding for research and the 
overly centralized nature of scientific organizations and of institutions of higher education as 
creating an environment that was unlikely to lead to important discoveries and scientific 
progress.9 They also warned that French science was quickly falling behind that of Germany, 
citing the inferiority of France’s science laboratories and science teaching in higher education to 
those in Germany.10  
Scientists were not alone in sounding the alarm that science in France was in trouble. 
Politicians, educators and writers noted the poor condition of science education in secondary 
                                                
9 In his article about “Le Budget de la science” (1868), Louis Pasteur talks about the deplorable 
state of French science laboratories, which he found “malsains, humides, obscurs [et] mal aérés” 
(Oeuvres 201) and adds that scientists were often forced to equip their laboratories “à [leurs] 
frais” (203). In his Rapport sur les progrès et la marche de la physiologie générale en France 
(1867), Claude Bernard lamented the insufficiency of laboratories for experimental physiology.  
10 Pasteur was clearly aware that German laboratories were much better equipped that French 
ones when he wrote in 1868 that “Depuis trente ans, l’Allemagne s’est couverte de vastes et 
riches laboratoires, et chaque jour en voit naître de nouveaux, . . . La France n’est pas encore à 
l’oeuvre. La vigilance lui a fait défaut.” (200). In his “L’Enseignement supérieur des sciences en 
Allemagne” (1869), Georges Pouchet gives many reasons why he finds higher education in the 
sciences better in Germany than in France. Aside from sufficient funding of research and 
laboratories, he cites decentralization as a contributor: the independence of German universities 
made them more adaptable to change than French institutions, which were controlled by the 
government. He also discusses teaching style, which in Germany focused more on method than 
on results and was more intimate and straight forward in Germany, while in France, there was a 
“prétention oratoire” (444), which took away from the content of lectures. Claude Bernard also 
demonstrated that while physiology was born in France, it was being developed the best in 
Germany: “Nulle part ailleurs qu’en Allemagne il existe autant d’universités, autant de 
physiologistes eminents, autant de beaux et bons laboratoires, autant d’eleves nationaux et 
etrangers qui cultivent la science physiologique experimentale” (237). 
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and post-secondary schools and recognized that optimizing the school system should be one of 
the first steps in stimulating growth in French science. The disastrous Falloux law of 1850, 
which had put the church in control of education, had greatly diminished the presence of science 
in the curriculum. Pedagogue, former school master and “un actif défenseur de la 
démocratisation de l’instruction” (Le Men 72), Jean Macé, formed the Fédération de la Ligue 
française de l’enseignement and fought for secular, free and mandatory education, which would, 
however, not come about until the progressive Jules Ferry laws of 1881. Secular education, 
most important for the benefit of science, finally assured that science would be taught early in 
the lives of French children. Minister of Public Education, from 1863 to 1869, Victor Duruy, 
called for an depth survey on the state of French education, which “[a] fait connaître . . . la 
véritable situation [des] établissements scolaires, depuis l’école de village jusqu’au Collège de 
France” and sent missions to England, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and the United States, 
which “fournissaient de précieux renseignements sur les institutions similaires de l’étranger” 
(Duruy III). He concluded in his L’Administration de l’instruction publique de 1863 à 1869 that 
France’s education system did not measure up to that of other countries and needed tremendous 
reforms: “[la France] se résolut à [faire un effort] pour ne pas demeurer plus longtemps en 
arrière de peuples par qui elle n’a pas l’habitude de se laisser devancer” (III). Like Macé, he 
proposed that primary and secondary education be mandatory and free. In 1868, the emperor 
signed Duruy’s decrees that gave “de nouveaux moyens d’action . . . à la science,” (679) 
opening up many new teaching and research laboratories for professors and scientists and 
creating the École pratique des hautes études. This institution, which Duruy hoped all schools 
would imitate, was designed along the German model in that it focused on practical teaching 
and research while the trend in French facultés had become to focus on rhetoric. While the work 
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of Macé and Duruy, for example, helped to draw attention to the problems in French education, 
it took the French defeat during the Franco-Prussian War to serve as a final wake-up call for the 
scientists, politicians and educators who lamented more forcefully the deplorable state of French 
science and now focused on its role in their country’s crushing loss.  
In his article in the Lyonnais newspaper Salut public, Louis Pasteur (1822-1895), who 
played such a large role in the revitalization of French science, attributed the French defeat to the 
fact that “la France s’est désintéressé, depuis un demi-siècle, des grands travaux de la pensée, 
particulièrement dans les sciences exactes” (Oeuvres 212). An important example of such a 
“science exacte,” which had faltered in the mid-nineteenth century and which had a direct impact 
on the war was geography and the related field of cartography. The anecdote goes that before 
invading France, Bismarck had come to France to have his own maps made because French ones 
were unreliable. In the Comptes rendus hebdomadaires des séances de l’Académie des sciences 
from July of 1871, astronomer Charles-Eugène Delaunay complains of the lack of progress made 
on the “Atlas physique de la France”, a project of “assez grande importance” which had been 
conceived in 1847, but that at the time of the meeting was “a peine commencé” (23). Presenting 
a letter in which it clearly states that this project was conceived “bien avant la guerre,” (24) he 
suggests that such an atlas should have been at the army’s disposal during the war but now 
pleads for advice as to how to finally bring it to fruition. Delaunay was finally able to get the 
atlas, “[la] première carte destinée à l’étude de l’hydrographie de la France et des pays 
voisins,”11 published by the Observatoire de Paris later that same year. Jules Verne’s awareness 
of serious gaps in French geography becomes evident when we examine his novels and his 
collosal Géographie illustrée de la France et de ses colonies (1868). Verne mocks the state of 
                                                
11 Description from the Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Cartes et plans, GE C-
6332. 
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French geography when, in Les Enfants du capitaine Grant (1867-8), Jacques Paganel is 
supposedly “l’un des meilleurs géographes de France” despite having once “publié une célèbre 
carte d’Amérique, dans laquelle il avait mis le Japon” (65). Then, after the war, the author 
alludes to the superiority of German maps in his revanchist Les Cinq Cents millions de la Bégum 
(1879). Frenchman Doctor Sarrasin, one of the main protagonists of that novel, builds a model 
city in Oregon, and a fictional German newspaper explains that this city is so new that it does not 
even figure in German maps: 
Qu’on n’en cherche pas le nom sur la carte. Même le grand atlas en trois cent soixante-
dix-huit volumes in-folio de notre éminent Tuchtigmann, où sont indiqués avec une 
exactitude rigoureuse tous les buissons et bouquets d’arbres de l’ancien et du nouveau 
monde, même ce monument généreux de la science géographique appliquée à l’art du 
tirailleur, ne porte pas encore la moindre trace de France-Ville. (161-2) (emphasis added) 
Verne’s indication that German maps had the reputation for being extremely detailed and 
complete implies that French ones were inferior to them. Most importantly, he highlights the role 
that this imbalance played in France’s defeat. As late as 1888, Verne’s admiration for German 
maps has not lessned as we see in his Deux ans de vacances; when 15 boys become shipwrecked 
on an island near New Zealand, they are happy to have with them “l’Atlas de Stieler,” created by 
German geographer and cartographer Adolf Stieler (1775-1836), because “[il] paraît être ce que 
la géographie moderne compte de plus parfait en ce genre” (59). Verne’s publisher, Pierre-Jules 
Hetzel (1814-1886), had clearly believed Frenchmen to be uninformed regarding the geography 
of their own country and commissioned historian and geographer Théophile Lavallé to write a 
Géographie illustrée de la France et de ses colonies (1868). Lavallée had only completed the 
introduction to this book when he passed away in 1866, at which point Verne took on the 
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enormous task of writing the book. In his positive review of the book in Le Temps, Ulysse Ladet 
marvels at the “travail obstiné et . . . patientes recherches [nécessaires] pour dresser le bilan 
actuel et complet de chacun de nos quatre-vingt-neuf départements,” and when he asks “que 
savons-nous de géographie en France?” and answers “Rien ou peu de chose,” the import of the 
book becomes clear. It is ironic when he argues that people generally only become interested in 
maps when a war breaks out in, for example, “Crimée, . . . Italie ou . . Allemagne” because, as 
we know, the Franco-Prussian War would erupt not even two years later. One is left to wonder 
why the writing of something as important as “le dernier mot de la science géographique, en ce 
qui concerne la France d’aujourd’hui” (3) should have been left to, not a scientist, but a novelist. 
Responding to the perceived breakdown in French science and believing that the first step 
in reviving it was through education, authors such as Louis Figuier, Camille Flammarion, Jean 
Macé12 and Jules Verne aimed to popularize science by introducing it into journalism and 
literature intended for young and popular audiences. In this way, they attempted to make up for 
schools’ inadequacy at teaching science effectively. Pierre-Jules Hetzel (1814-1886) founded, 
along with Jean Macé, the Magasin d’éducation et de récréation, a children’s newspaper which, 
as the title implies, would educate while entertaining its readers. Hetzel chose Jules Verne, who 
had sent him a manuscript for his first “roman de la science,” 13 as the author of diverting 
scientific novels for the newspaper. These novels, which later formed the Voyages 
extraordinaires series, were truly a result of the perceived necessity to complement the 
                                                
12 Jean Macé intended his Histoire d’une bouchée de pain (1861) to teach children about the 
human body and the animal kingdom. Macé, who evidently knew Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, 
dedicated the novel to the French zoologist, saying that Saint-Hilaire had promised Macé “un 
avenir de naturaliste” but that he did not end up in the “régions sérieuses où se cultive la science” 
(v).  
13 This manuscript later becomes Cinq semaines en ballon (1863), the first of the Voyages 
extraordinaires. 
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insufficient scientific education in France. Hetzel announces in the preface of Voyages et 
aventures du capitaine Hattéras (1867) that “[le] but [des Voyages extraordinaires] est . . . de 
résumer toutes les connaissances géographiques, géologiques, physiques, astronomiques, 
amassées par la science moderne . . . et de refaire . . . l’histoire de l’univers” (2) and 
contractually required Verne to include a significant amount of scientific vulgarization in his 
novels. The series was meant to be “a kind of literary home remedy, a recreational antidote to 
[the] serious lacuna in the educational exposure of French youth” (Evans 14) in the hopes that it 
might spark interest in the pursuit of scientific professions by France’s next generation. Indeed, 
as Jules Vallès satirically illustrates in his partially autobiographical novel Le Bachelier (1879), 
French secondary education was dominated by classical subjects such as Greek and Latin in mid-
19th century.14 Verne’s novels were serialized in the Magasin and later published as in-18 
editions containing few illustrations and in-octavo editions, or larger, richly illustrated and more 
costly livres d’étrennes. This vastly popular15 educational reading material could thus reach 
many levels of society.  In this chapter, I show that Verne not only stepped in as one of many 
vulgarizers of science, but he also participated alongside the scientists themselves who not only 
protested against “the parlous state of French science,” (Fox 442) but also offered a solution.  
Indeed, Hetzel believed that scientific knowledge must be widely diffused because it was 
the key to the future of France. In his 1866 preface to Les Aventures du Capitaine Hattéras, he is 
confident that “les excellents livres de M. Jules Verne sont du petit nombre de ceux qu’on peut 
                                                
14 It is telling that Vallès dedicates his novel “à ceux qui, nourris de grec et de latin, sont morts 
de faim” (np). 
15 According to Martyn Lyons, in his Le Triomphe du livre: Une histoire sociologique de la 
lecture dans la France du XIXè siècle (1987), “[L’]enorme popularité [de Jules Verne], dont 
attestent, par exemple, les registres de prêt des bibliothèques populaires, ont fait de lui un facteur 
primordial de la diffusion de la littérature de masse à bon marché, prenant le relais de Walter 
Scott, Eugène Sue et Alexandre Dumas dans l’élargissement du public français” (145). 
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offrir avec confiance aux générations nouvelles” because “[i]l n’en est pas, parmi les productions 
contemporaines, qui répondent mieux au besoin généreux qui pousse la société moderne à 
connaître enfin les merveilles de cet univers où s’agitent ses destinées” (i). He makes it clear that 
these books respond to a general need for the next generation of Frenchmen to be educated in the 
sciences. But after the Franco-Prussian War defeat, Hetzel shows that that need had become 
more urgent when he asserts, in a letter to his son, that the Prussians had clearly put science to 
more effective use than the French during the war: 
Notre pauvre France! … C’est notre génération qui l’a laissée tomber dans l’abîme, c’est 
la vôtre, mon enfant, qui l’en tirera. Et la force ne sera pas la première à saisir. Non, non. 
C’est par l’éducation et l’instruction réunies qu’il faudra faire remonter le courant à ce 
pays dérouté. . . . Est-ce que les fusils, est-ce que les bras nous ont manqué? Non. C’est la 
science . . . et par-dessus tout la discipline . . . Si la leçon ne nous guérissait pas, c’est 
alors qu’on pourrait dire “finis Galliae”! Si elle nous profite, c’est le contraire de la mort, 
c’est la résurrection. (Parménie 536) 
For Hetzel and Verne, an increased focus on science and industry was critical for France in that it 
would precipitate the nation’s rebirth after the disastrous war, and this can be read throughout the 
novels of the Voyages extraordinaires. Moreover, Hetzel, who was born in Strasbourg, suggests 
that intensified scientific development in France will better prepare the country to confront the 
German Empire and take back Alsace and Lorraine, although, rather than promoting the then 
prevalent “revanchist” mood in France, the Verne-Hetzel enterprise advocates, through scientific 
development, a kind of pacific revenge.  
 From the start, let us note that Jules Verne cannot be considered the father of, or even an 
author of, science fiction. As Arthur B. Evans has pointed out in his “Science Fiction vs. 
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Scientific Fiction in France: From Jules Verne to J.-H. Rosny Aîné,” (1988) the goals of science 
fiction and Verne’s brand of “scientific fiction” are very different. While Verne “graft[s] . . . a 
sustained scientific discourse . . . onto a literary one” for obviously pedagogical purposes, 
science fiction authors such as Paul d’Ivoi and Camille Flammarion use “pseudo-science . . . for 
purely fictional purposes” (1) to entertain the reader. While all of Verne’s science might not hold 
up under scientific scrutiny, he almost always fills his pages with scientific facts and accurate 
mathematical equations. As a result, his novels were not just meant to entertain, but also to 
enlighten, intrigue and ultimately educate his young readers.  
The very premise of the Voyages extraordinaires echoes the utopian socialist insistence 
that in order for a nation to progress, its people had to be educated in the sciences. It is not 
surprising that during the Second Empire, proponents of intensified scientific instruction and 
research in France would look to authors such as Henri de Saint-Simon and Michel Chevalier, 
who were products of an earlier era, the Enlightenment. As L. Pearce Williams explains in his 
article, “Science, Education and Napoleon I” (1956), “the influence [of the utopian socialists] 
was not felt in the realm of education until the Second Empire and the Third Republic” (380). 
Indeed, the utopian socialists’ enthusiasm for science as “the instrument for achieving . . . 
Utopia” had been deemed a “major political heresy” after the Revolution of 1789. Williams 
explains that “science in a vague and almost intangible way was somehow politically 
disreputable and revolutionary” at this time and that “[a]s long as it remained within the limits 
imposed by Napoleon,16 it was respected [whereas] when, as with Saint-Simon and Comte, 
science was used as an argument for the reform of the state, it was relegated to the lunatic fringe 
                                                
16 For Napoleon, who militarized the École Polythechnique in 1804 and shifted its focus away 
from theoretical physics and chemistry to make way for practical courses in fortification, 
topography and military science, scientific training had to be “subordinated to the necessities of 
the art of war” (Williams 378-9).  
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and derided” (Williams 380). In the 1860s, Verne is unafraid of picking up and developing the 
ideas of the utopian socialists and working with Hetzel to make them mainstream. When Verne’s 
characters suggest creating a new world to which they would bring “tous les prodiges de l’art, de 
la science et de l’industrie!” (Autour 63), it is clear that the ideas of the utopian socialists are not 
far from the author’s mind for, as I have discussed in my introduction, the cornerstone of Henri 
de Saint-Simon’s formula for the ideal society was that “[l]a prosperité de la France ne peut avoir 
lieu que par l’effet et en résultat des progrès des sciences, des beaux-arts et des arts et métiers” 
(Saint-Simon 2: 22). While Saint-Simon had looked to old England as a model in the first 
decades of the nineteenth century, Verne looks to the young United States as a site for his own 
utopian visions, taking his cue from Étienne Cabet and Charles Fourier, whose utopian theories 
formed the basis of actual communities founded in the United States.17 Taking Saint-Simon’s 
trifold formula as my point of departure, I show in this first chapter that Verne’s idealization of 
science in the United States is one part of his construction of a utopian version of the young 
republic, which attempted to respond to the desires of a generation of Frenchmen for their 
country. 
1.1 A Scientific Model: England, Germany or the United States 
It was at the end of French science’s golden years that Alexis de Tocqueville writes in the 
second volume of his De la Démocratie en Amérique (1840) that “parmi les peuples civilisés de 
nos jours, il en est peu chez qui les hautes sciences aient fait moins de progrès qu’aux Etats-
Unis” (2: 36). How could it be that only twenty-five years later, Verne presents American 
science as a model for France? Around the time that Tocqueville publishes the second volume of 
                                                
17 Etienne Cabet founded a community first along the Red River in Texas. After a third of the 
members died from disease, the community moved to Nauvoo, Illinois, where it became a 
successful agricultural community. Charles Fourier’s followers founded communities in Ohio, 
Texas, New Jersey, Massachusetts and New York. 
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his famous work, problems in the French science establishment had just started to become 
apparent. It is also at this time that the young United States had first begun to give order to its 
science establishment in preparation for great growth. As Sally Kohlstedt shows in her “A Step 
Toward Scientific Self-Identity: The Failure of the National Institute, 1844,” (1971) after many 
attempts to form a scientific association, which would promote scientific advancement, 
“represent science in America internationally and . . . publish reports of significant scientific 
activity, (81) the American Association for the Advancement of Science was formed in 1847.18 It 
would not be until the 1890s that the United States would surpass France in certain fields of 
science, such as medicine,19 and it would not be until the early nineteenth century that British 
and European scientists began to recognize that “the United States was developing a scientific 
and engineering infrastructure that rivaled European centers” (Nye, Before Big Science 19). 
Verne presents American science as a model for France during the period of the 1860s to the 
1880s not because he sees that country as a scientific powerhouse, but because, as Dusseau says, 
“dès le début de son oeuvre, [Verne] est conscient de la montée de la puissance américaine” 
(371), and until its scientific establishment was established, he sees that country as a kind of 
tabula rasa on which he projects his own scientific utopia. He therefore can imagine France, with 
                                                
18 For more on the growth of American science in the late 19th century and early 20th century, see 
Lewis Pyenson and Susan Sheets-Pyenson’s Servants of Nature: A History of Scientific 
Institutions, Enterprises and Sensibilities (W.W. Norton 1999), 355-362, 373-4, Sally 
Kohlstedt’s chapter, “Creating a Forum for Science: AAAS in the Nineteenth Century” in The 
Establishment of Science in America: 150 Years of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (Rutgers UP 1999), 7-49 and Mary Jo Nye’s Before Big Science: The 
Pursuit of Modern Chemistry and Physics, 1800-1940 (Twayne 1996), 1-27. 
19 According to his “Scientific Productivity and Academic Organization in Nineteenth Century 
Medicine,” Ben-David, who measures discoveries in the field of medicine in an attempt to 
compare and contrast scientific productivity in France, Germany, England and the United States, 
in the 1890s, the United States surpassed France with 26 medical discoveries as opposed to 
France’s 18, but the United States would not surpass Germany in medical discoveries until the 
1910s (830).  
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the United States and its idealized science establishment as its model and possible ally, rivaling 
nations England and Germany and reestablishing itself as a world leader. 
Verne’s Voyages extraordinaires series perfectly illustrates the idea that “[l]’âge d’or de 
la littérature pour la jeunesse coïncide avec celui de l’expansion des nationalismes” (Guillaume 
8). Verne’s novels teem with stereotypes based on characters’ nationality. His American, British 
and German characters are serious and orderly, while French characters are jolly and amusing. 
Tocqueville had also described Americans as “instinctivement” serious and their “gravité” as 
“une habitude nationale” (2: 249-50). According to him, they had surpassed the English in their 
humorlessness: “Je croyais que les Anglais formaient la nation la plus sérieuse qui fût sur la 
terre, mais j’ai vu les Américains et j’ai changé d’opinion” (249). The reason Americans do not 
take part in “des transports frivoles,” (248) Tocqueville explains, is that, in a democracy, people 
are always concerned with some difficult enterprise or with the drive to increase their wealth, 
whereas in an absolute monarchy, people have “une humeur . . . enjouée” because they are 
removed from “[l]es soins les plus importants de la vie” (249). In order to forget their misery, he 
continues, Europeans indulge in “[des] élans d’une gaieté tumultueuse et bruyante” and even 
“danse joyeusement sur la place publique” (248) in their free time, while such outbursts, he adds, 
would never occur in the United States. The same characterization can be observed in Verne’s 
novels, which describe American, British and German characters as having “un esprit 
éminemment sérieux et concentré” and “[un] esprit positif” (Autour 10) and being “peu 
chevaleresque” (Terre 17), “mathématiquement exacte” (Tour 6) and “hommes pratiques,” 
(Autour 10) while French characters, on the other hand, are “chevaleresque,” (Terre 234) 
“aimable” (270) “de caractère expansif,” (Tour 7) have “une animation superbe” (Grant 63) and 
are “éternel[s] parleur[s]” (Autour 7).  
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For Verne, “seriousness” often translates to “scientific,” while “jovial” often translates to 
“un-scientific,” and his caricatures of French, British, German, and American nationals reflect 
his preoccupation with the stature of their nation’s scientific establishments. For example, Verne 
most often chooses American, British and German characters to play the role of scientists, while 
French scientists are rare in the Voyages extraordinaires.20  For Verne, the stereotypical 
Frenchman appears instead as the artist or philosopher type, who he constantly sets in sharp 
contrast with other nations’ scientists. In Le Tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours (1873), 
Passepartout, who is Phileas Fogg’s French servant, has been a “chanteur ambulant, écuyer dans 
un cirque, faisant de la voltige comme Léotard, et dansant sur la corde comme Blondin . . . [et] 
professeur de gymnastique” (4). 21  De la Terre à la lune (1865) also offers an excellent example 
of this tendency. In this novel, the American Gun-Club, led by American scientist Impey 
Barbicane, endeavors to establish man’s first communications with the moon by building a giant 
cannon, which would land a projectile on the moon. Whimsical and charming Frenchman, 
Michel Ardan, a typical touche-à-tout teaming with bold ideas, requests by telegraph that they 
make their projectile hollow so that he might travel in it. The Gun-Club eventually accepts Ardan 
into the group and incorporates his idea into the plans, but the narrator regularly emphasizes that 
the Frenchman differs greatly from Barbicane and his colleagues. Barbicane is “calme, froid, 
austère, d’un esprit éminemment sérieux et concentré, exact comme un chronomètre [et] d’un 
charactère inébranlable,” (17) while Ardan is “un artiste d’instinct [et] un garçon spirituel” (184). 
The narrator attributes their differences to their nationalities: Ardan is “en un mot “’Français’ à 
                                                
20 In the early Voyages extraordinaires (1864-1886), French scientists, such as geographer 
Jacques Paganel in Les Enfants du capitine Grant (1868), Professor Aronnax in Vingt mille 
lieues sous les mers (1870) and Dr. Sarrasin in Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879) are 
the exception. 
21 In Le tour du monde en quatre-vingt jours, Verne sets his French character, Passepartout, in 
contrast with Phileas Fogg, an Englishman rather than an American.  
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la dernière seconde,” while Barbicane is “l’homme par excellence de la Nouvelle-Angleterre, . . . 
un Yankee coulé d’un seul bloc” (17).  
Because Ardan’s interests are in philosophy and art, and he even claims to “mépriser les 
savants,” (184) throughout this novel and its sequel Autour de la lune (1870), the educated 
American characters regularly teach Ardan the science and math required for them to carry out 
their experiment. When the Americans use complex scientific terms, the Frenchman asks them to 
explain in lay terms: “Défions-nous, murmura Michel, voilà les chiffres qui s’avancent” (52) and 
“Ouf! fit Michel, un demi de v zéro carré...! Parle donc pour tout le monde, homme algébrique!” 
(53). The scientists do not hesitate to provide responses that the fictional Ardan and Verne’s 
young readers will understand: “Eh bien, en langue vulgaire, répondit Barbicane . . . ” (53). 
Michel feels he is learning so much that he too becomes a savant: “Comme le temps passe, dit 
Michel, dans la conversation de savants tels que nous! Décidément, je sens que je m’instruis 
trop! Je sens que je deviens un puits!” (54). This narrative set-up, in which Verne emphasizes 
commonly-held beliefs about Americans and Frenchmen, offers him not only an effective way of 
incorporating scientific vulgarization into the novel, but also embarks the reader on a journey of 
scientific discovery along with amenable Michel Ardan. But while French characters, such as 
Ardan and Passepartout, often charm readers by telling jokes and playfully philosophizing, this 
gaity seems to also carry a political message: Verne implies that being grave and scientific is un-
French and that, when it comes to science, his countrymen should be more serious.  
Not only does the behavior of Verne’s characters fall into a nationalist pattern, but that of 
entire countries does so as well. In De la Terre à la lune (1865), when Barbicane first announces 
his idea to land a projectile on the moon, the members of the club unanimously support it, as do 
all Americans, who passionately support the outlandish idea without reservation. But when the 
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Gun-Club turns to the whole world for financial support for its extraterrestrial experiment, the 
first reaction of the French is to laugh: “La France commença par rire de la prétention des 
Américains. La Lune servit de prétexte à mille calembours usés et à une vingtaine de 
vaudevilles, dans lesquels le mauvais goût le disputait à l’ignorance” (124). In the United States, 
Verne insists, such a reaction would be considered unacceptable: 
Quant aux plaisanteries, aux caricatures, aux chansons qui eussent accueilli en Europe, et 
particulièrement en France (emphasis added), l’idée d’envoyer un projectile à la Lune, 
elles auraient fort mal servi leur auteur; tous les ‘life-preservers’ du monde eussent été 
impuissants à le garantir contre l’indignation générale. Il y a des choses dont on ne rit pas 
dans le nouveau monde. (33)  
Despite France’s initial reaction, the country does, however, surprisingly donate the second 
largest amount of money after Russia, as opposed to Spain, which offers a very small donation 
because “la science n’est pas très-bien vue dans ce pays-là [qui]. . . est encore un peu arriéré” 
(127). Verne proposes that France should follow the American example and support such 
progressive scientific endeavors lest France fall “behind the times” like he suggests Spain has. 
The same situation repeats itself in Vingt Mille Lieues sous les mers (1870). When the whole 
world is disconcerted by the appearance in the oceans of a giant narwhal terrorizing ships in the 
seas, only certain countries offer possible explanations: “Dans les pays d’humeur légère, on 
plaisanta le phénomène, mais les pays graves et pratiques, l’Angleterre, l’Amérique, 
l’Allemagne, s’en préoccupèrent vivement” (3). Verne’s omission of France as being among the 
“grave and practical countries” shows that he does not view his homeland as concerned enough 
with scientific progress. Even though, in the end, France does donate to the Gun-Club’s 
experiment, and it is French scientist Pierre Aronnax whom the United States invites to join its 
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expedition to resolve the mystery of the narwhal, Verne does still insist that France needs to 
focus its energy and resources on science lest it become eclipsed by England, Germany or the 
United States.  
While, as we will see in chapter 2, Verne shows that French charm and gaiety in fact 
complement American sobriety, what he considers to be typical English and German personality 
traits do not pair well with French ones. Like American characters, English ones are serious, but 
they are also cold. For example, Englishman, John Hatteras, in Voyages et aventures du 
capitaine Hattéras (1864) has “[de] beaux, mais froids [yeux]” and “une bouche avare de 
paroles” and is “froidement passioné” (88) (emphasis added). Englishman Phileas Fogg in Le 
Tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours, is and “aussi parfait qu’un chronomètre de Leroy ou de 
Earnshaw” (6), and there is “rien de moins communicatif que ce gentleman” (2). While 
Passepartout is entirely devoted to him, the two men rarely exchange a word. In Voyage au 
centre de la terre, written before the Franco-Prussian War, Verne depicts German Professor Otto 
Lidenbrock as unpleasant, but harmless: “Otto Lidenbrock n’était pas un méchant homme” (2). 
However, in this novel, Verne does present the professor and even the German language as 
incompatible with all things romantic: “[Lidenbrock est] trop géologue pour comprendre 
[l’amour]”, and speaking of a romantic interest, his nephew Axel says “je l’adorais, si toutefois 
ce verbe existe dans la langue tudesque!” (13). This description contrasts sharply with that of 
sensuous Frenchman Passepartout, who has “lèvres un peu saillants, toujours prêtes à goûter ou à 
caresser” (Tour 6). In addition to personality traits getting in the way, there are historical reasons 
as to whyVerne may have been reluctant to present England and Germany as models for France. 
Regarding England, Saint-Simon had said it himself; he had argued that both France and 
England would benefit if they united their industrial efforts, but cited the “haine profonde entre 
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la France et l’Angleterre” as an insurmountable impediment to such a union (Saint-Simon 2: 62). 
Indeed, the Napoleonic wars culminating in the defeat at Waterloo reinforced the ingrained 
conviction among Frenchmen of “perfide Albion” and Bismarck’s manipulations leading to 
France’s crushing defeat in the Franco-Prussian War prevented Verne from using these two 
historical enemies as models to follow. In Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879), written 
after the war, we find a completely changed representation of Germans. German Herr Schultze is 
not only cold, but is a tyrant working on “un engin de guerre terrible . . . destiné à assurer bientôt 
à l’Allemagne la domination universelle” (115). Among rising scientific powers, the United 
States is a logical and obvious setting for novels in which science is promoted, not only because 
science was indeed growing at an astonishing rate in that country, but also because of that distant 
land’s role in the history of utopianism as well as its relative neutrality vis-à-vis France when 
compared to the more turbulent relationship between France and its neighbors.  
1.2 Patriotism and the Situation of Science in France 
The vast majority of Verne’s novels may take place outside of France, and he may 
express concern over the state of science in his homeland, but more than anything, his novels are 
patriotic in their efforts to improve France by imitating other nations, namely the United States. 
The constant mentions of French scientific discoveries serve to remind Verne’s readers of their 
country’s past and recent contributions to science. For example, in De la terre à la lune (1865), 
Barbicane announces that, thanks to “illustre chimiste français, Henry Sainte-Claire-Deville” 
(76) and his 1854 achievement of procuring metallic aluminum and finding a way to prepare it in 
large quantities, the Gun-Club’s projectile can be made of the light metal aluminum. In Autour 
de la lune (1869), when Nicholl asks what the temperature of space is estimated to be, Barbicane 
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responds that “C’est Fourier,22 un compatriote de Michel, un savant illustre de l’Académie des 
Sciences, qui a ramené ces nombres à de plus justes estimations. Suivant lui, la température de 
l’espace ne s’abaisse pas au-dessous de soixante degrés” (46). He adds, however, that it still 
remains to be seen if Fourier was correct, for “un autre savant français, M. Pouillet,23  estime la 
température de l’espace à cent soixante degrés au-dessous de zéro” (47). Because Barbicane, 
Nicholl and Ardan will actually measure the temperature of space, they will enter into 
conversation with these illustrious French scientists, engaging in a seemingly continuous effort 
to discover the nature of the universe. In Robur-le Conquérant (1886), Verne takes on the 
lighter-than-air versus heavier-than-air debate in aviation. He teaches his readers elements of the 
history of aviation and informs them that regarding the controlling of aircraft, “a great deal of 
progress had been made” (21). Indeed, as he explains, Frenchmen Henri Giffard and Henri 
Dupuy de Lôme’s 1852 and 1870 steam-powered airships had given way to electric-powered 
aeroships, such as Arthur Constantin Krebs and Charles Renard’s 1884 La France, which made 
the first fully controllable free flight, two years before the publication of Robur. In all of these 
instances, Verne shows pride that his compatriots had achieved such scientific victories, but he 
stresses that continuity and constant refinement are of essence for scientific progress and that if 
Frenchmen do not become more interested in science, their progress could slow down or come to 
a complete halt. 
Verne does feature a small number of French scientists in his early Voyages 
extraordinaires, but geographer Jacques Paganel from Les Enfants du Capitaine Grant (1867-8), 
geologist and zoologist Pierre Aronnax from Vingt mille lieues sous les mers (1870), astronomer 
Palmyrin Rosette from Hector Servadac (1877) and Doctor François Sarrasin from Les Cinq 
                                                
22 Verne refers to French mathematician and physicist Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830). 
23 Verne refers to French physicist Claude Pouillet (1790-1868). 
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Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879) all carry out their scientific endeavors outside of France. 
Moreover, as is particularly true with Jacques Paganel, sometimes they are absent-minded, 
despite being scientists. Ironically, this geographer, famous for his “mésaventures” (65) 
constantly gets lost and leads other people in the wrong direction. However, one French scientist 
in particular serves as model French scientist presumably meant to inspire young French readers 
to follow in his footsteps, and that is Doctor Sarrasin from Bégum. 
Doctor François Sarrasin, the hero of Bégum, is an exemplary French citizen. Unlike 
Verne’s typical French characters such as Ardan and Passepartout, he is “grave” (2). He is 
offered as an example to young French readers because he is a scientist and because he is “un 
brave homme” (1). Generous and honest, he is devoted to scientific pursuit, not for profit or 
glory, but in the service of improving people’s lives. When Doctor Sarrasin unexpectedly 
inherits a large sum of money, he proclaims, “le demi-milliard que le hasard met dans mes mains 
n’est pas à moi, il est à la science!” (40). Echoing Saint-Simonian designs, he announces that he 
will build a model city, France-Ville, to offer to the world as “un enseignement pratique” (42).  
The uniqueness of this French character is underscored in his living opposite. If Verne 
intends Dr. Sarrasin to serve as a model French citizen, the same cannot be said for his son, 
Octave. In contrast to his great philanthropic father, Octave is more in accordance with Verne’s 
usual portrayal of Frenchmen. While he is no villain, Verne indicates that the doctor’s son is 
mediocre in every way:  
Octave Sarrasin . . . n’était pas ce qu’on peut appeler proprement un paresseux. Il n’était 
ni sot ni d’une intelligence supérieure, ni beau ni laid, ni grand ni petit, ni brun ni blond. 
Il était châtain, et, en tout, membre né de la classe moyenne. Au collège, il obtenait 
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généralement un second prix et deux ou trois accessits. Au baccalauréat, il avait eu la 
note “passable”. (17)  
Verne sets average Octave in contrast with his strong-willed and accomplished friend, the 
Alsatian Marcel Bruckmann, whom, “[d]ès le collège, un besoin impérieux . . . tourmentait 
d’exceller en tout, . . . , au gymnase comme au laboratoire de chimie” (19). Orphaned at twelve 
years old, he becomes the son that Dr. Sarrasin, and perhaps Verne himself,24 would have liked 
to have. It is only thanks to Marcel’s guidance and encouragement that Octave, “cette plante 
anémique,” (20) is accepted into l’École centrale, “cette modeste et utile académie de jeunes 
ingénieurs” (32). Marcel Bruckmann’s enthusiasm and talent for science is coupled with his 
fervent patriotism, while Octave’s patriotism leaves much to be desired. When “[l]a guerre de 
1870 était venue surprendre les deux amis,” (20) it is Marcel who first enlists, followed by 
Octave, and it is Marcel who receives a bullet in his arm, while “Octave n’avait eu ni galon ni 
blessure. . . car il avait toujours suivi son ami sous le feu” (21). Also, when Octave first learns of 
his father’s inheritance money, he dreams of dropping out of school, travelling and buying a 
yacht, while Marcel suggests, in a patriotic gesture, that the Sarrasins give the money to France 
“pour payer sa rançon” (27), referring to the war indemnity of five billion francs that the Treaty 
of Frankfurt stipulated that France pay to Germany within five years after the Franco-Prussian 
War. Octave, however, is only interested in investing in France if it will benefit him directly: 
“Passe encore pour un placement sur l’État, mais gardons au moins la rente!” (27). Verne clearly 
intends Octave as, in the words of Andrew Martin in his Mask of the Prophet (1990), “a hang-
over from an earlier, more effete France,” (62) and one can hear Hetzel’s lament about “notre 
                                                
24 Verne having often expressed disappointment with the character and accomplishments of his 
own son, it has been suggested that Michel Verne could have been a model for the character of 
Octave. See Dumas (Correspondance 2), 191-6. 
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pauvre France” in his letter to his son when Marcel declares, “C’est affaire à la jeunesse 
française, . . . , de réparer les fautes de ses pères, et c’est par le travail qu’elle peut y arriver” 
(21).  
If we are to see Octave, the unambitious dreamer, as a representation of “the earlier, more 
effete France” and understand Marcel to represent a stronger future France, it seems that, 
according to Verne, French youth should not emulate Octave, but rather Marcel, the patriotic 
Alsatian who loves France and endeavors to improve his country even if it means taking on some 
positive German characteristics, such as discipline and hard work. Peter Schulman points out in 
Arthur B. Evans’ 2005 edition of the novel that, being a “bridge man” as his surname 
Bruckmann implies, Marcel has “the moral qualities of a Frenchman in Verne’s typology and the 
practicality and assiduity of a German” (212). Indeed, Alsatian Marcel has ambition and 
discipline and excels in his engineering classes. He is “un sage [et] un stoïque” (32) and has “une 
nature sensible,” an “apparente froideur” (20-1) and a talent for the sciences. Most importantly 
though, “[l]es malheurs de la France, la séparation de l’Alsace et de la Lorraine avaient imprimé 
[à son] caractère . . . une maturité toute virile” (21). Rather than Octave, it is without a doubt the 
Alsatian Marcel, who chose France as his homeland, whom Verne intends as a model for 
France’s next generation, which will be expected to, if not triumph militarily, avenge France’s 
political humiliations in a peaceful and durable way.  
In Bégum, that time comes swiftly. Herr Schultze, a second inheritor of the fortune, is 
also a scientist, but with a different definition of progress and an evil plan in mind. Writing 
papers with titles, such as “Pourquoi tous les Français sont-ils atteints à des degrés différents de 
dégénerescence héréditaire,” he believes that “la loi de progrès . . . décr[ète] l’effondrement de la 
race latine, son asservissement à la race saxone, et dans la suite, sa disparition totale de la surface 
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du globe” (65). It is thus not surprising that Jean Chesneaux would describe Schultze as “proto-
Hitlérien” (128). Dr. Sarrasin, therefore, must defend France-Ville, which welcomes all people 
of good will without racial or ethnic restrictions,25 from Herr Schultze, who builds his own 
“model” city, Stahlstadt, “une cité forte” (66) determined to destroy its rival.  Looking for 
“hommes forts et énergiques, . . . [et des] savants actifs, non-seulement pour édifier, mais pour . . 
. défendre [France-Ville],” (67) Sarrasin enlists the help of Marcel. After a fierce competition 
and thanks to Marcel’s resourcefulness, France-Ville is saved from annihilation and Stahlstadt 
repurposed for productive and peaceful activities. As we can see, in the wake of the Franco-
Prussian War, Verne was not content to simply inspire interest in sciences in young generations. 
Here, the message is blatantly political and clear that his fellow citizens must take responsibility 
for the future of France and that this should involve using science not only for the betterment of 
their society, but also in defense of their homeland.  
Verne’s message has relevance beyond the immediate context of the Franco-Prussian 
War defeat. It also serves to counteract the idea circulated by many in France and abroad that 
France, rather than progressing towards perfection, had entered a period of general decline in the 
19th century. The early French Romantic, Germaine de Staël, had contributed to the revival of 
ideas dating as far back as Montesquieu on societal evolution and, in her De l’Allemagne (1810), 
called attention to the dynamic originality of German Romanticism and contrasted it with what 
she saw as French stagnation in literature and the arts. The propagation of theories, which would 
later be labeled social Darwinism, also contributed to the notion that, much like the animal 
species, entire societies evolve and even deteriorate. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck and Charles 
                                                
25 All that is required for residence in France-Ville is for people to be useful to the society: “Pour 
obtenir le droit de résidence à France-Ville, il suffit, . . . d’être apte à exercer une profession utile 
ou libérale, dans l’industrie, les sciences ou les arts . . .” (171-2). 
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Darwin’s theories on evolution influenced political theorists, such as Herbert Spencer, to apply 
the concept of natural selection to sociology, leading some to conclude that certain peoples and 
societies were inherently weaker than others. By the end of the century, social critic Max Nordau 
went so far in his Dégénération (1892) as to say that the French people were not just witnessing 
the “fin-de-siècle,” but the “dusk” of their nation and the “fin-de-race” (2). Verne’s novels, 
particularly Bégum, which features brilliant French characters such as Marcel Bruckmann and 
Dr. Sarrasin, clearly rejects the notion of French weakness and decline and sends a signal for the 
French people to become masters of their nation’s destiny. A heightened focus on science and 
industry and perhaps a little imitation of other successful nations could prevent such a recession 
from occurring in France. 
2. Education 
2.1 Primary and Secondary Education 
In order for a country to become a leader in scientific advancement, Verne suggests that 
its people must receive sufficient and relevant education, and he presents the United States as a 
model in education. With a low illiteracy rate as compared to France, “malgré la diversité de la 
population et les considérables différences régionales,” (Portes 205) the American public schools 
prompted studies by French pedagogues such as Célestin Hippeau and Ferdinand Buisson. 
Hippeau claims in his L’instruction publique aux États-Unis: Écoles publiques, collèges, 
universités, écoles spéciales (1872) that “aux États-Unis, tous les enfants peuvent participer à un 
enseignement que donnent à peine nos meilleurs collèges” (v). Verne reveals a constant 
preoccupation with the French education system and seems to be aware of such comparative 
studies. For instance, in De la terre à la lune (1865), he gratuitously points out that “[C]hacun en 
Amérique... sait lire” (131). In the second half of the nineteenth century, American education and 
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literacy was indeed ahead of French education, but not enough to warrant Verne’s glorification 
of it. Verne’s improbable statement about universal literacy26 in the United States may also have 
been influenced by works like Tocqueville’s travel companion Gustave de Beaumont’s, Marie 
ou l’esclavage aux Etats-Unis (1835), in which he makes a similar statement: “Cette grossière 
ignorance ne se rencontre point aux Etats-Unis, dont les habitants, au nombre de douze millions, 
savent tous lire, écrire et compter” (240). Whatever source Verne may have used for such a 
statement, his real motivation behind it is to argue that in Second Empire France, this is not the 
case at all. In 1862, Victor Duruy states that “sur 100 hommes contractant mariage, il y en avait, 
. . . 28.54 . . . qui ne savaient point signer [et] quant aux femmes . . . 43.26” (156). His concern 
was to reduce the number of “conscrits illettrés au chiffre où il est en Allemagne, 2 à 3 p.100” 
(157). Verne, however, imagines 100% literacy in the United States and urges France to strive 
for his utopian construct.  
Throughout the nineteenth century, the French education system saw breakthroughs and 
setbacks depending on the regime in place. The Guizot Law of 1833 passed under the July 
Monarchy (1830-1848) had for the first time called for the availability of primary education to 
all French children. Essentially, this law called for “a very basic education for the masses, 
consisting of instruction on religion and morality, general social duties, and useful elementary 
knowledge” (Brown 12). While the Falloux Laws of 1850 and 1851 under Napoleon III did 
extend the Guizot Law’s stipulation that there must be a primary school in every commune to 
girls’ schools, the new law’s main goal was to put more control in the hands of the Catholic 
Church, which viewed science in a negative light. As Arthur Evans explains in his Jules Verne 
Rediscovered (1988), “in the predominantly Catholic-controlled primary schools of nineteenth-
                                                
26 According to Tom Snyder’s 120 Years of American Education: A Statistical Portrait, 20% of 
the United States population was illiterate in 1870, and 17% was illiterate in 1880. 
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century France, [science] was most often deemed counterproductive and even at times 
dangerous” (12). This is the intellectual environment in which Verne wrote his earliest novels, 
and it is therefore no surprise to find in his novels not only an attempt to make up for the 
inadequate scientific education of French youth through his scientific literature, but also a 
critique of the French education system through comparison with other countries.27 As I noted 
earlier in this chapter, it was not until 1881 and 1882 that the Jules Ferry laws brought about 
free, mandatory and secular education to all French children. 
One way Verne criticizes the French education system is by depicting children of other 
nationalities who have had the benefit of a complete education, which enriches not only 
themselves, but also their community. Verne’s novels often feature young American characters, 
who, thanks to their scientific education, prove useful in precarious situations. In L’île 
mystérieuse (1874), Verne’s famous novel in which five Americans from the North land on a 
desert island after escaping Richmond in a hot air balloon during the American Civil War, the 
youngest of the castaways is one of the most knowledgeable in the sciences. Fifteen year-old 
orphan, Harbert Brown, proves instrumental to the survival of the unfortunate group because of 
his background in biology:  
Le jeune garçon était très-fort en histoire naturelle et avait toujours eu une véritable 
passion pour cette science. Son père l’avait poussé dans cette voie, en lui faisant suivre 
les cours des meilleurs professeurs de Boston, qui affectionnaient cet enfant, intelligent et 
travailleur. (27-8)  
                                                
27 Other authors, such as André Laurie (pseudonym of Paschal Grousset), wrote novels that dealt 
with the comparison of different educations systems. His series “La vie de collège dans tous les 
temps et dans tous les pays,” including titles such as La vie de collège en Angleterre (1881), 
Histoire d’un écolier hanovrien (1884) and L’Oncle de Chicago: Moeurs scolaires en Amérique 
(1898), was not surprisingly commissioned and published by Hetzel. 
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Because he is “remarquablement instruit déjà dans les sciences” (114), he is of inestimable value 
to the group for he is best able to assess the utility of the resources available on the island and 
thus provide his companions with food and other necessities for survival. For example, “le jeune 
naturaliste” (110) knows that the “couroucou” bird is “bo[n] à manger” and is easy to kill “à 
coups de bâton” (49). He also informs the group that, while oysters are delicious, the group 
cannot subsist on them alone for they are not “très-nourrisante[s]” (127) and later discovers the 
“arbre à pain,” which provides the group with “une véritable farine de qualité supérieure, 
extrémement nourrissante” (298). His knowledge allows him to become one of the main 
“pourvoyeurs” of the island, procuring not only nourishment, but also natural medicines: 
“Harbert recueillit . . . de[s] pousses de basilic, de romarin, de mélisse, de bétonie, . . . qui 
possèdent des propriétés thérapeutiques diverses, les unes pectorales, astringentes, fébrifuges, les 
autres anti-spasmodiques ou anti-rhusmatismales” (177). Cyrus Smith, who is the group’s leader 
because of his even vaster scientific knowledge, is impressed by “[le] jeune garçon, qui attestait 
un esprit sérieux” (190). Because of Harbert’s seriousness and his thirst for scientific knowledge, 
Smith grooms him to become his successor: “L’idée fixe de [Smith] était de transmettre au jeune 
garçon tout ce qu’il savait, de l’instruire par l’exemple autant que par la parole, et Harbert 
profitait largement des leçons de son professeur. ‘Si je meurs, pensait Cyrus Smith, c’est lui qui 
me remplacera!” (292). When the castaways finally return to the United States and found their 
own colony with their island as their model, “les études [de Harbert] s’achevèrent sous la 
direction de Cyrus Smith,” and, much in line with Saint-Simon’s assertion that “les savants, les 
artistes et les artisans doivent diriger les travaux de la nation” (2:42), we are left to believe that 
one day Harbert will become the colony’s leader. 
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Similarly, thanks to the excellent scientific education he received, American Dick Sand, 
the adolescent hero of Un capitaine de quinze ans (1878), is able to save fellow passengers on 
the Pilgrim after the ship’s captain dies. Here, Verne highlights the fact that Harbert is very well 
educated despite his being an orphan:  
La charité publique... avait élevé le petit orphelin. Il avait été mis d’abord dans une de ces 
maisons d’enfants, où il y a toujours, en Amérique, une place pour les petits abandonnés. 
Puis, à quatre ans, Dick apprenait à lire, à écrire, à compter dans une de ces écoles de 
l’État de New-York, que les souscriptions charitables entretiennent si généreusement. 
(14) 
According to Verne, in the United States, all children, regardless of their position in society, 
receive an education, but not because education is mandatory, but rather because of the 
communal structure of society. In his book Une fascination réticente: Les États-Unis devant 
l’opinion française (1990), Jacques Portes describes this aspect of the American education 
system as seen by French observers:  
Partout, l’école est née de la volonté même des citoyens et des municipalités, d’accord 
pour en rendre l’accès facile à tous, par la gratuité, comme par la neutralité religieuse, 
sans qu’il soit nécessaire, pour cette raison même, d’imposer nulle part une quelconque 
forme d’obligation . . . Le fonctionnement d’un tel système, même brossé à gros traits, a 
quelque chose de fascinant pour un grand nombre d’observateurs [français]. Les 
républicains, dans les années 1870, y voient une sorte de modèle: celui de l’école pour 
tous, financée par les parents eux-mêmes, réellement démocratique, à l’abri des pressions 
religieuses, mêlant le fils d’ouvrier et celui du patron. (206)  
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In several novels, Verne indicates that all American children receive a proper education not only 
because the education system is all-embracing, but also because charitable community members 
often complement the public school system by building additional schools or by financing the 
education of less fortunate children. In Mistress Branican (1891), San Diego is a “une cité . . . 
soigneuse de ses intérêts moraux et matériels” in that there are “trois grandes écoles, Russ 
County, Court House, Maronic and old fellows, destinées aux enfants pauvres” (28). Then, it is 
“aux applaudissements de la ville entière” that protagonist Dolly Branican puts inherited money 
to charitable use by founding a school “destiné à recueillir les enfants abandonnés, les petits 
orphelins de père et de mère” (139-40). Verne again illustrates the supposedly inclusive28 nature 
of the American educational system through the story of orphan Dick Sand in Un Capitaine de 
quinze ans (1878). Sand’s education begins at the age of only four thanks to the altruistic 
Weldon family. James Weldon, “riche armateur”, becomes Sand’s protector and “ressentit un vif 
intérêt pour cet orphelin, dont il compléta l’éducation à San-Francisco” (14). Thanks to the 
largess of the Weldon family, Sand learns the science, math and practical skills necessary to 
become “un capitaine de quinze ans”:  
Pendant le cours de ses études, Dick Sand se passionna plus particulièrement pour la 
géographie, pour les voyages, en attendant qu’il eût l’âge d’apprendre la partie des 
mathématiques qui se rapporte à la navigation. Puis, à cette portion théorique de son 
instruction, il ne négligea point de joindre la pratique. (14) 
After the Weldons’ ship, the Pilgrim, which must carry the Weldon family from New Zealand 
to their home in San Francisco, loses its captain in a whale-hunting accident, young Dick, a 
                                                
28 We cannot forget that in spite of the rosy picture Verne presents of American public education, 
it was nonetheless the case that women and black Americans were not afforded the right to 
mandatory and free education until much later. 
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simple sailor apprentice, must take over the direction of the ship. His knowledge of astronomy, 
meteorology and other natural sciences is indispensible for the group’s safe return home to San 
Francisco. His formal education and practical skills therefore make him invaluable to the crew 
and passengers.  
Verne believes, in Saint-Simonian fashion, that a society can only benefit from providing 
equal educational opportunities to each of its members, making them exponentially more useful 
and enriching for the good of all. Utopian socialist Michel Chevalier, in his Lettres sur 
l’Amérique du nord, observed that in the United States, one of the main building-blocks of 
society was “un système d’instruction élémentaire commune à tous,” which, he argued, 
contributed to its “prospérité, . . . puissance et . . . bonheur,” and which he found “bien supérieur 
[aux] . . . organisations demi-féodales [de la France]” (165). Céléstin Hippeau also observes in 
his book that, because of the democratic nature of the public school system in the United States, 
all members of society, regardless of class, are given the opportunity to receive an education, 
including a scientific one: 
[J]amais la question de savoir s’il est bon et convenable d’élever le niveau intellectuel des 
classes que le hasard place aux degrés inférieurs de la société n’a été sérieusement agitée, 
jamais des publicistes timorés ou de prétendus défenseurs de la foi religieuse ne se sont 
avisés d’examiner dans quelles proportions devait être distribué le pain de la science 
considéré comme un aliment dangeureux et ne pouvant être administré qu’à petites doses. 
(1-2)  
Like Hippeau, Verne also shows that the American education system can sustain itself with little 
government intervention. According to Verne, a decentralized education system, like that in the 
United States, works because the members of its communities “look out” for each other, more so 
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than the State would. Noting that in 1866, “694 communes [en France] étaient encore 
dépourvues de tout moyen d’instruction,” (27) Hippeau suggests that “[p]our l’enseignement des 
garçons, et surtout pour celui de nos filles, les départements et les communes, au lieu de 
demander pour leurs écoles l’intervention de l’État, [devraient] se décid[er], à l’exemple de 
l’Amérique, à faire eux-mêmes leurs affaires et à tout demander à l’initiative des habitants” (28).  
French republicans, such as Hippeau, demonstrated a belief, based on the American system, that 
private individuals are better equipped than the government to direct and fund the education in a 
given community. While today we see that, in reality, such a privatized system unfortunately 
often results in inequality, Verne was convinced that no child would fall through the cracks 
because of his early confidence in humankind and in communal societies.  
It is important to address how the question of girls’ education fits into Verne’s and the 
utopian socialists’ understanding of universal education. In theory, the utopian socialists, 
particularly the Saint-Simonians and Charles Fourier, held more modern views on women than 
Verne. Fourier advocated equality between the sexes in the domains of education, profession, 
politics and sexuality and is even credited with having coined the term “féminisme”.29 Verne, on 
the other hand, shows shockingly little concern for women’s rights, their education, general or 
scientific, or their roles in society. In an 1893 speech he gave at a distribution of prizes at a girls’ 
school in Amiens, he explicitly demonstrates his conservatism regarding girls’ education: 
Petites et grandes, prenez garde de vous égarer en courant le domaine scientifique, ... ne 
vous plongez pas trop profondément dans la science, ce ‘vide sublime’, suivant 
l’expression du grand poète, où l’homme se perd lui-même quelquefois. . . . Vous avez à 
                                                
29 While Fourier’s views on women were modern for his time, he cannot truly be considered a 
feminist. See Naomi Andrews’ Socialism’s Muse: Gender in the Intellectual Landscape of 
French Romantic Socialism. Lanham: Lexington Books, 2006. 
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mieux diriger vos aptitudes en rendant agréable le toit familial et le foyer domestique. 
(qtd. in Chesneaux, Lecture 16-17)  
He, in fact, nearly manages to exclude them from the 64 novels that make up the Voyages 
extraordinaires series. In her Jules Verne (2005), Joëlle Dusseau notes that “sur un total de 563 
personnages, 442 sont des hommes: 80%” (61).30 Furthermore, in Île mystérieuse, he even 
imagines an “ideal” society made up entirely of men. When the character of Gédéon Spilett asks 
“D’ailleurs, que nous manque-t-il?,” it is difficult to believe that Verne would not have found 
anything unsettling about providing “rien” (130) as the answer. Therefore, while it is unclear if 
Verne would have actually wished for women to be excluded from a given society or denied the 
same rights enjoyed by men, he does not offer much material that would suggest that his idea of 
“universality” did in fact include women. 
2.2 Unofficial Education 
In addition to informing his readers that Americans learn science at school, Verne shows 
that they gain scientific knowledge from their fellow citizens who or from newspapers, which 
keep the reading public informed of the latest scientific operations and discoveries. For example, 
in L’Île mystérieuse, the group of castaways survives on the island because they do already have 
much knowledge in the applied sciences: “ils ‘savaient’, et l’homme qui ‘sait’ réussit là où 
d’autres végéteraient et périraient inévitablement” (174). But it is because of savant and engineer 
Cyrus Smith that the group not only survives, but also succeeds at building a utopian community 
replete with modern American conveniences. The other members of the community do not need 
a school or even books in order to become learned; Instead they have savant Cyrus Smith to 
educate them: 
                                                
30 For a more complete analysis of the treatment of women in the Voyages extraordinaires, see 
Joëlle Dusseau’s chapter “Enfance et éducation dans l’oeuvre” in her Jules Verne (2005). 
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Cyrus instruisait ses compagnons en toutes choses, et il leur expliquait principalement les 
applications pratiques de la science. Les colons n’avaient point de bibliothèque à leur 
disposition; mais l’ingénieur était un livre toujours prêt, toujours ouvert à la page dont 
chacun avait besoin, un livre qui leur résolvait toutes les questions et qu’ils feuilletaient 
souvent. (205)  
Because Smith is pictured as “un microcosme, un composé de toute la science et de toute 
l’intelligence humaine,” (71) his companions become savants themselves, and he and his 
companions can best exploit the island’s natural resources, which guarantees their survival on 
this island, which had been “vierge de toute empreinte humaine” (47) before their arrival.  
Another instance of Americans receiving unofficial education occurs in De la terre à la 
lune (1865) and its sequel Autour de la lune (1870). All citizens are able to feverishly follow 
every move of the American Gun-Club’s attempt to establish the first communications between 
the Earth and the moon because every effort is made to ensure that newspapers bring them up-to-
date. The Americans in De la terre à la lune (1865) also do not have to rely only on their schools 
to teach them science, for they are in a science-saturated environment: “La science leur arrivait 
sous toutes les formes; elle les pénétrait par les yeux et les oreilles; impossible d’être un âne… 
en astronomie” (56). The newspapers inform the people of every last detail of the Gun-Club’s 
experiment and in doing so, popularize science: “Jusqu’alors, bien des gens ignoraient comment 
on avait pu calculer la distance qui sépare la Lune de la Terre. On profita de la circonstance pour 
leur apprendre que cette distance s’obtenait par la mesure de la parallaxe de la Lune” (56). The 
knowledge gained from the newspapers then inspires ordinary Americans to carry out their own 
research: “La proposition Barbicane avait eu pour résultat immédiat de remettre à l’ordre du jour 
tous les faits astronomiques relatifs à l’astre des nuits. Chacun se mit à l’étudier assidûment” 
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(55). Then, when the club chooses Florida as the site for their experiment, [C]hacun en Amérique 
. . . se fit un devoir d’étudier la géographie de la Floride” (131). The people even have an 
interactive experience with the newspapers, assumedly by sending in letters and receiving 
answers to their questions in published responses:  
Si le mot parallaxe semblait les étonner, on leur disait que c’était l’angle formé par deux 
lignes droites menées de chaque extrémité du rayon terrestre jusqu’à la Lune. Doutaient-
ils de la perfection de cette méthode, on leur prouvait immédiatement que, non-seulement 
cette distance moyenne était bien de deux cent trente-quatre mille trois cent quarante-sept 
milles, mais encore que les astronomes ne se trompaient pas de soixante-dix milles. (56-
7) 
In Verne’s novels, these newspapers do not only answer any questions the people might still 
have, but they also make sure to present the scientific material in ways that the general 
population will understand:  
Quelques esprits bien disposés, mais un peu rétifs, ne comprenaient pas tout d’abord que, 
si la Lune montrait invariablement la même face à la Terre pendant sa révolution, c’est 
que, dans le même laps de temps, elle faisait un tour sur elle-même. À ceux-là on disait: - 
‘Allez dans votre salle à manger, et tournez autour de la table de manière à toujours en 
regarder le centre; quand votre promenade circulaire sera achevée, vous aurez fait un tour 
sur vous-même, puisque votre oeil aura parcouru successivement tous les points de la 
salle. Eh bien! la salle, c’est le Ciel, la table, c’est la Terre, et la Lune c’est vous!’. (58) 
Verne creates in the above passage a kind of mise-en-abyme in the sense that as he talks of the 
newspapers’ crucial role in educating American people in the sciences, it is in fact he who 
educates his own reading public often through the medium of newspapers, his novels always first 
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appearing in the feuilleton section of the Magasin d’éducation et de récréation, Le Temps or the 
Journal des débats. He simultaneously popularizes science for his French readers and makes a 
political statement about the importance of scientific education. He presents the American 
practice of disseminating scientific information in newspapers as utopian. 
 In this case, Jules Verne’s vision of the United States does conform to historical facts. In 
his “Science and the Common Man in Ante-Bellum America,” (1974) historian and author 
Donald Zochert offers historical information that sheds light on why Verne would have depicted 
such a relationship between Americans and their newspapers. He writes of a wide diffusion of 
scientific knowledge “occurring chiefly through the press” which accompanied a “flood tide of 
democracy during the 1830s and 1840s” and “the corollary notion that the common man – no 
less than the philosopher – could fasten upon it to his advantage” (7). In his study, which used 
Milwaukee newspapers, republishing material from periodicals from nineteen different states, 
such as Connecticut, New York, Illinois, Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi and Louisiana, he 
explains that the scientific discipline most “accessible and appreciated” was astronomy, one 
reason being that ordinary people could make their own observations in this science without 
costly or complicated instruments. According to Zochert’s study, geology, paleontology, botany 
and zoology also took up much space in periodical pages. Zochert also reports that newspapers 
“energetically encouraged popular participation” in the advancement of certain fields of science, 
such as meteorology, by asking people to send in their own observations. He also explains that 
the scientific content included in these newspapers included a blend of not only practical, but 
also theoretical information, chemistry and physics getting the most theoretical treatment.  
In her “Popular Science Periodicals in Paris and London: the Emergence of a Low 
Scientific Culture, 1820-1875,” (551) Susan Sheets-Pyenson calls attention to the existence of 
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French newspapers such as Ami des Sciences and Science pour tous which were aimed at 
“bring[ing] science to the ‘general reader’ and render[ing] it ‘à la portée de tous’. However, in 
her comparison of Parisian and London newspapers, she shows that the London papers were 
more devoted to real science education than the Paris ones, explaining that “[n]o group of French 
periodicals discussed pure science exclusively, in the manner of English natural history 
periodicals” because “[a]ccording to most Paris periodicals, the discussion of pure scientific 
topics was restricted to the high scientific community” (556-7). Sheets-Pyenson makes it clear 
that editors of the Parisian science periodicals did not aim to change the status quo regarding the 
scientific world: they did “not encourage . . . the scientific inclinations of their readers, . . . 
repudiated the task of ‘making’ scientists . . . [and] . . . “did not point to a series of scientific 
societies in which the amateur practitioner might participate” (558). On the other hand, she 
points out that, whereas the Paris science periodicals “eagerly followed the affairs and 
achievements of the world of professionalized and specialized high science,” (558) the London 
papers “rather than promoting its professionalization, . . . sought to extend the domain of 
scientific practice to an ever-widening group of amateur scientists like themselves” (561). It 
would appear that when Verne depicts Americans learning and participating in scientific 
enterprises via newspapers, he might have been projecting what he knew of English newspapers 
onto the United States, as the author does on occasion combine English and Americans into one 
“Anglo-Saxon”. While in reality, French editors “imitat[ed] forms and even cop[ied] titles of 
periodicals that were successful on the other side of the Channel,” (558) Verne imagines the 
practice of popularizing science through newspapers as being an American endeavor to be 
imitated. 
3. Organization of Science  
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As we have seen, in early and mid-19th-century France, primary and secondary schools 
did not properly promote science, leading Verne to mock these institutions and contrast them to 
those in the United States. Additionally, Verne calls attention to the fact that in France, science 
was also being stifled from the top, and he thus attacks science in higher education as well as the 
entire scientific research establishment in France. When in reality, politicians such as Victor 
Duruy were looking to remodel the French system on the German one, Verne idealized the 
United States’ treatment of science and instead presents its scientific establishment as a model 
for a revamping of the French system. His idealizations stem from an amalgam of actual facts 
about the American science establishment and of ideas stemming from the theories of the utopian 
socialists.  
3.1 Centralization and Specialization 
In his “The Rise and Fall of France as a Scientific Centre” (1970), sociologist of science 
Joseph Ben-David explains that, when faced with “growing German and later American 
superiority” (174), French science underperformed in the second half of the nineteenth century 
because of “the peculiar characteristics of French scientific organisation” (sic) and particularly 
its “centralisation” (sic) (174). In order to have more control over scientific activity, Napoleon 
had ensured that it would be concentrated in Paris. In her Science in the Provinces: Scientific 
Communities and Provincial Leadership in France, 1860-1930 (1986), while Mary Jo Nye 
highlights important scientific centers in Nancy, Grenoble, Toulouse and Lyon, she indicates that 
“traditional wisdom is that the most important scientific work in France has occurred in Paris and 
that what goes on in the provinces does not count” (3). Verne critiques this phenomenon in his 
Robur-le Conquérant (1886). In that novel, people around the world have reported hearing 
trumpet-like sounds coming from the sky, and observatories around the world begin searching 
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for the source. While the Paris observatory sees nothing, those in Pic-du-Midi, Puy-de-Dôme, 
Mont Ventoux, Nice and Semnoz-Alpes claim to see an electric light in the sky, leading Verne to 
add “[é]videmment, il n’y avait pas à rejeter ces observations en bloc,” (5) implying that if fewer 
provincial observatories had claimed to see the light, they might indeed have been ignored. On 
the other hand, Verne adds that eight different American observatories also see an object in the 
sky, but he does not signal that any one observatory carries more weight than another (8-9). 
Aside from centralization creating the Paris/ provinces dichotomy, the French system 
eliminated competition among sciences by promoting compartmentalization. Scientific schools 
and research institutions themselves were designed to perform highly specific functions. Such 
highly specialized institutions were not flexible or adaptable to change, leading to the 
inconvenient need to establish new institutions rather than reform old ones as times changed. For 
example, as the need for new areas of research arose, schools like the École Centrale des Arts et 
Manufactures and the École Supérieur de Télégraphie were founded, in 1829 and 1878 
respectively, rather than incorporated into an already existing broadly-defined research 
institution (Fox and Weisz 1). On the outside, the system put in place by Napoleon appeared to 
be a highly efficient organization, devoid of “‘unnecessary overlap’ and ‘duplication’” (Ben-
David 175), but a closer look revealed that the extreme specialization of institutions had “a 
detrimental effect on the quality of scientific work” (177). For example, it eliminated 
competition among institutions:  
In the United States, and to some extent even in Britain, any successful innovation . . . 
was bound to be imitated and reproduced in several institutions. The competition which 
thus arose stimulated further changes and innovations. The centralised (sic) French 
system, where each institution had a special and rigorously delimited function, produced 
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exactly the opposite results. The success of a single institution made it ‘unnecessary’ to 
duplicate a function already so well taken care of. Thus academic anomalies were 
permitted and indeed forced to survive. (175)  
As Ben-David so rightly shows, when more than one entity works on a given question, not only 
does a checks-and-balances system develop in that different institutions repeat and verify 
another’s work, but a productive scientific rivalry also arises among institutions, which, after 
working off of one another, arrive at superior and more refined outcomes. As far as the scientific 
arms race goes, Verne illustrates the benefit of competition in De la terre à la lune (1865), in 
which two scientists, Impey Barbicane, “un grand fondeur de projectiles” and Captain Nicholl, 
“un grand forgeur de plaques” compete with one another during the American Civil War: 
“Aussitôt que Barbicane inventait un nouveau boulet, Nicholl inventait une nouvelle plaque. . . 
De là une rivalité de tous les instants qui allait jusqu’aux personnes” (59). However, Verne 
explains, it is because of this rivalry that “une transformation radicale de la marine dans les États 
des deux continents [eût lieu], le boulet et la plaque lutt[ant] avec un acharnement sans exemple, 
l’un grossissant, l’autre s’épaississant dans une proportion constante” (58), and, moreover, 
“[leurs] inventions laissèrent loin derrière elles les timides instruments de l’artillerie européenne” 
(3). Verne clearly sees the value of competition among scientists, which could be more prevelant 
in a less centralized system than the French one. 
3.2 French Higher Education in the Sciences: Fragmentation and Isolation of Scientists 
Despite France having produced influential scientists during the period in question, such 
as Claude Bernard (1813-1878) and Henri Becquerel (1852-1908), who respectively held chairs 
in physiology and physics at the Muséum National d’histoire naturelle and Marcellin Berthelot 
(1827-1907) who held a chair in organic chemistry at the Collège de France, their impact on 
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French science was hampered by the fragmentation of the French scientific establishment, 
which made research, teaching, and professional education in such fields as engineering and 
medicine all separate activities. This unfortunate parceling estranged researchers from educators 
and precluded “the free flow of scientists and professionals among institutions” and thus “that 
circulation of ideas which fructify one another” (Gilpin 92). This also meant that researchers 
rarely taught31 and thus “failed to educate a large number of students to carry on their lines of 
inquiry” (87). When, in the first half of the nineteenth century, greater specialization and 
professionalization generally became required by science, Germany made institutions of higher 
education, as opposed to academies, the primary centers for research. It was not until the 
creation in 1896 of the French university system, which grouped together the various facultés of 
a given city, that research started to become an essential obligation of university professors. 
However, this had already happened in Germany in 1810 when Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-
1835) founded the University of Berlin. In 1869, French naturalist Georges Pouchet, in his 
“L’Enseignement supérieur des sciences en Allemagne,” called for there to be universities in 
France along the German model and dreamed of the progress which could have been made “si 
Napoléon ne s’était imaginé un jour d’organiser l’enseignement supérieur par les facultés” 
(432). The fusion of teaching and research that occured in Germany in the beginning of the 
                                                
31 Institutions such as the Collège de France and the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle were non-
degree-granting research institutions, while the teaching of science was primarily the job of the 
university facultés, which trained medical doctors and high school science teachers and the 
grandes écoles, which trained professionals for the technical ministries. Notable exceptions 
include the École Polytechnique and the École Normale Supérieure, where scientists were also 
professors. However, while the École Polytechnique was a “leading center of scientific research 
and the first to do systematic basic research” and the École Normale Supérieure “the most 
eminent of French scientists and mathematicians have been educated and have taught,” Gilpin 
explains that these two institutions were not enough “to build a sound scientific edifice” (88-9). 
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nineteenth century was paramount to German science’s ascent because, in the words of Gilpin, 
it trained students “to do science,” rather than simply “to know science” (100).  
When in Mistress Branican (1891), Verne offers the “nombre d’établissements où les 
études sont poussées jusqu’à l’obtention des diplômes universitaires” (28) as a primary factor 
making San Diego “une cité moderne,” (27) it is clear how high of a value he places on higher 
education. The several professors of science that Verne features in his novels reveal an 
awareness of the breakdown in higher education regarding sciences. It should not come as 
surprising that the first professor featured in the Voyages extraordinaires should be a German 
one. Professor Otto Lidenbrock of Voyage au centre de la terre (1864) is “un véritable savant” 
in geology, mineralogy and chemistry, and his name “retentissait avec honneur dans les 
gynmases et les associations nationales” (3). However, he teaches at the Hamburg Johannaeum, 
a gymnaseum, rather than at an institution of higher education, and, in his description of the 
professor, Verne seems to mock the French education system as opposed to the German one:  
Non point qu’il se préoccupât d’avoir des élèves assidus à ses leçons, ni du degré 
d’attention qu’ils lui accordaient, ni du succès qu’il pouvaient obtenir par la suite; ces 
détails ne l’inquiétaient guère. Il professait ‘subjectivement’ . . . pour lui et non pour les 
autres. C’était un savant égoïste, un puits de science dont la poulie grinçait quand on en 
voulait tirer quelque chose: en un mot, un avare. Il y a quelques professeurs de ce genre 
en Allemagne. (2) 
Because Lidenbrock does not combine his research with instruction in higher education and 
because he is not generous with his knowledge, it seems he would not easily create successors. 
Verne features another German professor in Les Cinq cents millions de la Bégum (1879). Herr 
Schultze is “’privat docent’ de chimie à l’Université d’Iéna,” (65) a professorial title that 
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Georges Pouchet himself considers an innovation in his “L’Enseignement supérieur des 
sciences en Allemagne” (1869). According to Pouchet, German universities had many more 
professors because on top of the “professeurs ordinaires,” there were also “professeurs 
extraordinaires, les privat-docenten . . . [et] les maîtres de langues et d’exercises” (436). 
Pouchet explains that even though the privatdocenten did not have a permanent position at the 
university, they significantly expanded the number of courses that a university could offer. 
There were often several sections of a given course, giving students the freedom to choose their 
instructor and driving up the quality of lectures. Verne’s mere mention of the title shows a 
preoccupation with the state of higher education in France. In Vingt mille lieues sous les mers, 
(1869-70) Professor Pierre Aronnax is a French marine biologist attached to the Muséum 
National d’Histoire Naturelle. He has been commissioned to gather specimens in the United 
States to bring back to the Muséum. Although it is unclear if he holds an actual teaching 
position, it is clear that he is concerned about scientific knowledge being passed from researcher 
to student. When he observes Captain Nemo doing his scientific research in a vacuum that is his 
submarine, he wonders what the point is: “Je me demandai dans quel but il faisait ces 
observations. Était-ce au profit de ces semblables? Ce n’était pas probable, car, un jour ou 
l’autre, ses travaux devaient périr avec lui dans quelque mer ignorée!” (185-6). Here Verne 
expresses the idea that science should not be done for science’s sake, but that it must be shared 
with the world, whether it is by publishing one’s research or training students to continue one’s 
work.  
In this specialized and fragmented system, French scientists often became isolated not 
only from each other, but also from “the international scientific community” (Ben-David 176). 
Out of frustration with their inability to effect organizational reform, “the individual scientist . . . 
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[was driven] to pursue his own ends ‘egotistically’” (176). In his esteem for the German 
university system, Pouchet had noted that Russia and Holland often “borrowed” German 
professors and laments the isolation of French scientists: “Un grand pas dans la civilisation sera 
accompli le jour où nos institutions modifiées permettront aussi à la France un pareil échange 
d’hommes de sciences avec les nations voisines” (433). Verne criticizes this very aspect of the 
French scientific establishment in his Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879). When Dr. 
Sarrasin announces that he will go to the “grand Congrès international d’Hygiène” (2) in 
England in order to present his paper about his invention of a “’compte-globules de sang,’” (2) 
Marcel encourages him and adds, “Les savants français sont trop portés à s’isoler” (24) 
(emphasis added). And while the case of misanthropic Captain Nemo illustrates an extreme case 
of a scientist isolated in his submarine, it is clear that, through French scientist Pierre Aronnax, 
Verne argues for scientists to work together within and across national borders. Verne opposes 
the isolated French scientist with the American scientist who benefits membership in democratic 
scientific clubs, as we will see below. Moreover, in depicting scientific enterprises that involve 
participants from different nations, Verne imagines a world in which scientific development is 
not pursued as a nationalistic enterprise, but as a universal one. As we will see in chapter three, 
in such novels as De la terre à la lune (1865), Les Enfants du capitaine Grant (1867-8), Autour 
de la lune (1870), Vingt mille lieues sous les mers (1869-70) and Ville flottante (1871), scientists, 
in true saint-simonian fashion, form alliances with scientists and non-scientists from other 
nations, with the goal of advancing science not just for one nation, but for all of humanity.  
3.3 The Democratization of Science vs Elitism 
Another consequence of the centralization and specialization of the scientific 
establishment in France was that it prevented “the establishment of intermediate, corporate 
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entities between the state and the citizen” (Gilpin 79) and thus put science out of the reach of 
ordinary people, effectively limiting “the number of bright young men going into science” (95). 
However, this effect was intentional because, as Gilpin argues, “the French way was to train an 
élite rather than a people, quality, rather than quantity” (86). Unfortunately, such a system, which 
produced a small number of excellent scientists was not appropriate for the nineteenth century, a 
time of accelerated scientific development and industrial growth, and France soon saw itself 
surpassed by Germany, where “scientific advance and especially the application of new concepts 
became less a matter of individual genius and more one of sheer numbers” (96). Still, Verne does 
not look to Germany as a model, but to the United States, which he presents as the country with 
the most democratic access to science. In the United States, the belief that science should not be 
an elitist activity goes all the way back to the founding of the country, and as Hyman Kuritz 
notes in his “The Popularization of Science in Nineteenth-Century America,” (1981) it is directly 
tied to “the democratization of Western society in the early modern era” (259). Thomas Jefferson 
(1743-1826), himself an amateur scientist, was “scornful of scientists who separated themselves 
from ordinary people either through use of obscure or abstract language or by way of life” (260) 
and circulated the idea that making science accessible to everyone was “the key to the growth of 
a prosperous and democratic society” (261). This same idea can be seen throughout the Voyages 
extraordinaires in Verne’s depictions of Americans succeeding in scientific endeavors because 
of the free and open nature of American scientific establishments. 
In De la terre à la lune (1865), not only does Verne present ordinary Americans learning 
about and contributing ideas to the Gun Club’s experiment, as we have already seen, but he also 
explains that “un mois après [l]a formation [du Gun-Club], il comptait dix-huit cent trente-trois 
membres effectifs et trente mille cinq cent soixante-quinze membres correspondants” (2). This 
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and other American clubs, such as the Weldon Institute in Robur-le-conquérant (1886) in the 
Voyages extraordinaires because, as Jean Chesneaux says in his “Jules Verne’s Image of the 
United States,” (1969) “American society is seen by Verne as one in which scientific and 
technical problems are of concern to the man on the street corner. They belong to the people, 
rather than being set apart as they are in the Old World, in the dusty studies of the Academies 
and scholarly societies” (113). In De la terre à la lune (1865), Verne depicts ordinary citizens 
involving themselves with the Gun-Club’s moon project because of his utopian socialist 
convictions that scientific activity should be essentially democratic, that is in a nation’s best 
interest for scientific knowledge to be shared with everyone because everyone is a possible 
future scientist. Verne indicates that this treatment of science is “American”: the inhabitants of 
Tampa-Town expect to be informed of “les plus minces détails de l’entreprise, le moindre coup 
de pioche,” (168) and when Barbicane, out of prudence, does not allow the people to witness the 
casting of the cannon, they protest against this undemocratic behavior: “on blâma le président; 
on le taxa d’absolutisme; son procédé fut déclaré ‘peu américain’” (169) (emphasis added). In 
this episode, Verne is indirectly critiquing the “absolutist” French Académie des sciences, which 
reserved scientific activity for the learned elite. He argues in his fiction that in the United States, 
on the contrary, science is made available to all citizens. While it is true that in the United States, 
the first half of the nineteenth century witnessed “orthodox science solicit[ing] not only the 
appreciation but the participation of the public” through vehicles such as newspapers, it is likely 
that Verne’s characterization of popular science in the United States stems more from his desire 
to see such undiscriminating diffusion of science in France than from actual facts about the 
United States.  
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As Maurice Crosland explains in his “Popular Science and the Arts: Challenges to 
Cultural Authority in France under the Second Empire,” (2001) during the mid-nineteenth 
century, ordinary French citizens would have had a difficult time following the scientific 
developments of their day because, “with increasing specialization by the mid-nineteenth 
century, most science lay beyond the understanding of the general public” (302). He also argues 
that this elitism was intentional: “the Académie [des sciences] jealously guarded its privileges 
and frowned on any of its own members who may have wanted to bridge the gulf between the 
elite and ordinary people” (303). Crosland contrasts this situation to nineteenth-century Britain, 
where “there was not . . . a great gulf between science, travel, current affairs and literature,” 
where journals, such as the Popular Mechanic, “spelled out basic elementary science for the 
masses” (303) and where one would find “articles of science in general literary periodicals such 
as the Edinburgh Review, the Quarterly Review and the Westminster Review” (303).32 However, 
Verne does not depict the British establishment as any less elitist than France’s. For example, in 
Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879), Verne depicts the British Lord Glandover, 
president of the Association of Hygiene, as elitist. When Dr. Sarrasin, this “[m]odeste. . . 
pionnier. . . de la science,” who is even “heureux dans [son] obscurité,” (15) decides to come out 
of his isolation and present his paper at the Hygiene Conference in London, his experience is not 
encouraging. Before Dr. Sarrasin presents his paper, lord Glandover, who “avait daigné 
s’apercevoir de l’existence individuelle du médecin français” (34) gives him an introduction, 
which the narrator interprets as follows:  
                                                
32 Thus, it is not surprising to find in Verne’s novels similar comments about science in England: 
“On sait l’intérêt que l’on porte en Angleterre à tout ce qui touche à la géographie. Aussi n’était-
il pas un lecteur, à quelque classe qu’il appartînt (sic), qui ne dévorât les colones consacrées au 
cas de Phileas Fogg” (Tour 21) (emphasis added). 
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Bonjour, monsieur l’homme de peu! . . . C’est vous qui, pour gagner votre petite vie, 
faites ces petits travaux sur de petites machinettes? . . . Il faut que j’aie vraiment la vue 
bonne pour apercevoir une créature aussi éloignée de moi dans l’échelle des êtres! . . . 
Mettez-vous à l’ombre de Ma Seigneurie, je vous le permets” (Verne’s ellipses) (35)  
While this member is British, one can imagine that a similar remark might have come from a 
French member of a similar rank and that Verne might actually have given such a character 
British nationality in order to safely criticize the elitism of French scientific associations. For 
Verne, rather than to England, it was to his utopian vision of the New World that his countrymen 
should look for a model in scientific organization. 
The story of author and amateur scientist Boucher de Perthes (1788-1868) reveals the 
kind of elitism of the Académie des sciences that not only frustrated Verne and his 
contemporaries, but also literally hindered scientific development. In the preface to her 2000 
edition of Boucher de Perthes’s Émma ou quelques lettres de femme, Julia Przybos explains that 
the French amateur paleontologist had research that disproved the paleontological doxa of the 
day, but was ignored by the Académie from 1844 until his death in 1868. Against Georges 
Cuvier’s conviction,33 Boucher de Perthes showed that “l’homme était le contemporain des 
grands mammifères d’espèces éteintes découverts par Cuvier” (Przybos 13). Despite Boucher de 
Perthes’s “témérité et détermination qui pendant des décennies l’ont poussé à envoyer [ses 
ouvrages] à l’Académie des sciences de Paris,” he was not able to “ébranler la suffisance du 
corps académique,” which, after Cuvier’s death in 1832, was composed of his devoted disciples 
(13-4). The revolutionary work of Boucher de Perthes was ignored in France but generated 
                                                
33 Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), the highly influential French naturalist and zoologist, whose 
work with fossils led to the development of paleontology and who proved his own theory of 
extinction, is also remembered for having opposed Jean-Baptiste Lamarck and Geoffroy Saint-
Hilaire’s theories of evolution.  
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interest in the British scientific world. In his Voyage au centre de la terre (1864), a novel about 
the fictional German scientist and professor Otto Lidenbrock and his nephew Axel’s journey 
through an Icelandic volcano to the center of the earth, Verne incorporates the story Boucher de 
Perthes. When the professor and his nephew come across human remains dating back to the 
quaternary period, Verne explains that “un fait d’une haute importance en paléontologie s’était 
produit quelque temps avant [leur] départ” and tells of Boucher de Perthes’s discovery in 1863 of 
“une mâchoire humaine” and the nearby “haches de pierre et des silex taillés, colorés et revêtus 
par le temps d’une patine uniforme,” (180) but that most French scientists, not wishing to 
contradict Cuvier, dismissed his discovery. He explains that, while the “géologues du Royaume-
Uni . . . tinrent le fait pour certain [et] se joignirent des savants de l’Allemagne,” (181) it was 
geologist Jean-Baptiste Élie de Beaumont (1798-1874) in particular, “[c]e savant de si haute 
autorité” (182) (emphasis added) and perpetual secretary of the Académie des sciences from 
1853 to 1874, who insisted that the bone that Boucher de Perthes had found belonged to a much 
less ancient layer of soil and that his discovery therefore did not prove that “l’espèce humaine eut 
été contemporaine des animaux de l’époque quaternaire” (182). By making the fictional 
Professor Lidenbrock “le plus fougueux, le plus enthousiaste” (181) supporter of Boucher de 
Perthes and making him “prove” that he was right, Jules Verne himself stands up to Élie de 
Beaumont and his elitist Académie. The case of Boucher de Perthes offers a typical example of 
the modus operandi of the Academy inhibiting scientific discovery and progress. Verne suggests 
that the elitism and nepotism of the French Académie des sciences was indicative of a broken 
system that was not conducive to scientific innovation and that a more democratic approach to 
science, like that in the United States, could facilitate French progress. In contrast with the 
collaborative scientific model, Verne envisions that the Académie des sciences ironically 
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perpetuates a scientific paradigm, whose elitist production and distribution of knowledge, rather 
than facilitating innovation, hinders scientific progress and ultimately is a nuisance to the 
country.  
According to Verne, the democratization of knowledge in the United States and 
egalitarianism of its scientific organization allows ordinary citizens to not only learn about 
science, but also to become amateur scientists. Considering Verne’s tendency to meld the British 
and the Americans into a homogenous Anglo-Saxon “race”, he may have based this idea on his 
knowledge of the workings of the Royal Society of London. At this time, Crosland explains that 
“science in Britain was not yet a profession,” whereas “the profession of science in France had 
emerged in the wake of the French Revolution of 1789,” keeping science in the hands of science 
“professionals” (302). Therefore, the Royal Society of London, “still... a proud heir to the British 
amateur tradition,” (302-3) made it possible for “gentlemen amateurs [to make] major 
contributions to British science in the nineteenth century,” whereas, in France, “science was 
somewhat of an elite activity . . . policed at its higher levels by the Académie des sciences” 
(303). Verne shows in his early novels that the United States had inherited and developed the 
“less authoritarian” British system, “in which the exploration of the natural world was open to 
anyone with sufficient interest and financial means” (303). Indeed, although Barbicane is 
referred to as “le Washington de la science,” (33) nowhere does the novelist specify that he is 
ever trained in the sciences. He seems to have, on the contrary, transitioned from ordinary citizen 
to industrialist and finally to scientist all on his own through self-education and experimentation:  
Il avait fait une fortune dans le commerce des bois; nommé directeur de l’artillerie 
pendant la guerre, il se montra fertile en inventions; audacieux dans ses idées, il contribua 
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puissamment aux progrès de cette arme, et donna aux recherches expérimentales un 
incomparable élan. (17-18) 
Nothing stops Barbicane, a man with “sufficient interest and financial means,” from becoming a 
“savant” first in weapons manufacturing, then in astronomy. Verne emphasizes with what ease 
ordinary American citizens can become extraordinarily influential in the domains of science: 
...quand un Américain a une idée, il cherche un second Américain qui la partage. Sont-ils 
trois, ils élisent un président et deux secrétaires. Quatre, ils nomment un archiviste, et le 
bureau fonctionne. Cinq, ils se convoquent en assemblée générale, et le club est constitué. 
. . . Tel fut le noyau du Gun-Club. Un mois après sa formation, il comptait dix-huit cent 
trente-trois membres effectifs et trente mille cinq cent soixante-quinze membres 
correspondants. (3)  
And the only “condition sine qua non” for anyone wishing to join the club is to have “imaginé 
ou, au moins, perfectionné un canon; à défaut de canon, une arme à feu quelconque” (3-4). In 
other words, education is not even a prerequisite for inclusion in the Gun-Club; ideas, 
resourcefulness and the ability and desire to create are valued above all else. Similarly, in Robur-
le-conquérant (1886) the members of the Weldon-Institute of Philadelphia are not “ingénieurs de 
profession” but “simples amateurs de tout ce qui se rapportait à l’aérostatique,” which does not 
stop them from becoming “le plus grand club des adeptes de la navigation aérienne” (13). As 
opposed to the scientific establishment in France, which Verne deems elitist, the author suggests 
that the American one is inclusive and benefits from the varied perspectives coming from various 
strata of society.  
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Verne expresses a similar idea through the character of Cousin Benedict in Un capitaine 
de quinze ans (1878). He becomes a preeminent entomologist, not because he has been admitted 
into an elitest academy, but through self-education:  
Son unique passion, l’histoire naturelle, l’absorbait tout entier. . . .  [C’était] une sorte de 
Cuvier34 du Nouveau-Monde. . . [C]e naïf mais studieux savant. . . [avait] observé les 
diverses classes et fouillé les ordres, les familles, les tribus, les genres, les espèces, les 
variétés qui. . . distinguent. . . les insectes. . . . [Sa] vie était entièrement et uniquement 
consacrée à l’entomologie. (5-7)  
Again, Verne shows that thanks to his scientific self-education, Cousin Benedict is helpful to the 
group. However, it is Hetzel who insists that Verne exploit this idea:  
N’usez de Benedict que pour l’améliorer, le rendre utile... Imaginez que par sa 
connaissance des choses naturelles il puisse lui faire éviter (sic) un danger, . . . Tant que 
vous n’aurez pas fait cela, il sera là comme des cheveux sur de la soupe – et je suis 
étonné que vous n’ayez pas été saisi par cette idée de rendre précieux cet inutile. (Dumas 
2: 280) 
Verne follows the advice of his publisher, and while he describes him as “un de ces dignes 
savants à lunettes d’or, êtres inoffensifs et bons, destinés à rester toute leur vie de grands enfants 
et à finir très-vieux,” (Capitaine 5) who and cannot even be left alone despite being “âgé de 
cinquante ans environ” (4), Cousin Benedict nevertheless proves useful to the Weldon family on 
many occasions. Despite his communication problems, Cousin Benedict does not keep his 
scientific knowledge only to himself. For example, when a certain fly bites him, he reveals that it 
                                                
34 Like Cousin Benedict, Cuvier was very much self-taught, but unlike the character of Un 
capitaine de quinze ans, he went on to receive a university education, to publish many important 
scientific papers and to serve as a member of the Académie des sciences. 
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is the “tsétsé... ce fameux diptère qu[e l’on] n’a jamais encore trouvé... en Amérique” (174). This 
important fact helps the group discover that the Pilgrim has not landed in South America, but in 
Africa. His knowledge of a certain kind of termite also only found in Africa is useful in that it 
further convinces the captain that they are in Africa and allows the group to safely take refuge in 
a twelve-foot high termite mound. Additionally, thanks to Cousin Benedict’s familiarity with a 
certain edible grasshopper, the group obtains a much-needed source of nourishment. In addition 
to sharing his knowledge with those around him, the entomologist aspires to publish some of his 
findings: “Quelle matière à un mémoire qui fera sensation dans l’Europe savante, et peut-être à 
quelque in-folio avec planches et gravures hors texte!” (232). And once the group returns to San 
Francisco, he is ready to begin writing “un énorme ouvrage” on a hexapod he had brought back 
from Africa, believing it to be “un desiderata de la science entomologique,” (372) and he plans 
to name the unknown insect after himself. However, with the proper tools, he is able to discover, 
to his dismay, that it is nothing but a common spider. Despite this error, it is obvious that nothing 
will stop this amateur entomologist from using science to benefit those around him or from 
attempting to advance the science of entomology. Cousin Benedict represents the ideal scientist 
who, thanks to his common stature, seamlessly combines theory with practice. 
4. Theoretical vs. Practical Science 
In his chapter on “Science and French National Strength” in Edward Earle’s Modern 
France: Problems of the Third and Fourth Republics (1951), Henry Guerlac states that “subtle 
cultural tendencies . . . set apart the scientific achievements of every nation,” citing “the French 
animus in favor of pure science” and “American scientific genius . . . manifest[ing] itself best in 
engineering application” (82) as national tendencies. Tocqueville had argued that it was 
democracy that leads people in the United States to focus “plutôt à la pratique des sciences qu’à 
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la théorie (2:42). Unlike many of his compatriots, who have looked down on practical, or applied 
sciences, Verne, the lover of technology and great industrial feats, found it admirable that in the 
United States, it had been the practical, rather than the theoretical, sciences which received the 
greatest attention. Gilpin explains why, even if there had been more of a desire among 
Frenchmen to focus on the applied sciences, the over-centralization of higher education and its 
fragmentation into various facultés and separate grandes écoles had left “gaps . . . between the 
institutions responsible for advancing scientific knowledge and those responsible for training the 
professions which would apply knowledge toward useful ends” (90). He argues that this 
separation of the theoretical from the practical sciences in France has had “a detrimental effect 
both on science and on the practical professions such as medicine and engineering” (Gilpin 92). 
For example, as Gilpin points out, at the École Polytechnique, the civil and military engineering 
grande école, one could not obtain a broad education in chemistry, “the science most basic to 
nineteenth century industry” (90). Although it is thanks to schools such as the École 
Polytechnique that “French engineers were among the best in the world [in the nineteenth 
century],” (82) it was clear that by the end of the nineteenth century, there was a clear 
“technology-gap” (7) between France and Germany and, by the twentieth century, between 
France and the United States. 
When Tocqueville adds to his appraisal of American science that “la partie purement 
pratique des sciences est admirablement cultivée,” (emphasis added) that Americans study “la 
portion théorique immédiatement nécessaire à l’application” and that they do so with “un esprit 
toujours net, libre, original et fécond,” (43) it is clear that he did not necessarily criticize this 
aspect of American science. In an aristocracy, he explained, the idle classes have the freedom 
and time to devote to the “méditation” so necessary for “la culture des hautes sciences” (44), 
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while in a democracy, it is the freedom to constantly increase one’s wealth which leaves people 
restless and indifferent to cultivating science for science’s sake. In studying science, they do not 
seek “les jouissances de l’esprit, [mais] du corps” (47). However, Tocqueville argues, not unlike 
Verne, that while “la démocratie ne porte point les hommes à cultiver les sciences pour elles-
mêmes,” it does however “augmente immensément le nombre de ceux qui les cultivent” and 
even adds that among such a crowd, there is bound to be “quelque génie spéculatif, que le seul 
amour de la verité enflamme” (48-9). Hence the crucial importance of democratic access to 
science that was promoted by Verne. According to Verne, the United States promotes democratic 
access to science because it sees in every citizen a possible scientist. If they do not become 
scientists, he shows that their knowledge proves useful to their society in many ways. While 
Verne’s vision of scientific education in the United States is mostly a projection of utopian ideals 
onto the country, there is some evidence that his vision corresponds to real conditions. But even 
if Verne’s portrayal of ordinary Americans learning science via various formats is a clear 
exaggeration, it would still serve as a counterpoint to the situation in France, where, in Verne’s 
eyes, citizens do not enjoy the same egalitarian access to science.  
As Crosland argues, it was the divide between “research scientists and the educated 
middle class” in the French system, which prompted others, such as Jules Verne, “to come in as 
intermediaries” (302) and that, because of this divide, “a new career was opening: that of 
popularizer of science and science writer” (302). Verne was one such popularizer of science, and 
when he says in De la terre à la lune that “il ne fût plus permis” (56) for Americans to be 
“ignorant” of current scientific discoveries, it seems he is in fact thinking of his own 
countrymen. This is why, in his novels, he not only vulgarizes science for his young and popular 
audiences, but he also builds a utopian vision of the United States, a distant place, where he 
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imagines that an ideal science establishment could exist, one that will be prepared for the “new 
world and the new possibilities – social, scientific, or political – opened up by progress” (Unwin 
5). In his early novels, Verne suggests that because of their access to scientific education, 
theoretical and practical alike, ordinary American citizens become optimistic scientists and 
daring inventors, whether they learn through traditional means, through the press or through self-
teaching. Into this young country, he incorporates the best elements from the Old World, but 
most importantly combines with them innovations, some that are specifically American and 
some that had been laid out by the idealistic utopian socialists. In the next chapter, we will see 
how in the United States of Verne’s imagination, the tremendous focus on science, and 
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Chapter 2: American Industry as a Model for France 
As I have shown in Chapter 1, Jules Verne did not only vulgarize science for his young 
readers and popular admirers. Along with scientists, politicians and educators, he laid bare the 
weaknesses in French scientific education and argued for reform in the organization of his 
country’s scientific establishment and in education. The fact that French science had already 
begun to decline by the 1840s and that science in other European countries was quickly taking 
the lead gave such an endeavor great significance. As Verne shows, progress in the nineteenth 
century did not only rely on discoveries in abstract, theoretical sciences. Verne’s century 
required knowledge in these sciences to be applied toward the making of machines and 
technology that would improve infrastructure, transportation, industry, the economy and 
ultimately the production of weapons of war. Indeed, while French industry had expanded from 
1840 to 1860, it was showing signs of decline from 1860 on and was quickly falling behind 
England and Germany (Paul 2).  
Because of a Saint-Simonian conviction that rapid industrial development would solve 
many of France’s problems, Verne, in his early novels, features not only scientists, but also 
industrialists in the most important roles. Some create machinery that allows them to make 
important discoveries about the earth in order to better employ its resources; others apply their 
knowledge and ingenuity toward their own survival as castaways on desert islands; finally, a 
few use their savoir-faire to found utopian-like communities that echo saint-simonian 
principles. Historian Jean Chesneaux sees the fictional industrial societies in Verne’s novels as 
organized according to the Saint-Simonian call for an “exploitation savante, réglée, fraternelle 
du globe, dirigée par le pouvoir scientifique” and asks if there is a “meilleur raccourci de tous 
les Voyages extraordinaires” than this Saint-Simonian maxim: “Tout par la vapeur et par 
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l’électricité; substituer à l’exploitation de l’homme par l’homme l’exploitation du globe par 
l’humanité”.35 Certainly, Verne’s early works betray a Saint-Simonian-like insistance on 
industry as a means to not only economically and militarily improve France’s position among 
European powers, but also cure social ills by uniting all people through the elimination of social 
classes and privileges and the perpetual creation of jobs that would improve living conditions 
for all.  
Like the utopian socialists, Verne also argues that certain nations are more “naturally” 
industrial and could serve as models for France and other countries: “Les Yankees, ces premiers 
mécaniciens du monde, sont ingénieurs, comme les Italiens sont musiciens et les Allemands 
métaphysiciens, - de naissance” (emphasis added) (Terre 2). His description of Americans as 
natural mechanics and engineers contrasts sharply with his definition of the French as “les 
premiers danseurs du monde” (Bégum 86). This ironic statement suggests that, far from being 
committed to scientific and industrial endeavors, Frenchmen pursue the cultivation of the arts, 
however ephemeral or frivolous.  
In Verne’s early novels, American engineers and industrialists are ideal citizens, who 
develop and oversee projects, which drastically improve society or transform the wilderness into 
utopian communities. As Verne scholar Brian Taves says in his preface to the 2008 English 
edition of Verne’s Testament d’un excentrique (1899), “the United States was the land of Yankee 
ingenuity, inventiveness, and industrialization, part of the technological wave that formed the 
undercurrent for his series of “Extraordinary Journeys” (I). After having, in my first chapter, 
focused on science, one element of the Saint-Simonian trifold formula for the perfect society, I 
will examine the second factor: industry. Just like he had presented the treatment of science in 
                                                
35 Chesneaux quotes from the 1925 Producteur, the first Saint-Simonian journal (Chesneaux 61). 
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the United States, Verne offers industrialized America and its hard working citizens as a 
potential model for a modernized France and for Frenchmen concerned about the future of their 
country. 
2.1 Americans or Yankees? 
Before we can go any further in our discussion of Verne’s representation of America and 
its inhabitants, an examination of the term Yankee, its connection to French stereotypes about 
Americans and Verne’s use of the term is in order for a better understanding of Verne’s 
conception of the American type. In his De F.T. Graindorge à A. O. Barnabooth: Les Types 
américains dans le roman et le Théâtre français (1861-1917), Simon Jeune distinguishes three 
general types américains in French literature:  
[L]e planteur de la Virginie et des Carolines, proche de l’aristocratie européenne par le 
genre de vie et les goûts, [le] Yankee de la Nouvelle-Angleterre, homme d’affaires actif, 
avisé, mais de tempérament flegmatique, d’humeur morose, de manières frustes, et 
d’abord souvent rogue . . . [et] un troisième type qui se forge dans les forêts et les prairies 
de l’Ouest . . . plus ouvert et plus serviable que le Yankee. (8)  
All three types can be found in Verne’s novels, but, as we will see, it is his hard-working Yankee 
type that he most applauds. In his chapter called “Les Yankees et les Anglo-Saxons” of 
L’Ennemi américain: généalogie de l’anti-américanisme français, Philippe Roger recounts the 
complicated history of the term Yankee in the French language and explains that, as opposed to 
the disparaging way English writers such as Frances Trollope (1779-1863) consistently used it, 
in France, the term Yankee evolved over time and was not always pejorative. In the 1830s and 
1840s, while “l’usage péjoratif est manifestement bien établi déjà, . . . “il n’exclut pas des 
emplois neutres et mêmes laudatifs” (217). For example, while Tocqueville does not use the 
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word Yankee in his Démocratie (1835/40), perhaps for fear that it might come across as 
pejorative, the utopian socialist Michel Chevalier (1806-1879) does use it, but he also finds the 
need to justify his use of the term by making it clear that he does not consider it an insult: “Le 
nom d’Yankee a été longtemps appliqué par dérision aux habitants des six états de la Nouvelle-
Angleterre. Ils ont fini par l’accepter, pensant qu’ils l’avaient ennobli: c’est pour cela que je 
m’en sers” (99). Then, in the 1850s, Baudelaire uses the term in a negative sense for “le philistin 
panaméricain,” and in the same decade the new term yankisme appears in Hippolyte Castille’s 
Les Hommes et les moeurs en France sous le règne de Louis-Philippe (1853) this time “dans un 
contexte totalement positif” (218). The Civil War, however, transformed the meaning of the term 
not only in the United States, but also in Europe. During the war, the term Yankee was only used 
in a pejorative sense by French supporters of the South, and then after the war, Philippe Roger 
explains that when “Les Yankees (Unionistes) [se sont] rendus maîtres du pays tout entier, toute 
l’Amérique (blanche) sera désormais réputé ‘yankee country,’” (219) the term thus becoming a 
strictly pejorative one in the French language to describe not just the New Englanders, but all 
Americans. As opposed to Jean Chesneaux’s opinion that Verne uses the term Yankee to describe 
all Americans because “in [his] eyes, . . . the United States is the United States of the North, the 
victors of the recent Civil War,” (154) I contend that Verne continues to make use of the three 
traditional American types and that it is simply the Yankee that he most admires and commends. 
While, in his novels, certain characteristics of the Yankee blend in to the other types, he certainly 
holds on to the non-pejorative sense of the word as well as to the geographical specificity of it. 
Let us keep in minde that Jules Verne spent no more than one week in the United States, 
and that he most certainly formed his vision of its citizens from reading the writings of authors 
who had spent more time there. Chevalier, who lived for almost two years in America, offers a 
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description of the Yankee to which Verne’s fictional depictions bear such a striking resemblance 
that Chevalier’s Lettres may very well have been one of Verne’s primary sources for his 
conception of the Yankee. Take first Chevalier’s definition of the Yankee:  
L’Yankee . . . est réservé, concentré, défiant; son humeur est pensive et sombre, mais 
uniforme; sa tenue est sans grâce, mais modeste et cependant sans bassesse; son abord est 
froid, souvent peu prévenant; ses idées sont étroites, mais pratiques; il a le sentiment de 
ce qui est convenable, il ne l’a pas de ce qui est grandiose. Il n’a pas le moindre brin de 
disposition chevaleresque, et pourtant il est aventureux; . . . Il a une imagination active 
qui enfante des conceptions originales, qu’on appelle ici des Yankee notions . . . . (103-4) 
Verne’s most quintessential Yankee, Impey Barbicane from De la terre à la lune, is very similar 
to Chevalier’s typical Yankee:  
Impey Barbicane était . . . calme, froid, austère, d’un esprit éminemment sérieux et 
concentré; exact comme un chronomètre, d’un tempérament à toute épreuve, d’un 
caractère inébranlable; peu chevaleresque, aventureux cependant, mais apportant des 
idées pratiques jusque dans ses entreprises les plus téméraires . . . (emphasis added) (17). 
For both authors, seemingly negative characteristics such as coldness and uncouthness are far 
outweighed by what are, for the utopian socialist and the utopian author, more important traits, 
namely adventurousness and ingenuity.  
The similarities between the two authors’ depictions of the Yankee, however, do not end 
there. For both authors, the Yankee hails from New England and has a direct connection to the 
17th-century English Puritans. Compare Chevalier’s description of the tense relationship between 
the Yankee and the Virginian from his Lettres: “L’Yankee et le Virginien sont deux êtres fort 
dissemblables; ils s’aiment médiocrement et sont souvent en désaccord. Ce sont les mêmes 
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hommes qui se sont coupé la gorge en Angleterre sous les noms de cavaliers et de têtes-rondes” 
(102) with Verne’s description of Barbicane in De la terre à la lune: 
[L]’homme par excellence de la Nouvelle-Angleterre, le Nordiste colonisateur, le 
descendant de ces Têtes-Rondes si funestes aux Stuarts, et l’implacable ennemi des 
gentlement du Sud, ces anciens Cavaliers de la mère patrie. En un mot, un Yankee coulé 
d’un seul bloc” (17). 
While neither author was in the least attracted to the religious principles of the mostly Puritan 
Parliamentarians, or Roundheads, of the English Civil War (1642-1651), for them, both 
recognize the religious origin of the Yankee. Both Chevalier and Verne felt that their 
countrymen could benefit a great deal from adopting the work ethic that distinguishes the 
descendants of the Roundheads who crossed the Atlantic. “L’Yankee . . . industrieux et sobre, 
[cette] fourmi travailleuse” (Chevalier 104) was a paragon for Chevalier’s ideal countrymen, not 
“le Virginien . . . peu actif, . . . même paresseux . . . [qui est] entouré dès l’enfance d’esclaves qui 
lui épargnent tout travail manuel” (103). Likewise, it is unmistakenly not the Southerner, but the 
Yankee and his unshakable work ethic, which Verne holds up as a model for his contemporary 
Frenchmen. 
2.2 Yankee as Robinson 
However, before freshly arrived Europeans could develop science and industry on the 
new continent, the colonists first had to dominate wild nature, and their courage and ability to 
overcome natural obstacles figure as a major trope in European writing since the discovery of the 
New World. Travelogues and “America letters” (sic) sent home by European travelers to the 
United States helped to create a lasting image of Americans’ titanic battle with nature: “Image-
makers never ceased to marvel at the speed with which they transformed a wilderness into an 
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established community; the succession from a virgin forest to a neat farm with a frame house and 
a cluster of barns seemed to take place in the twinkling of an eye” (Billington 178). Writings 
from the 1840s of utopian socialist Michel Chevalier (1806-1879) might have contributed to the 
popularization of this image. Chevalier was impressed by man’s confrontation with the natural 
world and portrayed American colonists as having a particular talent for not only conquering 
nature, but also exploiting it for their industrial needs, and he, like Verne in the 1860s-1880s 
presents this perceived talent as a national trait:  
Mais c’est surtout comme colonisateur que l’Yankee est admirable. Sur lui la fatigue n’a 
pas de prise. Il n’a pas, comme l’Espagnol, le talent de supporter la faim et la soif; il a 
celui bien supérieur de trouver, toujours et en tout lieu, à manger et à boire; de savoir 
toujours garantir du froid sa femme et ses enfants d’abord, lui-même ensuite. Il prend 
corps à corps la nature, et plus tenace qu’elle, il l’asservit toujours. Il l’oblige à se rendre 
à discrétion; il lui fait produire ce qu’il veut, et la façonne à sa guise. (Chevalier 104-5)  
This popular perception made American characters ideal for Verne’s robinsonades, a popular 
literary genre telling of the trials and tribulations of castaways on desert islands.36 While Defoe’s 
Robinson Crusoe was English, Verne instead most often chooses Americans for these adventure 
tales likely because of the American pioneers’ still quite recent colonization of the New World 
and because of Americans’ largely undisputed reputation for being born mechanics and 
engineers.  
In addition to Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoé (1719) as well as two imitations of it, 
Johann David Wyss’ Der schweizerische Robinson (1812) and James Fenimore Cooper’s The 
                                                
36 A robinsonade is any work of fiction that appears to be an imitation of Daniel Defoe’s 
Robinson Crusoe (1719), stories of shipwrecked people who must struggle to survive in 
uninhabited lands.  
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Crater (1847) all had a profound influence on Verne,37 who wrote four of his own robinsonades, 
L’Île mystérieuse (1874), L’Ecole des Robinsons (1882), Deux ans de vacances (1888) and 
Seconde patrie (1900). Three out of the four feature Americans in the role of Robinson.38 In L’Île 
mystérieuse, Verne’s most quintessential robinsonade, five American “naufragés de l’air” land 
on a desert island and succeed at “colonizing” it, initially using only what nature has to offer 
them. From the start, the novelist makes it obvious that these Americans triumph not only 
because of their unrelenting work, which I will discuss in detail in a later section, but chiefly 
because they are lucky to have with them savant and engineer Cyrus Smith, whose general 
characteristics correspond to Chevalier’s description of the colonizing Yankee. The little 
educated sailor Pencroff, for example, has complete faith that, with Cyrus, they will easily 
colonize the desert island they baptized, in honor of the assassinated president, Lincoln:  
Sa foi dans l’ingénieur était absolue... Il le croyait capable de tout entreprendre et de 
réussir à tout . . . la transformation de cette flore sauvage en une flore civilisée, tout lui 
paraîssait facile, Cyrus Smith aidant, et tout se ferait en son temps. Il rêvait de rivières 
canalisées, facilitant le transport des richesses du sol, d’exploitations de carrières et de 
mines à entreprendre, de machines propres à toutes pratiques industrielles, de chemins de 
fer, oui, de chemins de fer! dont le réseau couvrirait certainement un jour l’île Lincoln. 
(174) 
Under Cyrus’ guidance, his companions become “les plus adroits ouvriers du monde,” (157) and 
the colony quickly progresses through all of the stages of human society, starting as hunter-
                                                
37 See Verne’s “Souvenirs d’enfance et de jeunesse” (Les Cahiers de l’Herne 25), 60. 
38 Seconde patrie (1900), Verne’s last robinsonade, is the only one that features no American 
character, but this is explained by the fact that this novel is a sequel to Johann David Wyss’ Der 
Schweizerische Robinson (1794-1798), and thus, like its predecessor, had to present Swiss 
characters.  
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gatherers and ending as true industrialists. In describing their evolution, Verne tells a kind of 
creation myth for his characters’ new utopian way of living. In later sections, I will examine the 
character of Cyrus and the utopian community he builds in greater detail. 
Like L’île mystérieuse (1874), Verne’s second robinsonade, L’École des Robinsons 
(1882), features an American character in the role of Robinson. When Godfrey Morgan, the 
wealthy and spoiled young nephew of billionaire William Kolderup, becomes a castaway on a 
deserted island, he discovers that he has natural instincts and practical intelligence for ensuring 
his own survival and that of his companion. For Godfrey, the five months spent on the island are 
like “une école dont il ne devait jamais oublier les leçons,” (196) and when he returns home, he 
has become a responsible adult ready and willing to contribute to the wellbeing of his 
community. Verne contrasts him with his companion, Tartelett, who, interestingly, is not 
“Français, mais . . . était digne de l’être” (26). This observation should recall Verne’s typology of 
nationalities that I discussed in chapter 1. According to Verne, Tartelett could be mistaken for a 
Frenchman because he is not serious, but an “être frivole” (64). As opposed to being an engineer, 
he is a “professeur de danse et de maintien” (66), and he is certainly no Friday39 to Godfrey, who 
even sees him as “un surcroît de charge, puisqu’il faudrait pourvoir à ses besoins de toutes 
sortes,” and even worse, he is “moins utile . . . [que] le plus intelligent des chiens” (95). Verne 
suggests quite clearly that when one becomes shipwrecked, an American, as opposed to a 
Frenchman or a French-like individual, would make the best companion for his ability to exploit 
the resources of nature for his needs.  
Six years later, Verne writes another robinsonade, Deux ans de vacances (1888). While 
this novel does feature a group of young international characters, its one American character 
                                                
39 Friday is the name of Robinson Crusoe’s companion in Daniel Defoe’s classic novel. 
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plays a crucial role in the story. The novel features fifteen boys, all British except for two French 
brothers and one American boy, who are shipwrecked on a deserted island during an accidental 
sea excursion from their New Zealand boarding school. It is Gordon, the American, whom the 
colony elects as its first president. With his American “esprit juste” and his “sens pratique,” (38) 
he makes an excellent Crusoe and leader, providing food and shelter for the boys and keeping 
them safe.  
In three of his four robinsonades, Verne deliberately chooses to cast Americans, adults 
and adolescents, in the role of Robinson because of their reputation for being able to quickly turn 
seemingly indomitable nature into a flourishing community. 
2.3 Yankee Work Ethic and Industrial Progress in the United States 
As American historian Frederick Jackson Turner signaled in his highly influential article 
“The Significance of the Frontier in American History” (1893), it is the continual confrontation 
between Americans and the wilderness beyond the frontier that shaped the country’s institutions 
and its people’s mores and gave Americans an intense drive to attempt and accomplish colossal 
undertakings:  
[T]o the frontier the American intellect owes its striking characteristics. That coarseness 
and strength combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive turn of 
mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the 
artistic but powerful to effect great ends; that restless, nervous energy; that dominant 
individualism, working for good and for evil, and withal that buoyancy and exuberance 
which comes with freedom—these are traits of the frontier, or traits called out elsewhere 
because of the existence of the frontier. (37) 
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According to Turner, Americans’ experience as real-life Robinson Crusoes developed in them a 
boldness to tackle even the most daunting challenges. Tocqueville arrives at a similar description 
of the American temperament but offers different reasons for its development. According to 
Tocqueville, the reason that, “il n’[était] pas . . . de peuple sur la terre qui ait fait des progrès 
aussi rapides que les Americains dans le commerce et l’industrie” (175) had to do with social 
equality, which convinces people of “la perfectibilité indéfinie de l’homme” (33) and thus 
encourages them to push the limits in industrial and commercial enterprises in order to increase 
their wealth. He does not view this self-interest as a negative factor because “les habitants des 
Etats-Unis sav[ent] presque toujours combiner leur propre bien-être avec celui de leurs 
concitoyens,” (136) and “les plus grandes entreprises industrielles” (175) that they undertake 
benefit all of society.  
Turner and Tocqueville’s descriptions of the American temperament find a striking 
accord with Verne’s characterization of Americans. His American characters are “courageux,” 
(Mystérieuse 290) and “d’un tempérament à toute épreuve, . . . aventureux” (Terre 17). They are 
also described as “[d]es audacieux conquérants” (29), “[de] véritable[s] héros . . . de 
l’impossible” (Mystérieuse 11) and have “les indices les plus certains de l’énergie, de l’audace et 
du sang-froid,” (Terre 18) but he also seems to believe in a kind of American exceptionalism 
when it comes to determinedness: “Un Yankee, on le sait, n’y va pas par quatre chemins. Il n’en 
prend qu’un, et généralement celui qui conduit droit au but” (Robur 7). In De la terre à la lune, 
Barbicane feels his moon project poses some real difficulties and that nowhere else but in the 
United States could it succed: “J’ai donc cherché, travaillé, calculé, et de mes études est résultée 
cette conviction que nous devons réussir dans une entreprise qui paraîtrait impracticable à tout 
autre pays” (20). If attempted in other countries, such a challenge would have eventually been 
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abandoned: “[L]es difficultés pratiques eussent paru insurmontables en tout autre pays que 
l’Amérique,” but for the Americans, “ce ne fut qu’un jeu” (64). More than anything, Verne 
insists that American inventors and scientists accomplish great projects not only because they are 
“born mechanics”, but because of their optimistic “can do” attitude, as exemplified by 
Barbicane’s confidence that he and his workers will be able to cast the gigantic cannon despite 
the difficulty: “[P]uisque ce travail doit se faire, il se fera. . . ” (146). One can say that Verne’s 
Voyages extraordinaires all deal with characters attempting to accomplish the seemingly 
impossible, whether they travel in space, around the earth, to the North Pole or to the center of 
the earth, but, for Verne, it was the Americans who do so with the most ease: 
On a souvent répété que le mot ‘impossible’ n’était pas français: on s’est évidemment 
trompé de dictionnaire. En Amérique tout est facile, tout est simple, et quant aux 
difficultés mécaniques, elles sont mortes avant d’être nées. Entre le projet Barbicane et 
sa réalisation, pas un véritable Yankee ne se fût permis d’entrevoir l’apparence d’une 
difficulté. Chose dite, chose faite. (Terre 28) 
Similarly, Pencroff, one of the American “colonists” in L’Île mystérieuse, “avait rayé le mot 
‘impossible’ du dictionnaire de l’île Lincoln” (163). While Verne implies that the concept of 
‘the impossible’ does not exist in the United States, it is all too present in his homeland, where it 
represents an obstacle to progress.  
A critical scene in Le Tour du monde further illustrates that, for Verne, this “can do” 
attitude before even the most precarious challenges, is an American concept and one that, if 
adopted by Frenchmen, could lead to rapid progress. Close to the end of their journey around 
the world, the protagonists’ find that their train is too heavy to cross a shaky bridge at Medecine 
Bow, Wyoming. One American passenger, Colonel Proctor, proposes they continue on their 
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route at full speed, lest they lose precious time crossing the river by foot. Frenchman 
Passepartout finds this plan dangerous and “un peu trop ‘américain’” (166) in its foolhardiness. 
When Passepartout attempts to offer an idea that would be more “prudent”, Colonel Proctor 
exclaims “Pas de réflexion, c’est inutile!” and becomes outraged at the Frenchman’s use of the 
word “prudent”: “‘Quoi! prudent!’ s’écria le colonel Proctor, que ce mot, entendu pas hasard, fit 
bondir” (166). Only the reader learns of Passepartout’s more rational plan: to cross the bridge 
on foot and let the train follow them. While the Frenchman does have a sensible solution to the 
predicament, Colonel Proctor’s more rash plan does get everyone safely across the bridge, but 
in less time. Before crossing the bridge, Passepartout does not admit to being afraid and 
exclaims, “Je montrerai à ces gens-là qu’un Français peut être aussi Américain qu’eux,” (167) 
showing that he views risk-taking as an American, rather than a French, practice. In this 
episode, Verne suggests that greater progress might be made in France if, along the American 
model, Frenchmen stopped letting excessive caution hold them back from accomplishing their 
goals.  
Verne does, however, demonstrate that such temerity can be taken too far even in the 
name of progress. On two seperate occasions, Verne addresses the issue of worker deaths, 
which he suggests are regrettable but inevitable when building technological wonders. In De la 
terre à la Lune (1865), when many workers lose their lives while digging the hole for the 
cannon, Verne shows ambivalence about risking men’s lives in the name of progress. First, he 
accuses Americans for not being concerned enough about workers’ lives: “Plusieurs ouvriers, il 
est vrai, payèrent de leur vie les imprudences inhérentes à ces dangereux travaux; mais ces 
déplorables malheurs sont impossibles à éviter, et ce sont des détails dont les Américains se 
préoccupent assez peu” (152). However, when he adds that “Ils ont plus souci de l’humanité en 
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général que de l’individu en particulier,” (152) it is not so clear if he views such lack of concern 
for human life as wrong. As can be expected, he settles on a middle ground as being most 
appropriate:  
Cependant Barbicane professait les principes contraires, et il les appliquait en toute 
occasion. . . . Grâce à ses soins, à son intelligence, à son utile intervention dans les cas 
difficiles, à sa prodigieuse et humaine sagacité, la moyenne des catastrophes ne dépassa 
pas celle des pays d’outre-mer cités pour leur luxe de précautions. (152)  
Verne does not wish to portray American Barbicane in a negative light and therefore adds that, 
despite the boldness of his projects, this American even manages to keep his workers safe. 
However, when he then cites France as one of “[c]es pays d’outre –mer cités pour leur luxe de 
précautions,” he again suggests that, in France, excessive precaution is an obstacle to progress.  
The idea resurfaces in Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879), a novel in which two 
industrial cities in the United States – Stahlstadt founded by a German and France-Ville founded 
by a Frenchmen – are locked in a deadly competition. Verne is weighing the advantages and 
dangers of carelessness and is still equivocal about it. When, in the German city, a worker dies 
“en maniant un sachet de dynamite,” Herr Schultze shows no concern for the worker, only the 
danger he had posed to his city: “L’animal aurait pu nous faire sauter tous!” (120). It is obvious 
that the remarkable achievements of the German city are in part due to this very “manque 
d’égards” (120) for workers’ lives, but it is also understandable that, after the Franco-Prussian 
War, Verne does not wish to present the German character in a favorable light. Verne’s aversion 
becomes all the more clear in an episode in which a child worker dies in Schultze’s mine.  
Let us recall that the German city at its own game is of the utmost importance for France-
Ville since Herr Schultze is working toward the annihilation of the French city. Hence the 
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question: will France-Ville be able to conquer Stahlstadt if it does not stoop to its level of 
disregard for individual life? This question is brought up in Andrew Martin’s insightful analysis 
of Bégum in his book Mask of the Prophet (1990), when he proposes that the problem was how 
to “overcome Germany [without] becoming more German than the Germans” (62). Today, 
precaution could never be seen as excessive, but Verne, after France’s crushing defeat, suggests 
that some level of risk, even that which might lead to the loss of workers’ lives, might be 
necessary in order for France to not only progress, but also in order to eventually regain Alsace-
Lorraine and exact revenge on Germany in a future war. For Verne, industrial growth should be 
realized by adopting American, rather than German ways. While Verne is evidently conflicted 
over the idea of people dying in the name of progress, he shows the humane Barbicane, 
representing the United States, who pursues bold endeavors all the while preserving workers’ 
lives. 
2.4 Toiling for the Common Good  
For the utopian socialists and for Verne, in order for a nation to become strong in 
industry, all of its people had to be industrious, and this connection between the ideas of industry 
and industriousness was not lost on the philosophers or on Verne. Saint-Simon called for an 
increased focus on industry not only because the nineteenth century required it, but also because 
he believed that it promised well-being to a great number of people by providing them jobs. He 
argued that, with so much work to do in order for France to not fall behind England or Germany, 
France could not afford for any class of people to be idle and thus called for the abolishment of 
all contemporary social privileges. He called the Ancien Régime “[un] monde renversé” 
(L’Organisateur 24) because he found it illogical that it was the more or less idle, unproductive 
sectors of pre-revolutionary society, which had the power, rather than the productive and thus 
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more capable lower and middle classes, which had little or none. It comes thus as no surprise that 
in his ideal contemporary “régime industriel,” every able-bodied adult would engage in work that 
was not only “profitable à eux-mêmes,” but also “utile aux autres” (38).  
Utopian socialist Michel Chevalier had a similar view of the importance of work, and, in 
his Lettres sur l’Amérique du Nord, he argues that the English, and even more so, “leurs 
continuateurs du nouveau monde,” have perfected “tout ce qui se rattache au travail” (15). 
Chevalier notes the importance of such a strong work ethic for the general prosperity of a nation: 
“À dater du XIXè siècle, nul peuple ne sera admis à se faire compter au premier rang des nations, 
s’il n’est avancé dans la carrière industrielle, s’il ne sait produire et travailler. Nul peuple ne sera 
puissant s’il n’est riche, et l’on ne s’enrichit plus que par le travail” (20). He also adds that “en 
fait de travail et de production, [les Français] ont beaucoup à emprunter aux Anglais” (20). 
Seeing Americans as “des Anglais renforcés,” (135) he devotes his whole book to proving that 
the French also have a lot to learn from the Americans in this arena. According to René 
Rémond’s Les États-Unis devant l’opinion française (1962), it was more common for the French 
to criticize the United States for its “idolâtrie du travail” (765). Few were those who, on the other 
hand, admired the American “esprit d’entreprise, sens pratique et honneur du travail” (768). 
Verne himself, having written over sixty-four novels, toiled, in his words, “comme un forçat” 
(Dumas 430) all of his life, producing two and sometimes three novels each year. Throughout his 
life of hard intellectual labor, Verne shows, in utopian socialist fashion, a deep respect for work 
in general and for the disciplined, hard-working Yankee.  
In one of his better-known novels, he emphasizes that this admirable trait is already 
present in young citizens of the United States. In Un Capitaine de quinze ans, the adolescent 
Dick Sands, the novel’s hero, exemplifies the dignity of the American work ethic. Even though 
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Verne does not use the word Yankee to describe his young protagonist, he makes sure to bestow 
upon him essential Yankee virtues. While the family that adopts Dick Sands, the Weldon family, 
is from California, where they build ships, Dick is born and named after Sandy Hook, New 
Jersey, which, while it is not New England, is at least the quickly industrializing Northeast. 
However, while the orphan’s exact origins are unknown, “[o]n ne pouvait douter qu’il ne fût 
d’origine anglo-saxonne” with his “yeux bleus dont le cristallin brillait d’un feu ardent” (13). 
Besides having the same origin as the Yankee, he has the physical and phychological 
characteristics of one as well:  
Sa physionomie intelligente respirait l’énergie. Ce n’était pas celle d’un audacieux, 
c’était celle d’un ‘oseur’. Souvent on cite ces trois mots d’un vers inachevé de Virgile: . . .  
Audentes fortuna juvat. . . . C’est aux oseurs, non aux audacieux, que sourit presque 
toujours la fortune. L’audacieux peut être irréfléchi. L’oseur pense d’abord, agit 
ensuite. . . Dick Sand était audens. À quinze ans, il savait déjà prendre un parti, et 
exécuter jusqu’au bout ce qu’avait décidé son esprit résolu. Son air, à la fois vif et sérieux, 
attirait l’attention. (13)  
Besides having the boldness (audentes) and seriousness of a Yankee, he is extremely hard-
working like a Yankee. This young orphan understands that “il [faut] qu’[on] se tir[e] d’affaire en 
ce monde” by taking “le chemin du devoir,” (35) and this makes an example for others:  
L’enfant qui comprend, dès le début, que le travail est la loi de la vie, celui qui sait, de 
bonne heure, que son pain ne se gagnera qu’à la sueur de son front, - précepte de la Bible 
qui est la règle de l’humanité, - celui-là est probablement prédestiné aux grandes choses, 
car il aura un jour, avec la volonté, la force de les accomplir. (14) 
Evidently, Verne intends Dick Sand, with his Yankee traits as a model for young Frenchmen. 
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Hetzel, however, worried that the serious-natured Dick would not interest adolescent French 
readers and suggested in a letter to Verne that he “donn[e] un caractère plus mêlé de gaîeté à 
Dick Sand, [qu’il en fasse] une sorte d’enfant de Paris intelligent et américain, plus humoriste, 
plus déluré, gai au besoin” (Dumas 2: 262). Verne, however, refuses to oblige his publisher: 
“j’aime mieux garder Dick Sand tel que je l’ai fait. Je n’ai jamais vu en lui autre chose qu’un 
garçon simple et sérieux . . . [J]amais je n’aurais pu voir dans ce petit Américain, tel que je le 
concevais, un gamin de Paris! . . . J’espère cependant, que le lecteur s’intéressera à ce jeune 
garçon, tout sérieux qu’il soit” (265, 268). Verne appears less concerned with amusing his young 
compatriots than he is with giving them a useful example to follow. The epistolary exchange 
makes obvious that, for Verne, Yankees make the best role models for Frenchmen who not only 
lack resoluteness, but who are also naturally inclined to be playful and careless of the morrow.  
Verne does, however, come up with his own way of hybridizing Dick Sand. The boy’s 
seriousness, his audaciousness and his intelligence as well as his his work ethic make him fit the 
description of a Yankee. It is only his religion that does not match that of the Yankee. We learn 
that James Weldon “le fit élever dans la religion catholique, à laquelle sa famille appartenait” 
(14). Unlike true Yankees, he is not a Protestant, like the Puritan Roundheads were. By making 
the Yankee-like Sand Catholic, he creates a hybrid character by melding the Yankee type with his 
French one. Verne, being Catholic like the majority of his compatriots, likely chose to do this so 
that the majority of Frenchman might more easily relate to his novel’s hero. Verne may have also 
been trying to disassociate the idea of a strong work ethic from Protestantism and thus make it 
more palpable for his chiefly Catholic compatriots.40  
                                                
40 In his Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus (1905), Max Weber would 
later connect the development of capitalism with that of Protestantism. 
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The best example of Verne’s esteem for work can be found in L’île mystérieuse, which 
Chesneaux calls a “véritable parabole saint-simonienne” in that it is “un hymne au travail” (62). 
When the group lands on the island, they find it “vierge de toute empreinte humaine” (47). We 
have already seen what engineer Cyrus Smith contributes to the group, but Gédéon Spilett, the 
artistic journalist, Pencroff, the sailor, Harbert, the young naturalist and Nab, the specialist in 
domestic affairs, all contribute to the building and progress of their colony. Each has his own 
strengths and is undoubtedly a valuable member of this small society: “Il eût été véritablement 
difficile de réunir cinq hommes plus propres à lutter contre le sort, plus assurés d’en triompher” 
(114). Not only must they work constantly to make the island first habitable, then comfortable, 
but they must more importantly work as a team if they want their efforts to succeed. 
In L’Île mystérieuse, Verne highlights the significance and advantages of “travail 
commun.” Under the direction of engineer Cyrus Smith, all five protagonists each engage in 
hard, unceasing communal work, which is crucial not only because it produces useful things, but 
also because the work itself fosters a cooperative, peaceful environment. It gives them what 
Saint-Simon had called “unité d’action” and ensures their harmonious living conditions. Striving 
for the same things bonds them together, and they all enjoy their work, knowing that each 
member of the community will benefit from it. Thus, they establish “la plus parfaite harmonie 
qui n[e] cess[e jamais] de régner” (290). 
Given the importance placed on this “travail commun”, Cyrus Smith constantly assures 
that the castaways “ne manqu[ent] pas d’ouvrage” (378) and that “les bras ne chôma[ent] pas,” 
(543) and in essence, the entire novel is made up of detailed descriptions of this communal work, 
Verne citing countless instances where “chacun des colons se distribu[e] l’ouvrage” (542). Take, 
for example, the lighting of their first fire: “le marin préparait son foyer sur des pierres . . ., Nab 
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et Harbert s’occupèrent de l’approvisionner en combustible. Le briquet fut battu, le linge brûlé 
recueillit les étincelles du silex, et, sous le souffle de Nab, un feu pétillant se dévéloppa (88-89). 
Cyrus insists that everything is a joint effort and ensures that each person’s role is indispensable 
for the group’s survival and views any lack of work as a potential threat to the harmony of the 
group. 
Connected to his exemplary work ethic is Cyrus Smith’s extremely efficient use of time. 
This idea fulfills a common French stereotype of Americans: “Utilitaires au sens noble, [ils 
savent] le prix du temps: ce n’est pas une matière sans valeur; trop précieuse pour être gaspillées, 
les minutes sont comptées” (Rémond 771). Cyrus makes sure that he and his companions do not 
waste any time. They have assigned themselves with a tremendous amount of work, so they 
should only stop when absolutely necessary: “Causerie pendant que l’on travaillait, lecture quand 
les mains restaient oisives, et le temps s’écoulait avec profit pour tout le monde” (316). It 
becomes clear, however, that accomplishing the work is not the primary concern. Any idleness 
could introduce the worst kind of discord into the group. As a result of Cyrus providing work for 
every member of the group according to his talents, “on travaillait avec confiance, gaiement 
même” (174). Planning future projects excites and unites them: “de quelle belle humeur ils 
animaient les soirées . . . , en formant mille projets pour l’avenir!” (543) Verne also associates 
constant, hard manual labor with good health: “Quant à la santé des membres de la colonie . . . 
elle ne laissait rien à désirer. Avec cette vie au grand air, sur ce sol salubre, sous cette zone 
temperée, travaillant de la tête et de la main, ils ne pouvaient croire que la maladie dut jamais les 
attendre” (292). As long as “il y [a] toujours à travailler” (372), and the group uses its time 
wisely, they will not only be productive, but also happy, healthy and united, and these just might 
be the most important motivators. 
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With the help of engineer Cyrus Smith, the castaways develop their own technology, 
including the most modern, e.g., steel tools, a windmill, an elevator and a telegraph, which 
increases their productivity and reduces their individual effort. Cyrus, however, does not have an 
unbounded respect for technology. For him, a strong work ethic and “unité d’action” are vastly 
more beneficial than the latest technology. Thus, rather than resemble a purely technocratic 
society, like that prescribed by Henri de Saint-Simon, the colonists’ Lincoln Island resembles the 
more agrarian phalange prescribed by Charles Fourier, who believed that cooperative work by 
each member of society leads to social harmony. This is why Cyrus judges with suspicion any 
technology, which might lessen their work load. Of the five castaways, it is Pencroff, the sailor, 
who most desires technology. It is his idea to build an elevator to their dwelling, so that they 
don’t have to use the cumbersome rope ladder - an idea, which sparks a serious debate. Cyrus 
responds that it would be easy to build such an elevator, but “est-ce bien utile?” he asks. Pencroff 
responds: “Certes. Après nous être donné le nécessaire, pensons un peu au confortable. Pour les 
personnes, ce sera du luxe, si vous voulez; mais pour [faire monter] les choses, c’est 
indispensable!” (293). Cyrus wonders if such a convenience might open up a Pandora’s box that 
would lead to not only idleness but also diminish the cohesion of the group that was brought 
about by work in common. He eventually allows it, but his hesitation reveals a belief that 
technology should be adopted only in moderation, lest it destroy the only social ties that link the 
group of castaways. As Fabrice Bouhmadi rightly says in his 2012 Jules Verne, Un océan 
tumultueux de mots et de rêves, “Jules Verne fait rarement le panégyrique des nouvelles 
machines. Le nouveau doit servir les hommes et les amener à mieux vivre, [mais] la Science est 
un projet de société et non un projet contre la société” (171). It is telling that, while embracing 
technological improvements, his protagonist Cyrus respects nature considers it a partner, if not a 
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full fledged member, of the island’s laboring community: Mes amis, ceci est du minéral de fer, 
ceci une pyrite, ceci de l’argile, ceci de la chaux, ceci du charbon. Voilà ce que nous donne la 
nature, et voilà sa part dans le travail commun! – À demain la nôtre!” (112). The castaways use 
technology to improve their lives and to a certain extent to conquer nature, but in the end, they 
understand their own limits and, most importantly, live in harmony with their natural 
surroundings.  
2.5 Progress as Religion 
Much like Saint-Simon had done in his Nouveau christianisme (1825), Verne presents 
devotion to communal work, exemplified by the castaways of Lincoln Island, in spiritual terms. 
A quick look at Saint-Simon’s last work will inform my interpretation of L’Île mystérieuse, the 
novel that provides one of the most important keys for understanding Verne’s utopian vision. 
While Saint-Simon had been essentially an atheist, he believed it impossible for society to 
function without a religion, and this is why, towards the end of his life, he baptizes his program 
for the ideal society based on common work the “Nouveau christianisme” (1825). This new 
“perfected” Christianity would unite all people because it would be stripped down to the 
“véritable esprit du christianisme” (I) and thus appeal to all “sectes”. According to Saint-Simon, 
the principles of Christianity are to “se conduire en frères à l’égard les uns des autres” (2) and to 
“se proposer de but dans tous leurs travaux, dans toutes leurs actions, d’améliorer le plus 
promptement et le plus complètement possible l’existence morale et physique de la classe la plus 
nombreuse (3). If people united under his new purified religion and devoted themselves to 
industrial activities as passionately as they do to church, Saint-Simon argued, “toutes les classes 
de la société, . . . [prospéreraient] avec la plus grande rapidité possible” (9). As we will see in the 
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example of L’Île mystérieuse, Verne expresses these same principles for the ideal society based 
on communal work in spiritual terms.  
Of Cyrus Smith, Verne writes that “c’était le héros de Daniel de Foe qui s’incarnait en 
[s]a personne” (Souvenirs 60), but while Robinson Crusoe and Cyrus Smith share many 
similarities in their practical know-how, their scientific knowledge and their feelings about 
nature, they experience spirituality in a very different manner. In Robinson Crusoe, the 
protagonist firmly believes that his fortunes and misfortunes are Providence’s doing. After young 
Robinson disobeys his father by traveling the world instead of practicing law at home, which he 
comes to see as a “breach of [his] duty to God and [his] father” (10), he has several near-death 
experiences and then ultimately becomes shipwrecked. He later views all of these adversities as 
“punishment . . . [from] the hand of God] . . . for the general course of [his] wicked life” (140-1). 
In order to please God and be delivered from past sins, he starts living an honest life. His lot 
improves when he embraces religion. 
In sharp contrast with Defoe, Verne insists, in L’Île mystérieuse, that the castaways’ 
circumstances, whether fortunate or unfortunate, are not caused by divine intervention but are 
due to chance or are a direct result of their hard work. Verne presents their devotion to “le travail 
commun” as a religion, which unites them. The first sign that their way of life represents a kind 
of “Nouveau christianisme” occurs when we learn that Cyrus Smith’s numerous virtues make 
him God-like in the eyes of the other colonists: “Si pour [Pencroff], Cyrus n’était pas un dieu, 
c’était assurément plus qu’un homme” (83). Although the colonists do practice Christianity by 
praying and observing certain holidays, Verne’s reference to God here suggests that industry, 
defined as both the production of technology and as general industriousness, is the colonists’ true 
religion with Cyrus, their “chef naturel,” (18) as their engineer God. Let us note that Verne’s 
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placement of god-like engineer Cyrus at the head of this community echoes Saint-Simon’s 
writings who had proposed not only that engineers direct society, but also that his idea of the 
“régime industriel” (2: 22) become people’s “Nouveau christianisme” (3: 107). 
In the second part of the novel entitled “Abandonné”, Verne provides further 
confirmation that he intends the castaways’ way of life to be seen as a religion. When the group 
meets a man named Ayrton on a nearby island, they find him in a state of “savageness,” and they 
welcome him among them. They learn that Ayrton had been abandoned as punishment for a 
crime41 and that “c’était l’isolement qui en avait fait un sauvage” (351). Cyrus wonders if his 
presence will upset the balance of their tightly knit group. To his relief, Ayrton eventually 
“partag[e] la vie commune et se ren[d] utile en toute occasion” (414). Acceptance into this happy 
community transforms the criminal; it is through “le travail commun” that he regains his 
humanity and redeems himself. Verne describes Ayrton’s redemption in religious and moral 
terms. Indeed, he refers to the group as Ayrton’s “sauveurs,” saying that they had “refait de lui 
un homme et un honnête homme” (434).  
Another way in which Verne shows that a life devoted to industry and “travail commun” 
is the castaways’ new religion can be seen in the motif of the “mysterious presence”. Many 
fortuitous but mysterious (hence the title of the novel) events occur that lead some of the 
characters, as well as the reader, to entertain the idea of divine intervention. On one occasion, 
their canoe, which they had secured and left behind, suddenly floats down the river just when 
they are in dire need of it. They consider this “une circonstance . . . étrange” (259) and believe 
there is an “être mystérieux” looking out for them on the island. On another occasion, when a 
trunk washes up on shore containing everything they could possibly need (e.g. tools, weapons, an 
                                                
41 This character had already appeared in Les Enfants du capitaine Grant (1867-8), in which 
Verne tells of his misdeeds.  
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atlas, etc.), Verne asks the reader “ne semblait-il pas que la Providence eût voulu les 
récompenser, en leur envoyant alors ces divers produits de l’industrie humaine? (228). Along 
with his characters, Verne wants the reader to believe that this being, who is “généreux dans son 
influence et puissant dans son action,” is perhaps God rewarding them for their hard work, only 
to reveal at the end that their “bienfaiteur inconnu” is but a mere mortal: Captain Nemo, the anti-
hero from Verne’s Vingt mille lieues sous les mers. Nemo, who had lost hope in humanity and 
chosen to live alone in his submarine, was believed dead at the end of that novel. We now find 
him using the castaways’ island as a submarine port and secretly observing their way of life. 
Verne intentionally misleads the reader into believing that divine intervention is occurring on the 
island, only to reveal at the end that there are rational explanations for everything that happened 
to them.42  
Some of the castaways are shocked that this apparent miracle-worker is not a god: 
“Devant les yeux, ils n’avaient qu’un homme, là où Pencroff et Nab croyaient trouver presque un 
dieu” (565). Nemo, the seemingly all-knowing scientist, artist and engineer of an extraordinary 
machine, the Nautilus, however, is no ordinary man. The author intends him to take the place of 
God. First, consider his description of Nemo: “son visage apparut en pleine lumière: tête 
magnifique, front haut, regard fier, barbe blanche, chevelure abondante et rejetée en arrière” 
(564). In some ways then Nemo’s portrait corresponds to common depictions of the God of 
Abraham in Western art. Secondly, Nemo has separated himself from society, put himself on a 
higher moral plane than the rest of humanity. He even enacts a kind of judgment day, where he 
                                                
42 Alongside this rejection of the idea of Providence, Verne also includes references to God. This 
could, however, be in order to not upset his Christian readers because, as Jean Chesneaux 
highlights in his Lecture politique de Jules Verne (1971), “l’image de la religion que présentaient 
les Voyages extraordinaires était pour le moins ambiguë” and that Hetzel often had to ask him to 
“‘[faire] un effort” to include positive representations of religion in his novels (113). 
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judges the castaways and rewards them for their good actions by offering his treasures. Finally, 
when seemingly all-knowing, god-like Nemo gives his reason for helping the castaways, it is 
clear that it is because they have found the Nouveau christianisme: “Vous êtes des hommes 
courageux, honnêtes et bons. Vous vous êtes tous dévoués sans réserve à l’oeuvre commune” 
(580). According to Nemo, with its egalitarian communal living, Lincoln Island should serve as a 
model community for the world.  
After a band of pirates destroys their settlement, and a volcano blows up what is left of 
Lincoln Island, the castaways are devastated to see all of their hard labor dismantled: “Ce dernier 
coup, porté à l’oeuvre des colons, fut terrible” (606). As hard as it is to see the results of four 
years of work vanish, they realize that what counts more than the material progress they made is 
the new religion devoted to work that they created, which can always be recreated wherever 
there is work to be done. The group manages to return to the United States, where, with Nemo’s 
treasure, they buy “un vaste domaine dans l’État d’Iowa,” where they promptly recreate Lincoln 
Island “en terre ferme” (612). They establish “une vaste colonie,” where, “les colons appel[lent 
des gens] au travail, c’est-à-dire à la fortune et au bonheur” (612). This last quote demonstrates 
that, for Verne, it is not what they build that matters, but the work itself, which, when done 
cooperatively, brings happiness for all. 
2.6 American Scientists and Industrialists 
Verne does not only featuring American characters battling nature in the role of Robinson 
and living harmonious agrarian existences à la Charles Fourier. He also depicts American 
scientists and industrialists carrying out larger-than-life experiments, for which they must outdo 
nature, much more in line with Saint-Simon and Michel Chevalier’s utopian ideals. For example, 
Impey Barbicane, Verne’s American hero from De la terre à la lune, as we have seen, will 
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construct a giant cannon inside of the earth, and Verne explains that despite the great difficulty 
involved, Barbicane will succeed: “quelque colossale que fût l’opération, elle ne dépassait point 
la limite des forces humaines. Loin de là. Que de travaux d’une difficulté plus réelle et dans 
lesquels les éléments durent être directement combattus, qui furent menés à bonne fin!” (146). 
When Barbicane’s workers cast the cannon, the narrator marvels at this colossal spectacle of 
which only nature seemed until then capable:  
Ce n’était là ni un orage, ni une lutte d’éléments, ni un de ces phénomènes terribles que la 
nature est capable de produire! Non! l’homme seul avait créé ces vapeurs rougeâtres, ces 
flammes gigantesques dignes d’un volcan, ces trépidations bruyantes semblables aux 
secousses d’un tremblement de terre, ces mugissements rivaux des ouragans et des 
tempêtes, et c’était sa main qui précipitait, dans un abîme creusé par elle, tout un Niagara 
de métal en fusion. (160) 
Verne suggests that Americans possess an extraordinary talent for exploiting nature, for equaling 
and even conquering it in its most impressive wonders. In his early novels, he is clearly of the 
more Positivist line of French thought which, as French historian and political scientist René 
Rémond explains in his Les États-Unis devant l’opinion française, 1815-1852 (1962), viewed 
this war on nature in a favorable light: “Avec leur existence commence un nouveau chapitre de 
l’histoire: l’homme cesse de subir, il entreprend d’agir sur les choses, il dompte les forces de la 
nature, exploite ses richesses, transforme le monde” (Rémond 769). In the Voyages 
extraordinaires, American characters, whether castaways, scientists or engineers, transform the 
world with the help of ingenious inventions.  
2.7 American Machines 
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On top of his love of the Robinson lifestyle, Verne, deemed one of the fathers of French 
science fiction, is of course fascinated with machines. As Pierre Terrasse highlights in his “Jules 
Verne et les grandes écoles scientifiques,” the early Voyages extraordinaires often feature 
machines and thus “nombre d’ingénieurs” that invent and make them; he adds, however, that 
“Parmi eux, [il n’y a] nul Français” (72).43 Indeed, not until 1879 does Verne create a French 
engineer, Marcel Bruckmann from Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum. This late novel, 
however, began as L’Héritage de Langévol by André Laurie,44 who sold his “petit roman”45 to 
the publisher Hetzel. Subsequently, Hetzel had to convince Verne to rework and expand the 
original text. The appearance of the first French engineer in Verne’s novels, as well as the 
accompanying patriotic sentiment must, as Terrasse suggests, have originated with Grousset. In 
Verne’s early years, a second novel, L’Étoile du sud (1884) features a French engineer, and we 
know that this novel too was “compos[é] sur [un] canevas dont l’auteur était André Laurie,” it 
seems that we cannot be mistaken (73). As we have seen in the previous chapter, it is chiefly 
Americans that are cast as engineers in Verne’s novels. It follows that he should see the United 
States as the place where machines are created and perfected. He views American cities as 
having the most modern amenities in the world. Consider, for example, his description of San 
Diego in his Mistress Branican (1891): 
Si le progrès, sous toutes ses formes, ne se trouvait pas dans une cité moderne, surtout 
lorsque cette cité est américaine, où l’irait-on chercher? Gaz, télégraphe, téléphone, les 
habitants n’ont qu’un signe à faire pour être éclairés, pour échanger leurs dépêches, pour 
                                                
43 On the other hand, Verne does feature French engineers in his later novels. I will discuss 
reasons for this change in chapter 4. 
44 André Laurie is one of Paschal Grousset’s (1844-1909) many pseudonyms. 
45 See Correspondance inédite de Jules Verne et de Pierre-Jules Hetzel, 1863-1886, vol 2, 286-
304. 
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se parler à l’oreille d’un quartier à l’autre. Il y a même des mâts, hauts de cent cinquante 
pieds, qui versent la lumière électrique sur les rues de la ville. Si on n’en est pas encore 
au lait distribué sous pression par une General Milke Company, si les trottoirs mobiles, 
qui doivent se déplacer avec une vitesse de quatre lieues à l’heure, ne fonctionnent pas 
encore à San-Diégo, cela se fera certainement dans un délai… quelconque. (27-8) 
Similarly, in his “Une Ville Idéale,” (1875) Verne shows that the most modern machines come 
from the United States. In this tale, one of the author’s rare futuristic narratives which he read for 
his end-of-term speech after serving as president of the Académie des sciences, belles-lettres et 
arts d’Amiens, he imagines what the city of Amiens will be like in the year 2000. It is apparent 
from his vision of a future Amienois “fête agricole et industrielle” that the ideal Amiens would 
be as technologically advanced as an end of the 19th century American city:  
De tous côtés, c’étaient des machines de provenance américaine, portées aux dernières 
limites du progrès. À l’une on présentait un porc vivant, et il en sortait deux jambons, 
l’un d’York, l’autre de Westphalie! À l’autre, on offrait un lapin frétillant encore et elle 
rendait un chapeau de soie avec coiffe sudorifuge! Celle-ci absorbait de vulgaires toisons 
et rejetait un habillement complet en drap d’Elbeuf! Celle-là dévorait un veau de trois ans 
et le reproduisait sous la double forme d’une blanquette fumante et d’une paire de 
bottines fraîchement cirées, etc, etc. (11) 
While the machines “de provenance américaine” that he imagines in the Amiens of the future are 
rather absurd, he presents them as “merveilles du génie humain” (11). These are just two of 
countless examples from Verne’s fiction where he presents American technology as the most 
cutting edge. One last example, this time taken from a work of non-fiction makes his fascination 
with American machines all the more explicit. In an autobiographical work called “Souvenirs 
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d’enfance et de jeunesse,” (1890) Verne reminisces about the emergence of countless 
technologies that he witnessed in his lifetime, and he views the United States as being at the 
forefront of technological innovation: 
C’était le temps des réverbères, des sous-pieds, de la garde nationale et du briquet 
fumade. Oui! j’ai vu naître les allumettes phosphoriques, . . . le système métrique, les 
bateaux à vapeur de la Loire, dits “inexplosibles” parce qu’ils sautaient un peu moins 
que les autres, les omnibus, les chemins de fer, les tramways, le gaz, l’éléctricité, le 
téléphone, le phonographe! Je suis de la génération comprise entre ces deux génies, 
Stephenson et Edison! Et j’assiste maintenant à ces étonnantes découvertes, à la tête 
desquelles marche l’Amérique, avec ses hôtels mouvants, ses machines à tartines, ses 
trottoirs mobiles, ses journaux en pate ‘feuilletée’ imprimés à l’encre de chocolat, qu’on 
lit d’abord et qu’on mange ensuite! (59)  
Verne’s mention of Stephenson is likely a reference to George Stephenson (1781-1848), a British 
civil engineer known for being the “father of railways”. The fact that the inventor he names as 
the last great “genius” of his generation is Thomas Edison (1847-1931), the American inventor 
known for inventing, among many other things, the electric light bulb, shows that by the end of 
his “generation,” Verne believed that technological progress now emanated primarily from the 
United States. 
It might, however, come as a surprise that Verne should give Americans the title of 
“premiers mécaniciens du monde” (2) in his De la terre à la lune written at a time when Great 
Britain, Germany and France were not less industrialized than the United States. However, as 
Jacques Portes explains, it was “le développement du machinisme, le succès de la méchanique 
américaine... [et] les effets de l’introduction du machinisme dans la production,” (Portes 329) 
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which to a large extent differentiated American industry. This new way of production aroused 
French awareness, as the following commentary by Paul Sée demonstrates: “Tout dans le monde 
moderne repose sur le machinisme: la nation qui peut produire le fer et la houille à bon marché et 
qui a le goût de la mécanique dominera le monde. Ce fut longtemps la destinée de l’Angleterre, 
maintenant c’est celle de l’Amérique” (qtd. in Portes: 329). Indeed, as Sée implies, the United 
States was making such rapid advances in its production of raw materials and in mechanization 
that it would clearly, in little time, surpass European powers in industrial output. In fact, as 
Portes points out, in the period of 1870-1914, “la production française d’acier brut passe . . . de 
0,11 millions de tonnes à 4,69 [tandis que] celle des Etats-Unis a progressé de 0,04 à 31,80” (16). 
In Verne’s 1899 description of Chicago’s tremendous industrial activity in his Testament d’un 
excentrique, Verne is sure to point out the “ouvriers . . . des hauts-fourneaux et laminoirs où se 
fabrique en grand l’acier Bessemer [et] ceux des usines de M. J. Mac Gregor Adams qui 
travaillent le nickel, l’étain, le zinc, le cuivre et raffinent l’or et l’argent” as well as “ceux des 
manufactures de chaussures, où l’outillage est si perfectionné qu’une minute et demie suffit à 
confectionner une bottine, et aussi les dix-huit cents ouvriers de la maison Elgin, qui livrent au 
commerce deux mille montres par jour” (5). Although he is impressed by the mass production of 
goods in America, this commercial side of American industry was less appealing to Verne. In 
fact, as we will see in chapter 4, it contributes to the dystopian vision of the country in his later 
novels, in which the author criticizes excessive consumerism. What positively impresses him is 
technology that affects positively the everyday life of all citizens, such as railroads, elevators, 
electric light and countless other machines that produce the modern comforts to which we are so 
accustomed today.  
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Verne writes often of the rapidity with which a certain mechanical arena was developing 
in the United States: the railroad. In Le Tour du monde, the protagonists’ arrival in San 
Francisco is the occasion for the writer to devote an entire chapter to the American railroads, 
entitled “Dans lequel on prend le train express du chemin de fer du Pacifique”. The 
protagonists, who had previously had difficulties getting from Bombay to Calcutta by train, note 
that “New-York et San-Francisco sont... présentement réunis par un ruban de métal non 
interrompu (emphasis added) . . . ,” and that a trip that used to take six months “dans les 
circonstances les plus favorables,” now takes only seven days (148). It is this completeness, 
which seems to impress Verne the most, rather than the quality of the American trains or 
railroads themselves. He appears to share the attitude of utopian socialist Michel Chevalier, 
whose trip to the United States from 1833 to 1835 “avait pour objet l’examen des travaux 
publics en général et des chemins de fer en particulier” (16). For Chevalier, it was better to build 
railroads cheaply than not at all, and on many occasions, he writes that, in France, there was a 
lot of talk of building railroads, but not much actual construction:  
Ce n’est pas un projet en l’air comme il en éclot de magnifiques parmi les brouillards de 
la Seine, de la Loire et de la Garonne; c’est un fait déjà à demi réalisé. Le chemin de fer 
de Boston à Providence est en pleine exécution; les travaux y marchent à la mode 
américaine, c’est-à-dire vivement (my emphasis). (76-7) 
In his annotated English translation of De la terre à la lune, Walter James Miller writes that 
“[i]n Verne’s day, America is notorious for her slapdash railroad engineering,” (78) and that the 
goal was to build them quickly and cheaply with the intent to use the proceeds to improve them 
at a later date. However, the rapidity and thrift with which the American railroads were first 
established often made the American railroads a constant source of criticism by Europeans, such 
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as Charles Dickens,46 who noted their poor construction. Verne, a professed Dickens reader, is 
also aware of these criticisms: “On sait dans quelles conditions se fait le chemin de fer 
américain; capricieux dans ses détours, hardi dans ses pentes, . . . il n’est pas coûteux, il n’est 
point gênant; seulement on y déraille et on y saute en toute liberté” (Terre 144). While Verne, at 
times, mocks the swiftness and economy with which American railroads were built, at other 
times, he appears to promote these same qualities. Referring to part of the railroad connecting 
San Francisco and New York, Verne declares that “[c]’est en 1862... [que] les travaux furent 
aussitôt commencés et poursuivis avec cette activité américaine, qui n’est ni paperassière ni 
bureaucratique. La rapidité de la main-d’oeuvre ne devait nuire en aucune façon à la bonne 
exécution du chemin” (Tour 148-9). Verne clearly does not dwell on the fact that the hasty 
construction might prevent them from being built well and even argues the contrary. 
Upon his return from America to France, Chevalier comes to the conclusion that, while 
bold ideas are often born in France, its people are the least daring when it comes to actually 
putting them into effect: “En France, nous sommes certainement le peuple le plus audacieux 
dans l’ordre des idees et des theories; nous nous sommes montrés hardis a faire trembler en fait 
d’experimentation politique; mais nous sommes depuis vingt ans le plus timides des peuples en 
fait de réalisations matérielles” (79). Chevalier also complained that if the French keep 
worrying about the cost of the railroads, they will never get built and that “à force de prudence, 
[la France se trouvera] à la queue de l’Europe, au moins sous le rapport industriel et 
commercial” (29). His comparison of the New Orleans railroad with that of Orléans, France 
shows that, in his eyes, the French “timidity” that Chevalier mentions is of the financial kind:  
                                                
46 In his American Notes for General Circulation (1842), Charles Dickens describes the 
American railroads as consisting of “a great deal of jolting, a great deal of noise, a great deal of 
wall, not much window, a locomotive engine, a shriek, and a bell” (71) and as “dash[ing] on 
haphazard, pell-mell, neck-or-nothing, down the middle of the road” (73). 
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La Nouvelle-Orléans a le sien, fort modeste il est vrai: il n’a que deux lieux; mais elle en 
aura bientôt d’autres. Après tout, elle est plus avancée que l’ancienne Orléans; car celle-
ci est encore à attendre que nos capitalistes, atteints par la grâce de Dieu d’un violent 
accès de patriotisme, se dévouent à retirer 10 ou 12 pour 100 de leurs fonds en les 
consacrant à l’établissement d’un chemin de fer qui la rattache à Paris. (78)  
As opposed to the way in which Chevalier depicts French selfishness and stinginess, Verne 
depicts the generosity and willingness among Americans to contribute to projects that are useful 
to society: “Quand il s’agit d’une experience qui peut avoir quelque utilité pratique, l’argent 
sort volontiers des poches américaines (Robur 21).  
Verne emphasizes the crucial role of railroads in the United States in De la terre à la 
lune. As we know, Barbicane and his Gun-Club have set out to build their giant cannon in 
Florida, but, in order to bring in their machinery and supplies between the two towns of Stony 
Hill and Tampa, they must swiftly construct a railroad: “Barbicane plant[a] les premiers jalons 
d’un railway long de quinze milles et destiné à relier Stone’s-Hill à Tampa-Town. . . . Le 
chemin . . . ne demanda ni grand temps ni grand argent pour s’établir” (144). While Verne 
observes that American railroads may not be built well, for him as well as for Chevalier, they 
exemplify the American “can-do” mentality which sees “point d’obstacles, nulle difficulté, 
jamais d’embarras” (144) in the way of progress.  
Verne’s fascination with the American railroads, however, comes as a surprise 
considering the fact that, during the Second Empire, France, having been “previously well 
behind neighboring (sic) Britain in the construction of railways, underwent a determined 
programme (sic) of railway building” (Crosland 301). There were, however, major differences 
between the way the trains and the train stations were configured in the United States and in 
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Europe. Portes explains that for French travelers, “le train américain est . . . le train du comfort” 
(38). He even calls attention to the expectations that Verne’s Tour du monde en quatre-vingts 
jours likely gave travelers about American trains, but he insists that “la réalité semble même 
dépasser le rêve qu[e le roman] a pu instiller” (39). In that novel, Verne speaks in minute detail 
about the “‘sleeping-car’, qui, en quelques minutes, fut transformé en dortoir”:  
Les dossiers des bancs se replièrent, des couchettes soigneusement paquetées se 
déroulèrent par un système ingénieux, des cabines furent improvisées en quelques 
instants, et chaque voyageur eut bientôt à sa disposition un lit confortable, que d'épais 
rideaux défendaient contre tout regard indiscret. Les draps étaient blancs, les oreillers 
moelleux. Il n'y avait plus qu'à se coucher et à dormir - ce que chacun fit, comme s'il se 
fût trouvé dans la cabine confortable d'un paquebot - , pendant que le train filait à toute 
vapeur à travers l'État de Californie. (150) 
For Verne and other French travelers, these comforts made American trains more than 
machines. They were small moving cities complete with “des wagons-salons, des wagons-
terrasses, des wagons-restaurants et des wagons à cafés” (149). When Verne adds that “il n’y 
manquait que des wagons-théâtres . . . mais il y en aura un jour,” (149) it is clear that his belief 
in American invention is limitless. It is telling that, in his Une Ville idéale, a futuristic story 
where he imagines what Amiens might be like in the year 2000, he envisions that the French 
city will have American-style trains: “Fut-ce une illusion de mes yeux, mais il me semble que 
les wagons étaient construits à l’américaine, avec des passerelles qui permettaient aux 
voyageurs de circuler d’une extrémité à l’autre du train” (4). For Verne, American machines are 
evidently the epitome of modern, which he hopes to see in France one day. 
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Jacques Portes gives another reason as to why, despite France’s own advances in the 
domain of railroads, the American railroad appears as a common trope in letters written by 
French travelers to the United States between 1870 and 1914:  
Le train ne devrait rien avoir d’exotique ni de surprenant pour des Français habitués à un 
réseau éprouvé, aux mailles serrées. Pourtant, le train américain exerce une sorte de 
fascination sur le voyageur, associé qu’il est à la colonisation du pays tout entier et à un 
succès tout à fait remarquable. (Portes 37) 
Indeed, with its rapid development in the United States, the American railroad network was for 
Verne not only a “symbol of American engineering [but a symbol of] its conquest of an entire 
continent” (Evans, “America” 37). This is perhaps why European trains seem to be of little 
interest to Verne. A prime example is Verne’s cursory mention of the European leg of Phileas 
Fogg’s and Passepartout’s journey in Le tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours. The reader 
knows that the travelers go from London to Brindisi by train (and other modes of 
transportation), but this information must be inferred: “[C]ette fameuse capitale, je l’ai revue 
tout juste de sept heures vingt du matin à huit heures quarante, entre la gare du Nord et la gare 
de Lyon, à travers les vitres d’un fiacre et par une pluie battante!” (31). His lack of interest in 
European trains might simply be explained by the fact that Verne assumes his readers are 
already familiar with the European railroad system, but it seems that, in this novel at least, 
Verne’s focus is on the railroads in the United States and in Asia, not because their railroads are 
well constructed necessarily, but because they exist at all and because of their association with 
colonization.  
Let us note that trains fascinate Verne primarily because, to his mind, railroads are “un 
instrument de progrès et de civilisation” (Tour 170). In Le Tour du monde en quatre-vingts 
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jours, the English protagonist bets that he can circumnavigate the globe in less than eighty days 
and thus forces the author to confront the issue of colonization, most particularly the ever-
expanding British empire, of which he is often critical. Like Alexis de Tocqueville,47 he is often 
oblivious to the effects of France’s imperial ventures on colonized peoples,48 but critical of 
other imperialistic nations, particularly France’s archrival England. Fogg’s French valet, 
Passepartout, who is Verne’s mouthpiece, wonders about the Indian subcontinent under British 
colonial rule:  
Mais de quel oeil Brahma, Shiva et Whisnou devaient-ils considérer cette Inde, 
maintenant “britannisée”, lorsque quelque steam-boat passait en hennissant et troublait 
les eaux consacrées du Gange, effarouchant les mouettes qui volaient à sa surface, les 
tortues qui pullulaient sur ses bords, et les dévots étendus au long de ses rives! (75) 
The narrator also unambiguously criticizes British industrialization of the Indian city of Munger 
when he describes it as “une ville plus qu’européenne, anglaise comme Manchester ou 
Birmingham, renommée pour ses fonderies de fer, ses fabriques de taillanderie et d’armes 
blanches, et dont les hautes cheminées encrassaient d’une fumée noire le ciel de Brahma” and 
then adds that it is “un véritable coup de poing dans le pays du rêve!” (75).49 Verne expresses 
orientalist nostalgia for an imaginary, pre-industrial India not yet spoiled by British imperialism. 
                                                
47 For a recent analysis of the sharp contrast presented by Tocqueville’s simultaneous 
endorsement of democracy and support of French colonization of Algeria, see Simone Fattal’s 
“Alexis de Tocqueville, Democrat in America, Colonizer in Africa”. Review of Middle East 
Studies. 45.1 (Summer 2011): 37-43. 
48 Right after his criticism of English colonization of India, the narrator shows support for French 
colonial activities in India. Disappointed that they pass former French colony Chandannagar in 
the dark of night, Passepartout “eût été fier de voir flotter le drapeau de sa patrie [sur] ce point 
français du territoire indien...! (75). 
49 At times, Verne appears to defend colonized peoples, and at other times, he takes the typical 
19th century viewpoint that colonialism was necessary, inevitable and beneficial.  
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In agreement with the prevailing European views of the mid-nineteenth century, the 
colonization and industrialization of the New World, however, does not outrage Verne, but is 
seen, rather, as a great achievement: “C’est à ce point que se fit l’inauguration de l’Union-
pacific-road, le 23 octobre 1867 . . . Ainsi fut célébrée l’inauguration de ce grand chemin de fer, 
instrument de progrès et de civilisation . . . ” (my emphasis) (170). Verne shows no concern for 
the “uncivilized” Native Americans, who only stand in the way of progress in the United States. 
As Boumahdi argues, Verne believes in the Monroe Doctrine: “Comme Monroe, Jules Verne 
estime que le pays de Washington a une destinée manifeste, il ne s’agit pas d’un pays anodin 
mais du futur guide de l’humanité” (78). However, this unique “trailblazer” quality of the 
United States comes at a high price in blood for the original inhabitants of the American 
continent. 
In his Land of Savagery, Land of Promise (1981), Ray Allen Billington describes how the 
image of the Native American in European literature evolved from “Noble to Ignoble Savage” 
and how this “fall from grace was an inevitable by-product of changing attitudes toward Nature” 
(105). As industrialization and territorial expansion accelerated throughout the nineteenth 
century, the Enlightenment and Romantic idealization of the Native American way of life gave 
way to a demonization of Native Americans now deemed obstacles to progress that needed to be 
eliminated. Verne, having been both an admirer of James Fenimore Cooper’s novels and their 
glorification of Native American culture and an ardent devotee of industrial development, 
expresses conflicting beliefs about the relationship between native populations and progress. In 
Le Tour du monde (1873), it is no doubt industrial progress which Verne gives greater 
importance than the salvaging of native culture. When the travelers reach the United States, they 
must travel from San Francisco to Omaha by train, which takes them across “une contrée encore 
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fréquentée par les Indiens et les fauves, - vaste étendue de territoire que les Mormons 
commencèrent à coloniser vers 1845, après qu’ils eurent été chassés de l’Illinois” (148). It would 
take a long time for a territory as vast as the one described here to be “civilized” by the arrival of 
the railroad and the Mormons, so when protagonists cross the American continent in Le Tour du 
monde, a group of Sioux attacks the moving train. Verne dehumanizes the Native Americans by 
describing them as “des singes [qui] . . . courent en fureur sur les impériales,” while he depicts 
the passengers defending themselves “héroïquement”. He shows no pity for the way they brutally 
kill the Sioux: “une vingtaine de Sioux, frappés à mort, [tombent] sur la voie, et les roues des 
wagons écras[ent] comme des vers ceux d’entre eux qui glissaient sur les rail du haut des 
passerelles” (174). This gruesome description of the passengers’ “heroic” defeat of the Sioux 
demonstrates that, for Verne, the “noble savage” was long gone and that the Native American 
must be defeated in the name of “utilitarian progress” (Billington 105). While, as Joëlle Dusseau 
points out, “[l]e thème du bon sauvage est présent chez Verne, mais de façon mineure” (412), he 
much more often marvels at the speed with which “civilization,” symbolized by the railroad, 
conquers the whole continent.  
Let us not forget that in the Old World, cities exist for centuries before trains link them 
together, while in the New World, Verne notes, it is the other way around. There, cities spring 
up as a direct result of the expansion of the railroad. Michel Chevalier had also discussed this 
phenomenon: “Blakely est une ville toute neuve, que vous ne verrez sur aucune carte, elle est 
née d’hier; c’est la fille aînée, la fille encore unique du chemin de fer de Petersburg” (77). Verne 
also shows that it is technology, which brings about the creation of new cities: “L’Union-
pacific-road [est] jeté à travers le désert et destiné à relier entre elles des villes et des cités qui 
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n’existaient pas encore” (Tour 170). And, in De la terre à la lune (1865), it is due to 
Barbicane’s moon project and the railroad that he builds that a “great American city” is born:  
Barbicane, le 1er novembre, quitta Tampa-Town avec un détachement de travailleurs, et 
dès le lendemain une ville de maisons mécaniques s’éleva autour de Stone’s-Hill; on 
l’entoura de palissades, et à son mouvement, à son ardeur, on l’eût bientôt prise pour une 
des grandes cités de l’Union. La vie y fut réglée disciplinairement, et les travaux 
commencèrent dans un ordre parfait. (145)  
Tampa benefits greatly from the Gun Club’s experiment. Its population grows to 150,000. New 
neighborhoods, churches, schools and businesses spring up in the time it takes the Gun Club to 
build the cannon. Because of this growth, the town becomes linked by railroad to Tallahassee, 
which is already linked to other major cities of the South. The town they have built may not be 
beautiful, but it is functional. French visitors to the United States usually cite such practical 
utilitarianism as a negative aspect of the new country, but to Verne, it is beneficial because it 
allows the Gun Club to carry out its experiment in the name of “progress”. On a much grander 
scale, Verne presents the rapidity with which the western city of San Francisco has become a 
major city: “Passepartout fut assez surpris de ce qu’il voyait. Il en était encore à la cité 
légendaire de 1849, à la ville des bandits, des incendiaires et des assassins, accourus à la 
conquête des pépites... San-Francisco présentait l’aspect d’une grande ville commerçante” 
(142). What is remarkable about American cities, Verne suggests, is not only their rapid 
proliferation, but also their speedy transformation.  
This willingness to adapt and transform is cruelly missing in France. Upon observing 
industrialized American cities such as Pittsburg and Lowell, the utopian Chevalier had 
expressed hope that France would industrialize at a faster rate by developing existing sites: 
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Ainsi Pittsburg commence à être ce que sont Birmingham et Saint-Etienne, et ce que 
seront en France diverses localités de l’Aveyron et du Gard, par exemple, quand nous 
serons un peuple plus entreprenant, et que nous ferons des efforts pour mettre au jour les 
trésors enfouis dans le sol de notre belle France. . . . (Chevalier 162)  
For Verne, Americans are “entreprenant” and excel at taking advantage of the earth’s natural 
resources. Pencroff, one of the American castaways in L’île mystérieuse (1875), believes so 
much in the group’s leader, engineer Cyrus Smith, that he imagines that Smith will oversee the 
construction of even a railroad system on their desert island:  
[S]i vous le voulez bien, monsieur Smith, nous ferons de cette île une petite Amérique! 
Nous y bâtirons des villes, nous y établirons des chemins de fer, nous y installerons des 
télégraphes, et un beau jour, quand elle sera bien transformée, bien aménagée, bien 
civilisée, nous irons l’offrir au gouvernement de l’Union! (99)  
In time they do build an elevator, a windmill, and a telegraphic system. Let us emphasize that 
the railroad, which functions as a symbol of triumph and progress for Pencroff, has no utilitarian 
value for the limited number of the island’s inhabitants and is therefore not built. In keeping 
with the American sense of frugality and practicality, the project is abandoned. 
In Verne’s early novels, his narrators’ love of technology is so extreme that he describes 
his machines as rivaling the beauties and wonders of nature. As has been noted by Michel 
Butor, Pierre Macherey, Jean Chesneaux and Walter James Miller, Verne uses terms usually 
reserved for describing nature to describe technology. In De la terre à la lune, Verne compares 
the casting of the Gun Club’s cannon to Niagara Falls:  
C’était un émouvant et magnifique spectacle. Le sol tremblait, pendant que ces flots de 
fonte, lançant vers le ciel des tourbillons de fumée, volatilisaient en même temps 
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l’humidité du moule et la rejetaient par les évents du revêtement de pierre sous la forme 
d’impénétrables vapeurs... Quelque sauvage, errant au delà des limites de l’horizon, eût 
pu croire à la formation d’un nouveau cratère au sein de la Floride, et cependant ce 
n’était là ni une irruption, ni une trombe, ni un orage, ni une lutte d’éléments, ni un de 
ces phénomènes terribles que la nature est capable de produire! Non! l’homme seul avait 
créé ces vapeurs rougeâtres, ces flammes gigantesques dignes d’un volcan, ces 
trépidations bruyantes semblables aux secousses d’un tremblement de terre, ces 
mugissements rivaux des ouragans et des tempêtes, et c’était sa main qui précipitait, 
dans un abîme creusé par elle, tout un Niagara de métal en fusion. (159-60) 
Watching the cascades of molten metal flow into the 900 foot deep hole they had dug into the 
Florida earth, the Gun Club is amazed by their own accomplishment, but also by the 
technological accomplishments of man in general. Verne brings the “sauvage” into the picture 
to perplexedly contemplate this spectacle in order to highlight how far man has come in his 
eyes.  
2.8 War, the Enemy of Progress 
But not every American machine was indicative of the Americans’ progressiveness. One 
arena in which the United States does not fulfill Verne’s utopian longings is in its extreme 
militarism. Like the utopian socialists, Jules Verne views war as the enemy of industrial 
development because it not only tears down progress already made, but because, far from uniting 
nations, it divides them. Accordingly, he professes contempt for war throughout the Voyages 
extraordinaires. In a letter to Hetzel in 1877 about the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78, Verne 
says, “Et la guerre. Que le diable emporte ceux qui la font, quels qu’ils soient” (Dumas 2: 176).  
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In an 1868 letter to his mother about the military promotion of one of his cousins, Verne 
expresses, along with his staunch anti-military position, concern that money spent on war could 
go towards more productive endeavors:  
Nous ne savions pas que Georges avait été nommé capitaine. Nos compliments à qui de 
droit. Mais entre nous, c’est comme si on félicitait quelqu’un d’être majeur. On devient 
forcément majeur et capitaine aussi, à moins qu’on ne meure avant. Tu vois là poindre 
mes idées sur l’armée, et sur tout ce qui de près ou de loin, mange au budget. Mais enfin 
félicitons, puisqu’il y a lieu de féliciter. (emphasis added) (Dumas 442)  
He later expresses the same idea in Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum (1879). When Dr. 
Sarrasin proposes the project of creating France-Ville to the Hygiene Conference in London, 
Lord Glandover wonders why no one had thought to put money to such a productive use: 
“Maintenant que l’idée était suggérée, on s’étonnait presque qu’elle n’eût pas déjà été mise en 
pratique! Combien to milliards dépensés en folles guerres . . . auraient pu être consacrés à un tel 
essai!” (Bégum 44). Verne’s concerns about war eating away at the budget calls to mind similar 
complaints made by Saint-Simon, who denounced the “folles et improductives” costs of war. For 
him, society must pass from the destructive “esprit féodal,” which was “tout à fait guerrier” 
(L’Industrie, 50-1) into the productive “esprit industriel,” in which nations, instead of making 
war on each other, would work together and strive for universal progress. Like Saint-Simon, 
Verne saw war as belonging to a bygone era, as he writes in a letter to his father about the 1866 
legislation to strengthen the French military:  
We have a military law that carries us back to the time of the Huns and Visigoths. . . . We 
are faced with the prospects of stupid wars. . . . When will men learn to reason without 
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rifles?. . . Will they never listen to any arguments other than those of the professional 
military caste? (Miller, Twenty 34)  
No wonder that the United States’ extreme militarism strikes Verne as a deeply troubling 
anomaly because it was a young country whose citizens had not known the feudal system. For 
him, this country, “presque sans attaches avec le passé, ce pays en plein mouvement 
démographique, technique et économique représentait déjà, en lui-même, un thème futuriste” 
(Chesneaux 136). And yet, the United States, as Verne observes, had quickly militarized, an act 
that was contrary to his view of progress and contrary to Saint-Simon’s claim that “[les] 
peuples... se défont de l’esprit guerrier, à mesure qu’ils avancent en industrie (105). 
In De la terre à la lune (1865), Verne uses the Civil War to demonstrate just how 
militaristic the United States had become. He starts by presenting American militarism as a 
widely accepted fact: “On sait avec quelle énergie l’instinct militaire se développa chez ce 
peuple d’armateurs, de marchands et de mécaniciens” (1). Comparing the Civil War to the 
Napoleonic battles of Jena and Austerlitz, Verne’s readers learn that American weapons have 
become vastly superior to those of Europe:  
Quoi qu’il en soit, l’effet de ces canons était très-meurtrier, et à chaque décharge les 
combattants tombaient comme des épis sous la faux. . . . Qu’étaient ces feux surprenants 
d’Iéna ou d’Austerlitz qui décidaient du sort de la bataille? On en avait vu bien d’autres 
pendant la guerre fédérale! Au combat de Gettysburg, un projectile conique lancé par un 
canon rayé atteignit cent soixante-treize Confédérés. . . (5)  
It is obvious that while Verne is of course impressed by American improvements in technology, 
he is deeply worried about weapons becoming overly sophisticated, effective and ultimately 
deadly. When Verne adds “au passage du Potomac, un boulet Rodman envoya deux cent quinze 
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Sudistes dans un monde évidemment meilleur (5), his echoing of Voltaire’s irony from Candide 
makes it even more clear that these vastly improved weapons make the United States, in reality, 
dystopian. At the beginning of this novel, Verne’s depiction of the Gun-Club members is 
completely satirical. For instance, all of the distinguished members of the Gun-Club are all 
amputees but still determined to go to war. They are “[des] Anges Exterminateurs . . . une société 
savante [dont] l’unique préoccupation . . . fut la destruction de l’humanité dans un but 
philanthropique,” (6) and while Verne did believe that the railroad was “un instrument de 
progrès et de civilisation,” he is ironic when he says that “le perfectionnement des armes de 
guerre [du Gun-Club furent] considérées comme instruments de civilisation” (6). Even worse, 
some of the Gun-Club members are true warmongerers and are sad that the war has ended: “Un 
jour, pourtant, triste et lamentable jour, la paix fut signée par les survivants de la guerre, . . . et le 
Gun-Club demeura plongé dans un désoeuvrement profond” (6). One of them even hopes for 
“une difficulté internationale” (6) so that they might declare war on France or England. If Verne 
believes Americans to be this belligerent, how could he possibly he present the United States as a 
model for France? 
Because Verne wishes to present the United States as a model for France along utopian 
socialist principles, he imagines that with the end of the Civil War, the United States will put an 
end to its extreme militarism. Because their “canons gigantesques [sont] moins utiles que les 
machines à coudre,” (2) he dreams up a way for Americans to repurpose the work that went into 
designing and manufacturing their weapons of war. Barbicane’s moon project provides a 
peaceful and even progressive use for such weapons. Moreover, the intriguing project has the 
power to unite Northern and Southern states which had just spent four years killing each other: 
“New-York, Boston, Albany, Washington, Richmond, Crescent-City, Charleston, la Mobile, du 
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Texas au Massachussets, du Michigan aux Florides, toutes prenaient leur part de ce délire” (29-
30). He goes even further to suggest that the moon project has the power to give the whole 
country “unité d’action”: “on peut donc dire avec une certitude absolue qu’au même instant les 
Etats-Unis d’Amérique, dix foix grands comme la France, poussèrent un seul hurrah, et que 
vingt-cinq millions de coeurs, gonflés d’orgueil, battirent de la même pulsation” (31). Just as 
necessary as unity was to the small society in L’Île mystérieuse, it is important for a nation’s 
citizens to have agree on the future of their country because as Saint-Simon had said, “C’est 
l’union qui fait la force; une societé dont les membres entrent en opposition les uns contre les 
autres, tend a sa dissolution (3:48). Now that the United States has abandoned the path of 
destruction that began with the Civil War and Barbicane has fictionally reunited all Americans, 
the country can resume its previous course of productive industrial development and fulfill 
Verne’s utopian vision for his country. 
2.9 Slavery 
The American Civil War highlights another obvious way in which the United States is far 
from progressive at the time of Verne’s writing; in its perpetuation of the institution of slavery, 
the country is a far cry from meeting Saint-Simon’s requirements for an ideal society. According 
to Fabrice Boumahdi, Verne “s’intéressait . . . assez peu aux guerres de son époque, laissant cela 
à d’autres, sauf pour un conflit à ses yeux majeur et fondamental. . . . la guerre de Sécession” 
(63). Indeed, the American Civil War (1861-1865), which coincides with the birth of the 
Voyages extraordinaires (1863-1905) is treated in depth in six of Verne’s works: his short story 
“Les Forceurs de blocus” (1865/1871) and novels De la terre à la lune (1865), Autour de la lune 
(1870), L’île mystérieuse (1874), Un capitaine de quinze ans (1875) and Nord contre Sud (1887). 
While Verne takes an anti-war stance throughout the Voyages extraordinaires, he views the Civil 
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War as a necessary, but relatively brief evil because it results in the abolishment of the several 
century-long institution of slavery: “Il y avait donc eu quatre ans d’une lutte acharnée entre le 
Nord et le Sud. Elle avait coûté deux milliards sept cents millions de dollars, et fait tuer plus d’un 
demi-million d’hommes; mais l’esclavage était aboli dans toute l’Amérique du Nord” (Nord 
contre Sud 414). Like the Marquis de Lafayette and Alexis de Tocqueville before him, he 
believed the institution of slavery to be in stark opposition to the founding principles of the 
United States and was convinced that it must be abolished. The institution of slavery also of 
course stood in sharp contrast with the ideals of the utopian socialists. Saint-Simon had searched 
for a just societal organization, called for the end to social privileges and exploitation of man by 
man. He also insisted that there could never be harmony unless every able-bodied adult engage in 
work that benefitted the entire community. According to Verne, until slavery was abolished, the 
United States would resemble Saint-Simon’s “monde renversé” (L’Organisateur 2: 24) of the 
Ancien régime. Slavery indeed presents a glaring obstacle for the United States to overcome if it 
were to indeed serve as an example for France.  
Like many of his countrymen, Verne might have used the Civil War as an opportunity to 
critique the United States for its internal contradictions. As Philippe Roger emphasizes in his 
Ennemi américain: Généalogie de l’antiaméricanisme français (2002), the American Civil War 
(1861-1865) marks “le grand retour des États-Unis sur la scène idéologique et imaginaire 
française,” (105) and it wakes France up from “une longue période d’indifférence” vis-à-vis the 
United States, refuelling a dormant anti-Americanism (105). Verne, however, rather than 
condemn the young republic as a failed project, sees the fratricidal conflict as a second chance 
for the young country to succeed. As Isabelle Guillaume says in her Regards croisés de la 
France, de l'Angleterre et des États-Unis dans les romans pour la jeunesse, 1860-1914, in 
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Verne’s Nord contre Sud, “la guerre de sécession apparaît in fine comme la preuve paradoxale de 
l’excellence du modèle américain” (171). Indeed, he presents a United States that, at the 
conclusion of the Civil War, will now truly be in line with the tenets of utopian socialism. For 
Verne, the abolition of slavery rids the country of social privileges and establishes 
egalitarianism, and because North and South remain under one flag, the country has “unité 
d’action”.  
Verne optimistically imagines that at the end of the war, the wounds of slavery would be 
instantly healed, and true equality would be established. For example, in De la terre à la lune, 
when the Gun-Club has to recruit “une armée d’ouvriers,” they have no problem finding in the 
Southern city of New Orleans 15,000 eager workers, which, the narrator explains, would not 
have been possible before the “mauvais jours de l’esclavage” (142). Between idle whites and 
enslaved blacks, there would have been no workers to hire in the upside down world of the 
South. But because “l’Amérique, la terre de la liberté, ne comptait plus que des hommes libres 
dans son sein,” these free men would go anywhere “où les appelait une main-d’oeuvre largement 
rétribuée” (142-3). The Gun-Club chooses “l’élite des mécaniciens, des mineurs, des briquetiers 
et des manoeuvres de tout genre, noirs ou blancs, sans distinction de couleur” and offers them 
“une haute paye, avec gratifications considérables et proportionnelles” (143). While Verne 
exaggerates by suggesting that a moon experiment could have instantly healed the wounds 
caused by centuries of slavery on American soil, Verne’s fantasy reveals his denunciation of 
slavery as well as his support for a lasting American Union. His idealistic portrayal of American 
history reveals a desire to preserve the myth that utopia was achievable in the New World. 
2.10 Benefits of a Franco-American Alliance  
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Saint-Simon believed that the industrial revolution had brought with it the perfect remedy 
for the social ills of the Ancien régime: “par l’effet des progrès de l’industrie, les peuples ont 
acquis les moyens de prospérer tous à la fois, en s’enrichissant par des travaux pacifiques” 
(Saint-Simon 2: 39). In order for everyone to prosper though, society, he argued, had to be 
organized by industrialists, who would give industry the freedom it needed for unlimited growth. 
Such industrial expansion would not only “accroîtr[e] le bien-être de la classe la plus 
nombreuse” (Nouveau christianisme 15), but also ensure France’s position in relation to 
neighboring countries. Saint-Simon’s ultimate goal, however, was for his “régime industriel” to 
be embraced by all of Europe, and eventually the whole world, and for countries to unite their 
industrial efforts rather than compete with one another. As opposed to the “époque féodale” in 
which war reigned, Saint-Simon proposed that the new “régime industriel” would be 
characterized by a league of prosperous nations with common interests, working together and 
sharing knowledge with one another: 
L’Industrie est une; tous ses membres sont unis par les intérêts généraux de la production, 
par le besoin qu’ils ont tous de sécurité dans les travaux et de liberté dans les échanges. 
Les producteurs de toutes les classes, de tous les pays, sont donc essentiellement amis; 
rien ne s’oppose à ce qu’ils s’unissent, et la coalition de leurs efforts nous paraît . . . la 
condition indispensable pour que l’industrie obtienne tout l’ascendant dont elle peut et 
doit jouir. (1:47) 
Saint-Simon argued that once industrialists govern nations, the hatred that divides them would 
“faire place à des dispositions fraternelles, fondées sur la conscience de l’identité des intérêts” 
(1:62-63). Saint-Simon called for an alliance across countries for the advancement of industry. 
Saint-Simon had suggested that the best place to start would be for France and England to unite:  
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La coalition de toutes les industries nationales est nécessaire pour préparer 
l’établissement du régime industriel. Mais [elle] ne peut point se former soudainement 
sur tous les points du monde civilisé; elle doit commencer par l’union de l’industrie 
française et de l’industrie anglaise . . . car les forces qui manquent à l’une se trouvent 
dans l’autre. (2: 59) 
Saint-Simon, however, pointed to the unfortunate “haine profonde entre la France et 
l’Angleterre” as the one major obstacle to such a union (Saint-Simon 2: 62). Verne makes 
strikingly similar arguments about the capacity of industry to unite not only small groups of 
people as in L’Île mystérieuse and entire countries as in De la terre à la lune, but also nations 
with other nations. As we will see in the next chapter, Verne depicts joint enterprises that lead to 
“la déconstruction des frontières et des identités nationales et . . . de nouveaux fondements pour 
une communauté internationale” (Guillaume 19)50 and suggests that nations can benefit through 
collaboration with other nations because of their differences. Verne often depicts countries 
forming alliances with other nations, but, as I will show, in his early novels it is most often 
France and the United States forming a mutually beneficial alliance, in which together the 
“progrès des sciences, des beaux-arts et des arts et métiers” (2:42) made by both countries 
strengthen each other. Like the utopian socialists, Verne believes that nations should not let their 
differences and rivalries prevent them from collaborating with one another and that together they 
can more quickly and efficiently achieve progress. 
  
                                                
50 In her book, Guillaume uncovers a trend from 1860 to 1914 among French, English and 
American young adult writers to look to one of the other countries (France to England, England 
to France, France to the United States, etc) as a model for the reestablishment of national identity 
after major conflict in the home country. She argues that this triangle of admiration led to a kind 
of “communauté internationale”. Verne is one of the authors she discusses.  
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Chapter 3: Art in the United States: A Balanced Approach? 
In the previous chapters, I showed that Henri de Saint-Simon, Michel Chevalier and 
other utopian socialist thinkers discussed how the ideal society for post-revolutionary France 
should be built on an almost obsessive devotion to science and industry and that, several 
decades later, Jules Verne shares similar convictions and imagines that the United States in 
many ways approaches this ideal. In this chapter, I will discuss the third component of Saint-
Simon’s triad, namely art, that he believes to be essential to building an ideal society. Indeed, 
Jules Verne devotes some parts of his novels that take place in the United States to the depiction 
and function of art in the New World. Before delving into Jules Verne’s novels, a reexamination 
of the role of art in utopian socialist thinking is in order.  
3.1 The Utopian Socialist Conception of Art 
Although they spend less time discussing them, the arts also play an important role in 
the utopian socialists’ visions for the ideal society. Starting with Saint-Simon, as we have seen, 
it is the third component of the very basis for his proposal for future societies:  
Les circonstances sont . . . favorables à la production d’une doctrine franche et positive, 
destinée à rallier tous les esprits, et à diriger vers un but commun les travaux de 
l’industrie, des sciences et des beaux-arts, ces trois grandes puissances des temps 
modernes. (SS Le Producteur 10) 
For Saint-Simon, “les savants, les artistes et les artisans doivent diriger les travaux de la nation” 
because they “lui sont les plus utiles” (2: 42). Considering his belief in maximizing industrial 
production, it is understandable that he would give scientists and industrialists (“artisans”) such 
high stature in society, but in what way are artists “utile” to his technocratic world? Let us first 
take a look at the kind of artists he would include in his new government. When he wonders in 
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L’Organisateur, the political magazine that he launched with Augustin Thierry and Auguste 
Comte in 1819, what would happen to France if it suddenly lost its most useful citizens, he lists 
its “cinquante premiers chimistes, . . . physiologistes, . . . mathématiciens, . . . ingénieurs civils 
et militaires, . . . maîtres de forges, . . . fabricants d’armes [et] mineurs,” but also its “cinquante 
premiers . . . poëtes, . . . peintres, . . . sculpteurs, . . . musiciens [et] littérateurs” (17-19) as 
critical to France’s prosperity. It is, however, not surprising to discover that such artists’ 
contributions are in fact subordinate to those of the scientists and industrialists. When Saint-
Simon delineates the functions of the legislature of his proposed government, we see that, while 
“la première section [de la chambre d’invention] sera composée de deux cents ingénieurs 
civils,” the second will be made up of “cinquante poètes ou autres inventeurs en littérature” and 
the third one of “vingt-cinq peintres, de quinze sculpteurs ou architectes et de dix musiciens” 
(50-1) (emphasis added). The number of artists in this chamber is clearly inferior to that of 
scientists and industrialists of all sorts. But what is the role, if any, of such a limited number of 
artists? The fact that sculptors are interchangeable with architects gives us a clue as to the 
elastic nature of the term “artist” and to the actual function assigned to these so-called artists in 
Saint-Simon’s ideal society.  
Like the products of science and industry, works of art are a source of nationalistic 
“gloire”: without artists, “la nation deviendrait un corps sans âme” and would fall “dans un état 
d’infériorité vis-à-vis des nations dont elle est aujourd’hui la rivale” (19-20). Saint-Simon 
claims that France’s artistic traditions must be carried on so that the country can continue to 
boast the world’s highest civilization. However, it seems that most of the artists’ talents would 
not be used in the creation of individual works of art, but rather in public works projects, such 
as “les dessèchements, les défrichements, les percements de routes [et] les ouvertures de 
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canaux” (51-2). Such large-scale infrastructure projects would benefit from the expertise of the 
engineers, whose skills would result in sturdy, efficiently built, modern structures, but also from 
the artists’ talents, who would make them “le plus agréables possible” (52). It seems that, in 
Saint-Simon’s world, imbued with utlitarian ideals, the real role of artists would not be to work 
on refining their craft and furthering self-expression, but to give industrial projects an artistic 
finishing touch thereby endowing them with a certain degree of attractiveness. For example, he 
imagines artists playing a large role in the planning of pleasure gardens placed along railroad 
and canal routes that would serve as “lieu[x] de repos pour les voyageurs et de séjour pour les 
habitants du voisinage” (52). Because these public gardens would contain “[des] musée[s] de 
produits naturels, ainsi que des produits industriels des contrées environnantes” and house “un 
certain nombre de musiciens . . . pour le plus grand bien de la nation,” (52) they would, as 
Saint-Simon explains, solve a great injustice by making art accessible to everyone: 
Depuis longtemps le luxe est concentré dans les palais des rois, dans les habitations des 
princes, dans les hôtels et les châteaux de quelques hommes puissants. Cette 
concentration est très-nuisible aux intérêts généraux de la société, parce qu’elle tend à 
établir deux degrés de civilisation distincts, deux classes d’hommes différents, celle des 
personnes dont l’intelligence est développée par la vue habituelle des productions des 
beaux-arts, et celle des hommes dont les facultés d’imagination ne reçoivent aucun 
développement, les travaux matériels dont ils sont exclusivement occupés ne stimulent 
point leur intelligence. (52-3)  
While Saint-Simon nobly wishes to touch every Frenchman’s life with art by eventually turning 
“la totalité du sol français” into “un superbe parc à l’anglaise, embelli par tout ce que les beaux-
arts peuvent ajouter aux beautés de la nature,” (52) the role played by artists in his dream is still 
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a primarily utilitarian one in that art is used to develop the intelligence of the members of the 
community and to abolish differences in social classes. Saint-Simon’s approach to art 
epitomizes the idea that what is “beau” should also be “utile” for the community as a whole. 
In contrast with Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier and his disciples are explicit about the 
need to limit the role of artists to a strictly functional occupation. Eighteen years after Saint-
Simon’s L’Organisateur, writing in the heyday of Romantic aesthetics in France, Fourierist 
Victor Considerant (1808-1893) describes what he considers the “but social de l’art” (30) in the 
first issue of his newspaper La Phalange: journal de la science sociale (1836). In this short 
article, he shows ambivalence and even contempt towards artists, who, according to him, can be 
harmful to society in their stubborn individuality characteristic of many a Romantic poet or 
painter. Because contemporary artists often worked alone at their craft, as opposed to in 
cooperation with others, they embody what Considerant calls “divergence,” (31) or dissent: 
Divergence! c’est l’égoïsme dans toutes ses variétés, présidant à toutes chose, le cancer 
qui ronge l’humanité au coeur. C’est aujourd’hui le mot sacré, le mot inscrit au drapeau 
de toute école intellectuelle; et naguère vous l’avez vu sur l’oriflamme de la secte 
artistique: L’ART POUR L’ART. Jamais l’immoralité ne s’afficha avec plus 
d’impudeur. (31) 
Considerant’s ideas come in sharp contrast with certain aspects of the Romantic approach to art. 
Artists, who have often used their art to speak against the status quo, come under fire in the 
context of a communistic society, which can only function if all members believe in the system. 
In the communistic society envisioned by Considerant, practicing individualism is condemned 
not only as a selfish act, but even as an immoral one. Working for and with the community, he 
argues, should take priority in people’s lives. In such an environment, there is little room for art 
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as self-expression, and, in fact, art can only exist if it is used to emphasize and protect the state 
of affairs. Given the utopian socialist obsession with industrial production, it is not surprising 
that Considerant should attack early proponents of the “l’art pour l’art” concept, who insisted 
that art with a goal is not art at all. Obviously, for the Fourierists, creating art is a waste of time 
if it does not serve a useful function in society. Moreover, without a well-defined goal, art could 
wander off into apparently dangerous, dissent-breeding territory. According to Fourier’s 
doctrine, artists should not follow the guidelines of his contemporaries such as Victor Cousin or 
Benjamin Constant, in whose Journal intime written from 1804 to 1816, we read a call for 
French artists to imitate German art: 
Mais quelle difficulté de faire entrer la poésie allemande dans une tête accoutumée à la 
poésie française. La poésie française a toujours un but autre que les beautés poétiques. 
C’est de la morale ou de l’utilité ou de l’expérience, de la finesse ou du persiflage, en un 
mot toujours de la réflexion. En somme, la poésie n’y existe jamais que comme véhicule 
ou comme moyen. (Constant 35) 
Before Théophile Gautier embraces the idea of “l’art pour l’art” in his preface to Mademoiselle 
de Maupin (1834) and later in his Émaux et Camées (1852), Benjamin Constant deplores in his 
compatriots their lack of “abandon à des sensations non réfléchies” (Constant 35) and their 
purely rational approach to poetry. His call for “l’art pour l’art” and its valorization of 
individual sensations and lack of logical thinking could not be further from Considerant’s highly 
utilitarian conception of art, which he feels should be used to indoctrinate people to Fourier’s 
ideas and to assure their unquestioned loyalty. Considerant’s view of art is a far cry from the 
role that many of us attribute to art today.  
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In contrast with Victor Considerant, Étienne Cabet (1788-1856) goes into more detail as 
to the role he feels art should play in society. In Voyage en Icarie (1840), the novel in which he 
fleshes out the structure of his version of the ideal society, main character, Lord William 
Carisdall is a perpetual traveler interested in “toutes [choses] qui peuvent intéresser l’Humanité” 
(1). As is becoming of an Englishman, Lord Carisdall believes that “une Monarchie 
aristocratique . . . [est] encore la forme de Gouvernement et de Société la plus convenable à 
l’Espèce humaine” (2). He tours Icarie, “un pays . . . qui vient d’être découvert,” (2) which is 
“une seconde Terre promise, un Eden, un Elysée, un nouveau Paradis terrestre,” (3) or, in other 
words, a utopia. First, we learn that not only industry, but also art has been highly perfected in 
Icarie: “À l’en croire, son industrie surpasse celle de l’Angleterre, et ses arts sont supérieurs à 
ceux de la France” (2). Lord William observes that art adorns the public spaces of the 
“Communauté,” noting that “nulle part tu ne verrais plus de peintures, plus de sculptures, plus 
de statues qu’ici dans les monuments, sur les places, dans les promenades et dans les jardins 
publics” (47). The narrator remarks that such a democratic practice of placing art in public 
places for all to enjoy contrasts sharply with the approach to art in a monarchy, in which “ces 
oeuvres des beaux-arts sont cachées dans les palais des rois et des riches” (47). Also, instead of 
housing all of its art in museums, which are “fermés les dimanches [et] ne sont jamais ouverts 
pour le Peuple qui ne peut quitter son travail pour les visiter pendant la semaine” (47) like in 
London or in Paris for that matter, in Icarie, on the contrary, “toutes les curiosités n’existent . . . 
que pour le Peuple et ne sont placées que dans les lieux fréquentés par le Peuple” (47). By its 
very omnipresence, art is supposed to play a much larger role in Icarie than it is allowed to play 
in a Fourierist or even a Saint-Simonian society. However, just because plastic arts are 
displayed everywhere in Icarie does not preclude it from serving a highly utilitarian function.  
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While Icarian art may be free for everyone to enjoy, artists are not free to create 
whatever they wish. In Icarie, artists are professionals, who, just like doctors or priests, are 
trained by the government. Only those who have chosen to become artists are allowed to create 
art, and even still, their art is highly censored by the Icarian Republic. The government decides 
what is “good” art, and anything it considers “bad” is “plong[é] sans pitié dans les ténèbres du 
néant” (48). Artists have many rules they must follow:  
Rien d’inutile et surtout rien de nuisible, mais tout dirigé vers un but d’utilité! rien en 
faveur du despotisme et de l’Aristocratie, du fanatisme et de la superstition, mais tout en 
faveur du Peuple et de ses bienfaiteurs, de la liberté et de ses martyrs, ou contre ses 
anciens tyrans et leurs satellites! (47-8).  
Not only must the message of Icarian art conform to the political agenda of the Icarian 
government, but it also must comply with constraints of decency and modesty:  
Jamais ces nudités ou ces peintures voluptueuses qui, dans nos capitales, pour plaire aux 
libertins puissants, et par la plus monstrueuse des contradictions, tandis qu’on 
recommande sans cesse la décence et la chasteté, présentent publiquement aux yeux des 
images que le mari voudrait cacher à sa femme et la mère à ses enfants. (48) (sic) 
Prudish art in Icaria is meant to have a utilitarian role: it is believed to improve people’s mores 
by no longer exposing them to what authorities consider indecent or immoral sculptures and 
paintings.  
The strict limits placed on artistic freedom reduce art to a simple tool in the 
propagandizing of the political and moralizing principles of what is in fact a totalitarian state. 
Had Saint-Simon, Fourier and Cabet developed communities that stood the test of time, they 
might have echoed Plato’s utopian Republic and its banishment of poets and artists because the 
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philosopher considered imitation to dangerously distance people from truth.51 These early 19th 
century enthusiasts of strict censorship might have also anticipated many tenets of Socialist 
Realism, the style of art that dominated in the Soviet Union from the 1920s until the 1960s and 
was strictly imposed between 1934 and 1952. There, politicians such as Andrei Zhdanov 
developed doctrines, which essentially turned art into propaganda by requiring it to conform to 
the Communist Party’s principles and the official political line.  
3.2 European Criticism of American (Lack of) Culture – Art in a democracy: Is it 
possible? 
It might seem surprising to see a discussion of art in 19th-century United States 
juxtaposed with one of utopia, considering that country’s reputation throughout the nineteenth 
century for lacking culture and producing only mediocre artists at best. In his groundbreaking 
study, De la démocratie en Amérique (1835/40), Alexis de Tocqueville asserts that the 
materialistic nature of American culture is not conducive to a widespread development of the 
fine arts. Espousing Romantic views on artistic creation, Tocqueville believes that the duty of 
art, whether visual, literary or theatrical, is to represent ideal beauty. He notes, that, in a 
democracy, however, “l’imagination . . . s’adonne presque exclusivement à concevoir l’utile et à 
représenter le réel” (78). He gives various reasons as to why he feels this is an unfortunate, but 
inevitable consequence of democracy:  
                                                
51 In Plato’s Republic, Socrates explains that any form of imitative art is banished from his ideal 
city of Kallipolis because it is “a corruption of understanding” (Plato 325) in that the artist, or the 
imitator is “three removes from the . . . truth” (329). In other words, the artist deceives because 
of the distance between himself and the truth. A painting of a couch, for example, is one step 
away from an actual couch, which the carpenter builds, but one more step away from the idea of 
a couch, which represents truth. The painter’s imitation brings man far away from the truth and is 
thus not allowed. Plato applies the same reasoning to poets: “Be assured that hymns to gods and 
encomia to good men are the only poetry to be admitted into the city. If you once admit the 
pleasurable muse in lyric or epic, pleasure and pain will be sovereign in your city, instead of law 
and reason, which is ever in common judged to be best” (341). 
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Je croirais perdre le temps des lecteurs et le mien, si je m’attachais à montrer comment la 
médiocrité générale des fortunes, l’absence du superflu, le désir universel du bien-être, et 
les constants efforts auxquels chacun se livre pour se le procurer, font prédominer dans le 
coeur de l’homme le goût de l’utile sur l’amour du beau. Les nations démocratiques, chez 
lesquelles toutes ces choses se rencontrent, cultiveront donc les arts qui servent à rendre 
la vie commode, de préférence à ceux dont l’objet est de l’embellir; elles préféreront 
habituellement l’utile au beau, et elles voudront que le beau soit utile. (51) 
From this quote, we can see that Tocqueville presents incompatibility between democracy and 
the arts as a negative outcome of the establishment of democratic conditions in a country. In 
addition, he suggests (“je croirais perdre le temps des lecteurs...”) that this is a widely accepted 
fact among his French readers. However, the goal of his De la démocratie en Amérique is to 
show, in a balanced way, that France should follow the American model and become a 
democracy. No wonder he therefore is not overly critical and in fact shows hope that the arts can 
and will indeed be fostered in the United States and other democracies. Indeed, in his chapter 
“De quelques sources de poésie chez les nations démocratiques,” (77) he tries to imagine several 
aspects of the American experience that “se prêtent à l’imagination de l’idéal” (78) and thus lend 
themselves to poetry. For example, because he believes that “l’idée du progrès et de la 
perfectibilité indéfinie de l’espèce humaine [est] propre aux âges démocratiques,” (81) he sees 
man himself, as opposed to nature, becoming “l’objet principal et presque unique de la poésie” in 
democratic nations. Because he views Americans, for example, as “insensibles [devant] . . . les 
merveilles de la nature inanimée,” it is rather the image of themselves “marchant à travers ces 
déserts, desséchant les marais, redressant les fleuves, peuplant la solitude et domptant la nature,” 
(81) which appears poetic in their eyes. According to Tocqueville, while art in a democracy 
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might strive to depict an ideal that is foreign to people raised in aristocratic traditions, he 
believes that art created under democratic conditions can nevertheless still be considered art. 
In contrast to Tocqueville’s guarded optimism, the idea of American philistinism 
dominated French thinking about the United States since the inception of the American republic. 
As we saw in the previous chapter, a minority of Frenchmen valued the relentless American 
work ethic and obsession with the “utile” while most considered these traits as leading to 
extreme materialism and thus a complete degradation of the arts. A society, which focuses all of 
its energies on industry and on productive work, leaving little or no time for intellectual and 
artistic endeavors, went completely against the French way in which the French imaginary 
conceived of distinctions between labor and leisure. And it was simply inadmissible for many 
French writers, as René Rémond concludes in his Les États-Unis devant l’opinion française: 
1815-1852 (1962):  
L’oisiveté, le loisir, la science des jouissances, un art de vivre, voilà tout ce dont le travail 
prive les Américains et qui paraît irremplaçable à des esprits élevés dans une civilisation 
héritière de la tradition humaniste de l’Antiquité gréco-latine, qui met les arts libéraux 
infiniment au-dessus des arts mécaniques, le loisir orné au-dessus de l’activité créatrice et 
l’action de l’esprit sur lui-même au-dessus de son action sur les choses. (Rémond 765) 
Rémond demonstrates that the French commonly associated intellectual pursuits and artistic 
creation with leisure time, whereas, in the United States, time devoted to leisure was seemingly 
considered “stolen” from time devoted to work and thus viewed as morally reprehensible. It is to 
be assumed that a purely utilitarian society, which takes such a negative view of “oisiveté,” 
would never be able to create art up to European standards. The relative absence of culture and 
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art in the young country appears often in French writings as a serious criticism of the United 
States.  
In his Ennemi américain (2002), Philippe Roger also calls attention to the trend starting 
in the early nineteenth century in French writings to condemn the United States for its alleged 
“stérilité artistique,” (65) and he coins the term “antiaméricanisme esthétique” (64) to describe it. 
He explains that writers accused the materialist atmosphere of the United States of being 
“obsédée par ‘l’utile,’ hostile aux talents [et] étouffante pour le génie,” and Roger draws 
attention to the fact that such “aesthetic” anti-americanism was so ingrained in French minds that 
it affected people from all political perspectives:  
Stendhal a beau être un rebelle politique, un opposant viscéral à l’ancien monde des 
prêtres et des rois, ses héros ne parlent pas autrement des États-Unis que ceux du 
légitimiste Balzac. Et quand Beyle, à peine masqué par ses personnages, part en guerre 
contre l’Amérique boutiquière, c’est avec les mêmes mots que Joseph de Maistre, 
défenseur du trône, de l’autel et du bourreau. Baudelaire, avec qui culminera cette 
croisade, n’aura qu’à rassembler les griefs accumulés en trente ans contre les philistins 
américains pour dresser un réquisitoire auquel il ajoutera le trait décisif et prémonitoire 
de l’asservissement à la matière et à la machine. (65)  
Such widespread disapproval of materialist America by French writers is in line with the 
Romantic conception of artistic genius as something highly spiritual and contemptuous of 
material concerns. But for Roger, who writes in 2002, well after the widespread acceptance of 
the idea of “functional” art, such as that promoted by Bauhaus and Russian Constructivist 
artists, who embraced function as a determinant of form, this absence of a distinction between 
function and form would be less of a concern. In light of our new understanding of art, where 
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form and function are not necessarily opposed to one another, Verne’s appreciation of American 
approach to art and the fact that he does not always make a distinction between function and 
beauty, can be seen as ahead of his time.  
3.3 Do Verne’s novels qualify as art? 
 Ironically, in Verne’s time and even to this day, the artistic value of Verne’s own work 
has been put into question.52 With Realism as the primary trend in French fiction when Verne 
begins his writing career in 1863, the genre he created which involved the “graft[ing] . . . [of a] 
scientific discourse . . . onto a literary one” (Evans, Science Fiction 1) did not appear to be a 
literary venture to all writers and critics. Some authors such as Georges Sand and Théophile 
Gautier wrote favorably of Verne’s new scientific novels. In correspondence, Sand asks Hetzel 
to send her copies of Verne’s novels for herself and her granddaughters: “J’ai beaucoup de tes 
livres pour le premier âge, mais je n’ai pas tous ceux de J. Verne que j’adore et je les recevrai 
avec plaisir pour mes petites et pour moi” (Parménie 578). Gautier wrote a complimentary 
review of Voyages et aventures du capitaine Hatteras in his 1866 “Les Voyages imaginaires de 
M. Jules Verne,” in which he calls the book “agréable et rafraîchissant” (Gautier 85) and 
commends the “vraisemblance” (“on ne peut se persuader qu[e Hatteras] n’a pas accompli son 
voyage d’exploration”) of the experiences of Verne’s characters at the North Pole (Gautier 87). 
He acknowledges Verne’s unique talent and the achievement of inventing a new literary genre. 
When he says that “la chimère est ici chevauchée et dirigée par un esprit mathématique,” (86) it 
is obvious that he sees Verne as a real artist and even a Romantic one at that. It is clearly not the 
elegant and refined poet of Emaux et Camées (1852), but the dashing writer of spirited historical 
                                                
52 For a detailed account of the reception of Verne’s works by his peers, see Arthur B. Evans, 
“Jules Verne and the French Literary Canon” in Narratives of Modernity, ed. Edmund Smyth, 
Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2000, 11-39. 
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novels Mademoiselle de Maupin (1835) and Le Capitaine Fracasse (1863) that appreciated 
Verne’s great storytelling and wrote this article.  
Other authors, such as Émile Zola, on the other hand, had nothing good to say about 
Verne’s scientific novels. In his famous article on “Le Roman contemporain” printed in the 
literary supplement to Le Figaro in December of 1878, he appears unsure as to whether he even 
considers Verne’s works to be novels at all, saying at first “celui-là n’écrit pas précisément des 
romans,” but later saying “ce sont bien des romans” and “je ne discute pas le genre” (189). In 
addition to being ambivalent about the literary value of Verne’s work, he also criticizes Verne’s 
marriage of science and literature. This is a very puzzling stance for an author who advocated 
writing fiction based on modern science. Indeed, Zola criticizes Verne’s marriage of science and 
literature in the following terms: “Il met la science en drame, il se lance dans les imaginations 
fantaisistes en s’appuyant sur les données scientifiques nouvelles” (198). Ironically, Zola does 
not seem to be aware that he himself does a similar thing by basing the seemingly inescapable 
destinies of his characters on the new science of heredity. Obviously, Zola is not in the least 
troubled with this application of science to his own fiction writing.  
In addition to criticizing Verne’s scientific fiction, Zola, despite his own high volume of 
sales, takes issue with Verne’s financial success, which he calls “stupéfiant”: “M. Verne est 
certainement, à cette heure, l’écrivain qui se vend le plus en France. Chacun de ses livres . . . 
[s’est levé] en librairie à cent mille exemplaires” (198). One cannot help to wonder if some envy 
is mingled in with Zola’s insincere criticism of his contemporary rival. What is worse is that 
Zola adds disparagingly that Verne’s immense popularity does not prove his literary worth, for 
“les alphabets et les paroissiens se vendent eux aussi à des chiffres considérables” (198). 
Verne’s success, he continues, is easily explained by the fact that children love reading his 
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books: “Ils sont dans les mains de tous les enfants, ils ont leur place marquée dans la 
bibliothèque de toutes les familles, ce qui leur explique leur débit considérable” (198). In Zola’s 
eyes, Verne’s young audience’s appreciation for his works invalidates the literary worth of his 
books, and yet, Zola does not even find Verne’s novels to be appropriate for children! He claims 
indeed that they “parai[ssent] devoir fausser toutes les connaissances des enfants” (198). He 
concludes his disingenuous piece by suggesting that children should instead read fairytales, such 
as “le Petit-Poucet et la Belle-au-Bois-Dormant” (198). Zola’s comparison of Verne’s novels to 
alphabets and prayer books suggests, in a fashion reminiscent of the concept that art should be 
non-utilitarian, why Zola finds Verne’s novels to be non-literary: he finds them to be utilitarian 
in nature. Indeed, because Verne’s works purport to educate and entertain children, they may be 
books, but they do not deserve to be called art.  
Verne himself seems to have had changing and ambivalent feelings about the literary 
merit of his works. His motives behind creating the new genre seem to have been threefold. At 
first, he had seen his new “scientific novel” as “an unexplored goldmine” (Lottman 83) sure to 
bring him success and fame. Very soon, however, his literary ambitions would not be satisfied 
with shallow bestsellers. As early as 1864, he started to concern himself with his style, as he 
makes clear in a letter to Hetzel: “je cherche à devenir un styliste, mais sérieux; c’est l’idée de 
toute ma vie” (Dumas et al 1:28). In addition, he and his publisher seem to have believed that 
the new genre was simply a sign of the times, science urgently needing to become part of 
people’s everyday lives. Hetzel expresses this idea in his avertissement de l’éditeur of Hattéras: 
Les Romans de M. Jules Verne sont d’ailleurs arrivés à leur point. Quand on voit le 
public empressé courir aux conférences qui se sont ouvertes sur mille points de la 
France, quand on voit qu’à côté des critiques d’art et de théâtre, il a fallu faire place dans 
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nos journaux aux comptes rendus de l’Académie des Sciences, il faut bien se dire que 
l’art pour l’art ne suffit plus à notre époque, et que l’heure est venue où la science a sa 
place faite dans le domaine de la littérature. (I-II) 
Verne would later feel “snubbed,” however, by the Académie française, which, as Arthur Evans 
points out in his “Jules Verne and the French Literary Canon,” was “willing to acknowledge the 
popularity and ‘wholesomeness’ of his Voyages extraordinaires” in its crowning of the series 
itself, but was “adamant in its unwillingness to acknowledge Jules Verne as a writer of ‘real’ 
literary merit” by never accepting him into the prestigious club of “Quarante Immortels” and 
giving him “‘official’ literary status” (14). Although Verne did make efforts to win a seat in the 
Académie, he eventually came to believe that some genres were less “literary” than others, as he 
writes in an 1877 letter to his publisher that he composed after discovering that he was not 
elected that year:  
Dans l’échelle littéraire, le roman d’aventures est moins haut placé que le roman de 
moeurs. Aux yeux de tous critiques, Balzac est supérieur à Dumas père, ne fût-ce que 
par le genre. Je ne dis point autre chose. Je ne pense pas à faire autre chose, grand dieu! 
que ce que je fais! . . . l’étude du coeur humain est plus littéraire que les récits 
d’aventures. Ces récits peuvent réussir davantage, je ne dis pas non. Mais il vaut mieux 
avoir fait Eugénie Grandet que Monte-Christo. (Dumas et al 2:171) 
It is evident that Verne conceived of a difference between “low” and “high” brow literature. He 
placed authors such as Balzac, Stendhal, Maupassant, Zola and Dickens53 in the latter category, 
                                                
53 He claims to have read La Chartreuse de Parme 20 times. He seems to have had a great 
respect for Zola, although he did not get completely behind naturalism, finding L’Assommoir 
“prodigieux” although also “infecte, puant, épouvantable, répugnant [et] nauséabond” (Dumas 
2:152). When he praises Daudet’s Sâpho but regrets the “l’influence zolienne” and “certaines 
grossièretés voulues,” and states that what he appreciates about Maupassant is that there are 
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while, although it is Dumas père whom he contrasts with Balzac as opposed to himself, we can 
see that he, perhaps unwillingly, placed himself in the former category. Finally, in R.H. 
Sherard’s 1894 interview of Verne, published as “Jules Verne at Home: His Own Account of 
His Life and Work” in McClure’s magazine the world famous author says that his greatest 
regret is that “[il] ne compte pas dans la littérature française” (115). Sherard’s piece ends with 
Verne “setting his foot sturdily down on the carpet” as he says “[I wish] that people [c]ould see 
what I have done or tried to do, and [w]ould not overlook the artist in the tale-teller. I am an 
artist” (124). And when Sherard concludes by saying that “America, as long as she reads, will 
echo him,” it appears that, for the interviewer, if Verne was not considered an artist in his 
homeland, he was celebrated as one in the United States.  
Finally, one has to wonder if Verne’s choice to often give “utilitarian” American 
characters center stage in his fiction may have somehow contributed to the perception among 
his French contemporaries that his novels were non-literary. Might his choice of non-artistic 
characters predetermine the non-artistic quality of the work itself? This kind of reasoning in 
matters of aesthetics goes back to the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville. Indeed, before making 
an effort to find something worthy of literature in the American experience, Tocqueville had 
admitted to seeing American lives as non-literary subjects: “On ne saurait rien concevoir de si 
petit, de si terne, de si rempli de misérables intérêts, de si anti-poétique, en un mot, que la vie 
d’un homme aux Etats-Unis” (81-2). While Verne’s contemporaries, such as Balzac and 
Stendhal often criticize or make disparaging remarks about American philistinism and 
                                                                                                                                                       
never “grossièretés” in his works, his feelings about Naturalism are clear (330). He also speaks 
of his great admiration for Maupassant, Dickens and Cooper in Sherard’s 1894 interview, which 
appeared as “Jules Verne at Home” in McClure’s Magazine. 
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practicality in their literature, he was doing the seemingly unfashionable opposite: he was more 
often than not portraying them in a most flattering light.  
In his study on Les Types américains dans le Roman et le Théâtre français (1861-1917) 
(1961), Simon Jeune begins by asking a curious question: “Est-ce un paradoxe de prendre pour 
sujet d’une thèse de lettres le moins ‘littéraire’ des personnages: l’Américain des Etats-Unis tel 
qu’il apparaît dans le roman et le théâtre français?” (VII). It is true that his question does not 
accuse Americans themselves of being non-literary, but, rather, the way Americans have been 
depicted by French authors. In his chapter on Verne, however, he does establish in the same 
breath that 1) French critics have been “en général plus réservés” about considering Verne “un 
grand écrivain” and that 2) “Jules Verne fut le premier des romanciers français à introduire 
régulièrement des Américains dans ses ouvrages” (152). While he does not outright say that the 
latter is the cause of the former, he does suggest a connection between the two. Indeed, although 
Verne features characters from all around the world in his novels, his deliberate choice to 
include more Americans than French protagonists might not have endeared him to his 
compatriots. Finally, If Verne indeed had looser interpretations of what constitutes Literature 
and what subjects are worthy of that Literature, he might have viewed Americans and their 
supposedly utilitarian treatment of art less harshly than some of his compatriots.  
3.4 Verne’s Vision of Art in America  
While, as we have seen in chapter 1, Verne suggests that his countrymen should more 
aggressively pursue scientific and industrial endeavors and become more “serious” and 
“practical” like the Americans, the British and the Germans,54 he also shows pride that France’s 
strengths lie in the arts. In De la terre à la lune (1865) and its sequel Autour de la lune (1870), 
                                                
54 After the Franco-Prussian War, Verne no longer includes Germany in such lists, many of his 
novels after 1871, on the contrary, depicting French revenge on Germany. 
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Michel Ardan, the French artist-philosopher, whom Verne modeled after his good friend 
photographer and balloonist Félix Nadar (1820-1910), is the star of the novels. His “vive 
imagination” (198) and dreamy character are responsible for many of the novels’ humorous 
episodes. Verne makes it clear that his bubbly and lively personality is connected to his 
nationality: “Dans ce microcosme il représentait l’agitation et la locacité française, et l’on est 
prié de croire qu’elle était dignement representée” (31). Also, while Phileas Fogg is the primary 
protagonist of Le Tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours, it is his French valet, Passepartout, 
who steals the spotlight. Before becoming a valet in England, he had been “chanteur ambulant, 
écuyer dans un cirque, faisant de la voltige comme Léotard, et dansant la corde comme Blondin 
. . . [et] professeur de gymnastique” (4). His involvement with several performing arts is part of 
what makes him “un vrai Parisien de Paris” (6). Just because Verne believes his compatriots 
should improve in the domains of science and industry does not mean he also urges them to 
abandon the arts or give up their status of imaginative eccentrics.  
3.4.1 Verne’s Stereotypical Vision of American Philistines  
Because Verne has an undeniable respect for French artistic achievements and for the arts 
in general, he does mock the Americans for their lack of taste for the arts, albeit in a gentler way 
than have other European writers, such as Charles Dickens, Frances Trollope and Balzac, for 
example. As we saw in our previous chapters, he is careful to establish a contrast between his 
artistic French heroes, such as artistic Michel Ardan and free-spirited Passepartout and his 
practical, down-to-earth American characters, such as Impey Barbicane and Cyrus Smith. Some 
of Verne’s American protagonists certainly fit the French stereotype in that he depicts them as 
uncultured, uncouth and completely uninterested in the arts.  
One way in which Verne pokes light fun of American philistinism is through humorous 
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scenarios in which his American characters do not know anything about art or see any use for it, 
while their European counterparts do. For example, in De la terre à la lune (1865), cultured 
Ardan mocks Barbicane, “dont l’esprit positif était peu sensible aux beautés de l’art” (246). 
Ardan asks if Barbicane has heard of the Indian play Le Chariot de l’Enfant, and when 
Barbicane answers “Pas même de nom,” Ardan responds “Cela ne m’étonne pas” (247). Ardan 
tells Barbicane an episode from the play that was adapted for the French stage in 1850 by 
Joseph Mery (1797-1866) and Gérard de Nerval (1808-1855), and their discussion of it reveals 
just how different the two characters are intellectually: 
-     Apprends donc [reprit Michel Ardan] que, dans cette pièce, il y a un voleur qui, au 
moment de percer le mur d’une maison, se demande s’il donnera à son trou, la forme 
d’une lyre, d’une fleur, d’un oiseau ou d’une amphore? Eh dis-moi, ami Barbicane, si à 
cette époque tu avais été membre du jury, est-ce que tu aurais condamné ce voleur-là? 
- Sans hésiter, répondit le président du Gun-Club, et avec la circonstance aggravante  
d’effraction. 
- Et moi je l’aurais acquitté, ami Barbicane! Voilà pourquoi tu ne pourras jamais me  
comprendre! 
- Je n’essaierai même pas, mon vaillant artiste. (247) 
As trivial and humorous as the example might sound, the episode that Ardan recounts from 
Méry and Nerval’s adaptation shows just how important art is to the Frenchman; for him, a 
criminal can even be absolved of his crime as long as he commits it in an artistic way. His 
mention of the episode also calls to mind the Romantic obsession with poet-assassin Pierre 
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François Lacenaire55 (1803-1836) and the heroic status bestowed by the Romantics upon 
outlaws and anyone who challenges the rules of society. It seems that, for Verne, an American 
would never be able to appreciate the subtleties of a concept that likens crime to an artistic 
endeavor.  
 In another episode, we learn that while Barbicane may not know or understand obscure 
contemporary French literature, he is, at the very least, familiar with classical literature and 
notable French poets. In Autour de la lune, Ardan, still hopeful that the moon is inhabited, asks 
Barbicane if the “Selenites” would have developed an artistic tradition and asks if there would 
be “artistes comme Phidias, Michel-Ange ou Raphaël . . . [et] des poëtes comme Homère, 
Virgile, Milton, Lamartine [ou] Hugo” (43). Although we do not learn anything of his 
education, Barbicane’s response of “Oui” and “J’en suis sûr” at least lets us assume it would 
have covered classical literature and well-known French poets.  
 On another occasion, however, Barbicane and Nicholl reveal just how non-artistic they 
are when they claim in Autour de la lune that they have created “art for art’s sake”. After the 
scientists heatedly discuss at length whether they believe their projectile is traveling in a 
parabolic or a hyperbolic curve, Ardan, frustrated, demands to know the only thing that seems 
to matter: “Nous suivrons l’une ou l’autre de vos courbes. Bien. Mais où nous ramèneront-
elles?” (117). Then, Barbicane and Nicholl realize that, either way, they are doomed and 
                                                
55 Pierre François Lacenaire (1803-1836) was simultaneously a poet and a criminal, found guilty 
of forgery, theft and even homocide. After his death by guillotine, his works, published in 1836 
as Mémoires, révélations et poésies de Lacenaire, écrits par lui-même à la Conciergerie, 
inspired many authors who were intrigued by his way of combining art with the transgression of 
social norms. Théophile Gautier, for example, devotes part of his “Étude de mains” (Émaux et 
Camée 1852) to Lacenaire’s hand, which was severed and preserved at his death. His life and 
works also influenced Stendhal, Balzac, Baudelaire, Dostoyevsky and the Comte de 
Lautréamont. Before Lacenaire, Thomas de Quincey had written his first version of On Murder 
Considered as One of the Fine Arts (1827), which as the title suggests, is in the same vein. 
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heading for “l’infini de l’espace,” and they express amusement about the pointlessness of their 
conversation:  
Barbicane et Nicholl ne purent s’empêcher de sourire. Ils venaient de faire ‘de l’art pour 
l’art!’ Jamais question plus oiseuse n’avait été traitée dans un moment plus inopportun. 
La sinistre verité, c’était que le projectile, hyperboliquement ou paraboliquement 
emporté, ne devait plus jamais rencontrer ni la Terre ni la Lune. (118) 
Of course, Barbicane and Nicholl’s conversation is far from being “art for art’s sake”, but 
“science for science’s sake” rather, and Verne’s irony implies just how foreign the idea of 
making “pointless” art would be for these American scientists. 
In the same novel, Verne again uses Barbicane and Ardan to contrast what he sees as the 
differing American and French views on art. When the projectile in which they plan to travel to 
the moon is finally built, they both find it to be beautiful, but in vastly different ways. Ardan is 
rather surprised by the way it looks, and the following critical description of it appears to come 
from Ardan’s perspective:  
Il faut en convenir, c’était une magnifique pièce de métal, un produit métallurgique qui 
faisait le plus grand honneur au génie des Américains. Ce précieux projectile étincelait 
aux rayons du soleil. À le voir avec ses formes imposantes et coiffé de son chapeau 
conique, on l’eut pris volontiers pour une de ces épaisses tourelles en façon de 
poivrières, que les architectes du moyen âge suspendaient à l’angle des châteaux-forts. Il 
ne lui manquait que des meurtières et une girouette. (245-6)  
As we recall from the previous chapter, Ardan criticizes the American Gun-Club for being 
hopelessly outdated in its belligerence, and his immediate recognition of the projectile’s affinity 
with a medieval citadel emphasizes the same idea. Barbicane, however, is not the least bothered 
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by the look of his projectile because, as a former arms manufacturer, he is undisturbed with its 
resemblance to military architecture. It goes without saying that he is in no position in the first 
place to recognize the medieval look of the projectile because, unlike Ardan, he lacks an 
important cultural reference: despite his name, which refers to a medieval war structure56, 
Barbicane has likely never seen a medieval fortress and thus could not recognize the medieval-
like appearance of their spacecraft. Indeed, Barbicane and his American Gun-Club members are 
likely impressed with their projectile in the way that a hunter or a combatant might feel 
enthralled before a well-made bullet or missile. When asked if the projectile pleases him, rather 
than judge it based on its utility, Ardan examines it “en artiste” (246) and lists its aesthetic 
deficiencies:  
Je regrette seulement que ses formes ne soient pas plus effilées, son cône plus gracieux; 
on aurait dû le terminer par une touffe d’ornements en métal guilloché, avec une 
chimère, par example, une gargouille, une salamandre sortant du feu les ailes éployées et 
la gueule ouverte... (246) 
All of these cultural references to mythological and legendary creatures, such as “chimère” and 
“salamandre” show Ardan’s deep attachment to the non-rational strata of western culture and 
serve as indications of his Romantic and artistic soul. By contrast, Barbicane cannot imagine 
what use such embellishments could possibly serve and responds simply “A quoi bon?” (246) to 
which Ardan answers, “Eh bien, suivant moi, il faut toujours mettre un peu d’art dans ce que 
l’on fait, cela vaut mieux” (246-7). For Ardan, function should not be the sole factor 
determining the shape of things made by man. Since there is nothing that Ardan can change 
about the exterior appearance of the projectile, Barbicane graciously invites him to decorate the 
                                                
56 A barbican is a gateway or tower that was fortified and used for defensive purposes in walled 
medieval cities or castles.  
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interior of the spacecraft. Even though Barbicane is unable to appreciate and understand artistic 
details by himself, he yields to the wishes of Ardan, who is “un homme d’intérieur . . . et très-
fort sur l’article ménage” (Autour 6). This brief exchange suggests that Americans might be 
persuaded to learn and appreciate art in everyday life. 
As we noted above, the idea of leisure time is linked to the appreciation for art, and, for 
the most part, Verne’s American characters do not enjoy the pleasures of free time. In Une Ville 
flottante, Verne’s fictional account of his only trans-Atlantic trip aboard the Great-Eastern,57 he 
accuses American forms of entertainment as being rather pitiful. Because this novel recounts the 
author’s actual experiences, it seems his caricatures might be based on his real feelings about 
Americans, and the picture he draws is certainly not utopian. The narrator engages in “people-
watching” and comes to the conclusion that, unlike him, among the American and English 
passengers, none of them seem to be traveling for pleasure: “Que de types divers dans cette foule 
de passagers! Pas un flâneur pourtant . . .” (61). While these passengers appear do not idle about, 
they are not, however, completely opposed to entertaining themselves, as Verne shows in a 
chapter detailing an evening program of entertainment aboard the ship. The program starts with a 
reading of the Great Eastern’s own newspaper Ocean-Time, which, Verne notes, contains “des 
faits divers qui n’auraient pas déridé un Français, des cours de bourse peu drôles, des 
télégrammes fort naïfs, et quelques pâles nouvelles à la main” (87). A Texan later gives a 
reading, which the author says “[lui] parut avoir un attrait contestable” (88). Finally, as far as 
musical tastes and talents go, on board the ship, the French passengers prevail over the Anglo-
                                                
57 The Great Eastern was a British ship built by J. Scott Russen & Co in London. Verne’s only 
trip to the United States was aboard this ship. He specifies that the passengers include “des 
Californiens, des Canadiens, des Yankees, des Péruviens, des Américains du Sud, des Anglais, 
des Allemands et deux ou trois Français” (18). Judging from this list, it seems that Americans 
make up the largest group. In this novel, he tends, more than elsewhere, to confound the 
Americans with the English in his characterization.  
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Saxon passengers: an Englishman sings “avec toute la rudesse d’un gosier anglais” (88) while a 
Frenchman plays on the piano “deux charmantes valses, inédites, qui furent applaudies 
bruyamment” (88). Although later on in the novel, he tells of more “lectures et chants, 
provoquant les mêmes bravos prodigués par les mêmes mains aux mêmes virtuoses, qu[il] 
finissai[t] par trouver moins médiocres,” (96) in general, the narrator finds that the Americans 
aboard the Great Eastern have poor taste in literature and music, and the narrator looks down on 
them for it.  
In Verne’s novels, Americans rarely devote their free time to artistic endeavors, and to 
make matters worse, some spend it gambling, an activity that Verne disdains. He constantly 
portrays English and American characters using every possible opportunity to place bets. The 
whole plot of Le Tour du monde hinges of course on a bet: can Phileas Fogg circumnavigate the 
globe in under 80 days? For Verne, Americans have inherited this pastime that he abhors, and he 
denounces them for it on several occasions. For example, when the North Pole is sold at auction 
in Sans dessus dessous (1889), the American public excitedly places bets as to which buyer will 
obtain it, and Verne’s disapproval is apparent:  
Comme cela se passait en Amérique, rien d’étonnant que l’opinion publique eût été 
surexcitée au plus haut point. De là, des paris insensés – forme la plus ordinaire sous 
laquelle se produit cette surexcitation aux États-Unis, dont l’Europe commence à suivre 
volontiers le contagieux exemple. (34)  
The fact that such a hobby is increasingly more popular in Europe clearly makes Verne resent the 
Americans’ vice all the more. Another example of Verne portraying Americans engaging in what 
he considers to be vulgar activity appears in Maître du monde (1904), one of Verne’s dystopian 
novels, which I will discuss at length in the next chapter. In this novel, the United States, “la 
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mirifique patrie des grands parieurs de ce bas monde” is the setting for an automobile race for 
which “de multiples paris s’étaient établis sous toutes les formes et d’excessive importance” 
(51). Finally, in Ville flottante, the narrator, whom we cannot help but read as the author’s porte-
parole, watches in horror as a group of passengers, instead of attending the “intéressant” minstrel 
show that is happening in another room, entertain themselves by gambling:  
Là on jouait gros jeu. . . . On entendait la voix du banquier criant les coups, les 
imprécations des perdants, le tintement de l’or, le froissement des dollars-papier. . . . Je 
fréquentais peu ces habitués de la ‘smoking-room’. J’ai horreur du jeu. C’est un plaisir 
toujours grossier. . . . (133) 
According to Verne, “jouer gros jeu” is not a good use of one’s free time, and the fact that he 
denotes such a pastime as crude (“grossier”) shows that he thinks of himself, and perhaps his 
compatriots, as too refined for such base “Anglo-Saxon” activity. It is symptomatic for the times, 
but ironic for us modern readers that he judges the gamblers so harshly but does not critique the 
racist nature of the other form of entertainment in which the passengers engage, namely the 
minstrel show and its actors in blackface (“des matelots ou des stewards frottés de cirage”) (132).  
Clearly, some of Verne’s American characters fit the European stereotypes that accuse 
Americans of philistinism and general uncouthness, but, as we will see, many of Verne’s 
American characters do not. 
3.4.2 Artistic American Characters 
While Verne could have followed his contemporaries’ lead by depicting Americans as 
complete philistines at every turn, he does not. He shows that there is hope for Americans to 
develop and place value on the arts. While in De la terre à la lune (1865) and its sequel, 
Verne’s American protagonists have no artistic leanings, in L’Île mystérieuse, (1875) the author 
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presents some American characters who are artists. The leader of the utopian community on 
Lincoln Island is without a doubt Cyrus Smith, the engineer, but his second in charge is Gédéon 
Spilett, the “reporter de grand talent” (114), whom Verne refers to as an artist of sorts: 
Homme de grand mérite, énergique, prompt et prêt à tout, plein d’idées, ayant couru le 
monde entier, soldat et artiste, bouillant dans le conseil, résolu dans l’action, ne comptant 
ni peines, ni fatigues, ni dangers, quand il s’agissait de tout savoir, pour lui d’abord, et 
pour son journal ensuite, véritable héros de la curiosité, de l’information, de l’inédit, de 
l’inconnu, de l’impossible, c’était un de ces intrépides observateurs qui écrivent sous les 
balles, “chroniquent” sous les boulets, et pour lesquels tous les périls sont des bonnes 
fortunes. (11) 
Spilett’s work as a journalist during the American Civil War gives him the reputation for being 
brave and devoted, but also creative and curious, these last two qualities making other castaways 
perceive him as an artist. On Lincoln Island, he tirelessly records their story and sketches their 
surroundings. He also puts his drawing skills to use by sketching maps and blueprints and, in 
time, even decorates their home: “Spilett avait très-artistement disposé dans les saillies du roc, 
autour des fenêtres, des plantes d’espèces variées ainsi que de longues herbes flottantes, et, de 
cette façon, les ouvertures étaient encadrées d’une pittoresque verdure d’un effet charmant” 
(179). Therefore, Cyrus, like Saint-Simon or Cabet’s engineers, provides the structure, and 
Spilett, like the philosophers’ artists, beautifies it.  
In addition to having writing, drawing and decorating skills, Gédéon is the first to make 
use of the camera and photograph-developing materials found in the trunk that washed up on 
shore. Aided by Harbert, he takes “plusieurs vues des parties les plus pittoresques de l’île,” and 
they obtain “d’assez belles épreuves de paysages, tels que l’ensemble de l’île pris du plateau de 
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Grande-Vue, avec le mont Franklin à l’horizon, l’embouchure de la Mercy, si pittoresquement 
encadrée dans ses hautes roches” (395). Their desire to take pictures of their island shows not 
only that they are proud of their home, but also that they can appreciate its beauty, which they 
capture in veritable works of art. 
In order to show that Gédéon and Harbert are indeed creating art, word is necessary here 
about the history of photography. While the road to photography being considered a form of art 
has been a long and bumpy one, from its origins, its connection to the arts is nevertheless 
unambiguous. It was an artist, Louis Daguerre (1787-1851), who, in partnership with Joseph 
Niépce (1765-1833), discovered a process of fixing the images cast in a camera obscura. 
However, it was physicist François Arago, who, in 1839, “recogniz[ed] Daguerre’s invention as 
an opportunity to enhance French scientific prestige” (Phillips 243) presented the method to the 
Académie des sciences as a scientific “discovery,” for which he believed Daguerre and Niépce 
should receive credit and annual pensions. British scientist and inventor William Henry Fox 
Talbot (1800-1877), who in 1840 discovered the means to reproduce photographic images, 
insisted upon “the potential of paper photography . . . as a creative medium in its own right” 
(244) and in his The Pencil of Nature (1844-6) “demonstrated both the esthetic possibilities of 
photography and [the author’s] belief that photography would enable ‘an alliance of science with 
art [that] will prove conducive to the improvement of both’” and even “referenced the 
composition and lighting of Dutch genre painting” (244) when describing photographs such as 
his The Open Door. According to Phillips, instead of simply seeing photography as “a 
mechanical means of copying objects,” Talbot viewed it as “an interpretive, rather than merely 
transcriptive, medium” (245). However, as early as 1860, Louis Figuier (1819-1894) fought for 
photography’s acceptance as an artform as evidenced in his La photographie au Salon de 1859. 
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Celebrating the fact that photography, which had been refused a booth in the 1855 Exposition 
universelle, was accorded its own space “à côté de l’exposition de peinture et de gravure” (2) in 
the Palais de l’industrie in 1859. As a scientist committed to popularizing science for broader 
audiences, Figuier, took it upon himself to prove that photography is a form of art: 
Il ne nous sera pas difficile de prouver . . . que la reproduction de la nature par 
l’instrument de Daguerre n’est qu’une forme de plus mise entre nos mains, que ce n’est 
qu’un moyen nouveau . . . pour traduire matériellement l’impression que fait sur nous 
l’aspect de la nature. Jusqu’ici, l’artiste a eu à sa disposition le pinceau, le crayon, le 
burin, la surface lithographique; il a de plus, maintenant, l’objectif de la chambre 
obscure. L’objectif est un instrument comeme le crayon ou le pinceau; la photographie 
est un procédé comme le dessin et la gravure, car ce qui fait l’artiste, c’est le sentiment et 
non le procédé. (4) 
In 1862, the status of photography as art was made official in France as the result of a legal battle 
between two photography studios; in 1861, Mayer & Pierson accused the studio of Thebault, 
Betbéder & Schwabbé of violating copyright laws pertaining to the arts when it copied their 
photographs. While Mayer & Pierson was not successful in their lawsuit, it led to a court 
decision, which officially declared photography to be an art and that it was indeed covered under 
art copyright laws. If we are to speculate as to how Verne may have viewed photography, we 
have to look no further than his use of photographer Félix Tournachon, or Nadar, as his model 
for “artiste” Michel Ardan in his Lune cycle. Nadar, himself, played a major role in getting 
photography to be accepted as an art form and, in an 1857 “profession de foi,” summed up the 
difference between photography as an artform and photography as a science: 
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La photographie est . . . une science qui occupe les intelligences les plus élévées, un art 
qui aiguise les esprits les plus sagaces – et dont l’application est à la portée du dernier des 
imbéciles. . . . . La théorie photographique s’apprend en une heure; les premières notions 
de la pratique, en une journée. . . . Ce qui ne s’apprend pas . . . c’est le sentiment de la 
lumière . . . c’est l’application de tels ou tels de ces effets selon la nature des 
physionomies qu’artiste vous avez à reproduire. Ce qui s’apprend encore beaucoup 
moins, c’est intelligence morale de votre sujet, - c’est ce tact rapide qui vous met en 
communion avec le modèle, vous fait juger et diriger vers ses habitudes, dans ses idées, 
selon son caractère, et vous permet de donner, non pas banalement et au hasard, une 
indifférente reproduction plastique à la portée du dernier servant de laboratoire, mais la 
ressemblance la plus familière et la plus favorable, la ressemblance intime. (Prinet et al 
116)   
Considering Nadar’s relationship with photography and the fact that Verne uses him as his most 
artistic character, Verne’s view of photography as an artform cannot be mistaken. 
The group values Gédéon’s skills not only as a writer and artist, but also as a thinker and 
leader. Cyrus Smith most often consults him and confides in him before making momentous 
decisions for the group. His value to the group is immense as evidenced in the division of labor 
and hierarchy of skills and roles that Verne perhaps inadvertently establishes in his utopia. Some 
of his characters are only called upon to engage in manual labor, while others can at times 
abstain from it in order to engage in more intellectual activities:  
Des deux avirons, Nab prit l’un, Harbert l’autre, et Pencroff resta à l’arrière de 
l’embarcation, afin de la diriger à la godille. . . . Gédéon Spilett, le crayon d’une main, le 
carnet de l’autre, dessinait la côte à grands traits. Nab, Pencroff et Harbert causaient en 
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examinant cette partie de leur domaine. . . . Quant à Cyrus Smith, il ne parlait pas, il 
regardait, et, à la défiance qu’exprimait son regard, il semblait toujours qu’il observât 
quelque contrée étrange. (220)   
Pencroff, Harbert and Nab are undoubtedly the manual laborers in the novel, while, as we have 
seen, engineer Cyrus oversees and directs. However, journalist/ artist Spilett’s role in the division 
of labor among the castaways is less clear. He performs less physical work because he is 
expected to contribute “de la tête et de la main à la colonisation de l’île” (114) (emphasis added). 
For example, as one of the “pourvoyeurs de la colonie,” (212) he gathers supplies, hunts and 
works with Nab as his sous-chef. Sometimes, in the case of larger tasks requiring everyone’s 
contribution, he must also participate in the more manual labor, and when he does, his skill often 
surprises his companions: “Quant à Gédéon Spilett, il prenait sa part du travail commun, et 
n’était pas le plus maladroit, - ce dont s’étonnait toujours un peu le marin. Un ‘journaliste’ 
habile, non pas seulement à tout comprendre, mais à tout exécuter!” (175). The importance of not 
only engineer Cyrus, but also journalist-artist Spilett in L’île mystérieuse (1875) suggests that 
Verne designed his community of castaways according to utopian socialist doctrine, which 
insists that engineers, and to a lesser degree, artists are the best qualified to direct society in the 
future. Furthermore, Spilett’s privileged position among the American castaways suggests, 
indeed, that, at least in his early works, Verne believed the young nation capable not only of 
producing artistic types, but also of creating social conditions in which artists of all sorts are 
valued alongside scientists and engineers.  
 Fortunately for the new community, the artistic inclinations of Gédéon are contagious. 
While young Harbert is considered the naturalist of the island, he also learns from Spilett to have 
an appreciation for photography and, inspired by the beauty of his surroundings, starts taking 
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pictures on his own: “Harbert, séduit par la pureté du ciel, eut la pensée de reproduire toute la 
baie de l’Union . . . . L’horizon était admirablement dessiné, et la mer, ondulant sous une brise 
molle, présentait à son arrière-plan l’immobilité des eaux d’un lac, piquetées ça et là des paillons 
lumineux” (416). Added to the knowledge Harbert already had in the natural sciences, he 
obtains, as we have seen, practical scientific knowledge from Cyrus, but he also picks up artistic, 
and even lingustic, skills from Gédéon: “il trouvait dans l’ingénieur pour les sciences, dans le 
reporter pour les langues, des maîtres qui se plaisaient à compléter son éducation” (292). Thus, 
Harbert, who Cyrus finds most apt to replace him at the helm of the community if he dies, will 
make a well-rounded future leader, who will fulfill all of the needs of the small society. 
Gédéon and Harbert are not the only examples of artistic Americans in Verne’s early 
novels. In L’École des Robinsons (1882), the character of Tartelett, as we recall, is the 
“professeur de danse et de maintien” (26) in the Kolderup mansion, where his “seule ambition au 
monde [est] d[’]inculquer [à Godfrey et à sa cousine Phina] toutes les délicatesses de son art, en 
faire, en ce qui concerne la bonne tenue, deux êtres accomplis” (28). We may also recall that 
Verne insisted that “si Tartelett n’était pas Français, (sic) il était digne de l’être” (26). Such a 
statement clearly lets the reader know that this character will not fit the mold of a stereotypical 
American character but that he will resemble a typical French one instead. It also indicates that 
Verne did not exclude the existence of artistic-minded Americans. Let us now look more closely 
at the Kolderup household.  
William Kolderup, the uncle and godfather of orphans Godfrey and Phina, “un homme 
extraordinairement riche, qui comptait par millions de dollars comme d’autres comptent par 
milliers” (7) is so wealthy that, according to Verne, his affluence precludes him from having any 
taste for the arts: “Inutile de décrire l’hôtel du nabab de Frisco. Ayant trop de millions, il avait 
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trop de luxe. Plus de confort que de goût. Moins de sens artistique que de sens pratique. On ne 
saurait tout avoir” (18). While Kolderup cannot combine his practicality with an artistic 
sensibility, he does, however, have the sense to hire Tartelett to teach his goddaughter and 
nephew “de belles manières,” (127) and we thus find Phina adept at the piano and Godfrey 
skilled at violin and dance. With many opportunities for a career “où la fortune ne lui manquerait 
pas,” (20) Godfrey, however, feels unfulfilled by his studies and his hobbies. Having, at the 
suggestion of Tartelett, devoured “[d]es livres de voyages” (21) on Marco Polo, Columbus, Cook 
and Dumont-d’Urville as well as the novels of Defoe and Wyss, he decides he wants to travel 
and “se perfectionner en courant le monde” (28). While such a desire to see the world may not 
necessarily imply that Godfrey is an artist per se, it does reveal a curiosity beyond his uncle’s 
world of commerce and speculation, and his desire to become a castaway, à la Robinson Crusoe 
echoes the Romantic urge to isolate oneself in nature. 
Once shipwrecked on Spencer Island, professor Tartelett, however, proves that he does 
not share such a Romantic longing and that his idea of art is the kind that is performed in a 
comfortable and even luxurious salon. Having little affinity for living in nature and no survival 
skills, he must count on his gifted student Godfrey for their survival. Luckily, they, much like the 
castaways of L’Île mystérieuse (1874), find a trunk containing everything that they truly need, 
and they thus have “les besoins de la vie matérielle assurés dans une large mesure” (119). As 
soon as this comes about, Tartelett suggests that they resume dance lessons: “Eh bien, mon cher 
Godfrey, ne serait-il pas temps de reprendre nos leçons de danse?” (122). Godfrey sees no reason 
to continue his dance lessons, asking “À quoi bon? . . . pouvez-vous imaginer un Robinson 
prenant des leçons de danse et de maintien?” (127). Tartelett’s response reveals that, while they 
both believe in practicing the arts, their reasons for doing so differ greatly: “Et pourquoi pas? . . . 
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pourquoi un Robinson serait-il dispensé de bonne tenue? Ce n’est pas pour les autres, c’est pour 
soi-même qu’il convient d’avoir de belles manières!” (127). While Godfrey sees his practice of 
dance and music as a no longer necessary chore, Tartelett resorts to practicing alone:  
Ce jour-là, il ne songeait qu’à se promener sous les grands arbres, en jouant de sa 
pochette. Il faisait des pas de glissades, se donnant des leçons à lui-même, puisque son 
élève avait positivement refusé de continuer son cours. (127)  
Like any true artist, Tartelett has an innate need to make art regardless of external circumstances. 
In L’École des Robinsons, Verne certainly does not depict all Americans as philistines, 
but instead gives his American characters diverging conceptions of art: one (Kolderup) has little 
interest in art himself, but sees the value in assuring that his nephew and goddaughter do pursue 
artistic endeavors, another (Godfrey and possibly also Phina) considers it as something that is 
necessary to practice in society, and yet another (Tartelett) views it as a form of self-
improvement, if not self-expression, enjoyed regardless of one’s surroundings. 
3.4.3 Can Americans Appreciate Beauty?  
In their writings about the Americans’ little taste for the arts, French authors have also 
argued that Americans cannot even appreciate the beauty of nature. In response to a changing 
environment due to the progresses of the Industrial Revolution, appreciation of nature, and 
particularly wild nature, became a fundamental element of what would become Romanticism. In 
his Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime (1764), Immanuel Kant had given 
definitions of two different kinds of “finer feeling” aroused in people as they observe their 
world: “the feeling of the sublime and that of the beautiful” (46). He argued that people who are 
capable of feeling “the sublime” would experience intense emotions of awe and even horror 
before a turbulent sea or stormy sky, while people who can experience “the beautiful” feel joy 
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and calm before a blue sky or a field of flowers. Kant also posited that certain nationalities are 
more inclined to feel certain kinds of “the beautiful” or “the sublime”. According to him, the 
French have “a predominant feeling for the morally beautiful, (101) while the Germans have “a 
fortunate combination of feeling, both in that of the sublime and in that of the beautiful” (104). 
He does not speak of Americans, but one can imagine that, for Kant, they might resemble the the 
Dutch, who according to Kant, “loo[k] solely to the useful [and thus have] little feeling for what 
in the finer understanding is beautiful or sublime” (105). 
Seventy-five years later, in his Démocratie, Tocqueville does discuss what he believed 
was the Americans’ inability to feel “finer feelings,” but specifically concerning nature: 
On s’occupe beaucoup en Europe des déserts de l’Amérique; mais les Américains eux-
mêmes n’y songent guère. Les merveilles de la nature inanimée les trouvent insensibles, 
et ils n’aperçoivent pour ainsi dire les admirables forêts qui les environnent qu’au 
moment où elles tombent sous leurs coups. (2: 81) 
According to Tocqueville, Americans only see in nature an obstacle to progress. This idea 
surfaces in French writings about the United States and to a certain extent in Verne’s works.  
 The American natural attraction most commonly visited and most unanimously admired 
by the French in the second half of the nineteenth century is without a doubt Niagara Falls 
(Portes 81), and as such, they have provoked emotional accounts of American treatment of them. 
Verne had the opportunity to visit Niagara Falls during his visit to the United States. The 
author’s own meditations on the site, which we read in his correspondence, autobiographical 
materials and in his Une Ville flottante, differ greatly from those of his American characters. 
While the title of Une Ville flottante refers to the Great Eastern, the ship that brought Verne to 
and from the United States for his only visit, the novel also tells of his visit to New York, the 
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Hudson Valley and Niagara Falls. Despite the fictionalized nature of this novel, we can assume 
that the descriptions of the countryside are the author’s. The narrator and his companion spend 
two days at the falls and find them captivating:  
La nature, en cet endroit, l’un des plus beaux du monde, a tout combiné pour émerveiller 
les yeux. . . . Jusqu’à minuit, nous restâmes ainsi, muets, immobiles, au sommet de cette 
tour, irresistiblement penchés sur ce torrent qui nous fascinait. (181-2, 6)  
The sight so mesmerizes the author that he describes it as an artist would: “Sous nos yeux, le 
gouffre, agrandi par la pénombre, semblait un abîme infini dans lequel mugissait la formidable 
cataracte. Quelle impression! Quel artiste, par la plume ou le pinceau, pourra jamais la rendre!” 
(186). However, while we do learn from the narrator that Niagara Falls is “le rendez-vous d’été 
des Anglais et des Américains . . . [où] on vient respirer [et] se guérir devant ce sublime 
spectacle,” (190) it appears that not all Americans appreciate the falls for their sublimity alone. 
During the journey back to New York City, the narrator meets an engineer from Kentucky, who, 
when asked if he finds the falls “beau” and “admirable,” responds, “Oui, mais quelle force 
mécanique inutilisée, et quel moulin on ferait tourner avec une pareille chute!” (195). This 
response appalls the narrator, who remarks “jamais je n’éprouvai envie plus féroce de jeter un 
ingénieur à l’eau” (195). Whether this engineer is simply a fictional embellishment to the story, 
we will never know, but such a scenario is a common trope in French letters, Jacques Portes 
reporting in his Une Fascination réticente (1990) on French authors’ complaints of the 
“omniprésence des activité humaines” (80) at the falls. Again, Verne features Americans 
exploiting Niagara Falls for its hydroelectric power in Robur-le-conquérant, in which “une 
société d’ingénieurs s’était fondée à Buffalo pour l’exploitation des chutes,” (14) and, in that 
novel, there is no mention of the sublime beauty of the falls. Finally, as we have already seen in 
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the previous chapter, Barbicane in De la terre à la lune is more enthralled by the Niagara-like 
flow of molten iron into the mold for his cannon than he would likely be by the real thing. 
Verne’s depiction of Americans’ treatment of Niagara Falls certainly conforms to Tocqueville’s 
claim that Americans only see in nature ways they can exploit it and profit off of it. 
Verne, however, does not generalize and imagines that, while some Americans might 
have no appreciation for the beauty of nature, others might. For example, when the Gun-Club, 
in De la terre à la lune, goes to Florida to choose the location for their giant cannon, on one 
hand, as is typical of his character, Barbicane takes no notice of their beautiful surroundings, 
while, on the other hand, two other members of the American Gun Club do: 
Là, croissaient les essences les plus variées avec une profusion tropicale. Ces forêts 
presque impénétrables étaient faites de grenadiers, d’orangers, de citronniers, de figuiers, 
d’oliviers, d’abricotiers, de bananiers, de grands ceps de vigne, dont les fruits et les fleurs 
rivalisaient de couleurs et de parfums. À l’ombre odorante de ces arbres magnifiques 
chantait et volait tout un monde d’oiseaux aux brillantes couleurs, au milieu desquels on 
distinquait plus particulièrement des crabiers, dont le nid devait être un écrin, pour être 
digne de ces bijoux emplumés. 
J.-T. Maston et le major [Elphiston] ne pouvaient se trouver en présence de cette opulente 
nature sans en admirer les splendides beautés. (138-9)  
Verne describes Floridian nature as a work of art, which the more aesthetically inclined J.-T. 
Maston and Major Elphiston cannot help but enjoy, while Barbicane is not only uninterested in 
it, but, because he is searching for dry land in which to dig the hole for the cannon, the 
beautiful, lush atmosphere even annoys him:  
Le président Barbicane, peu sensible à ses merveilles, avait hâte d’aller en avant; ce pays 
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si fertile lui déplaisait par sa fertilité même; sans être autrement hydroscope, il sentait 
l’eau sous ses pas et cherchait, mais en vain, les signes d’une incontestable aridité. (139)  
Clearly, Barbicane’s only concern is finding the right location for his club’s cannon, and he will 
not stop until he finds it. This leaves little room for him to notice the beautiful nature 
surrounding him, and, in fact, he even demonstrates a kind of disdain for nature when it 
interferes with his project. Barbicane, however, does not represent all Americans, for his friends 
appear better able to multitask: they can appreciate nature all the while going forth with their 
practical plan to pinpoint the ideal location for their cannon.  
Similarly to J-T. Maston and Major Elphiston’s deep appreciation for nature’s beauty, in 
L’Île mysterieuse, the American characters’ exploit nature for their survival, but also 
acknowledge and deeply appreciate its beauty. Given their dire situation as castaways, they have 
no choice but to focus first on the usefulness of the flora and fauna around them. As we saw in 
chapter 2, young Harbert’s scientific education and vast knowledge of flora and fauna allows 
them to determine the precise geographic location of their island. Of course, they use this 
knowledge of plants, animals and minerals to procure sustenance, protection, warmth, and basic 
survival. For example, Harbert is happy to find eucalyptus, noting that the plant “appartien[t] à 
une famille qui comprend bien des membres utiles,” (235) but the usefulness of this plant does 
not stop the group from admiring its beauty: “[les arbres] profitaient . . . de cet air libre et pur, et 
ils étaient magnifiques.” (234). Once they build themselves a “solide, saine et sûre demeure,” 
they have the wherewithal to appreciate the view from its windows: “Les fenêtres permettaient à 
leur regard de s’étendre sur un horizon sans limite, que les deux caps Mandibule fermaient au 
nord et le cap Griffe au sud. Toute la baie de l’Union se développait magnifiquement devant 
eux” (179). On other occasions, the castaways stop to admire the “magnifiques constellations” or 
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the various panoramas of the island. Even more importantly, their deep appreciation for the 
beauty of the flora and fauna leads them to respect and cherish it. Pencroff goes as far as to 
anthropromorphise his affection for the beautiful and bountiful island:  
Notre île est belle et bonne. . . . Je l’aime comme j’aimais ma pauvre mère! Elle nous a 
reçus, pauvres et manquant de tout, et que manque-t-il à ces cinq enfants qui lui sont 
tombés du ciel? (333).  
Throughout, we are constantly reminded that the castaways do not take more plants or kill more 
animals than they absolutely need to survive and that they appreciate their island for providing 
for their living. For example, after learning all of the uses of the eucalyptus plant, Pencroff, 
exclaims, “Ah! Quelle île! Quelle île bénie!” (236). Also, being religious men, they regularly 
thank God and Providence for the gifts of nature:  
La terre . . . paraissait fertile, agréable dans ses aspects, variée dans ses productions. 
‘Cela est heureux, fit observer Pencroff, et, dans notre malheur, il faut en remercier la 
Providence.’ 
‘Dieu soit donc loué!’ répondit Harbert, dont le coeur pieux était plein de reconnaissance 
pour l’Auteur de toutes choses. (33-4).  
On another occasion, Pentecost Sunday coincides with the milestone of procuring for themselves 
adequate shelter. No longer feeling like “les misérables naufragés jetés sur l’îlot,” they decide to 
observe this holy day: “Tous travaux furent suspendus, et des prières s’élevèrent vers le ciel. 
Mais ces prières étaient maintenant des actions de grâces. . . . Ils ne demandaient plus, ils 
remerciaient” (181). In their love and respect for the beauty and bounty of nature, Verne’s 
American castaways on Lincoln Island do not fit the stereotype of Americans as being 
“insensibles [aux] . . . “merveilles de la nature” (Tocqueville 2:81).  
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3.4.4 Two Ways of Observing Outer Space 
 We have already seen the striking differences in personality between scientific 
Americans Barbicane and Nicholl and their artistic French companion Michel Ardan in De la 
terre à la lune and its sequel Autour de la lune, but these characters also diverge in how they 
view the objects of outer space, which is most evident in the chapter entitled “Fantaisie et 
réalisme” (Autour 85). As the projectile approaches the moon, Barbicane educates his 
companions along with the readers about what scientists have discovered up until that point 
about the topography of the moon and its habitability. It is clear that Ardan does not relate well 
to facts and figures, but rather to mythology and literature as he compares the “islands” of the 
moon to those of Greece, leading him to see episodes from The Odyssey played out before his 
eyes on the surface of the moon:   
Involontairement, les noms de Naxos, de Ténedos, de Milo, de Carpathos, viennent à 
l’esprit, et l’on cherche des yeux le vaisseau d’Ulysse ou le ‘clipper’ des Argonautes. 
C’est, du moins, ce que réclamait Michel Ardan; c’était un archipel grec qu’il voyait sur 
la carte. Aux yeux de ses compagnons peu fantaisistes, l’aspect de ces côtes rappelait 
plutôt les terres morcelées du Nouveau-Brunswick et de la Nouvelle-Écosse, et là où le 
Français retrouvait la trace des héros de la fable, ces Américains relevaient les points 
favorables à l’établissement de comptoirs, dans l’intérêt du commerce et de l’industrie 
lunaires. (86) 
During their approach to the moon, the practical American characters are not overcome with 
awe. They do not experience Kant’s sublime or any kind of “finer feelings,” but, rather, imagine 
only the most utilitarian uses they might make of the moon. On the other hand, the sight of the 
Earth’s satellite launches Ardan into a dreamy state, which then also causes him to see on the 
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surface of the moon a sort of “Carte de Tendre,” the map which appeared in Mademoiselle de 
Scudéry’s (1607-1701) Clélie and which geographically depicts the concept of love. While 
Ardan explains that the right hemisphere is the feminine one with its “‘Mer du Nectar’, avec ses 
flots de tendresse et ses brises d’amour” and “[l]es deux hémisphères . . . [sont] unis l’un à 
l’autre comme l’homme et la femme,” (87) his American friends do not at all share his 
allegorical vision of the moon: 
Et quand il parlait ainsi, Michel faisait hausser les épaules à ses prosaïques compagnons. 
Barbicane et Nicholl considéraient la carte lunaire à un tout autre point de vue que leur 
fantaisiste ami. . . . [T]andis que son imagination courait ainsi ‘les mers,’ ses graves 
compagnons considéraient plus géographiquement les choses. Ils apprenaient par coeur 
ce monde nouveau. Ils en mesuraient les angles et les diamètres. (87) 
Ardan’s mythological and literary references show not only that he is well read, but also that he 
has a love for literature that has transformed the way he interacts with the world, while the 
calculations that Barbicane and Nicholl make and even the conclusions that they deduce are 
“parfaitement indifférent au digne Michel” (90). 
 Ardan does not only see the moon in artistic terms; he also sees it as divine. When his 
companions tell him that because of the crevassed surface of the moon, the English had given it 
the name “green cheese,” he is horrified by this unflattering nickname for the moon, and his 
ensuing tirade shows that, for him, the moon should not be compared to objects as mundane as 
cheese, but to the Goddesses of antiquity: 
Michel Ardan bondit quand Barbicane prononça ce nom désobligeant. ‘Voilà donc, 
s’écria-t-il, comment les Anglo-Saxons, au XIXème siècle, traitent la belle Diane, la 
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blonde Phoebé, l’aimable Isis, la charmante Astarté, la reine des nuits, la fille de Latone 
et de Jupiter, la jeune soeur du radieux Apollon!’ (90) 
In Ardan’s accusation of the Anglo-Saxons, Verne again makes it clear that his characters’ 
varying ways of viewing the world stem from their different nationalities. According to Verne, a 
trip to the moon would not evoke feelings of the sublime in the Anglo-Saxon people, whereas it 
would for the French. For him, the English and their counterparts across the Atlantic do not have 
the same kind of reverence and respect for nature that the French have. 
3.5 Utopian Alliance: Science, Industry and Art 
 Despite the fact that Verne does not present all Americans as completely devoid of any 
artistic talents or inclinations, overall, he does paint them as rather deficient in artistic 
sensibility. His American characters are most often practical-minded scientists and engineers, 
while his French characters are the true artists of the Voyages extraordinaires. However, instead 
of denouncing either people for having what he might consider a narrow skillset, he imagines 
adventures, in which people of both nationalities combine their abilities. These joint enterprises 
benefit from what Verne suggests are complementary talents of people of contrasting 
nationalities.  
Indeed, such is the premise that drives the plot of his novel Deux ans de vacances, 
(1888) in which he features English, French and American characters often at odds with one 
another. He admits in the preface to this novel that the idea of “les passions entretenues par les 
différences de nationalité” (np) motivated his storytelling. In that novel, he pits French Briant 
and British Doniphan against each other, leaving American Gordon to intervene and serve as 
mediator. In the end, the group is better off for the combination of the “prudence de 
[l’Américain], le dévouement [du Français et] l’intrépidité de [l’Anglais] (468). This and other 
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stories featuring people of different nationalities usually underscore what he sees as two 
peoples’ initial inability to get along and ultimately include some kind of resolution to their 
incompatibility. While, in his fiction, Verne has fun playing with the problems that might arise 
when people of different nationality work together, in his early novels, unity among them is 
usually the end result. Such a desire for collaboration across nationalities is reminiscent of 
utopian socialist doctrine, which, as we saw in the last chapter, called for cooperation and even 
unity across nations.   
De la terre à la lune and its sequel Autour de la lune offer another example of such an 
alliance. As we have seen, that novel series features a Frenchman and two Americans pooling 
their strengths in an enterprise to establish communication with the moon. Much of the 
entertainment of the Lune cycle comes from the way Verne contrasts the American and French 
characters, who could not be more different from one another. However, this very difference 
enhances the journey to the moon and makes it undoubtedly utopian. Scholars have not 
previously noted the utopian quality of this collaborative moon experiment, which I will now 
develop in detail.  
At the start of the series, the Gun-Club, of which Barbicane is president, had been 
manufacturing projectiles for the Civil War, and the conclusion of the war saddens the club, 
which has lost its purpose. Barbicane devises a plan to put the club’s expertise in ballistics to 
better, more productive use. They will send a giant projectile to the moon and will open 
communications between the earth and its satellite. Enter Michel Ardan, who functions as 
Verne’s mouthpiece and represents utopian socialist ideals. The Frenchman sees a way to 
improve the project. If they make the projectile hollow, he can travel to the moon in it, and as 
Walter James Miller rightly points out in his annotated edition of From the Earth to the Moon, 
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Ardan asks that they transform the project from a warlike one to a peaceful one: “instead of 
sending a cannonball, a warlike message, to the moon, Barbicane [will] send a vehicle carrying a 
passenger, a peaceful emissary . . . [and] face the fully humanistic possiblities of their 
moonshoot” (94). When the Gun-Club accepts his proposal, the now nonviolent project becomes 
a Franco-Amercan partnership. 
The project, however, almost immediately collapses because of a rivalry between 
Barbicane and his enemy, Captain Nicholl. Nicholl is the antithesis of Barbicane in that he 
designs shields while Barbicane designs projectiles, and during the Civil War, a personal feud 
breaks out between the scientists, Barbicane striving to pierce Nicholl’s armor and Nicholl 
striving to develop armor strong enough to resist Barbicane’s projectiles. Nicholl, upon hearing 
of Barbicane’s moon experiment, appears at a Gun-Club meeting and publicly challenges 
Barbicane, Ardan and their project in front of a crowd of “trois cent mille” spectators (191). The 
crowd begins to threaten Nicholl, but Ardan, the eternal peacemaker, who is “trop chevaleresque 
pour abandonner son contradicteur dans une semblable extrémité,” intervenes and “apais[e] la 
foule d’un geste” (214). When Barbicane then challenges Nicholl to a duel, Ardan again serves 
as mediator, this time between Barbicane and Nicholl. In a chapter called “Comment un Français 
arrange une affaire,” after becoming educated on duels in the United States, Ardan is shocked by 
their brutality, exclaiming, “Quels diables de gens vous êtes!” (222). According to Ardan’s 
utopian socialist perspective, their fight, just like war in general, is a waste of time and resources. 
Ardan understands that the moon project can only benefit from Nicholl’s skills, and therefore 
offers “aux deux rivaux une proposition si séduisante qu’ils s’empresseront de l’accepter” (229): 
he proposes that they join him in the projectile, which they accept. The two former rivals “si 
utiles à leur pays” (103) will now join their forces in the moon project. Ardan has now subdued 
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American violence on several levels: he has transformed the moon project into a peaceful one, 
put an end to a brutal duel and united two former rivals. He has also further strengthened the 
moon project by adding to it the expertise of another savant.  
Because Verne wrote the novel months after the Civil War, Ardan’s reconciliation of 
Barbicane and Nicholl must also be read as a metaphor for reuniting the Northern and Southern 
states. When the American public first learns of Barbicane’s plan to send a projectile to the 
moon, all Americans, from both Northern and Southern states, unite in their enthusiasm for the 
project: “Les grandes villes de l’Union, New-York, Boston, Albany, Washington, Richmond, 
Crescent-City, Charleston, la Mobile, du Texas au Massachussets, du Michigan aux Florides, 
toutes prenaient leur part de ce délire” (29-30). Verne is careful to list both Northern and 
Southern cities that played a decisive role in the Civil War (New York, Boston, Washington, 
Richmond, Charleston). Then, among the five million spectators who come to watch the three 
space travelers take off, we see people from the North and the South peacefully interacting with 
one another: “Les créoles de la Louisiane fraternisaient avec les fermiers de l’Indiana; les 
gentlemen du Kentucky et du Tenessee (sic), les Virginiens élégants et hautains, donnaient la 
réplique aux trappeurs à demi sauvages des Lacs et aux marchands de boeufs de Cincinnatti” 
(279). It is not the project alone which succeeds in rallying and uniting such an exagerated 
number of supporters, but it is also the figure of Michel Ardan, with his bold and original ideas 
and personality: “On sait avec quelle frénésie les Yankees se passionnent pour un individu. . . . 
[Q]ue l’on juge de la passion déchaînée par l’audacieux Français! . . . Pas un citoyen qui ne 
s’unit à lui d’esprit et de coeur! E pluribus unum, suivant la devise des États-Unis” (234-5). 
Through the character of Ardan, Verne presents France as a mediator in the Civil War, which 
results in the preservation of the union and a Franco-American alliance. Verne’s description of 
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Ardan as “un Icare avec des ailes de rechange,” (183) of course links him to the myth of Icarus, 
but, unlike Icarus, who had only one pair of wings and crashed when he approached the Sun, 
Ardan’s “ailes de rechange” make him practically invincible. He is always ready to start anew. In 
addition, given Ardan’s role as a utopian, it is difficult to imagine that Verne was not also 
referencing Étienne Cabet’s Icarian movement.58  
The devotion and enthusiasm that the American population feels for Ardan and the 
moon project has a powerful influence on the people and even changes them for the better. We 
saw that it encouraged them to educate themselves about the moon and planets. It also succeeds 
in altering the people’s customs. For example, they are so enthralled with the moon project that 
gambling, the pastime that Verne so detests, comes to a halt: 
La passion violente de l’Américain pour les jeux était vaincue par l’émotion. À voir les 
quilles du tempins couchées sur le flanc, les dés du creps dormant dans leurs cornets, la 
roulette immobile, le cribbage abandonné, les cartes du whist, du vingt et un, du rouge et 
noir, du monte et du faro, tranquillement enfermées dans leurs enveloppes intactes, on 
comprenait que l’événement du jour absorbait tout autre besoin et ne laissait place à 
aucune distraction. (Terre 51) 
The project gives the people something about which to be passionate, and it seems that the 
involvement of artistic Ardan in it inspires them to spend their free time on what the author 
considers to be more respectable diversions.  
We have already seen how greatly the Frenchman differs from his new American friends, 
but just as the above-mentioned motto of the United States suggests, as a group, they are stronger 
                                                
58 Utopian socialist and author of Voyage en Icarie (1845), Étienne Cabet, inspired the Icarian 
movement (1848-1898), in which a group of his followers attempted to put his ideas into practice 
by forming egalitarian communes in the United States.  
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for their differences. Artistic Ardan, “dédaign[eux d]es raisonnements scientifiques,” (Autour 22) 
relies on Barbicane and Nicholl to answer the scientific and mechanical questions, while the 
moon project benefits from Ardan’s good taste and idealism that endow it with a higher purpose 
and make it a more pleasurable experience. Ardan is obviously thankful that Barbicane’s 
practicality makes the project possible and ensures the safety of the passengers during their trip 
to the moon. We saw that when Ardan was not satisfied with the exterior of the projectile, 
Barbicane leaves the sprucing up of its interior to Ardan, who “eût fait de son projectile un 
véritable atelier d’artiste, si l’espace ne lui eût pas manqué” (252). Even though Barbicane sees 
the objets d’art that Ardan brings along as “une véritable pacotille d’inutilités,” the finished 
product is not only useful and practical, but also attractive and inviting: “rien ne manquait des 
choses essentielles à la vie et même au bien-être. De plus, grâce aux instincts de Michel Ardan, 
l’agréable vint se joindre à l’utile sous la forme d’objets d’arts” (sic) (251). The well-known 
18th-century rational aesthetic concept that unites beauty with utility is embodied by their 
collaborative effort. Indeed, Ardan’s artistic sensibilities make the moon project complete from 
the utopian point of view. Indeed, when Ardan and his colleagues Barbicane and Nicholl leave 
for space in their projectil, their colleague J.-T. Maston insists that all three of them are 
indespensible to the project: “À eux trois ils emportent dans l’espace toutes les ressources de 
l’art, de la science et de l’industrie. Avec cela on fait ce qu’on veut, et vous verrez qu’ils se 
tireront d’affaire!” (299). Because the characters, two American and one French, fulfill Saint-
Simon’s trifold formula for the ideal society, Maston is convinced that the experiment can only 
succeed. 
We are further convinced of Ardan’s ability to bring together people of opposing views 
when Verne likens the French character to the Marquis de Lafayette. We learn that Ardan 
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becomes a citizen of the United States “à l’exemple de son chevaleresque compatriote le Marquis 
de LaFayette, le gouvernement lui décernait le titre de citoyen des États-Unis d’Amérique” 
(243). Verne’s comparison of Ardan to the Marquis de Lafayette might have more profound 
implications. Like the Marquis, who joined the Americans in their fight for independence, 
through the collaborative Franco-American project in De la terre à la lune, Verne is an advocate 
for a productive alliance between France and the United States. But, like the Marquis, he insists 
that slavery must be abolished in order for this mutually beneficial union to come to existence. 
Thus, it is only once the Civil War ends and the institution is abolished that the two countries 
ally.  
We saw that the moon experiment has the capacity to unite Northerners and Southerners, 
but it also plays a role, however minor, in helping former slaves find a place in society. When the 
Gun-Club has to recruit “une armée d’ouvriers,” they have no problem finding in New Orleans 
15,000 eager workers, which, the narrator explains, would not have been possible before the 
“mauvais jours de l’esclavage” (142). Between idle whites and enslaved blacks, there would 
have been no workers to hire in the upside down world of the South. But because “l’Amérique, 
la terre de la liberté, ne comptait plus que des hommes libres dans son sein,” these free men 
would go anywhere “où les appelait une main-d’oeuvre largement rétribuée” (142-3). The Gun-
Club chooses “l’élite des mécaniciens, des mineurs, des briquetiers et des manœuvres de tout 
genre, noirs ou blancs, sans distinction de couleur” and offers them “une haute paye, avec 
gratifications considérables et proportionnelles” (143). Verne’s mention of high pay and 
proportional bonuses calls to mind Welsh utopian socialist Robert Owen’s (1771-1858) New 
Lanark mills, which he directed with a goal of alleviating poverty in Scotland. This is a primary 
goal of all of the utopian socialists, but Owen was particularly successful at demonstrating the 
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viability of such an ideal. Much of his and his mills’ success can be attributed to the excellent 
working conditions and high pay he accorded his workers. While Verne exaggerates by 
suggesting that a moon experiment could have instantly healed the wounds caused by centuries 
of slavery on American soil, Verne’s fantasy reveals, in utopian socialist fashion, his 
denunciation of worker exploitation as well as his support for a lasting American Union.  
Finally, in a sudden moment of inebriation, Barbicane, Nicholl and Ardan discuss their 
plans for the moon. While the Americans have no clear intentions, it is clear from Ardan’s 
response that his goal is to establish a utopia: “Pour coloniser les régions lunaires, pour les 
cultiver, pour les peupler, pour y transporter tous les prodiges de l’art, de la science et de 
l’industrie!” (63). The moon, which Ardan speaks of in terms of “pureté” (20), will offer them a 
clean slate, where a real republic can be formed with only free men and no exploitation. They 
suggest that Ardan will be the congress, Nicholl the senate and Barbicane the president, and then 
they enthusiastically sing both “Yankee Doodle” and “la Marseillaise” (64-65). We soon learn 
from the narrator that an accidental saturation of oxygen in the projectile had intoxicated the 
passengers, leading them to utter these “sottises” (67). Ardan objects that, on the contrary, he 
does not regret having “goûté un peu de ce gaz capiteux” (67). He thinks that their discussion of 
a Franco-American colony on the moon was a productive one and therefore suggests the creation 
of “cabinets d’oxygène” to help people live “une vie plus active”. He then adds that entire 
nations could benefit from intoxication with “ce fluide héroïque”: “D’une nation épuisée on 
referait peut-être une nation grande et forte, et je connais plus d’un État de notre vieille Europe 
qui devrait se remettre au régime de l’oxygène, dans l’intérêt de sa santé” (67). There is little 
doubt that that country of old Europe to which he refers is his own and that for it to become 
“great and strong”, he feels it should unite with the United States.   
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*** 
Although utopian socialists Saint-Simon, Victor Considerant and Étienne Cabet all 
recognized the importance of art to mankind and thus included it as a component in their 
theorized utopian societies, they make it absolutely subordinate to science and industry, deemed 
more important for job creation and overall progress. Art does not figure so highly in the 
philosophers’ utopias because more important to them was the elimination of the social 
privileges that were often viewed as going hand in hand with the cultivation of the arts. Not 
unlike the utopian socialists, Jules Verne places a high value on the arts, but focuses much more 
on the importance of science, technology and industrial productivity to successful societies. In 
his early works, Verne was often able to overlook the materialism of American society as a 
necessary evil for a more productive and egalitarian society. While he does playfully mock the 
Americans’ apparent lack of interest in the arts, he does imagine that some Americans cultivate 
the arts, which he shows through characters such as Gédéon Spilett in L’Île mystérieuse and 
Tartelett in L’École des Robinsons. Moreover, he expresses hope that, through collaborative 
exchange and even alliance with other nations, such as France, a taste for the arts would develop 
over time in the new world, and their practical endeavors would be balanced by artistic 
approaches.  
However, as we will discover in the next chapter, in his later years, Verne’s worldview 
becomes increasingly pessimistic and his utopian visions of the United States give way to 
dystopian nightmares. Where he had observed a harmonious equilibrium of scientific, industrial 
and artistic development in the United States, he later sees an ominous asymmetry. Less able to 
overlook what he preceives as a decreased appreciation for the arts in the United States, the idea 
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of American philistinism, which he later considers as positively detrimental to society, becomes 
a major component of his American dystopias.  
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Chapter 4: Verne’s Early Dystopian Visions of America 
 As scholars, such as Arthur Evans, Marie-Hélène Huet, and Nadia Minerva, have noted, 
Verne’s fresh, optimistic vision of the world that he promotes in his early novels (1863-1886) 
becomes increasingly clouded over by a dark pessimism that we see in many of his later novels 
(1887-1905). Throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s, scholars and biographers attributed this “slow 
but steady metamorphosis away from the overall optimism of a Positivistic world view” (Evans 
Rediscovered 79) of his early years to various biographical circumstances. In 1983, Evans 
pointed to problems with his troubled son Michel, financial concerns and the deaths of his 
mistress in 1885, his editor Hetzel in 1886 and his mother in 1887 as contributing to this 
“palpable change of tone in Verne’s works” (81). Also in 1886, Verne’s troubled nephew Gaston 
shot him in the leg, disabling the author for the rest of his life, and, as Evans also indicates, this 
disturbing event could only have amplified his overall depressive state. These disturbing 
circumstances led the author to say in an 1886 letter to Hetzel’s son Jules, “Je suis entré dans la 
série noire de ma vie” (Dumas Correspondance Michel Verne 1: 44). While these events no 
doubt played a significant role in the darkening of his anticipations, they do not, however, tell the 
whole story. 
The author’s grief does not alone explain the concurrence of the death of Hetzel with the 
marked change in tone of Verne’s novels. As several scholars have noted, while Verne more 
frequently expresses his pessimism in his later works, signs of said pessimism had already 
appeared in his early works. But it was the discovery in 1994 of Verne’s “forgotten” novel Paris 
au XXe siècle and the publication of Verne’s and Hetzel’s correspondence in _ that confirm, for 
many, that Verne’s pessimism was in fact there from the start. It was shortly after the 1863 
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success of the first Voyage extraordinaire, 59 the positivistic Cinq semaines en ballon, that Verne 
submitted the dystopian Paris au XXe siècle to Hetzel. From their correspondence, we can see 
that Verne’s publisher had nothing good to say about this novel, which, in Romantic fashion, 
depicts Paris as a ruined, heartless city destroyed by “progress” and technology. Hetzel says in a 
letter to Verne: “Vous avez entrepris une tâche impossible . . . C’est à cent pieds au-dessous de 
Cinq semaines en ballon. . . C’est du petit journal et sur un sujet qui n’est pas heureux” (Dumas 
1:25). Piero Gondolo della Riva, in his preface of Paris au XXe siècle, quotes Hetzel as having 
also scribbled in the margins of Verne’s manuscript comments such as “pour moi tout cela n’est 
pas gai” or “ces trucs-là ne sont pas heureux” (14). Scholars have therefore asked themselves, if 
Verne could have written such a pessimistic view of “progress” as early as 1863, might the 
positivism of Verne’s early works simply have been the result of Hetzel’s domineering 
censorship of the author? Had he suppressed what we might be able to call Verne’s innate 
romanticism? Hetzel did indeed act, in the words of Arthur Evans, as “Verne’s prime censor, 
requiring him to conform his narratives to ‘house rules’ in all matters of pedagogy, morality, and 
ideology,” (26), including, as we can see, obliging him to keep his content “gai”. And, while it is 
clear, as Simone Vierne states, that Paris au XXe siècle is proof of “un pessimisme profond 
[chez] Jules Verne, et . . . un pessimisme qui commence très tôt,” (11) I have to also agree with 
Nadia Minerva who insists that Verne’s optimism and pessimism were “deux âmes de son 
inspiration utopique [qui] ont toujours coexisté” (18).  
However, unlike the critics, I am less concerned with Verne’s psyche, but more interested 
in the way he uses utopia and dystopia to achieve pedagogical goals. Indeed, I argue that the 
                                                
59 The Voyages extraordinaires series had not been created when this novel was published, but 
when the series was created in 1867, the previously written Cinq semaines en ballon was added 
to the series. 
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utopian and dystopian novels are two sides of the educational coin to be adroitly used in 
persuading the reader that industry pushed too far and not checked and balanced by arts and 
other activities is pernicious for the future of the human race.  
Whether we view the optimism of Verne’s early novels as forced upon him or not, there 
is no evidence that Verne’s early utopian vision of the United States was the result of his editor’s 
heavy handedness. And it is without a doubt that the author’s sunny vision of the United States 
does not escape the dread that creeps back into the author’s later works. In this chapter, we will 
analyze the crumbling of the utopian vision that Verne had constructed of the United States in his 
earlier novels. We will try to determine, on the one hand, to what extent the ominous portrait he 
paints of the country in novels such as Sans dessus dessous (1889), Île à hélice (1895), and Le 
Testament d’un excentrique (1899) is the result of Verne’s overall blackened worldview and, on 
the other hand, how much the author’s dystopian portrayal of the country might stem from an 
anti-Americanism that develops as the author sees the country fall more and more out of line 
with his utopian socialist dream for the world. 
4.1. Verne’s Early Dystopias 
Before we can examine Verne’s American dystopias, let us examine the inner workings 
of Verne’s pre-1886 dystopias. As we saw above, as early as 1863, Verne had made the French 
capital the setting for one of his most dystopian visions in his Paris au XXe siècle. The novel 
opens up in 1960 Paris at the Champ de Mars, where a prize distribution ceremony is taking 
place. We learn that the 1937 reform had centralized the French education system and made 
science the primary focus to the almost complete detriment of the humanities. While we learn 
that much progress has been made in literacy (“tout le monde savait lire, écrire même”), 
“personne ne lisait plus,” (30) and “l’étude des belles lettres, des langues anciennes (le français 
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compris) se trouvait . . . à peu près sacrifiée“ (32). This is why when the Société Générale de 
Crédit instructionnel” awards the protagonist Michel Dufrénoy the “Premier prix de vers latins,” 
the whole assembly erupts in mocking laughter, screaming insults such as “Il était seul à 
composer!” (38) His choice to study language, and a dead one at that, makes him an outcast. His 
adoptive family does not attend the ceremony for his uncle Stanislas Boutardin would have died 
of shame “à le voir couronner comme un nourrisson de Muses” (41). For his success in Latin, 
Dufrénoy is awarded “le Manuel du bon usinier,” a book, which is of course completely out of 
line with his interests and which he immediately throws to the ground with disdain. This world 
does not understand a sensitive youth like Verne’s protagonist, who is “seul, étranger, et comme 
isolé dans le vide”  (40). Latin, as a subject offering, and the prize for excellence in Latin are 
remnants of a bygone era, showing that the plight of the humanities is getting progressively more 
serious and that there will be less and less of a place in society for people like Michel. In fact, 
when Michel later sees his former Latin teacher, M. Richelot, he learns of the “turpe décadence” 
(129) in the humanities and that “les humanités . . . s’en vont” (128) literally. He complains that 
this year, he has only three terrible students in his rhetoric class and that, in the following year 
“les chaires des lettres, en vertu d’une décision prise en assemblée générale des actionnaires vont 
étre supprimées pour l’exercice 1962” (128-9). With Latin – the bedrock of the humanities – 
gone, the classical educational system lies in ruins. 
Interestingly, when Verne depicts the French dystopian characters in the suppressed Paris 
au XXe siècle, he uses similar words as he does to describe his the American characters in his 
early, published novels. Michel’s family, the Boutardins, is “éminemment pratique” (49), and his 
uncle is “[un] homme pratique [qui] ne fai[t] rien que d’utile” and “s’exprim[e] par grammes et 
par centimètres, . . . port[ant] en tout temps un canne métrique” (51). Verne tells us that he had 
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been “élévé dans la mécanique” (51). A product of a new education that despises humanities, he 
is described as if he were a machine himself; “il se mouvait régulièrement avec le moins de 
frottement possible, comme un piston dans un cylindre parfaitement alésé” (51-2). Quite 
appropriately, he can understand the world only in technical terms for he “expliquait la vie par 
les engrenages ou les transmissions” (51). In comical contrast with her classical first name, his 
wife Athénaïs also has mechanical qualities, which, in Verne’s typical misogynistic fashion, 
make her quite masculine: “[elle n’avait] rien de la femme . . . ayant tout de la teneuse de livres 
et de la Caissière . . . [et] une véritable administratrice” (53). M. and Mme Boutardin love each 
other but only “autant que pouvaient aimer ces coeurs industriels” (53). These descriptions 
remind us of Verne’s “Yankee” characters, such as Barbicane and Nicholl from the Lune series 
(1865/1870) and Uncle Prudent and Phil Evans from Robur-le conquérant (1886). Barbicane, as 
we recall, is “froid, austère, d’un esprit éminemment sérieux et concentré; exact comme un 
chronomètre . . . peu chevaleresque, . . . apportant des idées pratiques jusque dans ses entreprises 
les plus téméraires” (Autour 17). Similarly, Verne describes Nicholl as “[un] calculateur . . . [qui] 
manoeuvr[e] les chiffres avec und dextérité sans pareille,” (54) and according to Ardan, Nicholl 
“n’est pas un homme . . . , c’est un chronomètre à secondes, à échappement, avec huit trous...” 
(Autour 14). They are both “hommes pratiques” (17) as are Uncle Prudent and Phil Evans “des 
esprits éminemment pratiques” (Robur 49-50). Along with these characters’ practicality comes 
ignorance and disdain for the arts. As we saw in the previous chapter, Ardan is quick to point out 
the Yankees’ supposed disregard for the arts. Similarly, for Stanislas Boutardin, “la peinture 
s’arrêtait au lavis, le dessin à l’épure, la sculpture au moulage, la musique au sifflet des 
locomotives, la littérature aux bulletins de Bourse” (51). As we can see from this brief 
juxtaposition, the Boutardin family in Paris and Verne’s early Yankee protagonists have many 
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qualities in common, and yet the former are dystopian villains while the latter are utopian heroes. 
We need to go beyond evident similarities to justify the distinction and examine closer the 
respective characters.  
Like characters such as Barbicane and Uncle Prudent, Stanislas Boutardin insists on 
being useful, which is, as we know, a noble idea in Verne’s world. However, Verne insists that, 
unlike those pragmatic American characters, Boutardin’s usefulness is backed by a great degree 
of selfishness: “il . . . [a] un désir immodéré d’être utile, qui dérivait en un égoïsme 
véritablement idéal” (51). It is clear that Verne disapproves of the way he initially earns his 
money. He is a banker, who Verne insists made his millions passively: “Il avait fait une fortune 
énorme, si l’on peut appeler cela faire; l’élan industriel du siècle l’entraîna” (52). The money that 
he makes through banking seemingly provides no service to society. Boutardin does, however, 
then come up with a business idea that proves to be useful to the city of Paris. He becomes the 
director of the somewhat misleadingly named “Société des Catacombes de Paris et de la force 
motrice à domicile” (52) because his enterprise does not, in fact, provide power to individual 
homes. His big industrial project, as strange as it might seem, collects the air from the Parisian 
catacombs and uses it to deliver “une force constante aux ateliers, aux usines, aux filatures, aux 
minoteries, partout où une action mécanique devenait nécessaire” (52). However outlandish and 
morbid this venture seems to us today, Verne does not present his achievement as a self-serving 
or harmful one: “Cette idée, très pratique à coup sûr, . . . revenait à l’emploi des forces 
naturelles,” (53) namely putrifaction gasses. Like Barbicane, who initially makes his millions in 
the lumber industry, he makes his money through the employment of natural resources, for the 
benefit of society. Of course, Barbicane proves to be much more useful to society, creating jobs 
and contributing not only to industrial but even more importantly to scientific advancements with 
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his moon experiment that might serve future generations. Boutardin, as we have seen, is only 
interested in more and more machines that make human labor irrelevant and obsolete. Moreover, 
Barbicane is inspired by the prospect of providing a useful service to society, while Boutardin’s 
motivation stems from uncontrollable greed. Furthermore, instead of reinvesting his huge profits 
to benefit society, Boutardin just keeps watch as they multiply with bankers Casmodage et Cie.  
The real villain in Paris, however, is not Stanislas Boutardin, but his banker son 
Athanase. Through this character, who, as opposed to Michel, was celebrated by all at the 
distribution of prizes for having “remporté . . . le premier prix de banque,” (54) we see that a 
negative progression is taking place from generation to generation. Athanase deals only in 
making money off of money. With such a mechanical, as it were, multiplication of funds, he has 
never provided a useful service to society and, still worse, has no desire to ever do so:  
On peut dire qu’il ne faisait pas seulement travailler l’argent, il l’éreintait; il sentait 
l’usurier . . . Un de ses travers consistait à croire sa caisse dégarnie, alors même qu’elle 
regorgeait d’or et de billets. C’était un vilain homme, sans jeunesse, sans coeur, sans 
amis. Son père l’admirait beaucoup. (54) 
Verne’s mention of the word “usurier” of course calls to mind the history of moneylending seen 
in Western culture as a crime and even a sin60. Let us remember that, in his Divina Commedia 
(1320), Dante Alighieri placed usurers in the 7th of nine circles of Hell. Since the sins grow 
progressively worse as one advances toward the center of hell, it is clear that Dante considered 
usury one of the worst sins. As we can see, Verne has a similarly negative view of the profession 
of banker as practiced by Athanase. Money for money’s sake is unacceptable to Verne. As we 
                                                
60 According to Dante, usury was a sin of violence, and thus murderers and thieves are found in 
the same circle. The only sinners worse than usurers, according to Dante, were the fraudulent, 
found in the 8th circle, and traitors, such as Judas Iscariot, found in the 9th circle. 
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will see in chapter 5, such an obsession with multiplying one’s millions only to hoard them away 
is one of the keys to Verne’s dystopias that are featured in his later novels. Over and over, for 
him, societies cease to function properly when people do not reinvest their legitimately acquired 
gains for the community’s benefit. In this earlier novel, Verne does not address the possible 
inequality that can result from such behavior. This is an issue that he treats in depth in his later 
dystopias. What deeply concerns Verne in Paris is the progressive quashing and disappearance 
of art.  
Indeed, the absence of art is central to Verne’s early dystopia. In Paris, Michel, our 
protagonist, is one of the last remnants from a time when the arts were still valued. For better or 
worse, Michel has his father, Mme Boutardin’s brother, to thank for his artistic tendencies:  
M. Dufrénoy . . . possédait toutes les douceurs de sentiments et les délicatesses exquises 
qui se traduisaient chez sa soeur en aspérités. Ce pauvre artiste, musicien de grand talent, 
né pour un siècle meilleur, succomba jeune à la peine, ne léguant à son fils que ses 
tendances de poète, ses aptitudes et ses aspirations. (54)  
From this description, it is clear that there is no longer any place for artists or artistically inclined 
persons in Verne’s Paris of 1960. If one is to survive in this society, one had better take a 
practical family such as the Boutardins, as one’s models. Mme. Boutardin, with her asperities, is 
better adapted to live in this artless new world, while her brother, who appears to be an anomaly 
in his own family, was positively unfit for such a materialistic society, which killed him in the 
end. In accordance with the popular doctrine of the second half of the 19th century, he is a loser 
in the “struggle for life” that, according to Herbert Spencer’s Darwinism, regulates all human 
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interactions in society.61 Verne’s stance on such an unhappy state of affairs is evident when he 
asserts that Michel’s father, and, we can assume, any artistic soul, cannot survive since they have 
been born for a “better” century.  
 Characteristically, while Michel does have somewhere an uncle Huguenin, who is 
supposedly “un de ces hommes instruits, modestes, pauvres, résignés, dont rugissent les familles 
opulentes,” (54) the Boutardins, having their ward’s social adaptation in mind, forbid him to see 
his poor relative. The sensitive Huguenin is considered a bad influence on Michel for, as we 
learn in one of Stanislas Boutardin’s tirades, far from nurturing Michel’s artistic interests, the 
Boutardins wish to eradicate them: 
Monsieur, . . . Votre père était un artiste. Ce mot dit tout. J’aime à penser que vous n’avez 
pas hérité de ses malheureux instincts. Cependant j’ai découvert en vous des germes qu’il 
importe de détruire. . . . Je ne veux pas de poètes dans ma famille. . . . Vous avez une 
famille riche; ne la compromettez pas. (55) 
In order to quash the artistic seeds in his nephew, Stanislas Boutardin sends him to work at “la 
maison de banque Casmodage et Cie, sous la haute direction de [son] cousin,” (55-6) where his 
soul will be crushed. Michel’s only solace will be his library, which he plans to furnish with 
works by “les grands poètes et les auteurs illustres du siècle dernier” (56).  
During his last day of freedom before starting his new job, he sets off to make his 
purchases but learns that bookstores do not carry the works of Hugo and the like, and in fact, the 
workers there have never even heard of such names: 
 “Victor Hugo?, dit [l’employé]. Qu’est-ce qu’il a fait? 
                                                
61 Herbert Spencer’s Social Darwinism applies Charles Darwin’s and Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s 
theories on evolution and natural selection to sociology. According to Spencer, only the strong 
will earn enough money and power to survive in society. 
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- C’est un des grands poètes du XIXe siècle, le plus grand même, répondit le jeune 
homme en rougissant. 
- Connaissez-vous cela? demanda l’employé à un second employé, chef de la Section 
des Recherches. 
- Je n’en ai jamais entendu parler, répondit ce dernier. Vous êtes bien sûr du nom? 
demanda-t-il au jeune homme.  
- Parfaitement sûr. 
- C’est qu’il est rare, reprit le commis, que nous vendions ici des ouvrages littéraires. 
Mais enfin, puisque vous êtes certain... Rhugo, Rhugo, ... dit-il en télégraphiant. 
- Hugo, répéta Michel. Veuillez demander en même temps, Balzac, de Musset, 
Lamartine. 
Michel waits while the employees search for his books only to find that they are simply 
unavailable and that “toute cette grande renommée ne durait pas un siècle” (58). Instead of Les 
Orientales, this bookstore, where there are “des cargaisons de livres que de grandes grues à 
vapeur descendaient au milieu des cours” (59) only sells books such as “Théorie des frottements 
en vingt volumes [ou] . . . Monographie du nouveau cancer cérébral” (59). Michel is shocked 
and saddened to see that society is just as disdainful of literature as his school had been: “Quoi! 
Se disait Michel, de la science! de l’industrie! ici comme au collège, et rien pour l’art!” (59). He 
regains a small amount of hope when the vendor suggests some contemporary works “qui . . . ne 
s[e sont] pas mal vendu[s] pour des livres de poésie” (60). However, when he hears titles such as 
“les Harmonies Électriques de Martillac, les Méditations sur l’oxygène de M. de Pulfasse, le 
Parallélogramme poétique, [et] les Odes décarbonatées,” (60) Michel’s response to this 
scientific literature would shock anyone familiar with Verne’s later works for “La science, la 
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chimie, la mécanique, faisa[nt] irruption dans le domaine de la poésie!” is more or less exactly 
what Verne would become known for heralding. Yet again, Verne’s protagonist shows disgust 
when he learns of other examples of such scientific poetry. His bank colleague Quinsonnas is 
surprisingly also an artist, but one who is attempting to write poetry that would be “au goût du 
siècle” (89). After hearing lines like “Le charbon porte alors sa flamme incendiaire / Dans les 
tubes ardents de l’énorme chaudière!,” Michel’s single response is “Horreur” (90). Verne’s 
negative vision of the future of literature in fact is a reaction to an important scientific poetry 
movement that had already begun as early as 1792 as shown by Muriel Louâpre, Hugues 
Marchal and Michel Pierssens in their colloque on Poésie scientifique, la gloire au déclin (2010). 
Contemporary readers might be surprised that Verne would have harsh words for scientific 
poetry in Paris when we know what kind of novels he had already begun writing (the pro-
science Cinq semaines en ballon) and would continue to write for 20 years. But it is less 
surprising when we see that, in Paris, Verne gives praise to Jean Macé62 (1815-1894) for being 
“le plus ingénieux vulgarisateur de la science” (124). However, Macé, like Verne, was not a 
poet, but a writer of, among other things, prose fiction for children and adolescents, with titles 
such as Contes du petit château (1862), Histoire de deux petits marchands de pommes; 
L’arithmétique du grand-papa (1862) and Histoire d’une bouchée de pain (1863). For Verne, 
poetry is off limits as a vehicle for scientific vulgarization and he certainly does not want authors 
such as Hugo to lose all notoriety and be completely replaced by scientific poetry. Obviously, 
Verne did not see all forms of scientific literature in a dystopian light. To the contrary, he 
believes that literary fiction is the best genre to convey scientific knowledge and information. He 
warns that novelists, however, must walk a fine line when introducing science into their writings 
                                                
62 As we may recall, Jean Macé was an education reformer who became a co-founder along with 
Hetzel and Verne of the Magasin d’Éducation et de Récréation. 
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and that they must do so in moderation. If not, their books may not be considered literature, and 
even worse, they might contribute to the death of literature.  
When Michel does not find the great nineteenth century works of French literature in the 
bookstore, he hopes to have more luck at the library. To help him to complete his surprising 
book requests, the librarian sends Michel to an “employé subalterne” (62). He is of course 
“subalterne” because he deals in literature as opposed to the more important scientific and 
industrial-themed books. This employee is happy that Michel’s request will give him the chance 
to “épousseter” (62) the old, neglected books, but Michel soon learns that this lowly employee is 
none other than his uncle Huguenin. After their serendipitous meeting, whenever Michel has a 
Sunday off from work, he visits his uncle in his home. There, Huguenin walks his nephew 
through his personal library and presents to him a sort of “Grande Revue des auteurs français,” 
(113) teaching him all about the great artists of French literature starting with “Amyot, Ronsard, 
Rabelais, Montaigne [et] Mathurin Régnier” (109) and ending with “Flaubert . . . Assollant, 
Aurevilly [et] Baudelaire” (123). Huguenin telling the history of literature introduces a sense of 
the past that has been destroyed in this dystopia. Since technology seems to have reached its 
point of saturation, the future in Paris is reduced to the pursuit of profit.  
Indeed, the learned Huguenin explains why a novel like Bernardin de Saint-Pierre’s Paul 
et Virginie would not succeed today: “Paul banquier aujourd’hui, ferait la traite des Blancs, et 
Virginie épouserait le fils d’un fabricant de ressorts pour locomotives” (118). Interestingly, 
twenty years later, Villiers de l’Isle-Adam makes this very point in his own short re-working of 
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre’s 1788 pre-Romantic literary staple. In one of his Contes cruels (1883) 
“Virginie et Paul,” the Symbolist author imagines two adolescents, who are infatuated with each 
other, and who, in their seeming innocence, resemble the young protagonists of Bernardin de 
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Saint-Pierre’s novel. However, their conversation reveals an extreme obsession with money: they 
repeatedly discuss receiving it, how they will make it, and also how they will save it. Their 
conversation contrasts sharply with the bucolic setting copied from the original and shows that 
while dreamy Paul et Virginie are oblivious to the role money might play in their relationship, 
Virginie et Paul have been completely stripped of that kind of innocence. Verne was certainly 
not the only Frenchman to worry about what the future held for literature in a country 
undergoing rapid transformation.  
Verne does not stop with Paul et Virginie. Huguenin adds that “Balzac . . . n’aurait pas eu 
le courage d’écrire La Comédie humaine” (120). Of course he would have no problem finding 
the likes of “Les gens rapaces, . . . , les financiers, que la légalité protège, les voleurs amnistiés 
poseraient en grand nombre, et les Crevel, les Nucingen, les Vautrin (121). However, to make a 
Balzacian world, you also need “des de Marsay, des Granville, des Chesnel, des Mirouët . . . des 
Eugénie Grandet, . . . ces types charmants de la noblesse, de l’intelligence, de la bravoure, de la 
charité, de la candeur, qu’il copiait et n’inventait pas!” (121). Michel is happy to learn about 
great novels, but he unfortunately must accept the fact that in the era in which he lives, a new 
Balzac is not possible. This is the reason why Huguenin, to his chagrin, must extinguish any 
hope Michel might still have to become a poet for fear that this choice of career will no doubt 
lead to his ruin. He regretfully insists that his nephew continue to earn his living at the bank.  
Just as disturbing as the disappearance of literature is the progressive demise of music. In 
this society, which tries to “briser en [Michel] les velléités d’indépendance et les instincts de 
l’artiste,” (71) Michel nevertheless finds a way to nourish his artistic soul. Through his musician 
friend Quinsonnas, he learns the history of music. On his “piano-lit-commode-toilette,” (104) he 
presents to Michel a kind of survey of music in which “deux cents ans de musique . . . passe[nt] 
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sous ses doigts” (103). For him, music’s demise began with the musical style of Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883):   
Au siècle dernier un certain Richard Wagner, une sorte de messie qu’on n’a pas assez 
crucifié, [qui] fonda la musique de l’avenir, et nous la subissons; de son temps, on 
supprimait déjà la mélodie, il jugea convenable de mettre également l’harmonie à la 
porte, et la maison est restée vide. (96)  
Verne shows through the character of Quinsonnas that he not only disapproved of Wagner’s 
modern harmonies and composition, but he also strongly opposed his pioneering idea of the 
Gesamtkunstwerk. Music, which traditionally had been considered pure and non-
representational, became increasingly less abstract under Wagner’s influence. Of course, there 
had already been efforts to make music suggestive of the visual and acoustic world as in 
Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony or Weber’s Der Freischütz, but there had not yet been such a 
sustained effort to unite music and other forms of art. Imitation of natural sounds had been a 
staple of virtuosos but such attempts at musical mimesis had not been widely approved. Early 
paleontologist and amateur composer Boucher de Perthes, for instance, writes to his father that 
he admires Paganini, but condemns his “pantalonnades indignes de l’art et de son beau talent” 
(Przybos 10). He notices that Paganini has added to a Viotti concerto “un point d’orgue dans 
lequel il faisait entendre l’âne, le chien, le coq.” (10) A decade later, Verne shares Boucher de 
Perthes’s distaste for “representational” music. 
In Paris au XXe siècle, Quinsonnas is happy to report that there will be a revival of 
Offenbach’s “chef-d’oeuvre” (98) L’Orphée aux Enfers, but depressed by the fact that it seems 
this “revival” is only an excuse to give the public what they really want, a ballet:  
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Il est possible que cela fasse un peu d’argent, à cause du ballet! ce qu’il faut à ce public 
éclairé, mes amis, c’est de la danse! Quand on pense que l’on a construit un monument de 
vingt millions, surtout pour y faire manoeuvrer des sauteuses. (98) 
What is striking in this quotation is that even a music aficionado such as Quinsonnas is thinking 
in monetary terms about success in music, but what is also disturbing in his judgement of the 
new production of Offenbach’s popular opera is the fact that his music will be inevitably 
overshadowed by “sauteuses” of an obvious erotic appeal. Indeed the female performers, do not 
deserve the term danseuses, but are relegated to the status of “sauteuses” and are dressed to 
distract from the music by wearing translucent costumes: “Ce petit lever de rideau accompagne 
les ballets à la mode; on a diaphanéïsé les maillots avec une perfection qui vaut la nature, et cela 
égaye nos financiers” (98). Friedrich Nietzsche, in his 189563 essay “Nietzsche contra Wagner”, 
would echo Verne in his lamentations over the predominance of spectacle over music in his 
operas:  
Wagner makes one ill – What do I care about the theatre? What do I care about the 
spasms of its moral ecstasies in which the mob – and who is not the mob to-day? – 
rejoices? What do I care about the whole pantomimic hocus-pocus of the actor? You are 
beginning to see that I am essentially anti-theatrical at heart. (59-60) 
For Verne, and Wagner alike, music should never be one element of a complex spectacle, but, 
rather, music should be made and enjoyed for music’s sake alone.  
Ironically, as Quinsonnas’s own composition illustrates, music continued in a downward 
spiral after Wagner. The musician tells Michel that he is working on a piece that will be 
appreciated even without ballet accompaniment, and that will be nonetheless “au goût du jour” 
                                                
63 Nietzsche wrote this piece from 1888 to 1889, but it was only published in 1895. 
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(99) in its representational ambitions. Indeed, his piece is called “La Thilorienne, grande 
fantaisie sur la Liquéfaction de l’Acide carbonique,” (99) and it is supposed to depict the 
transformation of carbon dioxide into a solid by chemist Adrien-Jean-Pierre Thilorier. Michel is 
stupefied by the piece with its “sons impossibles “ and “[manque] de mélodie [et] de rythme,” 
that is reminiscent of Wagner’s music likened by Nietzsche to a formless “polypus” (19). 
Verne’s narrator insists that its absurdity lies not only in the scientific subject matter, but also in 
the fact that Quinsonnas believes mimesis by sounds possible: “L’artiste avait la prétension de 
peindre la dernière expérience qui coûta la vie64 à Thilorier” (emphasis added) (100). In 1960s 
Paris, Verne is a purist when it comes to music: music that is combined with other arts or that is 
too imitative or representational, has been irremediably corrupted.  
In her “Future History: Wagner, Offenbach, and ‘la musique de l’avenir’ in Paris, 1860,” 
music scholar Flora Willson reminds us that Wagner was a controversial figure in 1860s Paris. 
Some touted him as having invented the music of the future, while others such as Oscar 
Comettant accused him of putting “the very stuff of music . . . in peril” (298). Verne shows 
throughout his novels that he shares Comettant’s opinion about Wagnerian composition. 
Nietzsche, also like Verne, saw in Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk, the decadence of music: “We are 
witnessing the death agony of the last Art: Bayreuth65 has convinced me of this” (80). In Paris 
1963, however pernicious the influence of Wagner on music, we learn that one great composer 
was still able to write an important piece in 1947 with “des mélodies que Beethoven ou Weber 
eussent signées” (104). This last piece, not surprisingly, was written by Michel’s father, and 
                                                
64 It was not Thilorier who died in this 1840 accident, but his assistant Osmin Hervy. See James 
Rodger Fleming’s chapter, “Carbon ‘Die’-oxide: The Personal and the Planetary” in Toxic Airs: 
Body, Place, Planet in Historical Perspective (2014). 
65 Nietzsche makes reference to Wagner’s Bayreuth Festspielhaus that he had built solely for the 
performance of his operas in Beyreuth, Germany. It opened in 1876. 
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Quinsonnas comments that “[c’était] le dernier soupir de l’art expirant” (103). With the 
premature death of Michel’s father, who seems to have been the last hope for the future of music 
on earth, we get the sense that, like literature, music is dead. 
 Unable to master his huge “machine à calculer” at the bank and then failing as a clerk 
dictating numbers all day long, Michel is fired by the bank owner and then gets a job in the only 
art that appears to be thriving in 1960’s Paris: theater. However, the only reason this particular 
art form has survived is because it has been stripped of all artistic qualities. At the Grand 
Entrepôt Dramatique, where Michel works, plays are written “sur commande” (167) and not by 
“la bruyante société des auteurs” but by employees of the state paid a monthly salary. At this 
drama warehouse, the goal is of course not to create subversive chefs-d’oeuvre capable of 
inspiring spectators into action, but only to amuse “les populations dociles par de paisibles 
ouvrages” (169). The 19th-century dramatists are forbidden from being represented because they 
excited the people too much: 
Hugo, Dumas, Ponsard, Augier, Scribe, Sardou, Barrière, Meurice, Vacquerie, se 
trouvaient éliminés en masse; ils avaient un peu abusé de leur talent autrefois pour 
entraîner le siècle; or, dans une société bien organisée, le siècle doit tout au plus marcher, 
non courir; et cet attelage avait des jambes et des poumons de cerf; cela n’était pas sans 
danger. (169) 
In 1960’s Paris, society appears to function better without plays that truly move the people and 
especially without “ces poètes bohémiens, . . . ces génies misérables qui semblaient protester 
éternellement contre l’ordre des choses” (169). The narrator sarcastically asks, about the Grand 
Entrepot Dramatique, “Eût-on pu se plaindre de cette organisation qui tuait la personnalité des 
gens et fournissait au public la somme de littérature nécessaire à ses besoins? (emphasis added) 
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(169). What strike us here is that the quantity, rather than the quality, of produced literature is 
discussed at some length. Indeed, the public might complain about the artistic quality and 
aesthetic value of plays if they were not brainwashed, suggests the narrator. Michel, enthusiastic 
that he may finally live off of his pen, confides to the director of the Grand Entrepôt Dramatique 
his “quelques idées neuves” (170) for plays. The director, however, is completely uninterested 
and spells out the parameters in which Michel is to work: “Inutile, monsieur, nous n’avons que 
faire de nouveauté; toute personnalité doit disparaître ici; vous aurez à vous fondre dans un vaste 
ensemble qui produit des oeuvres moyennes” (170). Michel of course does not last long in such 
an “artistic” environment and soon finds himself on the streets again. 
 Michel, who still has not abandoned all hope, decides, as his last resort, to independently 
write poetry. After devoting hour upon hour to his book of poetry that he unsurprisingly calls 
“Les Espérances,” (185) he brings it to publisher after publisher, who all refuse to even read it. 
Michel has no other recourse than to find a job in manual labor, but he finds none because “les 
machines remplaçaient partout l’homme avantageusement” (185). With his last remaining franc, 
he buys a bouquet for Lucie, his former Latin professor’s granddaughter, with whom he has 
fallen in love. In one of the coldest winters on record, he crosses all of Paris on foot to give Lucie 
her violets. Michel finds that his sweetheart and her grandfather have been evicted from their 
tiny apartment, M. Richelot not being able to pay rent: his last student withdrew from his rhetoric 
class. Having nowhere to turn, Michel wanders aimlessly through Paris, and is constantly 
reminded of the “Progress” that has caused Paris’s downfall. In a chapter ominously called “Le 
Démon de l’élecricité,” he sees electricity powering everything from the monstrance in the hand 
of the priest to an electric battery used instead of the guillotine to execute people. He flees and 
feels as if he had “le démon de l’électricité à sa poursuite” (196). In his wandering, he comes 
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upon the Institute and is sickened by the recollection that “l’Académie française ne comptait plus 
un seul homme de lettres,” (195) and, finding himself before “la Bourse, la cathédrale du jour, le 
temple des temples,” (197) he continues to flee. The novel ends appropriately in the Père 
Lachaise cemetery, where, we are left to believe, he will die amidst the graves of the great 19th-
century French Romantics. In 1960s Paris, all hope for the future appears to be destroyed. 
Again, this desperate state of affairs is very different from the utopian situation depicted 
in De la terre à la lune. American Barbicane does have an almost inordinate amount of respect 
for industry, as we saw in chapter 2, and this is why the character of Michel Ardan is such an 
important addition to the international team. The French character brings the artistic element to 
the moon project and to the plans for utopia on the moon. Verne, like Saint-Simon, makes it clear 
that it would not be a utopia without the arts. Indeed, Ardan sees to it that “l’agréable vint se 
joindre à l’utile” (Terre 252) in the moon project. More importantly, despite his ignorance of the 
arts, Barbicane recognizes their importance and wishes to learn from Ardan. In Paris au XXe 
Siècle, it is too late for the Boutardins and for all the inhabitants of Paris for that matter. Industry 
has almost completely won out over the arts. Unlike Barbicane, Stanislas Boutardin “mépris[e] 
royalement les arts, surtout les artistes, pour donner à croire qu’il les connaissait,” (51), and, this 
is why, unlike Ardan, “[il] joign[e] l’utile au désagréable” (emphasis added) (Paris 51). In his 
descriptions of Stanislas Boutardin’s love of industry (“[il] se montra . . . reconnaissant envers 
l’industrie, qu’il adorait comme une déesse” (52)), Verne appears to view industrial activity as a 
scourge that is destroying this fictional Parisian society. Such disapproval seemingly contradicts 
the stance the writer has taken in so many of his early novels, as many scholars have been quick 
to point out. I, on the other hand, do not read in this novel a lack of respect for industry on the 
part of the author. Instead, as I have shown in the previous chapters, in Verne’s ideal world, 
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industry should certainly be developed, but in a harmonious and balanced way. Without a 
simultaneous development of the arts, a narrow focus on industry might prove dangerous for 
society.  
Indeed, this is what happens in dystopian Paris. With Michel’s disappearance, Parisian 
society, dominated by technology, reaches a stasis, where humans do not need to act because 
every action can be performed by machines. We saw that technology even invades the realm of 
religion when the monstrance, held by the priest, is lit by electricity. In contrast with Verne’s 
utopias, where characters in L’Île Mystérieuse cautiously wonder if they truly need an elevator, 
Parisians in the 20th century enthusiastically embrace technology for technology’s sake.  
Besides Paris au XXe Siècle, Verne wrote another dystopia during his early years: Les 
Cinq cent millions de la Bégum (1879). In this novel, there are two competing “model” cities, 
France-Ville and Stahlstadt. Let us recall that the former, created by Frenchman Dr. Sarrasin, is a 
utopia, while the latter, established by German Herr Schultze, is a dystopia. No doubt the 
competition and animosity between the two cities as well as the demonization of the German city 
are fueled by the rancor over the recent Franco-Prussian War, but Stahlstadt is nevertheless a 
dystopia, and we will briefly consider its features.  
Similar to the French capital in Paris, Stahlstadt is a dystopia because of its exclusive 
focus on industry, or more specifically, on defense, for Herr Schultze has become, thanks to the 
Bégum’s millions, “le plus grand travailleur du fer, et spécialement, le plus grand fondeur de 
canons des deux mondes,” (43) supplying weapons to Russia, Turkey, Romania, Japan, Italy and 
China, but “surtout pour l’Allemagne” (43). The “Cité de l’Acier” (42) is not so much a city, but 
“une usine modèle,” (43) and its population is made up only of the thirty thousand mostly 
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German factory workers who, like prisoners, go by numbers like “41,902” (59) instead of their 
names.  
A dystopian element that is much more present in Bégum than in Paris is the effect of 
industrialization on the natural environment. In Paris, Verne does briefly address the issue of 
urban sprawl affecting the environment when Michel, looking for a distraction from his financial 
woes, suggests to his friends and family that they spend the day in the country. Uncle 
Huguenin’s reply of “À la campagne, mais il n’y a plus de campagne . . .!” (153) shows that in 
this early novel, the natural world is a concern for Verne, albeit a minor one. Pollution, on the 
other hand, does not seem to worry him quite yet: in Paris, machines are highly efficient and do 
not seem to contaminate the environment (For example, the cars move “sans bruit” (48) and “par 
une force invisible” (46)). By 1879, however, in Bégum, we can see that pollution has become a 
larger issue for Verne. In the first image of Stahlstadt, he does not paint a pretty picture: “L’air 
est chargé de fumée et pèse comme un manteau sombre sur la terre. Pas un oiseau ne le traverse, 
les insectes mêmes semblent le fuir, et de mémoire d’homme on n’y a vu un papillon” (42). If no 
animals wish to live in Stahlstadt, we can imagine that the air is not healthy for humans either. 
To make matters worse, while Stahlstadt appears to be a vile industrial wasteland for most of its 
inhabitants, Herr Schultze has a pure and lush green house park reserved for his own personal 
use:  
Le parc de Herr Schultze était le mieux peigné des jardins d’agrément. Les palmiers les 
plus élancés, les bananiers les plus touffus, les cactus les plus obèses en formaient les 
massifs. Des lianes s’enroulaient élégamment aux grêles eucalyptus, se drapaient en 
festons verts ou retombaient en chevelures opulentes. . . . Les colibris et les oiseaux de 
paradis étalaient en plein air les richesses de leur plumage. (70) 
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His workers see nothing but “chemins macadamisés de cendres et de coke . . . [et] touffes 
d’herbes jaunâtres” (42) and have their lungs destroyed in the coal mines and in the foundry, 
whereas he and his top tier employees breathe freely in a protected and in which humans and 
animals alike thrive. Such a basic biological inequality is a trait that alarms Verne in Bégum and 
which will return with a vengeance in his later dystopias. 
There is certainly no artistic development in Stahlstadt, and this despite the “sentiment 
musical inné dans la race germanique” (51). When the Alsatian Marcel Bruckmann, disguised as 
Swiss Johann Schwartz, begins work as a caster at the factory in order to gather information on 
the City of Steel, he remarks that what is truly remarkable about the procedures at the factory is 
the “égalité de mouvements véritablement admirable” (51) thanks to German musicality, “la 
grande force allemande” (51). However, we see that, instead of using their innate propensities for 
music to make art, the people of Stahlstadt apply them solely to the manufacture of murderous 
war machines. When Marcel/ Johann is recruited to work as a draftsman in “le bloc central,” he 
finds that the higher-ranking employees do entertain themselves by making music during the 
“rares heures de loisir” (68). Since, for the sake of secrecy, workers in this division are forbidden 
to come and go, one way in which a few of them have found to “s’égayer un peu” is to form an 
orchestra and play “assez bonne musique” (67-68). Interestingly, the practice of music, the most 
abstract of the arts, can still offer some respite in the dystopian industrial world whereas books 
no longer provide any intellectual or spiritual comfort. Indeed, there is a library, but it contains 
only “de précieuses ressources au point de vue scientifique” (68). By contrast, the library in Dr. 
Sarrasin’s utopian France-Ville, where “excellents cours publics” (107) are offered, gives people 
the opportunity to educate themselves in all subjects. Additionally, art is developed in its 
“académies de peinture, de musique, de sculpture” (107) to such an extent that “des artistes, 
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peintres, sculpteurs, musiciens . . . y afflu[ent],” (110) giving the youth of France-Ville the 
opportunity to study under true masters and making France-Ville a kind of “nouvelle Athènes,” 
(110) a term often used in the 19th century for the capital of France.66 Marcel finds the narrowly-
focused and unbalanced lifestyle of Stahlstadt, in which he must devote all of his energy to 
designing steam-operated machines with little leisure time, stifling: “la division du travail 
poussée à son extrême limite l’enserrait dans son étau” (68). But the prospect of stopping Herr 
Schultze from building a weapon of mass destruction, destroying France-Ville and achieving 
German global dominance seems worth the temporary sacrifice. 
When Herr Schultze finally recruits Marcel to work closely with him on designing a 
cannon, the young Alsatian learns that the German industrialist has “un égoisme immense” and 
“une vanité féroce” (73) along with a complete “manque d’égards” (72) for human life. These 
traits contrast with the communal and egalitarian spirit reigning in, for example, the utopian L’Île 
mystérieuse, in which peace and happiness prevails. Not only does Herr Schultze not provide a 
balanced and serene lifestyle for the inhabitants of his “model” city, but, as Marcel discovers, to 
his horror, the nationalistic egomaniac plans to use his “engin[s] digne[s] de l’enfer” (118) to 
first annihilate France-Ville and then take over the whole world. Fortunately, Herr Schultze’s 
“science est en défaut,” (119): he makes serious errors in his calculations, and his one-time use 
giant cannon aimed at France-Ville misses its target. Then, as Herr Schultze plans a chemical 
attack, in a chilling premonition of future warfare, another happy accident occurs: one of his 
weapons malfunctions and releases a gas that asphyxiates and freezes him to death. Because Herr 
Schultze had concentrated all of the power in his city with himself, resulting in a dictatorial 
political system that Verne calls “un état de choses contre nature,” (127) Stahlstadt rapidly falls 
                                                
66 See, for instance, Jean Tiberi’s La nouvelles Athènes: Paris, capitale de l’esprit (1992). 
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into ruin and is abandoned. No longer a threat to France-Ville, Stahlstadt is transformed by 
Marcel from “un engin de destruction” into “un centre de production incomparable pour toutes 
les industries utiles” (162). This happy ending contrasts sharply with Paris au XXe Siècle, where, 
as we saw, dystopian conditions prevail, offering no glimmer of hope. Verne never returns to 
such a dark anticipation as in Paris, his later dystopias being what I propose to term close calls 
before imminent disaster. Like Paris, Bégum offers a warning, but unlike the early dystopia, 
proposes a feasible and optimistic counter model in France-Ville, in which industrial progress 
and technology is kept under control. Verne’s pedagogical ambition is evident when he writes 
that “l’exemple de France-Ville et de Stahlstadt, usine et cité modèles, ne [soit] pas perdu pour 
les générations futures,” (163) who should never feel it is too late to correct the ills of society. 
While Bégum takes place on American soil, the dystopian nature of Stahlstadt has little in 
common with the United States. Indeed, we are reminded that one of the dystopian elements of 
Stahlstadt is the lack of freedom for its inhabitants, which, as the narrator points out, makes it 
stand in sharp contrast with the United States: “on chercherait vainement aucun vestige de cette 
liberté qui a fondé la puissance de la république des États-Unis” (43-44). This dystopia has 
everything to do with the negative image Verne wishes to paint of Germany post Franco-
Prussian War and the widespread and prevailing revanchard mood in France. On the other hand, 
as we will see, in Paris, the French capital is a dystopia because it is Americanized, even if 
Verne does not dwell on this point. As we will now discover, even in Verne’s early novels in 
which he presents a utopian United States, there are already seeds of his future American 
dystopias from the 1886-1905 period.  
4.2 Early Seeds of Verne’s Dystopian Vision of the United States 
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Even in Verne’s early novels, in which we usually find flattering portraits of the United 
States and its inhabitants echoing many tenets of utopian socialism, there nevertheless do lie 
seeds of his late dystopian vision of the country. In such novels as De la terre à la lune (1865), 
Le Chancellor (1875) and Les Tribulations d’un Chinois en Chine (1879), these elements 
consist of seemingly gratuitous comments about the United States, usually having little or 
nothing to do with the plot of the novel in which they appear. And, more importantly, they are 
not serious enough to shatter his early optimistic vision of the United States.  
4.2.1 Machine Mania 
One early source of Verne’s mockery is the Americans’ reputation for extreme machine 
building. For example, in his first novel, Cinq semaines en ballon (1863), which details the 
adventures of British explorers through Africa, Samuel Ferguson’s claim that one day Africa 
will be made fertile and rich thanks to technical innovations in science leads to a discussion 
about the end of the world. The final catastrophe will be caused by the Americans, argues 
Ferguson’s more pessimistic travel partner, Dick Kennedy, who explains how machines will not 
save the world, but, on the contrary, lead to its destruction:   
[C]ela sera peut-être une fort ennuyeuse époque que celle où l’industrie absorbera tout à 
son profit! À force d’inventer des machines, les hommes se feront dévorer par elles! Je 
me suis toujours figuré que le dernier jour du monde sera celui où quelque immense 
chaudière chauffée à trois milliards d’atmosphères fera sauter notre globe! 
- Et j’ajoute, dit Joe, que les Américains n’auront pas été les derniers à travailler à la 
machine! 
- En effet, répondit le docteur, ce sont de grands chaudronniers! (118-9) 
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Although Verne makes a serous accusation that Americans will cause the end of the world 
because of their obsession with building large machines, such a comment has nothing to do with 
the story and is only added for comic effect. 
As we have already seen, at the beginning of Verne’s De la terre à la lune (1865), 
Barbicane’s Gun-Club has been providing cannons for the North during the Civil War, 
constantly trying to outdo their previous model and, as a consequence, making them larger and 
larger. We already saw in Chapter 2 that, despite Verne’s admiration for technology, he is 
highly critical of the mania of “ce peuple d’armateurs . . . et de mécaniciens,” (1) who are 
determined to devote their resources “au perfectionnement des armes à feu” (11). When he calls 
the members of the Gun-Club “Anges Exterminateurs,” (6) likening them to the apocalyptical 
angel of death in the Book of Revelations, Verne’s stance on the club’s use of their mechanical 
skills is evident. If Verne had depicted the Americans in this novel as moving obstinately on this 
destructive path, his novel would no doubt have become a dystopia. Fortunately, as we know, 
Barbicane, with the help of Ardan, finds a new and peaceful use for his club’s destructive 
activities, transforming the novel into a utopia.  
Even once the Gun-Club’s cannon has been repurposed, Verne still hints at another issue 
he has with extreme machine-building in America. Verne believed there were limits imposed by 
God upon human activities. Consquently, if people try to surpass them, they will have to face up 
to serious consequences. He hints at this possibility in De la terre à la lune when Barbicane, 
Nicholl and Ardan leave the earth in their projectile:  
Était-il possible de venir en aide à ces hardis habitants de la Terre? Non, sans doute, car 
ils s’étaient mis en dehors de l’humanité en franchissant les limites imposées par Dieu 
aux créatures terrestres. (298)  
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While there are no consequences for the space-travelers in this novel, we learn that Verne has 
concerns about the possible repercussions of not limiting man’s quest to completely conquer 
nature by his use of machines. In this early novel, Verne’s unease is fleeting. It returns with a 
vengeance in his later dystopian novels, in which he points an accusatory finger directly at the 
Americans. 
4.2.2 Self-Centeredness 
While, in his early novels, Verne mainly presents Americans as selfless people, who 
work for the betterment of their communities, one early novel, Le Chancellor (1874) 
foreshadows Verne’s later self-serving American characters. In this novel, a ship carrying 28 
English, French, American and African passengers from Charleston to Liverpool capsizes 
leading the characters to build a raft and fight for their survival. Inspired of course by the sinking 
in 1816 of the French Méduse and Géricault’s (1791-1824) famous portrayal of the passengers’ 
plight in his Radeau de la Méduse (1818-19), the harrowing experience puts Verne’s characters 
to the ultimate test. Only those with certain character traits - intelligence, courage and 
selflessness -survive. Mr. and Mrs. Kear, “deux Américains du North-Amérique” (sic) (9) do not 
have the right moral configuration to make it out alive. Verne’s portrait of Mr. Kear is in fact 
highly unfavorable, as is evidenced by Verne’s long description of him: 
[C]e Mr. Kear, . . .  qui paraît être plutôt enrichi que riche, est un triste commensal, ne 
cherchant et ne voulant que ses aises. Un bruit métallique sort à chaque instant de ses 
poches, dans lesquelles ses deux mains sont incessamment plongées. Orgueilleux, 
vaniteux, contemplateur de lui-même et contempteur des autres, il affecte une suprême 
indifférence pour tout ce qui n’est pas lui. Il se rengorge comme un paon, ‘il se flaire, il 
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se savoure, il se goute’, pour employer les termes du savant physionomiste Gratiolet. 
Enfin, c’est un sot doublé d’un égoîste. (9-10) 
Clearly, this American’s greatest flaw is his extreme selfishness, and in this, he differs sharply 
from Verne’s other American characters from the same time period, namely generous Barbicane 
and selfless Cyrus Smith. Kear’s egotism is so extreme that he plots to escape in the only 
remaining lifeboat, leaving his own wife to die. Mr. Kear’s self-serving behavior is completely 
contrary to that required to create Verne’s utopian societies.  
This extremely harsh caricature can be chalked up to several factors. While Verne had 
not yet entered his own personal dark days, he began writing this novel during an extremely dark 
period in French history, which was the Franco-Prussian War. Although Verne himself was not 
in the capital during the Siege of Paris, he corresponded with Hetzel, who kept him informed of 
the virtual shipwreck that the city had become. In Paris, which had been completely closed off by 
the Germans, many lost their lives due to famine. People resorted to eating domestic animals and 
rats to survive. In addition, people were dying of maladies, which were not being treated because 
hospitals were understaffed. Put to such a traumatic test, people’s worst qualities can come out, 
or acts of tremendous heroism can result. Interestingly, in the aftermath the Franco-Prussian 
War, Verne was patriotically inclined to let French characters shine in his novels for a change, 
and that is one reason why it is not American, but French characters who are heroes in Le 
Chancellor, published67 in 1875. M. Letourneur and his crippled son André are the model 
members of the community that is formed under emergency circumstances. Unlike Mr. Kear, 
                                                
67 From his correspondance with Hetzel, we know that Verne was very much affected by the 
plight of Parisians during the Siege and the Commune of Paris, and it is clear that this book was 
influenced by the these events. (See Correspondance inédite de Jules Verne et de Pierre-Jules 
Hetzel, 1863-1886, Vol. 1, Geneva: Slatkine, 1999, p. 154-55.) 
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who abandons his wife, the Frenchman is selfless and cares deeply for his son, showing great 
compassion and generosity to the other passengers.  
4.2.3 American Greed 
4.2.3.1 The Good Side of American Greed 
To help us understand how one trait, the pursuit of profitable enterprises, could lead to 
either a good or a bad outcome, we need to first emphasize the good so that the negative comes 
out even stronger.  
Echoing the utopian socialists, Verne concentrates on the beneficial aspects of American 
greed in his early novels. As I mentioned in chapter 2, Henri de Saint-Simon always factored 
individual pecuniary interest into his equation for a better-functioning society: “Les bases 
fondamentales d’un nouveau système sont donc, d’une part, un état de civilisation qui donne aux 
hommes les moyens d’employer leurs forces d’une manière qui soit utile aux autres et profitable 
à eux-mêmes” (emphasis added) (2:39). Similarly, in his Lettres sur l’Amérique du Nord (1833), 
Michel Chevalier maintains that nowhere are individual and communal interests more in 
harmony than in the United States: 
L’égoïsme américain est plus large que le nôtre; il ne s’abaisse jamais à de misérables 
lésineries; il taille en pleine étoffe. Ici sans doute les spéculateurs effrénés, les joueurs 
aveugles et insatiables ne manquent pas; mais presque toujours il choisissent, pour objet 
de leurs combinaisons, des entreprises d’utilité publique. Aux Etats-Unis, les spéculations 
ont eu et ont pour effet de parsemer ce vaste pays d’établissements utiles, de canaux, de 
chemins de fer, de routes, de manufactures, de fermes, de villages et de villes; chez nous, 
elles sont plus effrénées, plus folles et beaucoup moins productives. Ce n’est d’ordinaire 
que de l’agiotage sans aucun rapport avec la prospérité du pays. (Chevalier 157)  
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As we see, Chevalier does accuse Americans of being primarily greedy gamblers, but he 
nonetheless sees their speculations as having a very positive impact on society and the 
environment. Even though Americans, according to Chevalier, are driven primarily by the lure of 
profit, they still satisfy the objectives of utopian socialism if, in the process of making large sums 
of money, they improve their community.  
Before utopian socialist Chevalier, the aristocratic Tocqueville, in his De la démocratie 
en Amérique (1835/1840), had already observed the prevalent American trait of self-interest and 
concluded that it can be a powerful tool when “l’intérêt particulier vient à se rencontrer avec 
l’intérêt général, et à s’y confondre” (2: 136). Unlike in Catholic France where selfishness might 
have been viewed as uncharitable, in the United States, on the other hand, Tocqueville explains 
that self-interest was not at all a source of embarrassment or shame because Americans 
invariably believe that the fruits of their self-interest profit others: 
Les Américains . . . se plaisent à expliquer, à l’aide de l’intérêt bien entendu, presque tous 
les actes de leur vie; ils montrent complaisamment comment l’amour éclairé d’eux-
mêmes les porte sans cesse à s’aider entre eux, et les dispose à sacrifier volontiers au bien 
de l’État une partie de leur temps et de leurs richesses. (137) 
Tocqeville characterizes American self-interest as “utile” (136) for the community and calls it 
“égoisme . . . éclairé” (138) because “chaque Américain sait sacrifier une partie de ses intérêts 
particuliers, pour sauver le reste” (138). He contrasts the American brand of selfishness with that 
of Europeans who are selfish but not in a useful or enlightened sense: ironically, “[ils veulent] 
tout retenir, et souvent tout [leur] échappe” (138), providing thus a new illustration to the 
proverb “qui trop embrasse mal étreint.” 
Tocqueville’s positive view of pursuing commercial activities motivated by self-interest 
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contrasts with the Ancien Régime’s norms and values stipulating that landed gentry were not to 
engage in business or commercial activities. As Tocqueville notices, commercial pursuits for 
personal gain were deemed “grossier” (137) in many European countries still under the influence 
of aristocratic values. 
The old aristocratic way of viewing business could not be more different from the 
American notion about profit making. Indeed, Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), one of the 
Founding Fathers of the United States, famously instilled in Americans what he believed were 
the virtues of hard work, frugality and regular investing saved money however small the amount. 
In his Advice to a Young Tradesman (1748), he spells out and explains these values, providing 
concrete examples:  
Remember that time is money. He that can earn Ten Shillings a Day by his 
Labour, and goes abroad, or sits idle one half of that Day, tho’ he spends but Sixpence 
during his Diversion or Idleness, ought not to reckon That the only Expence; he has really 
spent or rather thrown away Five Shillings besides. 
Remember that Money is of a prolific generating Nature. Money can beget  
Money, and its Offspring can beget more, and so on. Five Shillings turn’d, is Six: Turn’d 
again, ‘tis Seven and Three Pence; and so on ‘til it becomes an Hundred Pound. The more 
there is of it, the more it produces every Turning, so that the Profits rise quicker and 
quicker. 
In short, the Way to Wealth, if you desire it, is as plain as the Way to Market. It 
depends chiefly on two Words, INDUSTRY and FRUGALITY; i.e. Waste neither Time 
nor Money, but make the best Use of both. He that gets all he can honestly, and saves all 
he gets will certainly become RICH; If that Being who governs the World, to whom all 
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should look for a Blessing on their honest Endeavours, doth not in his wise Providence 
otherwise determine. (12-14) 
Such a sermon on how to become rich through hard work, frugality and prudent investments 
certainly would have been seen as “grossier” to a typical French aristocrat concerned with 
maintaining his rank in society through ostentation and luxury. However, Tocqueville, who 
certainly espoused some opinions atypical of an aristocrat like himself, did not find Franklin’s 
message about saving to be “grossier”. According to Arthur Kaledin in his Tocqueville and His 
America: A Darker Horizon (2011), “Franklin’s ideal of the thrifty, penny-saving laboring man 
with dreams of rising in the world through hard work appealed to [Tocqueville’s] morality” 
(145). In his Démocratie, he compares the “excès” of French aristocrats with the more moderate 
desires and spending of both poor and wealthy Americans, who “visent . . . à la satisfaction de 
leurs moindres besoins plutôt qu’à des jouissances extraordinaires” (2: 147). Like Tocqueville, 
Chevalier also admires the kind of thriftiness that Franklin recommends to his compatriots. 
According to Chevalier, the French spend their money foolishly on unnecessary trinkets, while 
Americans do not. After visiting factories in Pittsburgh, he notices that the objects manufactured 
there are quite different from ones he might find in French stores:  
Soit que l’industrie américaine, encore novice, n’ait pu atteindre le fini qu’exigent les 
objets de luxe, soit parce que les Américains ont eu le bon sens de comprendre du 
premier coup que la fabrication des objets de première nécessité ou essentiellement utiles 
est plus profitable que celle des colifichets dont la civilisation aime à se parer partout où 
il y a de la richesse et là aussi où il n’y en a pas, on ne travaille à Pittsburg que dans le 
genre commun. (161)   
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Tocqueville and Chevalier’s remarks illustrate the ambivalence about acquiring wealth that 
characterized post-1830 French society under Louis-Philippe whose motto was “enrichissez-
vous”. It is still considered “grossier” to obsessively make, save and invest money, but 
acceptable to purchase useless “colifichets” that might give one the appearance of having wealth. 
Chevalier’s prize of frugality, on the other hand shows that, for him at least, the French would 
profit from reading Franklin’s Advice to a Young Tradesman.  
Like Saint-Simon, Chevalier and Tocqueville before him, Verne does not present 
Americans’ pursuit of profit as selfish or harmful when these characters’ self-interest and the 
common good are one and the same.  
In his early novels, Verne often emphasizes American entrepreneurship in a positive 
light. For him, Americans’ fervent instinct for business and profit can make them useful to 
society: “on sait que les Yankees sont nés commerçants; partout où le sort les jette, de la zone 
glacée à la zone torride, il faut que leur instinct des affaires s’exerce utilement.” (emphasis 
added) (Terre 166). Verne’s use of the ambiguous expression “il faut” in the preceding quotation 
gives us two ways of interpreting it: “Yankees” have an innate need to engage in useful 
commerce, or it is a general truth that “Yankees” must do so because of the benefit it brings to 
society. What would be considered a vice in later novels, such as L’Île à Helice, is usually a 
virtue to be cultivated in most of his early novels. When his American characters’ activities do 
not just benefit them directly, but are also useful for all of humanity, Verne portrays them 
invariably as noble. Verne’s early enthusiastic representations of American industry and 
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commerce make him a rare case among mid-nineteenth century French authors who tended to 
view the utilitarianism of American society in a negative light.68   
With Verne’s rare appreciation for American earnest instinct for business and profit, 
there comes an important caveat. He repeatedly urges, along utopian socialist lines, that 
individual activities are laudable only if they benefit the entire community. Protagonists such as 
Barbicane may become wealthy from their exploits, and as long as they provide a clear benefit 
for society, they are not only respectable, but even cherished. A closer look at Verne’s De la 
terre à la lune (1865) and its sequel Autour de la lune (1870) will show that, despite the 
capitalist society in which he lives and thrives, Barbicane fulfills some of the goals of utopian 
socialism. We know that Barbicane is wealthy even before he begins his gun project, and while 
Verne will later express general contempt for “les [gens] richissimes,” (Hélice 38), he presents 
Barbicane as a hero. Barbicane is able to found his Gun-Club because he had made “une grande 
fortune dans le commerce des bois” (17). Verne does not condemn this wealth because 
Barbicane’s fortune has come from the lumber industry, or in other words, through exploitation 
of the earth’s natural resources, a useful activity that the utopian socialists believed should take 
top priority in people’s lives. As we will see, in later novels, American characters no longer 
make their money through such “natural” means, but through increasingly unsavory and 
unproductive practices that are not compatible with utopian socialism. While his next role as 
president of the Gun-Club is a much less dignified one in that its purpose is to destroy human 
lives, we know that, during the American Civil War, his club supplied cannons not to the South, 
                                                
68 For example, when in his Fusées (1851), Charles Baudelaire coins the verb “américaniser,” he 
implies that Americanization is synonymous with utilitarianism, and he of course does not see 
this as a welcome change for French society: “La mécanique nous aura tellement américanisés, 
le progrès aura si bien atrophié en nous toute la partie spirituelle, que rien, parmi les rêveries 
sanguinaires, sacrilèges ou anti-naturaelles des utopistes, ne pourra être comparé à ses résultats 
positifs” (37). 
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but to the North, which establishes Barbicane’s moral integrity. While, as we recall, the utopian 
socialists and Verne believed war to be generally counter-productive, this war is necessary and 
results in the creation of balance in the country. It puts an end to the exploitation of blacks in the 
south and, in theory, to class privileges, and it reunites the country, all contributing to a more just 
and a more productive society. It offers thousands of high-paying jobs to all, regardless of race. 
Because Barbicane uses his money for the betterment of humankind, his wealth is not a point of 
contention, and, on the contrary, is presented as useful to society. 
While Barbicane does become even richer as a result of his moon project, he is not only 
driven by financial gain. The apparent goal of the experiment is to unite a war-torn and deeply 
divided country and to acquire knowledge about the moon, which, Barbicane argues, is “le droit 
et le devoir de toute la Terre” (120). Unable to fund the project entirely on his own, he and his 
club must appeal for funding. In his international request for financial backing, Barbicane makes 
it clear that his project is a risky one and cannot offer a guarantee for financial gain: “il s’agissait 
... de sommes à donner, non à prêter. L’opération était purement désintéressée dans le sens 
littéral du mot, et n’offrait aucune chance de bénéfice” (emphasis added) (121). Switzerland, the 
nation of bankers committed to making a profit, we learn, does not want to risk the gamble and 
donates a meager 257 francs because it does not see a way to establish immediate “relations 
d’affaires avec [la lune], et il lui paraissait peu prudent d’engager ses capitaux dans une 
entreprise aussi aléatoire” (127). Such indifference for the project demonstrates Swiss fixation on 
financial profit and shows lack of interest in the public good in furthering knowledge about the 
moon. Barbicane, Nicholl and Ardan do make a fortune from this experiment, but their financial 
profit is a mere by-product, scientific knowledge, and the possibility of utopia, having been the 
ultimate goals. Despite the money gained from the enterprise, Barbicane and his colleagues 
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remain admirable because their project unites the country after the Civil War and benefits the 
world by advancing knowledge about its moon. Verne reconciles in his novels American 
economic institutions with the utopian socialist tradition in his depiction of the fictional Franco-
American partnership represented by Barbicane, Nicholl and Ardan.  
Similarly, the amateur balloonists of Robur-le conquérant (1886) are very wealthy, but 
they use their money for the betterment of society. For example, Uncle Prudent, president of the 
Weldon-Institute, made his money by founding “une société d’ingénieurs” (14) which harnesses 
the energy produced by Niagara Falls to power neighboring factories. But what does he choose 
to do with the money he gains from owning part of Niagara Falls? He certainly does not waste it, 
but rather “vivait simplement,” (14) and, more importantly, he uses it to fund the Weldon-
Institute’s endeavors to perfect air travel. Uncle Prudent’s colleague Phil Evans has become 
extremely wealthy from his successful “Walton Watch Company, importante usine à montres, 
qui . . . livre des produits comparables aux meilleurs de la Suisse,” (14) and yet he too lives a 
quiet life that he devotes to making dirigibles at the Weldon-Institute. While these American 
entrepreneurs eventually learn from the mysterious Robur character that, in believing that 
balloons are the future of air travel, they were on the wrong side of the “heavier-than-air” vs. 
“lighter-than-air” debate, these Americans use their time and money productively by bettering 
balloons, not all together useless modes of transport. 
In Verne’s early novels, American characters may earn large amounts of money through 
their projects, but, as he shows, they do so all the while providing a valuable service to their 
community. Regardless of how much or how little they may profit off of their endeavors, as long 
as American industrialists are working in the interest of society as a whole, and therefore not 
solely motivated by self-interest, Verne seems content to view American society as in line with 
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utopian socialism and therefore as a model. As we will see later in this chapter, this will not 
always be the case. 
4.2.3.2 Bad Side of American Greed 
Even before his only trip to the United States in 1867, Verne already suspected that 
Americans tended to be driven by money, and in this assumption, he is not unique among 
European writers. For instance, in Stendhal’s Lucien Leuwen (1834), the protagonist decides 
against fleeing to the United States because he feels he would get bored there “au milieu 
d’hommes . . . grossiers, [qui] ne song[ent] qu’à leurs dollars” (49). The stereotype of the 
American “culte du dieu dollar” (Stendhal 110) had also already appeared in, among other 
famous French novels, La Chartreuse de Parme (1839) when Gina del Dongo convinces Fabrice 
not to waste his life with shopkeepers in America. Charles Dickens, who Verne named as his 
“favorite author” and whose entire works he claimed to have read “at least ten times over,” 
(Sherard 121) may have played an even larger role in establishing the stereotype. In The Life and 
Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit (1843-44), Dickens’ protagonist goes to the United States to 
seek his fortune, but he leaves disgusted by Americans who only care about earning money and 
making a profit. Of a conversation amongst “busy [American] gentlemen,” the narrator says:  
It was rather barren of interest, to say the truth; and the greater part of it may be summed 
up in one word. Dollars. All their cares, hopes, joys, affections, virtues, and associations, 
seemed to be melted down into dollars. . . The next respectable thing to dollars was any 
venture having their attainment for its end . . . Do anything for dollars! (223)  
The prevailing tendency among French writers and thinkers at the times, was to reject the 
American passion for commerce and profit, as historian René Rémond explains: 
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Le commerce est tenu tout ensemble pour le signe et pour la cause de la décadence 
américaine. Il traîne à sa suite l’appât du gain, le goût du luxe, en un mot le 
matérialisme... Il est désormais établi que le peuple américain est cupide et intéressé. 
(Rémond 763-4) 
Rémond, as it were, could be referring to Verne’s sentiment about American greed, which will 
become the most important element of Verne’s dystopian image of the United States. 
The idea that Americans thought only of profit comes up in Verne’s novels as early as 
1863 in Paris au XXe siècle, in which, he briefly but squarely blames the lust for money in 
dystopian French society on what he imagines to be unchecked Americanization. As Verne 
describes the improved modes of transportation, the well-lit streets and even the lack of 
pollution, we learn that the people are indifferent to all these technological marvels. They have 
one-track minds and resemble Americans in their inability to think of anything but money: 
Qu’eût dit un de nos ancêtres à voir ces boulevards illuminés avec un éclat comparable à 
celui du soleil, ces mille voitures circulant sans bruit sur le sourd bitume des rues, . . . . Il 
eût été fort surpris sans doute; mais les hommes de 1960 n’en étaient plus à l’admiration 
de ces merveilles; ils en profitaient tranquillement, sans être plus heureux, car, à leur 
allure pressée, à leur démarche hâtive, à leur fougue américaine, on sentait que le démon 
de la fortune les poussait en avant sans relâche ni merci. (48) 
Verne presents the new materialistic nature of the Parisian population of the 20th century as 
resulting from a kind of uber-Americanization where ideals of harmony and beauty have been 
abandoned in favor of a relentless pursuit of riches.  
American greed appeared particularly appalling to French authors when it came in the 
form of deceitful business transactions. René Rémond explains that Americans got the reputation 
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in France for stooping so low as to engage in unfair or fraudulent business practices just to make 
a profit:  
La fréquence des faillites, la faculté de recommencer, jointe à ce qu’on sait de l’habileté 
en affaires des Américains, leur ont donné une réputation d’improbité commerciale qui 
est passée en proverbe: on dit yankee tricks pour qualifier un procédé peu régulier”. 
(Rémond 766) 
Verne, clearly aware of such practices, regularly features Americans pulling off “procédé[s] peu 
régulier[s]” in his novels. To demonstrate that Americans will stop at nothing to make a profit, 
Verne regularly returns to the figure of Phineas Taylor Barnum (1810-1891), who notoriously 
used hoaxes to attract spectators to his Barnum and Bailey Circus and enrich himself in the 
process. Already in Verne’s first published novel, Cinq Semaines en Ballon (1863), a would-be 
swindler is compared to Barnum. When it is first announced that Dr. Samuel Fergusson will 
attempt to locate the source of the Nile, no one can believe it and take his project for a 
Barnumesque fraud: “le docteur Fergusson passa pour un être purement chimérique, de 
l’invention de M. Barnum” (8). Then, in Verne’s De la terre à la lune of 1865, Barnum appears 
as a character trying to exploit a seemingly naïve and unsuspecting foreigner. Before the Franco-
American trio takes off for the moon, the popularity of Michel Ardan has become so great in the 
United States that Barnum tries to make money off of him: “Barnum lui offrit un million pour le 
promener de ville en ville dans les États-Unis et le montrer comme un animal curieux” (237). 
Ardan of course refuses and “le traita de cornac et l’envoya promener lui-même” (237). Once he 
visits the United States in 1867, Verne’s early suspicion becomes a conviction and leads him to 
write a short story called “Le Humbug” that is based on Verne’s trip and on the Cardiff Giant 
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hoax69, in which Barnum himself played an active role. In Verne’s version of the story, on a 
steamboat from New York to Albany, a French tourist encounters a strange character named 
Augustus Hopkins. The Frenchman soon learns that this Hopkins is in the process of erecting a 
Crystal Palace in Albany. During the building process, Hopkins’ workers “find” buried in the 
ground what looks like a giant petrified man. Thanks to a brilliant marketing scheme, the whole 
country becomes fascinated by this “prehistoric” giant, and Hopkins prepares to exhibit it and 
make a fortune. The skeptical Frenchman, disappointed that he will return to France before the 
exhibit opens, sneaks into the Crystal Palace site and discovers that he, along with the whole 
country, had been “la victime d[‘un] humbug incroyable” (275): Hopkins’ skeleton is made up of 
nothing but animal bones. He also learns that, in a strange turn of events, the man-made carcass 
had been destroyed in an accident, putting an end to Hopkins’ get-rich-quick scheme. The 
subtitle of this short story, “Moeurs américaines,” shows that, for Verne, this retelling of the 
Cardiff Giant hoax does not represent a one-off event, but rather is reflective of a larger trend in 
the United States. His subtitle also makes “Le Humbug” one of his most unflattering early 
representations of the United States even if it does not quite enter the dystopian realm. 
 In Une Ville flottante, which is the second work that might have been directly influenced 
by Verne’s trip to the United States, he continues in the same vein. On board the Great-Eastern, 
the French narrator learns from his friend Dean Pitferge about some of the characters making the 
voyage. The Americans that Pitferge describes are most often “considérables,” or, in other 
words, rich. One in particular is not only wealthy, but also extremely miserly:   
                                                
69 This hoax began with George Hull, who, in 1869, had a fake petrified man sculpted and buried 
in Cardiff, New York, where it was then “discovered” by men hired to dig a well in the same 
spot. Hull then put the “giant” on display and charged people money to see it. After 
archaeologists deemed it a fake, Barnum had his own giant made and claimed that his was the 
authentic giant, while Hull’s was a fake. In 1870, it was revealed that both giants were fakes. 
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C’est un homme considérable. À toute heure il sait à un centime près ce qu’il possède. Il est 
riche. Un quartier de New York est bâti sur ses terrains. Il y a un quart d’heure, il avait un 
million six cent vingt-cinq mille trois cent soixante-sept dollars et demi; mais maintenant, il 
n’a plus qu’un million six cent vingt-cinq mille trois cent soixante-sept dollars un quart. 
– Pourquoi cette différence dans sa fortune? 
– Parce qu’il vient de fumer un cigare de trente sols. (59) 
Here we see Franklin’s message of frugality turned upside down. Verne mocks this millionaire’s 
frugality because he does not pinch his pennies in order to turn his modest fortune into a larger 
retirement fund, for example, but, rather, pinches them only to fruitlessly hoard them. 
Another early work, in which Verne lightly mocks the Americans for their cupidity is Le 
Tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours (1873). In this novel, Phileas Fogg uses the Americans’ 
passion for money to his advantage. On the last leg of his trip, he and his companions have 
bribed a certain Captain Speedy to take them across the Atlantic in his boat, L’Henrietta, which 
was headed for Bordeaux. Fogg, of course, does not wish to go to Bordeaux, but to Liverpool, so 
he convinces the crew to take the captain prisoner and starts off for England. Then when the boat 
starts to run out of coal, out of desperation, Fogg offers the angry and imprisoned captain sixty 
thousand dollars for his boat so that he may burn parts of it for additional fuel. Despite his anger 
and his love for his boat, the captain cannot refuse because “on n’est pas Américain sans que la 
vue de soixante mille dollars vous cause une certaine émotion” (198). Because the captain is 
quintessentially American, he “oubli[e] en un instant sa colère, son emprisonnement, tous ses 
griefs contre son passager (198). To Verne, the captain’s willingness to let money conquer all, 
his anger, his love for his boat, is quintessentially American. 
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Finally, Verne’s Les Tribulations d’un Chinois en Chine (1879) offers another example 
of Yankee cupidity and trickery with regards to an American insurance company that is willingly 
engaging in an immoral contract. In this novel, a wealthy Chinese man, Kin-Fo, learns that he 
has lost a large investment that he had made with an American bank that went bankrupt. He no 
longer wants to live, plans to take out a large life insurance policy with La Centenaire, 
Compagnie d’assurances sur la vie” (67) with his fiancée and his friend Wang as beneficiaries, 
and convinces Wang to murder him. While Kin-Fo’s scheme is obviously fraudulent, La 
Centenaire too engages in dubious business practices. This American company does not at all 
hide the fact that it will actively pursue loss mitigation activities, intervening in the course of its 
clients’ lives in order to protect its profits. Convinced that one usually takes out life insurance 
when “l’assuré . . . [craint] une mort trop prochaine,” (70) the employee informs Kin-Fo that his 
insurance company, protecting its own interest, only sells policies to people with “le désir de ne 
mourir qu’à un âge très avancé” (69). In fact, to delay payment, La Centenaire does everything 
in its power to keep its clients alive for as long as possible:  
S’assurer chez nous, c’est prendre un brevet de longue vie! Je vous demande pardon, 
mais il est rare que nos assurés ne dépassent pas la centaine... très rare!... très rare!... 
Dans leur intérêt, nous devrions leur arracher la vie! Aussi, faisons-nous des affaires 
superbes! Donc, je vous préviens, monsieur, s’assurer à la Centenaire, c’est la quasi-
certitude d’en devenir un soi-même! (70)  
To assure that each and every client lives a long life, the company hires bodyguards to protect 
them from death and thus protect their profit. Not only do they minimize the likelihood that they 
will ever have to pay a claim, but they also take further measures to maximize the cost of their 
premiums. Kin-Fo wishes to be insured against suicide, an allowance that no clear-headed 
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businessman would ever make, unless of course he had a lot to gain from it. La Centenaire does 
make this concession, but only in exchange for an excessive premium equal to 25% of the total 
insurance benefit amount. Therefore, their bottom line is protected two-fold: they maximize their 
premium on a policy that they will likely never have to pay. Still worse, in insuring clients 
against suicide, which the agent says is “une source de superbes bénéfices” (72) for his company, 
La Centenaire incentivizes suicide and murder.  
But the real scam artist in Les Tribulations d’un Chinois en Chine is the American bank 
with which Kin-Fo had invested most of his money. It turns out that it never did go bankrupt but 
had carried out “un simple coup de Bourse, un coup à l’américaine!” (75). As a result, because 
Kin-Fo ends up richer than he had been before, he no longer wishes to die. Unfortunately, his 
friend Wang, who he hired to kill him, is nowhere to be found. And thus the adventure begins. 
While Kin-Fo is guilty of chicanery and of deriving his entire happiness from the contents of his 
bank account, one can say that the Chinese character’s corruption results from his dealings with 
American institutions designed to defraud him. Moreover, according to Jean Jules-Verne, 
Verne’s great grandson and biographer, Verne originally intended his dishonest main character 
to be American, but decided that “L’idée de se suicider, par la main d’un tiers, aurait 
difficilement pu naître dans le cerveau d’un richissime Américain, peu enclin à se lasser de 
l’abondance” (234) and thus made his protagonist Chinese.  
While in his early novels, Verne does draw caricatures of Americans and make quick jabs 
at their lust for money, these sometimes substantial criticisms are only peripheral to the plot and 
coexist with utopian visions of the United States without ever undermining them. Only in his 
later novels such as Sans dessus dessous (1889) do the negative actions of Verne’s American 
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characters enter the foreground and threaten to have devastating consequences for Verne’s 
fictional world.   
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Chapter 5: Visions of Dystopian America 
 We have already discussed the many personal reasons why Verne’s outlook became 
gloomier in the last two decades of his life. We also hypothesized that he used both utopian and 
dystopian visions of America for pedagogical purposes. Now, we need, briefly, to discuss 
another factor that might have contributed to Verne’s pessimism in his writing. What was 
happening in the world, and particularly in the United States, that may have contributed to this 
darkened perspective and undermined his optimistic vision of America?  
As we have seen, in Verne’s early novels, he is able to appreciate the frenzied pursuit of 
profit in the United States as long as that gain is at least partially reinvested into the community 
or benefits humanity in some way. He did not yet criticize single persons acquiring enormous 
sums of money because of his general faith in humankind to be philanthropic. However, Verne’s 
later novels show that such tolerance of worrisome trends and early faith in humankind’s 
generosity faded away after 1886. 
Verne dramatically changes the way he represents Americans in his later works, and, in 
the novel Deux ans de vacances (1888), a somewhat innocent, but extremely telling remark 
makes the change abundantly salient. In that novel, in which French, English and American boys 
are shipwrecked on a desert island, Gordon, the American character, does make an excellent 
leader, but not without some serious drawbacks. Unlike earlier American characters, such as 
Impey Barbicane or Cyrus Smith, who are “ingénieurs . . . de naissance,” (Terre 2) Gordon is 
“un comptable de naissance” (55). He is not too popular with the other boys because his 
practicality unfortunately translates into miserliness and humorlessness in the “finances,” or the 
distribution of goods, on the island. Whereas Americans had previously played the role of 
engineer in Verne’s early novels, in his later novels, more and more, Americans are businessmen 
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interested in counting, saving and multiplying money. While Gordon is by no means a dystopian 
character, his innate talent for accounting is indicative of an important trend in Verne’s later 
visions of Americans.  
5.1 American Lust for Gold 
Already in his early novels, Verne displays some apprehension about the effect that 
riches can have on people and society. Scholars, such as Simone Vierne in her preface to Nadia 
Minerva’s Jules Verne aux confins de l’utopie (2001), have even proposed that the author was 
more adept at prophesizing “la domination . . . catastrophique de l’argent,” which she sees as “un 
véritable leit motif de l’oeuvre,” (Minerva 11) than of future technological advances. Verne 
repeatedly mocks the gold rush phenomenon and shows disdain for the arbitrary assignment of 
value to gold. For example, in Cinq Semaines en Ballon (1863), the British travelers find gold 
during their voyage across the African continent, but because they are travelling by balloon, they 
can only take a limited amount of it to use as ballast. The thought of leaving so much behind 
tortures Dick Kennedy and Joe Wilson, but the more sensible Dr. Ferguson first reminds them 
that if they try to take more, they will never make it home alive. He also warns them not to be 
overcome by “la fièvre de l’or” (139), reminding them of the disastrous effects that such a 
discovery can have on even the humblest people: “Vois . . . ce que peut la puissance de ce métal 
sur le meilleur garçon du monde. Que de passions, que d’avidités, que de crimes enfanterait la 
connaissance d’une pareille mine! Cela est attristant” (141). Indeed, Joe is sickened by the 
“fièvre de l’or,” as Dr. Ferguson notes that “le digne Joe n’était plus le même depuis que ses 
regards avaient plongé dans cet océan d’or” (142). In the end, Joe has no choice but to overcome 
his gold fever for they must eventually throw all of it out of the balloon to stay afloat. Similarly, 
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in Bégum, Verne writes that before founding France-Ville, gold nuggets had been found in the 
area, which is briefly viewed as a harbinger of disaster:  
“Proximité de belles carrières de marbre et de pierres, gisements de kaolin, voire même 
des traces de pépites aurifères. En fait, ce détail a manqué faire abandonner le territoire; 
les fondateurs de la ville craignaient que la fièvre de l’or vint se mettre à la traverse de 
leurs projets. Mais, par bonheur, les pépites étaient petites et rares” (98). 
Unmistakably, Verne suggests that France-Ville could hardly have become a utopia if it had been 
built upon ground teeming with this precious but hazardous and greed-inducing metal. Its 
inhabitants would not be able to build a perfect society.  
Hector Servadac (1877) provides another telling example of Verne’s distrust of riches 
and gold in particular. In this novel, Earth is hit by the comet Gallia, which takes a portion of 
Earth with it before it continues on its way. Thirty-six people of various nationalities have no 
choice but to make their home on this comet. They discover that the ground of Gallia is made up 
of 31% gold, which, ironically, has no value considering their separation from the world that had 
arbitrarily assigned value to it. Moreover, if the comet eventually makes it back to the earth, such 
a large amount of gold would “changer toutes les conditions monétaires” (385) by drastically 
reducing the value of gold: “la valeur de l’or tombera à rien, et il méritera plus que jamais la 
qualification de ‘vil métal!’” (385). Verne clearly intends to convey both meanings of the 
adjective “vil”: the gold would indeed be “worthless,” but it seems, it is also “abject.”70 
However, not everyone on Gallia is convinced of gold’s worthlessness or abjectness. To better 
convey the foolishness of greed, Verne resorts to the stereotype of the Jewish miser and usurer, 
                                                
70 Verne clearly associates gold/ money with that which is dirty, a connection that Freud traces 
back to ancient times in his “Character and Anal Erotism,” (1908) in which he posits a 
relationship between stinginess and anal retention and thus associates money with feces. He also 
addresses the relationship between gold and the devil found in folklore and the bible (173). 
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an action that we would find shocking and distasteful today. Indeed, throughout the novel, Isac 
Hakhabut, a Jewish merchant from Germany, bears the brunt of constant mockery and insults 
based on his miserliness:  
Petit, malingre, les yeux vifs mais faux, le nez busqué, . . . il offrait ce type si connu du 
juif allemand, reconnaissable entre tous. C’était l’usurier souple d’échine, plat de coeur, 
rogneur d’écus et tondeur d’oeufs. L’argent devait attirer un pareil être comme l’aimant 
attire le fer, et, si ce Schlylock (sic) fût parvenu à se faire payer de son débiteur, il en eût 
certainement revendu la chair au détail. (146) 
When this nineteenth century reiteration of Shylock lends his instruments to the rest of the group 
that is attempting to ascertain the trajectory of the comet, it is not a pound of flesh that he 
demands as deposit, but gold. Unaware of the possibility that gold could soon have no value on 
earth and blind to the fact that it is worthless on Gallia, to him, gold has more value than any 
form of payment: “Mais enfin, ajouta-t-il, ces cent francs seraient en or?” (270). As a play on the 
concept of moneylending, Verne also has the group borrowing some of Isac’s silver coins to use 
as tools of measurement. Again, as security, he demands gold: “Pas de papier! pas de papier! Le 
papier n’a pas cours sur Gallia!” (275). Ironically, he totally lacks the same insight as far as gold 
is concerned. The last joke of the novel is made of course at the expense of Isac. When, to 
survive the return of the comet to earth, the group must land in a hot air balloon, Isac must leave 
behind his 66 pounds of gold and silver. If he had taken the paper money, he would not have 
been ruined in the end. Of course, Verne’s crude portrayal of Isac Hakhabut is rather typical for 
the time during which he wrote.71 Indeed, he even specifies that Hakhabut is “la seule tache que 
                                                
71 According to Herbert Lottman in his Jules Verne: An Exploratory Biography (1997), the anti-
semitism in Hector Servadac is surprising since it “does not exist in his personal correspondence, 
just as it is absent from the recollections of those who knew him” (209). However, considering 
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l’on pût relever à ce microcosme séparé de l’humanité” (306). What is surprising, however, is 
that Hakhabut does not simply represent Jews, but the entire human race: “La cupidité, l’égoïsme 
n’y étaient représentés que par Hakhabut, ce triste échantillon de la race humaine” (306). In his 
early novels, to better represent the cupidity of humankind, Verne resorts to the anti-Semitic 
stereotype that goes back to at least medieval times of Jews hoarding money and lusting after 
gold, but, as we will see, in his later novels, he chooses a more modern figure, the American. 
5.2 Dangers of Unearned Riches 
Before discussing the Americans’ crazy pursuit of riches, Verne addresses the subject on 
a general level in his Les Tribulations d’un Chinois en Chine (1879). He uses a Buddhist 
philosopher character to convey the message that large incomes and sudden acquisitions of 
money only bring unhappiness disaster to people. Indeed, Wang, Kin-Fo’s Buddhist friend is 
happy to hear that Kin-Fo has lost his millions that his father had left him: “‘Ah! ah! dit le 
philosohope du ton d’un homme auquel on apprend plutôt une bonne nouvelle qu’une mauvaise” 
(61). The Buddhist insists that, now that his friend will have to work, he will be productive, and 
life will thus be more fulfilling: “Jusqu’ici, tu n’avais que végété sans goût, sans passions, sans 
luttes! Tu vas vivre maintenant! . . . Nous allons donc enfin gagner notre riz de chaque jour. . . . 
Riche ou pauvre, sache accomplir ton devoir!” (62). To his dismay, Wang will soon find out that 
his friend would rather die than have to earn his daily “bread.” Verne conveys the same message 
in Bégum (1879) when Octave, the lazy son of Dr. Sarrasin, is thrilled that his father has 
inherited a quarter of a billion francs and, despite Marcel’s suggestion to invest the money in 
                                                                                                                                                       
Verne’s stereotypical scapegoating of Isac Hakhabut and his later anti-dreyfusard views, it 
comes as little surprise that one does find in Jules Verne’s library La France Juive by Edmond 
Drumont (1885), the classical book of nineteenth-century French anti-semitism.  
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France, immediately starts dreaming of how he will spend it and experiences frightening 
delusions of grandeur: 
C’est pour moi . . . que les fileuses de la Hollande tournent leurs fuseaux, que les 
manufactures d’Elbeuf tissent leurs draps les plus souples, que les horlogers construisent 
leurs chronomètres, que le lustre de l’Opéra verse ses cascades de lumière, que les 
violons grincent, que les chanteuses s’égosillent! . . . Paris est à moi! .. (author’s ellipsis) 
Tout est à moi! (18) 
Octave does not intend to use the Bégum’s inheritance in a productive way and, even worse, he 
plans to immediately quit going to school, showing no desire to become a useful citizen. When 
Marcel says to Octave that he was “fait . . . pour être capitaliste,” (16) he certainly does not mean 
this as a compliment and follows his comment up with one that shows fear of the effect it might 
have on the family:  
Quelque chose me dit, mon pauvre Octave, qu’il eût mieux valu pour toi, sinon pour ton 
père, qui est un esprit droit et sensé, que ce gros héritage fût réduit à des proportions plus 
modestes. J’aimerais mieux te voir vingt-cinq mille livres de rente à partager avec ta 
brave petite soeur, que cette montagne d’or! (16) 
While Verne generally expresses misgivings over any large sum of money in the hands of a 
small number of individuals, it is clearly most important that it ends up in the right hands. The 
money is safe with Dr. Sarrasin, who is “droit et sensé” and who ends up productively using his 
new fortune to build a model city. In his son Octave’s possession, the money will either be 
squandered or, worse, will unavoidably corrupt him. While Octave’s mother is relieved that her 
family will no longer have financial difficulties, she also agrees with Marcel that the family 
might be better off with a smaller inheritance: “Cela peut devenir un grand danger, une subite 
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fortune, pour certaines natures!” (20). As we know, Dr. Sarrasin puts the money to good use. 
Young Octave lives idly off of the money for a few years, but, in utopian France-Ville, even he 
eventually follows the examples of his wise friend and family members. Verne’s warning 
message, however, cannot be mistaken. 
In his later works, Verne becomes progressively weary of large sums of money, 
particularly of how they are acquired and how they are allocated. Nowhere is his viewpoint 
clearer than in his 1894 novel Les Mirifiques aventures de Maître Antifer. In the novel, which is 
essentially one interminable, destructive pursuit of hidden treasure, we can read Verne’s own 
disapproving sentiments in the sermon spoken by reverend Tyrcomel, who tries to convince his 
constituents that they will be happiest if they rid themselves of their riches:  
Oui, mes frères, oui, mes soeurs, la possession des richesses conduit fatalement au crime 
d’en abuser! Elle est la principale, pour ne pas dire l’unique cause de tous les maux qui 
désolent ce bas monde! L’appétit de l’or ne peut amener que les plus regrettables 
dérèglements de l’âme! Imaginez une société dans laquelle il n’y aurait ni riches ni 
pauvres!... Que de malheurs, afflictions, chagrins, désordres, catastrophes, débâcles, 
désarrois, tribulations, sinistres, angoisses, calamités, infortunes, désenchantements, 
désespoirs, désolutions, ruines, seraient épargnés aux humains! (Antifer 2: 196)  
In that novel, heirs to the hidden treasure worth hundreds of millions, never find it, for it has 
been buried on an island that has disappeared below the surface of the Mediterranean Sea. The 
novel ends with the protagonists learning that this island is rising, but so slowly that it will be 
centuries before the treasure becomes accessible to their descendants. The author, however, 
leaves the reader in suspense as to whether the appât du gain will lead the heirs’ descendants 
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down a similarly destructive path or if they will be blessed with “le dédain de la fortune et le 
détachement des richesses terrestres” (351) of which the wise reverend Tyrcomel had spoken.  
In his Le Testament d’un excentrique (1899), which also revolves around a full-speed 
chase after millions, Verne paints a picture of Americans who are either punished or rewarded 
based on their relationship with money. Chicago millionaire, William J. Hypperbone, member of 
the Excentric Club, a group of people “enrichis dans les multiples et fructueuses affaires d 
terrains, de salaisons, de pétrole, de chemins de fer, de mines, d’élevage, d’abatage,” (18) wished 
to prove himself worthy of his club’s title, even if it were only after in the afterlife. Upon his 
death, his testator invites six Chicagoans, drawn at random, to come to the reading of his will, 
where he announces that they will compete at his “Noble Jeu des États-Unis” (72) to inherit his 
sixty million dollar fortune. Of the three accidental players, half are somehow detestable, while 
the other three are virtuous, including one contestant of French Canadian descent, painter Max 
Réal, and the hard-working shop girl Lissy Wag. To add mystery to the affair, a codicil 
announces a seventh contestant, going by XKZ and who will remain anonymous until the very 
end of the novel. This game, an American adaptation of the traditional Jeu de l’Oie uses the 
United States as the board, each square representing a different state with Illinois repeated 14 
times. The first person to reach the last square wins and gains sixty million dollars. 
 Verne’s chief goal in writing this novel is obviously to publicize among his young 
readers the newly published and translated Baedeker guide, Les États-Unis avec une excursion 
au Mexique (1894) (Lottman 308), providing detailed descriptions of and itineraries through a 
large part of the United States. The author nevertheless includes in his touristy narrative glimpses 
of conditions that might lead to a less than perfect near future in America.  
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 At the beginning of the novel, Verne does paint a portrait of a productive and highly 
functioning Chicago with its “monde de négociants, d’industriels, d’ingénieurs, de professeurs, 
d’avocats, de solicitors, de médecins, de dentistes, de coroners, d’attorneys, de shériffs,” (10) but 
it is the greedy speculators and utilitarians who take center stage in the novel. For instance, we 
learn early on that Hypperbone did not make his millions through hard work, but seems to have 
first inherited it and then multiplied it through speculations and good luck:  
A vingt-cinq ans, jouissant déjà d’une certaine fortune, il avait su la décupler, la 
centupler, la millupler dans d’heureuses spéculations, à l’abri de tous mauvais aléas. . . . 
Ce fut donc dans des conditions faciles, en achetant à bas prix, en revendant à haut prix, 
des terrains dont quelques-uns trouvèrent acquéreurs à deux et trois mille dollars le yard 
superficiel pour la construction de maisons à vingt-huit étages, ce fut en y ajoutant 
diverses parts d’intérêts dans des affaires de railroads, de pétrole, de placers, que William 
J. Hypperbone put s’enrichir de manière à laisser après lui une fortune énorme. (20)  
Although, as we know, Verne holds this method of making money in contempt, this Hypperbone 
is not an altogether despicable character, as he is a “philosophe [qui] uni[t] la bienveillance à la 
générosité” (19). How he shows his generosity we will later see.  
 Is the game he has devised indicative of his “bienveillance et générosité”? Not exactly. 
The game, which treats the contestants like “[des] cheva[ux] de course engagé sur le turf 
Hypperbone,” (349) has harsh rules indeed. For instance, if the dice bring the contestants to 
certain squares, or states, there is not only a penalty, but also a monetary fine to pay out of 
pocket. When the rich but stingy Hermann Titbury lands on Louisiana, he must not only twice 
give up his turn, but also pay $9,000. For some of the contestants, such requirements are ruinous 
and even impossible to meet. And when penniless Lissy Wag’s throw lands her in Missouri, the 
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state deemed the prison in Hypperbone’s game, and has to pay a fine of $3,000, she stays in the 
game only because a rich donor, who has “engag[é] sur [elle] une somme importante,” (190) 
provides her with the funds just in time.  
 In fact, not only does the game send seven players in a mad dash throughout the United 
States throwing away their savings in the hopes that they will become millionaires, but it also 
sets off amidst the public a fury of speculation, which is not always conducted fairly. Indeed, 
“des agences de paris s’étaient . . . fondées à Chicago et dans d’autres cités de l’Union, avec 
cotes spéciales pour chacun des partenaires,” (83) allowing anyone to bet on the players as if 
they were racehorses. Some are so desperate not to lose their foolishly large bets that they will 
stop at nothing to win even if it means unscrupulously influencing the game. A group of 
desperate men, who have placed massive sums on a different player, attempt to kidnap Lissy 
Wag in order to prevent her from winning the game. Luckily, her fellow player, the generous 
Max Réal saves her from danger but suffers a non-life-threatening knife wound, diminishing his 
own chances to win. As we have seen, throughout many of his novels, Verne criticizes the 
Anglo-Saxon tendency to gamble, but in this late book, Verne implies that the thirst for profit has 
become unquenchable in the United States and that speculations could easily get out of hand and 
have disastrous consequences for the American public:  
Voilà où conduisait la passion, ces joueurs, ces parieurs engagés dans le match pour des 
sommes énormes, des centaines de mille dollars! Oui! Ces malfaiteurs, - doit-on les 
appeler autrement? – ne reculaient pas devant de tels actes! (454) 
In this novel, Verne shows us that making money through speculation is not only unproductive, 
but also dangerous because it might tear at the very fabric of American society whose founding 
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principle was not pointless competition but cooperation of all members for the greater good of 
all. 
 Besides the greedy American gamblers, Verne also includes in his novel moneylending 
misers, whom he presents as the absolute dregs of society. Herman Titbury, one of the 
contestants, and his wife Kate are rich, but their wealth has not come from some useful or 
productive enterprise, but from barely legal “Yankee tricks”:  
Leur fortune ne venait ni du commerce ni de l’industrie. Non, tous deux, . . . s’étaient 
livrés aux affaires interlopes des petits banquiers, des prêteurs sur gage, des acheteurs de 
créances à vil prix, des usuriers de bas étage, de ces loups-cerviers qui dépouillent les 
gens en se tenant toujours dans les limites de la légalité, - cette légalité, a dit un grand 
romancier, qui serait une belle chose pour les coquins... si Dieu n’existait pas! (50) 
But it is not only how they made their money that, for Verne, makes them so loathsome, but also 
what they plan to do with the millions if they do win the competition. While others, as we will 
see, plan to devote part of their winnings to charitable use, the Titburys would multiply and 
hoard their millions:  
Ils sauraient les placer en valeurs de toute sécurité, actions de banques, de mines, de 
sociétés industrielles, et ils toucheraient leurs immenses revenus, et ils ne les dissiperaient 
pas en fondations charitables, et ils les replaceraient sans en rien distraire pour leur 
confort, pour leurs plaisirs, et ils vivraient comme devant, concentrant leur existence dans 
l’amour des écus . . . (125) 
For Verne, uncharitable people such as the Titburys do not deserve the opportunity to win 
Hypperbone’s millions: “Si le sort favorisait cet affreux couple, c’est sans doute qu’il aurait ses 
raisons. Lesquelles, il eût été difficile de l’imaginer! Et ce serait au détriment de partenaires plus 
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dignes de la fortune . . . et qui en feraient meilleur usage” (125). This is why chance, that is to 
say, the author, does not favor Titbury. Not only does the unscrupulous usurer not win, but he is 
robbed and saddled with large fines to his and his wife’s dismay and must endure grueling treks 
across the country.  
Fortunately, Verne shows that not everyone in his fictitious American society is a greedy 
gambler or money hoarder. The heroes of the novel, Max Réal and Lissy Wag, are the ones who 
have no interest in fame or fortune. Max, a painter, enjoys the journey only because the required 
travel will give him inspiration for his paintings. This does not please his fellow Americans, 
some of whom have placed large amounts of money on him to win:  
Max Réal n’eut pas l’heur .- ce qu’il s’en moquait! – de plaire à ses concitoyens par cela 
seul qu’il emportait son attirail de peintre. . . Il ne s’agissait point de voir du pays ni de 
faire des tableaux, mais de voyager en partenaire, non en artiste. . . Il valait que [la partie] 
fût sérieusement jouée. (89) 
Clearly, Max does not care if he inspires confidence in the speculators and does his best to see as 
many of the American sights as he can and paint them when time allows. Unsurprisingly, this 
enthusiastic artist has French origins: “Si son nom était d’origine française, c’est qu’il descendait 
d’une famille canadienne de Québec” (45). And although he was born in the United States, he 
often acts like an outsider critical of what he observes: “Je n’ai point visité les autres villes de 
[Virginie]. D’ailleurs, elles se ressemblent un peu, comme toutes les villes américaines” (348). 
But this sensitive artist is particularly distressed about the effect that industrialization is having 
on the American countryside, which he describes in a letter to his mother:  
Je suis allé à Warren, un centre important de l’Ohio, si riche en sources d’huile de 
pétrole, qu’un aveugle le reconnaîtrait, pourvu qu’il eût un nez, rien qu’à son écoeurante 
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atmosphère. C’est à croire que l’air va s’enflammer si l’on égratigne une allumette. Et 
puis, quel pays! Sur les plaînes à perte de vue, rien que des échafaudages et des orifices 
de puits . . .  
Les beautés industrielles, c’est bien, les beautés artistiques, c’est mieux, les 
beautés naturelles, rien au-dessus!  
J’ai continué à descendre vers le sud-est. . . Pas un coin de nature qui soit livré à 
lui-même! Partout la main de l’homme et son outillage bruyant! (342-44) 
He ends his letter with an apocalyptic vision of future America where nature will be replaced by 
a man-made landscape: “Un jour, les arbres seront en métal, les prairies en feutre, et les grèves 
en limaille de fer... C’est le progrès” (344). Everywhere he sees nature being exploited in the 
name of profit and progress, and, while he is capable of seeing “les beautés industrielles,” he is 
alarmed that one day there will be no “beautés naturelles” left. This “ecological” sentiment in the 
mouth of Verne’s character of French origins is without a doubt that of the author in his later 
novels. Where he once saw so much promise in the rapidly developing United States, he now 
sees the excessive exploitation of the natural environment there as worrisome particularly 
because it stands to benefit only a select few.  
 Like Max Réal, Lissy Wag is deserving of good fortune because she is not materialistic 
and is a generous, good-hearted person. She, like her French-Canadian co-contestant, has little 
interest in winning the competition: “De goûts très simples, très modestes, sans ambition, sans 
jamais s’abandonner à des rêves où tant d’autres s’égarent, Lissy Wag fut certainement et de 
beaucoup la moins émue des “Six”, lorsqu’elle apprit que le sort [la choisit]” (55). Moreover, if 
she does win Hypperbone’s millions, she, along with her friend Jovita Foley, will put them to 
good use: “Quel bon usage nous ferons de ces millions... du bien... du bien à tout le monde!... Et 
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nous fonderons des maisons de charité, des ouvroirs, un hôpital!... Oui! l’hôpital Wag-Foley pour 
les malades de Chicago” (443). Because of her modesty and good will, she, like Max, has much 
luck throughout the game. 
 If Verne had intended this novel to be a dystopia, he might have had the detestable miser 
Hermann Titbury win the game, but such is not the case. We learn in the last pages of the book 
that the mysterious XKZ is in fact Hypperbone himself, who has not died and has taken the 
chance of leaving his entire fortune to a stranger and thus ruining himself. It is, however, 
Hypperbone, who wins the Noble Jeu des États-Unis. But, during the game, the millionaire 
philosopher forms an opinion on each of the players and favors some over the others to win: “à 
faire des voeux pour quelqu’un à défaut de lui-même, c’eût été pour Max Réal, Lissy Wag et sa 
fidèle Jovita Foley” (476). Convinced that only Lissy Wag will put his money to good use, he 
leaves half of his fortune to her in his new will. And when the novel ends with a double 
marriage, that of Lissy Wag and Max Réal and that of William Hypperbone and Jovita Foley, 
there can be no doubt that Verne has given us a happy ending: enormous sums of money end up 
in the hands of kind, benevolent people who will use it wisely, and wealthy unscrupulous misers 
are punished in the most painful way for them – they lose money. 
5.3 Dystopian America 
If in his early works, Verne is able to look past what he saw as plain Yankee greed, in his 
later novels, this tolerance to the American propensity to thirst after large profits has worn very 
thin. As Philippe Roger explains in his Ennemi américain, in the late 19th century, a new feature 
of American business worried the French because “par sa magnitude [il a oblitéré] le vieux 
cliché de l’avarice yankee” (292). It was the advent of the powerful trust system created by such 
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American “tycoons”72 as Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919), Jason “Jay” Gould (1836-1892), John 
Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913) and John D. Rockefeller (1839-1937), whose consolidation of 
companies led to monopolies in their respective industries. In response to this new and ominous 
development in the American business world, the French economic scientist Paul de Rousiers, in 
his Les Industries monopolisées (Trusts) aux États-Unis (1898), asked “Allons-nous voir la 
liberté de la concurrence disparaître devant la domination de quelques tyrans industriels entre les 
mains desquels viendrait s’absorber toute la puissance de production?” (v). De Rousiers 
expresses concern that such monopolization of industries would inevitably lead to an extreme 
concentration of wealth by few entrepreneurs. Moreover, he is alarmed that such catastrophic 
developments would make their way to Europe. Indeed, just five years later, his prophecy 
unfortunately has been confirmed: “Les trusts américains envahissent l’Europe; leur renommée 
avait franchi l’Atlantique,” (v) writes Paul Lafargue, Karl Marx’s son-in-law. In his Les trusts 
américains (1903), he laments “les millions et les milliards, dont [les trusts] sont armés” (v). To 
Lafargue, their “monstrueuse accumulation de capitaux” (v) is the most important economic 
development of the times:  
Les trusts américains sont un phénomène historique nouveau d’une si puissante action sur 
le monde capitaliste, qu’ils relèguent au second plan tous les faits économiques, 
politiques et scientifiques survenus dans ces quarante dernières années. (vi) 
For Lafargue, among other things, trusts were guilty of eliminating competition within 
industries, thus driving prices up, and concentrating, according to his figures, 15.7 percent of the 
total wealth of the United States in 1903 in a very small number of hands (8-9). As we will see 
                                                
72 In Charles Morris’s The Tycoons: How Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Jay Gould, and 
J.P. Morgan Invented the American Supereconomy (2005), he uses the mid 19th century term 
“tycoon” to characterize American moguls. 
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from my analysis of his later novels, Jules Verne was aware of the trust system that eventually 
threatened to pauperize American masses. I also argue that this very realization quickly darkened 
his utopian vision of the United States.  
5.3.1 Sans dessus dessous 
The very title of an 1889 novel illustrates the change in Verne’s view of the United 
States. In contrast with descriptive titles such as De la terre a la lune, Le tour du monde en 
quatre-vingts jours and Vingt mille lieues sous les mers, the title Sans dessus dessous clearly 
alerts the reader that he is about to embark on a novel in which the world is far from perfect. In 
this novel, far from justifying the American “appât du gain,” he condemns it strongly in this 
second sequel to De la terre à la lune (1865). Twenty-four years later, the members of 
Barbicane’s Gun-Club return with a new adventure under way. Having had a taste for enormous 
profit such as that that they gained of their moon experiment, they now want more. This time, 
however, their motives have nothing to do with developing scientific knowledge or bettering the 
world and everything to do with profiting off of others’ misfortune.  
After learning that the United States had put the Arctic lands up for auction, the Gun 
Club forms an organization called the North Polar Practical Association with the intent to 
purchase the region. Impey Barbicane, Captain Nicholl and J.T. Maston, a minor character from 
De la terre à la lune, want to be sure that this region becomes their private property with which 
they can do as they please: “Comme ce qui n’est à personne appartient également à tout le 
monde, la nouvelle Société ne prétendait point ‘prendre’ mais ‘acquérir’, afin d’éviter les 
réclamations futures” (4). Because Verne wants to present these entrepreneurs’ scheme as just 
one example of the larger picture of American greed, he insists that the American group’s 
purchase of the land would make it by default American: “Si la nouvelle association acquérait les 
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régions boréales, ces régions deviendraient propriété définitive de l’Amérique, ou pour mieux 
dire, des États-Unis, dont la vivace confédération tend sans cesse à s’accroître” (15). Not wishing 
to see the United States become significantly larger and richer, officials from England, Denmark, 
Sweden-Norway, Holland and Russia become skeptical of the rich American association’s 
motives and send delegates to attempt to prevent the Americans from acquiring this land.  
Fearful that the money pledged by their respective governments will not suffice to win 
out over the outrageously wealthy Americans in the auction, the European delegates decide they 
must pool their money and form “une ligue contre l’ennemi commun” (27):  
Ne vaudrait-il pas mieux que ceux-ci formassent un syndicat, ce qui leur permettrait de 
disposer d’une somme telle que la Société américaine ne pourrait lutter contre eux? . . . 
Un syndicat... De notre temps, ce mot répond à tout. On se syndique, comme on respire, 
comme on boit, comme on mange, comme on dort. Rien de plus moderne – en politique 
aussi bien qu’en affaires. (29)  
Far from making enormous profit, this trust would be formed for a good common cause: to 
protect the world from whatever scheme the selfish Americans might have concocted. 
Unfortunately, even powerful England, “avec ses bank-notes trop envahissantes,” (35) is not able 
to defeat the Americans’ dollars. J.-T. Maston, the mastermind of this new Yankee plot, receives 
a large donation from a rich widow, Evangelina Scorbitt, whose husband had made his millions 
in “le double commerce des articles de mode et des porcs salés” (54). While her husband’s 
commercial ventures did not make her as rich as tycoons, “sa fortune [est] très considérable” (53) 
providing the Americans with more money than they need to succeed at the auction. The 
financial means that the five European governments had been able to contribute is not enough to 
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compete with a few private American individuals’ wealth, and the North Polar Practical 
Association thus succeeds in purchasing the North Pole.  
The group’s motives behind the purchase eventually become clear. They will again 
construct a gigantic cannon, but this one will have a vastly different goal from the Columbiad of 
De la terre à la lune. When they fire this one, which will be built into Mount Kilimanjaro, the 
recoil will cause a shift in the Earth’s axis, which will provoke so drastic a climate change that 
the North polar icecaps will melt. While the Americans claim that the climate change will bring 
many benefits to the planet, they do not hide their real motive: to profit off of the coal mines they 
claim are hidden beneath the ice. Given that “l’estomac industriel ne vit que de charbon” (57) 
and that “la consommation de [charbon n’est pas] assurée jusqu’à la fin des siècles,” (58) gaining 
control over a large quantity of it would assure them a fortune and quite possibly guarantee their 
descendants a monopoly on coal production. Such an acquisition would surely make Barbicane 
and his associates rich “comme les Gould, comme les Mackay, les Vanderbilt, les Gordon 
Bennett, dont la fortune dépasse le milliard, et qui pourraient faire l’aumône à un Rothschild” 
(53-4) with the likes of railroad pioneers Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794-1877) and Jay Gould 
(1836-1892), James McKay (1830-1906) with his millions made off of oil and silver, James 
Gordon Bennet, Sr. (1795-1872), founder of the New York Herald, and the Rothschild banking 
family.  
Now, in order to build their cannon, the protagonists incorporate themselves as 
“Barbicane and Co”, the change from “club” to “company” confirming a shift in motive from 
scientific to financial. This “société” requires funding, and this time, they open a “souscription 
publique pour la somme de quinze millions de dollars” (64). The funders of this project are not 
“désintéressés” as they were in De la terre à la lune. They become shareholders, whose “actions 
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émises à cent dollars devaient d’être libérées par un unique versement” (64). The company 
quickly receives all of the funds they require, taking note that they have only American 
supporters. They conclude, however, that “Tant mieux! . . . L’oeuvre n’en sera que plus 
américaine!” (67). Indeed, it is perhaps because this enterprise is all American in its financial 
backing that the group receives three times what they need and also “trois fois plus que la somme 
souscrite au profit du Gun-Club, lors de la grande expérience du projectile envoyé de la Terre à 
la Lune” (67). The excessive funding indicates an increase in wealth in the American public (and 
also in foolishness) and thus an American ability to undertake ever-larger projects. But, 
unfortunately, such power only corrupts the American company, and, far from benefiting 
humanity, this project threatens the lives of millions of people, who will drown from the melted 
icecaps: “Il semblait que les promoteurs de l’affaire ne s’étaient point préoccupés des 
bouleversements que leur oeuvre pouvait provoquer sur notre infortuné globe pour n’en voir que 
les avantages” (106). Barbicane, who had previously played the role of hero in De la terre à la 
lune, becomes a villain, described as “satané” (146), and “au ban de l’humanité” (165).  
To make it absolutely clear that he presents the actions of the Americans in a negative 
light, he insists that the French are not only uninvolved in the venture, but also very suspicious of 
its outcome. Despite their distrust, French officials do not join the other European delegates in 
their attempt to stop the Americans: “la France ne jugea point à propos de se mêler à cette 
entreprise plus industrielle que scientifique, et elle abandonna sa part du gâteau polaire” (14). 
France, it seems, would only be interested in getting involved if the project would result in 
scientific advances, but its purely “industrial,” and we might add, economic, nature displeases 
the French. It is also telling that Michel Ardan, the beloved French hero of De la terre à la lune, 
does not join the American entrepreneurs this time. Instead, we find him in Europe enjoying his 
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retirement indifferent to future scientific projects: “le Français Michel Ardan n’y était plus. De 
retour en Europe, il avait fait fortune, paraît-il, - ce qui ne laissa pas de surprendre bien des gens, 
- et, maintenant, il plantait ses choux, il les mangeait, il les digérait même s’il faut en croire les 
reporters les mieux informés” (50). Far from being the club’s ally as he was in De la terre à la 
lune, Ardan no longer has anything to do with Barbicane and Nicholl, whose new experiment, 
we will see, is nothing more than a get-rich-quick scheme in which art and idealism play no role. 
Science is just a tool in this moneymaking ploy, which offers nothing to society and worse still 
threatens its very existence. 
Another Frenchman, however, has come to Baltimore to observe the activities of 
Barbicane and Co. His name is Alcide Pierdeux, and he is an engineer and a mathematician “de 
premier ordre . . . [qui est] entré le premier à l’École polytechnique et sorti le premier” (106). 
Alcide Pierdeux resembles Michel Ardan in his quirkiness and his “laisser-aller d’un gamin de 
Paris,” (106) but he also contrasts sharply with him because he, unlike Ardan, is also “un 
travailleur acharné” (106) and a man of science. This multi-faceted character shows that Verne 
no longer believes that his compatriots need foreign models because the best among them can be 
not only “gai” but also “grave” (107) and productive. Indeed, Pierdeux’s well-roundedness 
makes him superior to J.-T. Maston: “J.-T. Maston . . . était un calculateur hors ligne, [mais il] 
n’était que calculateur” (106). The contrast between calculateur and mathematician says it all. 
“Calculateur” has a negative connotation in French, whereas “mathemeticien” suggests noble 
intellectual pursuits. Unlike J.-T. Maston and the rest of Barbicane and Co who are one-trick 
ponys, this Frenchman is not only a gifted mathematician but also “un homme d’esprit, un 
fantaisiste, un original comme il s’en rencontre quelquefois dans les Ponts et rarement dans les 
Mines” (106). Moreover, Americans can certainly no longer serve as models as their motives 
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have drastically changed to the detriment of society. As opposed to J.-T. Maston, who uses his 
math skills to concoct greedy schemes, Pierdeux studies math to advance science and industry: 
“il ne faisait des mathématiques que pour les appliquer aux sciences expérimentales, qui elles-
mêmes n’avaient de charme pour lui parce qu’elles trouvaient leur emploi dans l’industrie” 
(108).  
Alcide Pierdeux, suspicious of the activities of Barbicane and Co has come of his own 
accord as a savant detective who will predict and scrutinize the Americans’ formulas in order to 
put an end to their scheme if need be. Fortunately, he does not have to intervene because the 
experiment is a failure owing to a mistake in J.-T. Maston’s calculations. Although Barbicane 
and Co’s cannon does destroy a few towns and villages in Tanzania, the American villains do not 
succeed in changing the axis of the earth. The planet is saved from absolute disaster. While the 
American cannon-builders were celebrated in De la terre à la lune and Autour de la lune, in this 
later novel, in which they plan to turn the world “sans dessus dessous,” they become objects of 
absolute ridicule. When it is a Frenchman who deals “le dernier coup” by writing “une chanson 
française . . . qui courut les café-concerts du monde entier,” (196) Verne’s condemnation of the 
American lust for money is more than clear. 
Because the world in Sans dessus dessous is saved from utter destruction, we cannot 
consider the novel to be entirely dystopian in the way that Paris au vingtième siècle is with its 
complete lack of hope for the future. But with this 1889 novel, Verne warns us of developments 
in the United States that could eventually contribute to dystopian conditions for that country and 
even for the world. The real dystopia will come when there is no one left, be it providence or a 
concerned Frenchman, to avert imminent disaster. 
5.3.2 L’Île à hélice 
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In line with the tradition going back to Thomas More’s Utopia, Verne chooses to place 
his imaginary societies, both utopian and dystopian, on an island. Like the ideal community on 
L’Île mystérieuse, members of the dystopian society on L’Île à hélice are dwellers of an island. 
From the very first line of Verne’s 1895 Ile à hélice, it is obvious that Verne’s pessimism and 
disenchantment with the United States has intensified and that his warning is more urgent: 
“Lorsqu’un voyage commence mal, il est rare qu’il finisse bien” (1). The “voyage” in question is 
that of four French musicians, who have come to the United States to make their fortune by 
introducing chamber music to the Americans. Interestingly, when characterizing his French 
musicians, Verne is careful to present all temperaments of humanity. Indeed, Verne’s 
descriptions of the quartet members show that each one corresponds to one of Hippocrates’ four 
humors: choleric, phlegmatic, melancholic and sanguine: “Si Sébastien Zorn est bilieux, Yvernès 
flegmatique, Frascolin paisible, Pinchinat d’une surabondante jovialité” (11). Hippocrates and 
his many followers up to the nineteenth century believed that human personality was the result of 
either a deficiency or an excess of blood, yellow bile, black bile or phlegm.73 While an ideal 
being would have the four humors in balance, this cannot be expected in one being since only 
Jesus was believed to have ever achieved this perfect equilibrium. While perfect harmony cannot 
be achieved in one individual, it could and has been accomplished in Verne’s French musical 
quartet, whose members’ individual tendencies or imperfections complement each another:  
                                                
73 Even though the theory of temperaments was combatted in the 17th and 18th centuries, it 
became popular again in the 19th century. Indeed, Charles Daremberg published in 1854 the first 
French translation of Galen’s fundamental works under the title Oeuvres anatomiques, 
physiologies et médicales. For more details, see Julia Przybos’s “Germinie Lacerteux au service 
des sciences sociales,” Excavatio, IX, 1997, 32-43. 
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Tous, excellents camarades, éprouvent les uns pour les autres une amitié de frères. Ils se 
sentent réunis par un lien que nulle discussion d’intérêt ou d’amour-propre n’aurait pu 
rompre, par une communauté de goûts puisés à la même source. (11) 
The source of course is their deep love and understanding of classical music. These four French 
musicians representing humanity working together for a common course – making harmonious 
music - will be set in sharp contrast with the quarreling American characters in the novel. 
 The Americans’ view of the arts is contrasted with that of our French protagonists. Even 
though Sébastien Zorn, Yvernès, Frascolin and Pinchinat have come to the United States to take 
advantage of the Americans’ newfound interest in classical music and thus make a fortune, their 
approach to the arts is essentially pure. It is only out of love for music and hard work and 
devotion to their craft that they have become excellent musicians. They live, speak, breathe and 
even joke music, the pages of L’Île à hélice being full of playful puns inspired by music.  
Their talent and skills are so great that they embody in the novel the ancient Greek myth 
of Orpheus, in which the central figure is able to “[draw] to himself the trees, the souls of wild 
beasts, and the stones that followed him” (Ovid XI: 1) and even temper Hades with his voice and 
mastery of the lyre. In an early scene, when the quartet fears for their lives after coming across a 
bear in the Californian woods, Pinchinat begins to play his violin, which has an immediate 
calming influence over the bear, and Verne’s reference to Ovid’s myth is unambiguous: 
Est-ce que les pierres, mues par les accords d’Amphion, ne venaient pas d’elles-mêmes 
se ranger autour de Thèbes? Est-ce que les bêtes féroces, apprivoisées par ses inspirations 
lyriques, n’accouraient pas aux genoux d’Orphée? Eh bien, il faut croire que cet ours 
californien, sous l’influence de prédispositions ataviques, est aussi artistement doué que 
ses congénères de la Fable, car sa férocité s’éteint, ses instincts de mélomane le 
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dominent, et à mesure que le quatuor recule en bon ordre, il le suit, laissant échapper de 
petits cris de dilettante. (L’Île à hélice 21) 
The “quatre disciples d’Apollon” (22) are thus able to save themselves from imminent death with 
the power and purity of their music. But what, if any, kind of influence will Verne’s avatars of 
Orpheus have on their American hosts? 
If Verne’s late novels present a dystopian picture of America overall, this late work 
nonetheless also depicts Americans who are artistically inclined. However, he does so all the 
while harshly criticizing them for other more important and alarming traits. Interestingly, the 
writer introduces this newfound passion for the arts and in the same breath mocks and 
overemphasizes their seemingly unstoppable imperialism:  
Dans le cours de cette année-là . . . les États-Unis d’Amérique ont doublé le nombre des 
étoiles du pavillon fédératif. Ils sont dans l’entier épanouissement de leur puissance 
industrielle et commerciale, après s’être annexé le Dominion of Canada jusqu’aux 
dernières limites de la mer polaire, les provinces mexicaines, guatemaliennes, 
hondurassiennes, nicaraguiennes et costariciennes jusqu’au canal de Panama. En même 
temps, le sentiment de l’art s’est développé chez ces Yankees envahisseurs, et si leurs 
productions se limitent à un chiffre restreint dans le domaine du beau, si leur génie 
national se montre encore un peu rebelle en matière de peinture, de sculpture et de 
musique, du moins le goût des belles oeuvres s’est-il universellement répandu chez eux. 
(5) 
By juxtaposing the Americans’ newfound enthusiasm for the arts with their role as relentless 
“envahisseurs,” Verne undercuts their new passion and prepares the reader for what will be 
revealed as their less than pure motivations behind said passion. Because Americans themselves 
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produce only “un chiffre restreint” of works of art, they must import art for their rapidly growing 
consumption: 
A force d’acheter au poids de l’or les tableaux des maîtres anciens et modernes pour 
composer des galeries privées ou publiques, à force d’engager à des prix formidables les 
artists lyriques ou dramatiques de renom, les instrumentalistes du plus haut talent, ils se 
sont infusé le sens des belles et nobles choses qui leur avait manqué si longtemps. (5) 
The Americans’ desire for imported music gives our four French musicians the opportunity of a 
lifetime, for “les dilettanti yankees ne leur ménagèrent ni les hurrahs ni les dollars” (6). Their 
tour of the United States, however, soon comes to a sudden halt. 
 On their way to give a concert at San Diego, our quartet meets Calistus Munbar, who 
offers the stranded musicians hospitality in a mysterious “ville importante” (28) between San 
Francisco and San Diego. After spending the night in a hotel outfitted with “les derniers 
perfectionnements modernes,” (32) their dilettante host, takes them on a tour of the unknown 
city. At the end of their visit, which recalls Lord William Carisdall’s tour of Icarie in Étienne 
Cabet’s Voyage en Icarie, they discover that this city is a floating island that has taken them far 
off the coast of California. Indeed, American millionaires have separated themselves from the 
United States and live on their own propeller-driven island called “Standard-Island” in an 
obvious reference to Rockefeller’s Standard Oil. Their island, with its aptly-named capital, 
Milliard-City, is a technological wonder kept secret from the rest of the world, and Munbar, 
“superintendent des Beaux-Arts,” (85) has kidnapped our quartet under false pretenses. His offer 
of an annual salary of 1 million francs apiece for being the island’s first resident musicians is one 
they cannot refuse despite their anger at being victims of “Yankee tricks.” It is no surprise that 
this Munbar should be a hoaxer, considering he is the “arrière-petit-neveu du célèbre Barnum” 
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(85). During their subsequent stay on the island, they learn that, unlike Icarie, Standard-Island is 
far from a utopia even if their deceptive guide describes it as such.  
As we have seen, Verne presents these Americans’ sudden, while tardy, interest in 
classical music as surprising, but the quartet soon learns that the Americans’ view of music, as of 
everything, is thoroughly corrupted. Up until their arrival, the millionaires had only been able to 
listen to music “conserv[ée] à l’admiration des races futures avec autant de précision que 
l’oeuvre des statuaires et des peintres” (86) by means of the phonograph, a recent American 
invention. But for French musicians, this engraved music reduces the most noble of arts to the 
status of preserved comestibles: “Milliard-City . . . n’a jamais entendu que de la musique en 
boîte, des conserves mélodiques, qu’on lui expédie comme les conserves de sardines ou de salt-
beef” (87). But more troubling is the fact that the practical Americans do not seem to enjoy 
music just for music’s sake alone. They have assigned a purely utilitarian role to the most 
abstract of arts. Indeed, these “conserves mélodiques” are “considérées comme . . . agent[s] 
thérapeutique[s]” (88). For example, for anemia, one might listen to “invigorating” Wagner or 
Berlioz, and for excessive energy, “calming” Mendelssohn or Mozart might be prescribed. While 
we did see the Frenchmen employing their music in the calming of the bear, they did this out of 
desperation to save their lives, they are upset that they have been brought to Milliard-City “pour 
calmer [ses] névroses et [ses] névrosés” (89) and horrified at the prospect of being used as 
“apothicaires lyriques” (89). Despite their consternation, the French quartet is nevertheless 
curious about this mysterious island. They accept Munbar’s generous offer, and thus, the 
strangest gig of their lives begins.  
At first glance, Standard-Island appears utopian in many respects. Education is free and 
mandatory and includes not only the hard sciences, but also, unlike in Paris au XXe siècle, “les 
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langues mortes et les langues vivantes” (100). However, the lazy life of comfort and ease does 
not motivate the residents of Milliard-City to take their studies far, and the next generation “aura 
moins d’instruction que de rentes” (100). Munbar is proud to inform the quartet that this city has 
no poor, no beggars, no criminals and therefore no prisons, but this is not because of some 
ingenious solution applied to these universal problems, but because “il n’y a en cette cité que des 
nababs richissimes” (38). Most of the inhabitants have no need to work because “le million, c’est 
pour [eux] le dollar courant, et . . . [ils] les compt[ent] par centaines,” (38) earning the city the 
name of Milliard-City. Their extravagant lifestyle does require them to employ temporary 
laborers that are not part of the Standard-Island society: “Lorsqu’on a besoin d’ouvriers, on les 
amène du dehors, . . . et lorsque le travail est terminé ils s’en retournent... avec la forte somme!” 
(39) While these temporary employees are paid well, their work does not directly benefit their 
own continental community. All labor performed on Standard-Island thus fails to fulfill the 
utopian socialist requirement of “unité d’action,” that engages all members of the community to 
toil together towards a common goal. 
For Verne, as we know, certain ways of earning a living appear nobler than others. We 
recall that Barbicane made his money in lumber, which had no negative implications whereas the 
Milliard-City residents’ sources of exorbitant income do pose a problem. They have made their 
millions “soit de l’exploitation des chemins de fer, soit des opérations de banque, soit du 
rendement des sources de pétrole, soit du commerce des porcs salés (62). While lumber invokes 
an earlier, seemingly more primitive stage of industrialization, “chemins de fer” and “pétrole” 
suggest a more advanced and potentially more polluting, and thus less pure, stage of industrial 
development. Moreover, the amount of money that one can make from lumber cannot compare 
with that made by, for example, Cornelius Vanderbilt and John D. Rockefeller in railroads and 
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oil respectively let alone “opérations de banque,” which point to an even more advanced stage in 
capitalist economy. Indeed, the amassed riches by far surpass hereditary fortunes of reigning 
European dynasties: “[l]es empereurs et [l]es rois de l’Europe . . . ne font pas grande figure . . . à 
côté des Gould, des Vanderbilt, des Rothschild, des Astor, des Makay et autres dieux de la 
finance” (252). No doubt this troubling development in the New World would have shocked 
Saint-Simonians and other utopian socialists, who condemned the fortunes of the aristocracy and 
monarchs at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
To Verne’s mind, making money off of money, as we have seen, is not a respectable 
profession because it contributes nothing tangible to society. While making money off the sale of 
salt pork can hardly be considered improper or even unproductive, I cannot help but feel that 
Verne is mocking those that make their money in this perhaps inglorious way. Let us not forget 
that Evangelina Scorbitt’s husband in Sans dessus dessous had also made part of his fortune in 
salt-pork, so it is an early industry to which Verne returns occasionally.  
No matter what industry provided these millionaires’ wealth, the inhabitants of this “cité 
gouldienne, vanderbiltienne et rotchschildienne (sp)” (61) no longer wish to engage in any 
activity, and thus we find on this island “rien que des rentiers et des marchands en train de se 
faire des rentes” (39). The “milliardaires” are happy to produce nothing and lead idle lives paid 
for by the dividends of their extreme wealth making their city the antithesis of Saint-Simon’s 
productive society directed by scientists, industrialists and artists. The American “milliardaires” 
have separated themselves from the rest of toiling humanity. The millionaires’ total idleness and 
self-serving behavior lead to a lack of what Saint-Simon called “unité d’action” (NC 48) 
necessary for any community to function properly. Standard-Island’s residents have no vested 
interest in the community as a whole, which will lead to disagreements of all kinds. 
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Another idea dear to the utopian socialists, namely the conquering of natural forces, is 
taken to a new and astounding level on Standard-Island. Its inhabitants, with their “idée 
‘américamécaniquement’ pratique de créer de toutes pièces une île artificielle,” (61) have created 
a totally man-made environment. Reminiscent of protagonists in Sans dessus dessous, in which a 
change in the earth’s axis would provide a constant temperate climate for the whole world, these 
“Américains invraisemblablement riches” (68) live on a ship-like island, which sails around the 
Pacific Ocean perpetually avoiding “la mauvaise saison” (54). Everything on their island is man-
made. Their gardens, with every kind of plant imaginable and where “tout y semble artificiel,” 
(53) are maintained by water they make themselves, “une eau hygiénique, exempte de toute 
impureté” (53). Indeed, they have “de la pluie sur commande,” (53) and residents get not only 
cold and hot water delivered to their house, but also “la lumière, le son, l’heure, la chaleur, le 
froid, la force motrice, les agents antiseptiques, l’éléctrisation” (69). As the “milliardaires” are 
“soustrait[s] aux intempéries climatériques [et] à l’abri de toutes les influences microbiennes,” 
(69) the death rate is not surprisingly extremely low. Their island itself of course also defies 
powerful nature; it is built so sturdily that even “les fureurs de l’Océan sont impuissantes contre 
[Standard-Island],” proving that “le génie de l’homme a vaincu la nature” (104).  
No nature-defying technological feat, however, can bring together the two founding 
groups of Protestants and Catholics. The island therefore had to be divided into two sections: 
only Catholics hailing from the Southern United States live in the Tribord section, while only 
Yankee Protestants live in the Babord section. Verne consistently points out the irreconcilable 
differences between the two groups. For example, the Protestant, or Babord, section of the island 
is quiet and sober while the Tribord section is lively: “les magasins sont mieux achalandés, des 
habitations d’une fantaisie plus élégante, des homesteads ou maisons de familles, plus 
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confortables, des hôtels aussi magnifiques que ceux de la section protestante, mais de plus 
réjouissant aspect” (47). If it is not already evident, Verne is not neutral in his contrasting of the 
two cultures and lifestyles. The Protestants are “des gens pratiques” while the Catholics are “plus 
intellectuels, plus raffinés” (44). The Catholics therefore enjoy the French quartet’s music out of 
an actual love of music while the Protestants attend concerts just to keep up appearances. More 
demonstrative in their likes and dislikes, the Catholics also clap louder.  
Verne’s Catholic bias is apparent in other ways. Take, for example, his comparison of the 
two groups’ churches: Yvernès says of the Protestant church that “avec sa pesante architecture, 
la prière n’y doit point être une élévation vers le ciel, mais un écrasement vers la terre,” (44) 
while the Catholic church, with “la sveltesse de ses pinacles, la légèreté de ses rosaces, 
l’élégance de ses ogives flamboyantes, la grâce de ses fenêtres en mains jointes,” (49) appears to 
offer a pleasant and uplifting environment for prayer. Also, the quartet learns that one of their 
compatriots is living among the “milliardaires” of Standard-Island, and the side with which he 
sympathizes is telling. In his youth, Athanase Dorémus had left France and settled in New 
Orleans, where he established himself as “professeur de danse, de grâces et de maintien” (103) 
among “les principales familles” (114). Recommended by one of these “ultra-riches” (114) 
families from Louisiana, he becomes an employee of the Standard-Island, where of course he has 
few students, but receives his salary all the same. If it was not already clear that this Frenchman 
sides with the Southern aristocratic Catholics, then Verne makes it more than evident when he 
specifies that “ce brave homme [habite] la section tribordaise,” (112) or, in other words, the 
Catholic part of the island. While in his early novels, the writer made attempts to soften the 
typical French bias against Protestants in an effort to make the Yankee more sympathetic for his 
young French readers, this is no longer the case in his late novel L’Île à hélice. He now 
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demonstrates a marked preference for Southern Americans over Yankees, or for Americans who 
at least are less stereotypically American. But besides the basic dissimilarities between the two 
groups of residents, there is one much larger difference, which in fact threatens the peaceful 
existence of the “milliardaires” on Standard-Island. 
Over time, a serious rift forms between the two groups when the Protestants announce 
that they essentially miss working and making money and would like to bring industry to the 
island:  
Les [Protéstants] . . . se demandent pourquoi on n’utiliserait pas l’île à hélice comme un 
immense bâtiment de commerce, pourquoi elle ne transporterait pas des cargaisons sur 
les divers comptoirs de l’Océanie, pourquoi toute industrie est bannie de Standard-
Island... Bref, bien qu’ils n’y soient que depuis moins de deux ans, ces Yankees, . . . se 
sentent repris de la nostalgie du négoce. (116-17)   
The Southern aristocratic Catholics, “[qui] ne se sont établis sur Standard-Island que dans la 
pensée de jouir paisiblement de leurs richesses,” (116) do not want to industrialize their island 
and see it encumbered by manufacturing plants. The Protestants, in their desire to at least exploit 
for monetary gains the island’s unproductive floating from shore to shore, are led by the richest 
family among them, the Tankerdon family, while the Catholics, in opposition, are led by their 
richest family, the Coverleys. The “regrettable rivalité” (168) between “ces Capulets et ces 
Montaigus” (168) creates much suspense among the French musicians, who fear the 
consequences of such discord. In tune with the harmony they experienced among themselves, 
they vow to help unite the quarreling families.  
In his early works, Verne’s utopian socialist beliefs would prevent him from siding with a 
group of people who wish to remain idle, but his subsequent disenchantment with the United 
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States allows him to do just that. For him, the Yankees’ strong and unstoppable work ethic has 
been corrupted because it no longer serves the community. Furthermore, it has the power to 
make a handful of people unduly rich, which unfortunately turns these once productive, 
charitable people into greedy idlers.  
 Another sign that Verne might side with the aristocratic lifestyle of the American South 
rather than the utilitarian ways of the Yankees is his sympathetic depiction of the former king 
and queen of the fictional European nation of “Malécarlie.” No revolution ousted these former 
monarchs from their kingdom. Simply wanting to live a quieter life, it is “sans aucune distinction 
ni privilège” (251) that these former monarchs have chosen to live the rest of their days on 
Standard-Island, where the constant temperate climate would serve the queen’s failing health. 
They inhabit a modest house in, of course, the Catholic section of the island and must live very 
frugally on their dwindling resources. Despite their natural, ingrained as it were, love of classical 
music, they cannot afford to attend the French quartet’s concerts. To the surprise of our French 
musicians, the former king, looking to supplement their income, must get a paying job. Already 
an accomplished stargazer, when a position at the island’s observatory becomes available, he 
becomes the island’s astronomer. The former monarchs’ thrifty existence elicits the sympathy of 
our French protagonists, who, “très ému devant cette déchéance royale,” (252) offer the couple 
on one occasion a free and private concert at their home. How could Verne, with his Republican 
and utopian socialist leanings, ever commiserate with former monarchs, that is, individuals, 
whom Saint-Simon viewed as “les plus grands coupables, les voleurs généraux” (L’Organisateur 
2: 25)? In no way does this positive depiction of them actually imply royalist sympathies on the 
part of the author, for the former king and queen of Malécarlie “ne s’aveuglai[ent] guère sur 
l’avenir des souverainetés européennes” (251). Indeed, the way in which they leave Malécarlie 
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implies that it is part and parcel of a general winding down of European monarchical regimes 
that Verne seems to view as inevitable:  
D’un commun accord, le contrat fut rompu entre Sa Majesté et ses sujets. Le roi dedevint 
un homme, ses sujets devinrent des citoyens, et il partit sans plus de façon qu’un 
voyageur dont le ticket a été pris au chemin de fer, laissant un régime se substituer à un 
autre. (251)  
Instead of showing support or nostalgia for the monarchy, Verne’s portrait of self-exiled former 
monarchs rather shows a fondness and wistfulness for dwindling aristocratic taste for the arts that 
he hopes will not be completely supplanted by the Yankees’ bourgeois and utilitarian way of life. 
 Eventually, the discord between the Southern Catholics and the Yankee Protestants 
almost leads to a reenactment of the “guerre civile . . . par les pires excès” (394). When the Nat 
Coverley and Jam Tankerdon, respective leaders of the Coverley and Tankerdon families, 
compete in the mayoral election, their absurd rivalry divides Milliard-City into “deux villes 
ennemies” (385). The former mayor, Cyrus Bikerstaff, had been wisely chosen. Being from 
Maine, “l’un des États fédéraux qui prirent la moindre part aux luttes fratricides de la 
Confédération américaine pendant la guerre de sécession,” (108) he was in the best position to 
appease both sides of the island. There could be no such appeasement with either Coverley or 
Tankerdon as mayor, and when each candidate receives an equal number of votes, it is decided 
that each candidate will become mayor of his respective half of the island, thus severing 
Standard-Island in half. Installed in City Hall in opposite wings, their absolute refusal to work 
together leads to the catastrophe that their rivalry had augured all along. With their “ténacité 
ultra-américaine,” (393) Tankerdon, insists on steering the island in a northeasterly direction and 
sends his orders accordingly to Bâbard-Harbour, while Coverley sends orders to Tribord-
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Harbour to go southwest. The two engines, designed to “se mouvoir dans le même sens,” (395) 
end up, in their opposing efforts, literally ripping the island apart. 
 While Verne’s novel has a happy ending with all of the “milliardaires” eventually making 
it to safety, L’Île à hélice is certainly a cautionary tale. Throughout the novel, Sébastien Zorn, the 
choleric quartet musician, fills the novel with a sense of foreboding, adding pessimistic 
comments such as “Et puis, nous verrons comment finira cette aventure!,” (117) causing the 
reader to expect at any moment some grave catastrophe that the wealthy islanders may or may 
not survive.  
But why exactly is Standard-Island an anticipation of a dystopian future? Verne’s 
biographer, Herbert Lottman, writes that Verne’s fans were wrong when they “took [L’Île à 
hélice] for a pessimistic vision of the future, a repudiation of the author’s earlier encouragement 
of progress” (293). Lottman argues that “closer reading shows that there is nothing at all wrong 
with the concept . . . of the millionaires’ island and its wondrous amenities” (293). I agree with 
Lottman that it is the “innate flaws in human nature [which] destroy” Standard-Island because 
Verne says it openly:  
Il est vrai, cet accident n’est pas dû aux forces de la nature, dont le Joyau du Pacifique, 
depuis sa fondation, avait toujours victorieusement bravé les ouragans, les tempêtes, les 
cyclones. C’est la faute de ces dissensions intestines, de ces rivalités de milliardaires, de 
cet entêtement forcené des uns à descendre vers le sud et des autres à monter vers le 
nord! C’est leur incommensurable sottise qui a provoqué l’explosion des chaudières de 
bâbord!... (397) 
I reject Lottman’s claim, however, that Verne “painted a beautiful picture of progress” (293) on 
the artificial island. Let us note that Verne uses rhetorical questions to challenge the validity of 
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such a man-made island, when he writes: “en créant ce domaine artificiel, lancé à la surface d’un 
vaste océan, le génie humain n’a-t-il pas dépassé les limites assignées à l’homme par le 
Créateur?” (110). To elicit his readers’ absolute acquiescence, Jules Verne elaborates on the 
same issue in the closing sentences of L’Île à hélice: 
Et pourtant, - on ne saurait trop le répéter, - créer une île artificielle, une île qui se 
déplace à la surface des mers, n’est-ce pas dépasser les limites assignées au génie 
humain, et n’est-il pas défendu à l’homme, qui ne dispose ni des vents ni des flots, 
d’usurper si témérairement sur le Créateur? (423) 
In his conclusion, Verne unequivocally condemns the creation of an artificial island because it is 
beyond the limits placed on people and goes so far as to pronounce such acts “forbidden.”  
But, why exactly must it be forbidden? We have seen that the “milliardaires” keep to 
themselves and hurt no one as they sail around the Pacific Ocean on their nature-defeating island. 
I argue that Verne’s real problem with Standard-Island is just that: while they do not hurt 
anyone, they also do not help anybody. Their private island, with its cutting edge technology, is 
certainly the “neuvième merveille du monde,” (423) but it can only be enjoyed by a very select 
few. These “milliardaires” are indifferent to the lot of the poor, who do not have access to their 
paradise or to any benefit it could possibly offer them. Furthermore, the islanders are 
unproductive: half of the population wishes to remain completely idle, while the other half still 
wants to multiply its millions through trade. When Yvernès, the flegmatic cello player, says that 
the quartet resemble “ces profanes qu’un mauvais génie a attirés dans une enceinte sacrée, et qui 
sont condamnés à périr pour avoir vu ce que leurs yeux ne devaient pas voir,” (79) I believe that 
what the French musicians were not supposed to see is the acrimonious inner-workings of 
Milliard-City. This divided and quarrelling society, destined to become a dystopia eventually, 
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implodes because its very founding concept is unethical and unmistakably antithetical to the 
essential tenets of utopian socialism. 
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Conclusion 
In my first three chapters, I showed that, according to Verne’s early vision of America, 
that country was in line with utopian socialism. In his novels, ordinary Americans were 
becoming educated in the sciences, a democratic, and a non-elitist and cooperative approach to 
science was leading to major strides in scientific discoveries and technological progress. In 
Verne’s fictional construction of the United States, robust industrial development and a vigorous 
American work ethic are offered as models for downtrodden France. Most importantly, Verne 
imagines that American industrialists’ projects benefit not only themselves, but also the entire 
community by providing countless jobs and uniting the people around a common tangible and 
noble goal. Finally, while in the realm of the arts, the young United States is not on par with old 
Europe in Verne’s vision, he shows that over time, the arts will thrive through Americans’ own 
initiative and also through their willingness to collaborate with European intellectuals. 
As we saw, while Verne was assembling his vision in which capitalist America fulfills 
the major goals of utopian socialism, he also saw that some aspects of American culture and 
society could very well challenge such a notion. But, not yet the pessimist that he would later 
become, he saw that the particular brand of greed and self-interest that he observed in America 
had not only disadvantages, but also advantages. Such unbridled ambition drove Americans to 
work hard and innovate sometimes at any cost. As we saw in chapter 5, the cracks in his utopian 
socialist vision of American society grow too large in Verne’s late novels, and his imperfect, but 
still idealized fantasy of the United States crumbles into a dystopian nightmare.  
Indeed, the novels that we have examined in the chapter 5, Sans dessus dessous and L’Île 
à hélice, read like cautionary tales. In the former, Verne features profit-seeking Americans acting 
with utter recklessness in their efforts to make their millions. Their extreme thirst for profit 
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blinds them to the bigger picture, and they thus take extravagant speculative risks while taking 
no precautions to protect their fellow man or the planet.  
Such greed and disregard for others calls to mind the current state of world affairs, in 
which global warming, manmade disasters such as oil spills, and the 2008 financial crisis are the 
realities we face due to the recklessness of the capitalist actors that will often stop at nothing to 
gain a profit. Sans dessus dessous reads as prophetic today, warning us that if greed is not 
checked, a profit-driven madman like J.T. Maston could put the better part of the globe at risk 
and transform the earth into a dystopian nightmare.  
In L’Île à hélice, we saw Verne’s earlier utopian socialist dream of L’Île mystérieuse, for 
example, turned completely upside down. As opposed to Verne’s earlier novel, L’Île à hélice 
shows us, with its idle, self-serving and uncooperative American characters, the possible result of 
amassing enormous fortunes, such as that attempted by J.T. Maston in Sans dessus dessous. 
Although the characters’ selfish actions do not directly impact the lives of ordinary Americans 
like those in Sans dessus dessous did, their collective hoarding of billions of dollars is void of 
any social and/ or altruistic purpose. Thus, far from improving the lot of their less fortunate 
fellow citizens, billionaires accentuate imbalance and increase economic injustice in society. 
As we saw in chapter 5, Verne does not only attack the idle Catholics of Milliard-City, 
but also the Protestants who wish to build industrial and commercial enterprises on their private 
island. In this late novel, Verne seems to be at an intellectual impasse. He cannot approve of the 
idle, nor can he applaud actions by wealthy individuals who will watch their hoarded millions 
grow. His surprising reticence toward industrial endeavors brings to mind Thomas Piketty’s 
summary in his Le Capital au XXIe siècle (2013), in which the French economist describes 
conditions that gave birth in the mid-19th-century to early socialist and communist movements: 
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À quoi sert le développement de l’industrie, à quoi servent toutes ces innovations 
techniques, tout ce labeur, tous ces exodes, si au bout d’un demi-siècle de croissance 
industrielle la situation des masses est toujours aussi misérable, et si l’on en est réduit à 
interdire le travail dans les usines pour les enfants au–dessous de 8 ans? (26) 
While Verne rarely depicts the plight of the working class74 and does not appear to have 
espoused Marxian beliefs – this despite him having owned an abridged copy of Le Capital75 –, 
he clearly does express some of the same concerns about income inequality as Marx and Engels 
and later Marxists certainly did.  
Verne’s Voyages extraordinaires, some of which can be considered romans 
d’anticipation, have led critics to call him a prophet of scientific developments to come. While 
many of his scientific prophecies have not come true, his social predictions have been more on 
target. Indeed, the scenario in the dystopian L’Île à hélice, in which rich elites are completely cut 
off not only geographically but also economically, socially and emotionally from the rest of the 
country, calls to mind today’s inequality crisis and the Occupy Wall Street movement it inspired 
in 21st century United States, where, according to A. Coskun Samli’s From a Market Economy to 
a Finance Economy: The Most Dangerous American Journey (2013), “the 1 percenters . . . 
                                                
74 One of the thinkers who connected industrial progress with the worsening of living conditions 
of the proletarian masses was Paul Lafargue. In his Droit à la paresse (1883), he mocks the idea 
of Progress espoused by many 19th century intellectuals: “Et cependant, les philosophes, les 
économistes bourgeois, depuis le péniblement confus Auguste Comte, jusqu’au ridiculement 
clair Leroy-Beaulieu; les gens de lettres bourgeois, depuis le charlatanesquement romantique 
Victor Hugo, jusqu’au naïvement grotesque Paul de Kock, tous ont entonné des chants 
nauséabonds en l’honneur du dieu Progrès, le fils aîné du Travail. À les entendre, le bonheur 
allait régner sur la terre: déjà on en sentait la venue. Ils alaient dans les siècles passées fouiller la 
poussière et es misères féodales pour rapporer de sombres repoussoirs aux délices des temps 
presents” (15).  
75 Thanks to Verne scholar Voker Dehs’ publication of a list of the contents of Jules et Michel 
Verne’s library in Verniana 3 (2010-2011), we know that a copy of Le Capital. Aperçu sur le 
socialisme scientifique, résumé par Gabriel Deville (1883) was in the Vernes’ library. 
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receiv[e] 92 percent of the total American GDP while the . . . 99 percenters . . . receiv[e] about 8 
percent of the total GDP.” Samli likens this socially and economically troubling situation to a 
fairytale where “the whole society is enslaved and working for the evil emperor,” (2) which 
hardly seems better than France’s Ancien régime.  
Interestingly, Verne’s relentless attack on “speculation” in his dystopian vision of the 
United States seems to anticipate Piketty’s evaluation of the cause and effect relationship 
between investment and inequality: 
Dès lors que le taux de rendement du capital dépasse durablement le taux de croissance 
de la production et du revenu, ce qui était le cas jusqu’au XIXe siècle et risque fort de 
redevenir la norme au XXIe siècle, le capitalisme produit mécaniquement des inégalités 
insoutenables, arbitraires, remettant radicalement en cause les valeurs méritocratiques sur 
lesquelles se fondent nos sociétés démocratiques. (16)  
Piketty’s proposed solution is not that of the utopian socialists or Marx and Engels. His book, 
among other things, develops optimistic theories as to how “la démocratie et l’intérêt général 
[peuvent] . . . reprendre le contrôle du capitalisme et des intérêts privés” (16) in order to stop the 
growth of inequality.  
In contrast to Piketty’s recent analysis, already in 1895, Verne seems to have grown 
pessimistic about society’s capacity to curb man’s greed. Towards the end of his life, Verne 
becomes simultaneously disillusioned with the American republic and with utopian socialism in 
general, and these two disappointments do not appear unrelated. Early on, he seemed to believe, 
in utopian socialist fashion, that industrial progress was the solution to poverty and inequality in 
that it would provide a seemingly infinite number of jobs with which all people could prosper 
economically. But the once promising example of the United States reveals that, when mixed 
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with greed and self-interest, improved technology and increased industrial output only appear to 
worsen inequality and even create a powerful plutocracy that is a capitalist version of Ancien 
Régime aristocracy, the very thing the utopian socialists wished to combat. Through monopoly 
and other unfair business practices, instead of providing wealth for all, science and industry, the 
supposed keys to the ideal society, allow but a few individuals to become filthy rich.  
We cannot help but see in Verne’s brief image of Michel Ardan in Sans dessus dessous 
Verne’s self-portrait. Ardan’s former enthusiasm for creating a perfect society on the moon with 
“toutes les ressources de l’art, de la science et de l’industrie,” (De la Terre à la lune 299) has 
now devolved into apathy. While Ardan appears relatively content in Sans dessus dessous, his 
quiet, withdrawn life implies that he has given up his former idealism about humanity.  
 Along with Verne’s loss of faith in industry as a means to cure society’s ills, the author of 
scientific pedagogical fiction also becomes skeptical about science and its contribution to the 
betterment of the human condition. Indeed, Verne’s pessimism towards science and its 
progresses echo the famous pronouncement by Ferdinand Brunetière, who talks about 
“banqueroute” or “faillite” of science when he criticizes the optimistic L’Avenir de la Science 
(1890) by Ernest Renan in his La Science et la Religion, Réponse à quelques objections of 1895. 
In more general terms, Matei Calinescu writes in “The Idea of Decadence” that “the critique of 
the myth of progress . . . gained momentum in the antiscientific and antirationalist reaction that 
marks the late nineteenth century and prolongs itself well into the twentieth.”76 As for Jules 
Verne, Arthur Evans points out in his Jules Verne Rediscovered that the novelist “[raises 
questions] concerning environmental protection, human morality, and social responsibility” in 
                                                
76 See Calinescu’s Five Faces of Modernity: Modernism, Avant-garde, Decadence, Kitsch, 
postmeodernism, Durham: Duke University Press, 1987, p. 186. For more about scientific 
skepticism in the second half of the nineteenth century, see Julia Przybos’s Zoom sur les 
décadents, Paris: José Corti, 2002, p. 117-126. 
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his later works, in which “scientists themselves are increasingly portrayed as crazed 
megalomaniacs – using their technological know-how for purposes of world domination or 
fabulous wealth” (Evans 81).  
The evolution of the character of Robur across two of Verne’s late novels, Robur-le-
conquérant (1886) and Maître du monde (1904), is indicative of the change in the author’s 
attitude toward science. In the first novel, Robur, a mysterious engineer of unknown nationality, 
has built the most cutting edge “plus lourd que l’air” (113) flying machine. To end the debate 
about the future of air travel, he visits the Weldon-Institute in Philadelphia, where members, 
siding with the “lighter than air” camp, are building hot air balloons. They stubbornly refuse to 
believe Robur, even after he kidnaps them in his “plus lourd que l’air” flying Albatros. In their 
escape, they destroy the Albatros, and Robur and his crew barely make it out alive. Originally 
wanting to collaborate with the Weldon-Institute, after his experience with the Americans, Robur 
changes his mind: 
Citoyens des États-Unis, . . . l’état des esprits n’e[st] pas prêt pour l’importante révolution 
que la conquête de l’air doit amener un jour. . . mon avis est dès à présent qu’il ne faut 
rien prématurer, pas même le progrès. La science ne doit pas devancer les moeurs. Ce 
sont des évolutions, non des révolutions qu’il convient de faire. En un mot, il faut 
n’arriver qu’à son heure. J’arriverais trop tôt aujourd’hui pour avoir raison des intérêts 
contradictoires et divisés. Les nations ne sont pas encore mûres pour l’union. (219-220) 
Unlike in De la terre à la lune of 1865, Robur comes to judge Americans as unfit for 
collaboration across nations and also unwilling and incapable of placing appropriate limits on the 
practical uses of scientific advances. Robur does, however, have hope that the Americans will 
one day be responsible enough to use science to everybody’s advantage: “Je pars donc, et 
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j’emporte mon secret avec moi. Mais il ne sera pas perdu pour l’humanité. Il lui appartiendra le 
jour où elle sera assez instruite pour en tirer profit et assez sage pour n’en jamais abuser” (220).  
In Maître du monde (1904), however, Verne’s message has changed dramatically. Robur 
has returned with a new improved machine called L’Épouvante, which can travel the earth, the 
oceans and the sky at tremendous speeds. With his machine, he terrorizes the United States and 
escapes all pursuit. It is assumed that the owner of this vehicle wishes to sell it, and, the major 
world powers begin dreaming of the advantages this machine would give the country which 
possesses it: 
Au créateur de cette machine, il fallait acheter son système à tout prix. . . Évidemment, 
d’ailleurs, les autres États ne négligeraient rien pour devenir possesseurs d’un engin qui 
serait si précieux dans l’armée comme dans la marine. On comprend quels avantages en 
retirerait une nation sur terre et sur mer! . . . Il fallait donc s’en rendre maître à coups de 
millions, et l’Amérique ne saurait faire des siens un meilleur usage. (133-34) 
After the United States wins the auction, Robur announces in a letter signed “Maître du monde” 
that he after all does not wish to sell his machine:  
‘Cette invention ne sera ni française, ni allemande, ni autrichienne, ni russe, ni anglaise, 
ni américaine. L’appareil restera ma propriété, et j’en ferai l’usage qui me conviendra. 
Avec lui, j’ai tout pouvoir sur le monde entier, et il n’est pas de puissance humaine qui 
soit en mesure de lui résister dans n’importe quelle ciroconstance’ (149-50)  
Robur has concluded that the world is still not and may never be ready for the secrets of his 
incredibly advanced technology. Judging from their race to possess his machine, nations would 
only use it to compete for world domination and not to benefit humanity. And while the 
characters in the novel call Robur the devil for having defied nature, it seems he is not the evil 
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one, but humanity in general. Robur has decided that people will always act with self-interest 
and that nations will always be at odds with one another. According to Robur, and we may add 
Jules Verne, the world of Saint-Simon, of Charles Fourier or of Étienne Cabet will never be 
ushered in. 
 Although Verne’s pessimistic stance in Maître du monde concerns humanity in general, 
the novel takes place on American soil. From this very fact, we can deduce that he is convinced 
that the Americans have become most guilty of the crimes of which he accuses humanity.  
While during the Second French Empire and after the disastrous Franco-Prussian War, 
Verne searched for a model for his country, by the end of the author’s career, the Third Republic 
was a permanent regime, making him more confident about the future of France. 
Americanization, which he had once advocated for his country, now could upset the delicate 
political balance that his fellow citizens had for so long fought. In addition, American society 
seemed, in his view, to be taking a dangerous direction in the late 19th century, in which 
technological progress was often taken too far, expansionist and imperialist policies reigned and 
where dollars, concentrated in a small number of hands, appeared to be more valuable than 
human life and the ecological health of the planet Earth. According to Jules Verne, by the 
beginning of the 20th century, the United States of America was certainly no longer a country fit 
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